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Chapter 2 

Processes of Perception, Conception,   and Reporting 

William K,  Hartmann 

1. Introduction 

The preceding chapter outlined the sequence of events, physical, 

physiological,  and psychological, by which perception of a phenomenon 

is combined with previous conceptions.     In this chapter we will  review 

some evidence on how this proceeds in fact,  and on how the conceptions, 

sometimes after significant interpretation,  produce a report. 

The question underlying this discussion is  this:    Are misinterpretation 

and misreporting sufficiently common as to make credible the assertion 

that the entire UFO phenomenon, or at  least the residual of unidentified 

cases,  is the result of these processes  (plus deliberate hoaxes)?    The 

data show that  this assertion is  indeed credible,  although, of course, 

we cannot prove that this accounts for the unidentified objects. 

2. Perception:    Objects and Phenomena in the Atmosphere 

In practice,  it has proven impossible and potentially misleading to 

try to tabulate all of the possible causes of UFO perception.    There are 

simply too many.    The very point that is emphasized by case after case 

is the incredible variety of circumstances that may cause one to perceive 

an apparition of high strangeness and conceive of it as an UFO,  or even 

more specifically as a "flying saucer." 

Minnaert   (1954),   Menzel   (1953),   and Menzel and Boyd  (1963) have 

described in detail many objects and phenomena that are unfamiliar to 

most persons.     We need not repeat their description here.    However,  simply 

to illustrate the variety of causes that can and have produced UFO 

reports.  Table  1    briefly lists some of the possibilities. 

We can be virtually certain that all of the causes in Table  1 have, 

at one time or another, produced perceptions  that could not be identified 

by the observer.     It  is perhaps not surprising,   therefore,  that about 

3,000,000 out of 125,000,000 adult civilian Americans have perceived 
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Table 1 

ExMples of UFO-Related Objects and Phenomena 

Meteorological 

Sub sun 

Lenticular clouds 

Noctilucent clouds 

Mirages 

Sundog 
"Dust devils", etc. 

St. Elao's fire 

Ball lightning 

Gulfstream aircraft (Case 54) 

Cf. Section III, Chapter 3 

"Glowing" c'Duds, often in peculiar shapes 

Examples cited by Menzel (1953), Menzel and 
Boyd (1963) 

Debris thrown into air without apparent 
support. 

Cf. Section VI, Chapter 7 

Astronoaical 

Meteors, fireballs 

Satellite reentries 

Aurora 

Venus, other planets 

Cf. discussion of 1913 fireball, this 
chapter 

Cf. discussion of Zond IV, this chapter 

Experimental and Technological 

"Skyhook" balloons 

Other balloons 
Test aircraft 

Rocket launches 

High-alt. projectiles 

Bomb tests 
Contrails 

Refueling 
Searchlight reflections 

Responsible for Mantel1 tragedy (Menzel 
and Boyd, 1963) 

Certain, little-flown types have been 
disk-shaped 

Rockets & contrails have generated UFO 
reports 

Have been used in flare and wind-study 
experiments (Cf. New Mexico aircraft 
(Case 55) 

Fort Belvoir, Va.  (Case  50) 

Coarsegold, Calif.  (Case 28) 
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Table 1 (cont'd) 

Aircraft reflections 

Aircraft afterburner 

Aircraft seen at unusual angles 

Aircraft landing lights 

Flare experiments 

Great Falls, Mont.  (Case 47) 

Physiological and Psychological 

Autokinesis 

"Autostasis" 

Entoptic effects 

Motes on the cornea 

Hallucination 

"Airship effect" 

"Excitedness effect' 

Perceived motion of objects known to be 
stationary 

Perceived stopping of objects known to be 
moving 

Generated within the eyeball 

Perceived as spots 

Perceived connection of separate sources 
(cf. this chapter) 

Selection effect on reports (cf. this chapter) 

Industrial Effects 

Detergent foam 

Biological 

Angel hair 

Airborn debris (e.g. nälkweed) Camarillo, Calif.  (Case 58) 

Birds, flocks of birds       Tremonton, Utah (Case 49) 

Swarms of insects 

Luminous fungi on birds 

Fireflies 

Miscellaneous 

Hot-air balloons UFO reports generated by toy balloons using 
candles to create hot air   (Boulder, 
Colo., Case  18 ) 
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Table 1  (cont'd) 

Kites 

Reflections off windows 

Material fixed or moving on 
window 

Deliberate hoaxes 

Witness interprets reflection as object 
outside window 

As above 
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phenoaena that they classify as "Unidentified Flying Objects"  (See 

Section  III,  Chapter 8).    The question is whether a few of these reports 

are extraordinary. 

Table   1    raises a prob lea for the UFO investigator:     in a given 

case, how unusual aay a phenoaenon be to be cited as  explanation? 

Certain investigators have been widely criticized for constructing 

elaborate conditions to explain  (or explain away) UFO reports.    One 

should be guided by "Occaa's Razor":    an explanation becoaes  less 

credible as  the nuaber of ad hoc assuaptions increases.    Table    1   is 

not a list by which every case can be explained, but it does suggest 

that even without alien spaceships and undiscovered physical phenoaena, 

many strange things will be perceived. 

As an example of the coaplexities of just one class of objects, 

which has been inadequately studied both within and outside the context 

of UFOs,  consider aeteoroidal bolides.     Bolides have produced exceedingly 

spectacular and unusual displays, but it  is not widely recognized that 

they probably include a variety of objects.    There are coaetary debris, 

thought to be fragile and with a high volatile content,  leading to 

fragaentation in the ataosphere.    Many of these, having drifted in from 

the outskirts of the solar systea have a very high velocity.    Asteroidal 

fragaents,  thought to be represented by the stony and iron aeteorites, 

enter the ataosphere at intermediate velocities and aay have a different 

mass distribution.    Least known of all,  there aay be a group of low velocity 

objects that are debris blown off the aoon by impacts or in soae other 

way captured in the earth-moon system.    There may even be other unknown 

sources of cosmic debris. 

The slow bolides  (entry speed = escape velocity) are of particular 

relevance and interest because of the part that the epidemic of slow, green 

fireballs played in the development of the UFO problea in 1948-49  (Ruppelt 

1956; Menzel and Boyd,  1963), and because of the scattered reports  in the 

astroaoaical  literature of majestic slow fireballs  (Chant,  1913; dis- 

cussed below).    As an example of the diverse data bearing on the UFO 

problea, consider the possibility of observing fragaents blown off the 
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moon.  It is believed that interplanetary meteoroids striking the moon 

dislodge material amounting to some hundreds of times their own mass 

(Gault, 1964). Material totaling roughly the initial projectile's mass 

may escape the moon's gravitational field, probably in the form of 

particles much smaller than the original projectile (Gault, 1964). 
4 

Ordinary meteors of mass 10 gm are of magnitude about -10 (Vedder, 1966), 

and we nay infer that a fragment of such mass from the moon would pro- 

duce a spectacular display as it enters the earth's atmosphere.  That is, 
fi ft 

lunar-impacting projectiles of mass of the order 10 to 10 gm could be 

expected to throw out fragments that, entering the earth's atmosphere, 

could produce spectacular, slow fireballs.  How often do such lunar 

impacts occur? Meteor fluxes have been thoroughly reviewed by Vedder 

(1966) and for the mass range given, ehe rate of lunar impacts is 

estimated to be in the range 10 to 10  per year.  It is expected that 

many circumlunar particles would ultimately decay into the earth's 

atmosphere so that we may predict that every few decai'es, or even more 

frequently, spectacular slow fireballs of lunar origin should occur, and 

that groupings of these objects would appear over periods of weeks, since 

clusters of ejecta are thrown out by each lunar impact, to decay at dif- 

ferent rates. 

This illustration is chosen because the predicted characteristics 

match those of the "green fireball episode" and suggest that lunar 

debris may, indeed, be the explanation of those unusual bolides. 

It is important to note that we have not yet even considered the 

possibility that any of the common or unusual causes in Table 1 may 

be badly reported, so that an investigator may become hopelessly confused. 

Whoever believes that the UFO phenomenon represents revolutionary 

and fantastic events must take full account of the facts that (1) UFOs 

by definition include all phenomena unknown to the observer; (2^  such 

phenomena are present in effectively infinite variety, so that even 

widely experienced investigators, not to mention inexperienced witnesses, 

may be unaware of them; and (3) such phenomena, even if accurately per- 

ceived, may be badly interpreted and reported by the observer. 
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3.    Conception :   The Re-entry of Zond  IV Debris 

It  is remarkably common for astronomers, when queried about UFOs, 

to cite the misconceptions that accompany reports of meteors.    Most 

astronomers have talked to witnesses who believe a prominent meteor 

landed "just behind the barn" or "just over the hill;" thus, they stress 

the  limitations of verbal  reports from average observers. 

Project Blue Book has  supplied us with exceptionally good data to 

illuminate this problem.     On 3 March 1968 the news agency of the Soviet 

Union announced that the spacecraft "Zond IV" had been placed in a  low 

"parking orbit" around the earth and would soon be launched into "outlying 

regions of near-earth space"  (Sullivan,  1968)      The mission was unsuccess- 

ful.    At about 9:45 p.m.  EST on 3 March,  hundreds of American observers 

near a line from Kentucky to Pennsylvania saw a majestic procession of 

fiery objects with sparkling golden orange tails move across their sky. 

The spacecraft was disintegrating upon re-entry.    Most observers saw 

two or three main pieces, while observers near the end of the path 

saw more.    These objects were soon identified by NORAD as pieces of the 

Zond   IV probe or its rocket booster and this  identification was  finally 

confirmed  1 July  1968   (Sullivan,   1968). 

This  case put    us  in the rare and fortunate position of knowing 

exactly what was  involved even before we began to investigate the many 

UFO reports that were generated. 

In brief, many of these reports were quite good,  but there is an 

admixture of spurious elements  that are astonishingly familiar to students 

of the "flying saucer" literature.    The latter  vividly illustrate the 

problem of conception and interpretation,  and shed light on the entire 

UFO phenomenon. 

Consider the conceptions  that may be generated  if one perceives 

three bright point sources moving across the night sky at constant 

angular separation of, say,  5°.    The most objective observer may report 

as directly as possible the percept:    three point sources moving with a 

constant angular separation.     Rut this is just one end of a spectrum. 

A less objective observer and,  from our Zond  IV data,  a demonstrably 
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more typical one may introduce subtle elements of interpretation.    He 

may report three point sources flying    with constant angular separation, 

or three lighte flying with constant angular separation, or three lights 

flying in formation.    These changes in conception may be subtle, but when 

the observer reports his conception to a second party,  they may produce 

vividly different conceptions  (especially if the second party  is  inclined 

to believe "flying saucers" exist).  Further toward the other end of the 

spectrum, but  less typical than the above examples, a highly unobjective 

observer may introduce totally spurious elements.    He may report three 

oraft flying in formation.    He may,  for example,  conceive the idea that 

the three point  sources are connected,  since they maintain a constant 

pattern.    He may even imagine a dark elongated  form connecting them so 

that they become lights on a cigar-shaped object^ or even windows on a 

aigar-shaped object. 

This spectrum of the conceptions of observers is not based on mere 

theorizing.     It  is directly derived from the Zond IV observations. 

Quantitative analysis of the observations is somewhat confused by 

their heterogeneity.    The file supplied by Project Blue Book contains 

reports ranging from very complete accounts  on official Air Force report 

forms to fragmentary records of telephone reports.    In all,  there are 

some 78 reports, but only about 30 detailed  letters or forms attempting 

to give a complete description are appropriate for analysis.    There are 

only 12 Air Force report forms from which one can study the variations 

in response to specific questions;  e.g.  angular size, velocity,  etc. 

Study of the file, some 30 complete reports produced counts of 

certain conceptions indicated in Table    2,   listed in order of decreasing 

frequency. 

The following remarks apply to the items  in Table    2.     Item  (1)   shows 

that virtually all  the reports that made reference to sound correctly 

agree that there was none.    One witness  (item 16)  reported sound like a 

piece of tin hurtling through the air.    We can be certain this  is  in 

error;  this conception must havt resulted from an unrelated noise or a 

hallucination due to a belief that there ought to have been a sound 

Items  (2)  and  (14)  are somewhat misleading semantic errors.    A bettei 
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Table 2 

Selected Conceptions Generated by Zond IV Re-entry* 

Conception No. of Reports 

1. Report absence of any sound 20 

2. Repoit "formation" 17** 

3. Estimate altitude or distance < 20 mi. 13** 

4. Suggest phenomenon may be meteor(ite) or satellite 12 
re-entry 

5. Report straight, uniform motion 12 

6. Indicate individual sources were of angular size 10 *« 

7. Report rocket- or cigar-shape, or "saucer" shape 7** 

8. Report curvature or change of direction or motion 6** 

9. Estimate altitude or distance at < 10,000 ft. 5** 

10. Report cigar-shape or rocket-shape 5** 

11. Report "fuzzy" outline 4 

12. Report "windows" 3** 

13. Describe lights (implying lights on something) 2** 

14. Refer to exhaust 2** 

15. Report sharp, well defined outline 2** 

16. Report noise 1** 

17. Report reaction of animal 1** 

18. Report vertical descent 1** 

*Based in effect, on about 30 relatively complete reports out of a 
total file of 78. 

^Conceptions that are to greater or  lesser degree erroneous. 
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choice of word than "formation" would have been "pattern" or "constellation." 

"Formation" and "exhaust" imply guided vehicles.    One observer even described 

one object as "pursuing" another;  it "looked as if it was   [sic] making 

an attempt to shoot the other one down."    (3) and (9):    As is usually "e 

case with meteor reports, the object was conceived of as being much 

closer than in fact.    This presumably results from the average obse'-vji's 

unfamiliarity with the concept of watching objects a hundred miles away. 

(4):    A number of observers correctly considered meteoritic phenomena. 

A smaller number flatly identified the apparition as a re-entry of some 

sort and a few even indicated that they gave it scarcely a thought until 

they later heard of the excitement generated through radio,  and newspapers! 

(5) and (8):    Most observers described an essentially linear path, b"t 

a smaller number reported changes in direction.    A few even ruled out 

a meteoritic phenomenon on this basis.    Most of the reports of change in 

direction must be subjective, perhaps an autokinesis effect, but some 

are thought to result from observers own motion in vehicles.     (7):    This 

includes all descriptions typical of "flying saucers," and (6),   (7),  and 

(10) together indicate a strong tendency to conceive of a shape even 

though the phenomenon involved virtual point sources.    Most observers 

indicated that the fragments were about 3-4 min. of arc in diameter, 

just within the resolving power of the normal human eye.    Reports of a 

"cigar-shape" apparently stem from a subjective tendency to connect the 

string of sources and from popularization of this concept in the UFO 

literature.    This important phenomenon I will call the "airship effect;" 

it is demonstrably present even in reports as far back as 1913,  and in 

Cases 34 and    37.     Items (11) and (15), which seem to indicate merely 

the inadequacy of the report form's question (The edges of the object 

were:    Fuzzy or blurred?    Sharply outlined?)  in the case of a near- 

point source with an ill-defined tail.    Items  (12) and  (13)  illustrate 

serious misconceptions, apparently due to unconscious assumption that 

there was a vehicle.    Item (17) refers to a report that a dog was noted to 

become upset and to huddle, whimpering, between two trash cans.    According 

to her own testimony,  the witness, was quite excited and the dog presumably 

detected this. 
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The Air Force report i   rms comprise a smaller set of more homogeneous 

data,   since the questions ai     standardized.    A range of conceptions arc 

illustrated by the  12 report forms plus 5 highly detailed accounts,  and 

are summarized in Table    2.       The angular size,  a relatively objective 

measurement,  is fairly consistently estimated.    The size,  distance,  and 

velocity estimates are hopelessly misconceived,  as we have already seen, 

since the observers had no objective way of determining any of these 

(without realizing that a re-entry was involved).    The estimates appear 

to be  influenced by prior conceptions of and familiarity with airplanes. 

Typical  errors exceed a factor of ten.    Only four of the  12 respondents 

correctly noted that they could not estimate the speed.     Of 17 observers, 

four chose to describe a "formation," and two,   "windows." 

An effect important to the UFO problem is demonstrated by the records: 

the excited observers who thought they had witnessed a very strange phenom- 

enon produced the most detailed,   longest,  and most misconceived reports, 

but those who by virtue of experience most nearly recognized the nature 

of the phenomenon became the least excited and produced the briefest 

reports.    The "exoitedneee effeot" has an important bearing on the UFO 

problem.    It is a selection effect by which the least accurate reports 

are made more prominent   (since the observer becomes highly motivated to 

make a report), while the most accurate" reports may not be recorded.    In 

the case of Zond IV the two most lengthy unsolicited reports described 

the apparition as a cigar-shaped craft with a row of lighted windows 

and a fiery tail, while the correct identifications as a re-entry were 

short,  in some cases recovered only by later solicitation of reports. 

In summary, we conclude that all of the following factors demonstrably 

confuse reports of unidentified phenomena and make subsequent investigation 

difficult:     (1)    Objects are conceived of in terms of familiar concepts, 

such as aircraft.    This produces misconceptions of distance,  speed,   shape, 

etc.     (2)    At least during the  last decade conceptions have been heavily 

influenced by the  "flying saucer" concept in movies, TV,  and periodicals. 

Reports of "saucer-shape," "cigar-shape," and physiological reaction 

are probably a consequence.     (3)    Due to the nature of certain casi-s, 
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certain questions on prepared questionnaires or report forms become 

ambiguous or meaningless.     (4)    The "excitedness effect" biases reports 

toward those containing more exotic conceptions.     (5)    The "airship 

effect" causes some observers to conceive of a shape surrounding light 

sources. 

I It is scarcely short of amazing, and certainly suggestive,  that 

(the seemingly straightforward Zond IV incident produced a high per- 

centage of the very phenomena that have puzzled students of the UFO 

problem.    Table  3   lists a selection of such reports.    We have,  in 

• fact, reports of (1)    a cigar-shaped object with windows and a flaming 

exhaust,   (2)    a vehicle or craft that passed low overhead in utter 

silence,   (3)    psycho-physiological response of dread,  or in another 

case,  an urge to sleep, and,   (4)    abnormal behavior of a nearby animal. 

To the extent that the argument for "flying saucers" rests on the 

strangeness of such observations,  it is thereby weakened. 

Of course,  the important question in a case such as the Zond  IV 

re-entry is not the quality of the worst observations, but rather 

whether the observations taken together did define and clarify the 

phenomenon.    My own judgment is that, together, the reports would sug- 

gest a re-entry to anyone who was familiar with such a phenomenon. 

This results primarily from the vividness of this particular case, 

and the attendant diagnostic features:    a bright bolide slowly disin- 

tegrating into many fragments,  each attended by a train.    Nonetheless, 

it must be said that only a fraction, about a quarter,  of the reports 

point directly in this direction while about another quarter are mis- 

leading and the remainder insufficiently detailed to be diagnostic. 

A reporter or investigator coming upon the case in innocence would be 

hardput to distinguish the good from the bad reports. 

Table 3    demonstrates that a large part of the UFO problem is a 

semantic one.     One may point out that an accurate reconstruction of 

this incident would have been, after all, possible from the bulk of 

reports; but  to generate a UFO case we need only   (say)  one to four 
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Table 3 

Selected Descriptive Comments on Zond  IV Re-entry 

Nature of the object: 

"[l heard on] news ... it was space junk. Never. It came down 
then went forward in perfect formation.    So how can gravity be defied?" 

"Suggestions;     1.     Cylinder type rocket with two thrust rocket en- 
gines and one rocket engine in front for guiding purposes.    2.    Meteor 
broken into three main parts.    3.    Space or aeronautical craft." 

"Observer does not think the objects were either satellite debris 
or meteors because they had a flat trajectory." 

"Didn't attach much importance to the object because I thought it 
was a re-entry." 

"Thought it  looked like something burning up in space ....  Thought 
it looked like a tum-in." 

"I wasn't aware that I had seen anything unusual until the local 
TV newscast  .   .   .  advised of many other sightings of same for miles 
around." 

"Neither I nor my fiancee sighted any connecting lines [among the 
bright sources]. If there were connecting lines, it would have formed 
the fuselage of a B-S2 only about thirty to forty times bigger." 

"Could not see actual object." 

Appearance of object: 

"All  .   .   .  observers saw a long jet airplane-looking vehicle with- 
out any wings.    It was on fire both in front and behind.    All observers 
also saw many windows   ....   If there had been anybody in the UFO 
near the windows   I would have seen then." 

"It was  shaped  like a fat cigar,   in my estimation  ....   It appeared 
to have rather square shaped windows along the side that was facing us   .   . 
It appeared to me that the fuselage was constructed of many pieced or flat 
sheets   .   .   .   with a   'riveted together  look'   ....  The many   'windows' 
seemed to be  lit up from the inside." 

[It could be compared to]  "ordinary saucer  inverted without protru- 
sion on top;  elongated a little more than a saucer.    Protrusion on bottom 
midline and about 50% of bottom so covered." 
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Table  3  (cont'd) 

"No flame was visible but  .   ,   . quantity of golden sparks  .... 
I In my opinion it was a solid rocket type vehicle with three lights or 

three oval saucer type vehicles." 

"Object had red and blue lights." 

"Observed an unidentified object .... It was long and narrow 
with a light in front and in back there was a streaming tail .... 
The object was dark black,  trail was yellow gold." 

• "Fiery orange,  long and narrow." 

"Definite disk shaped." 

"It was like two disk-shaped lights in some planned position." 

"Tail appeared as metallic sparks." 

"Formation flight:" 

"They flew in a perfect military formation." 

When asked if they could be meteorites,   [witness]  replied, "It 
would be the first time  I ever saw meteorites fly formation." 

"It appeared as if one object was in pursuit of the other.    One 
object seemed to be traveling at a higher or greater speed than the 
one pursuing it.    The pursuing object .   .   .   looked as if it was making 
an attempt to shoot the other one down." 

Distance and dimensions: 

"It was at about treetop level and was seen very, very clearly, 
just a few yards away." 

A pilot "estimated each   [tail] was about 0.5 mile in length." 

"We saw two orange lights tailing  [sic]  about two yards apart." 

Observer "felt that it would have hit in the wooded area south 
of  (her city)." 

Response and reaction: 

"I really wanted to see a UFO.    I remember saying aloud  .   .   .   'This 
is no natural phenomenon.     It's really UFOs,  I   .   .   .  made an attempt to 
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Table 3  (cont'd) 

communicate with them. I had a flashlight . . . [and] signaled ... in 
Morse code . . . , No visible response elicited .... After I came into 
the house I had an overpowering drive to sleep .... My dog . . . went 
over between the two trash cans . . . and whimpered and lay on the drive 
between the cans like she was frightened to death .... High frequency 
sound   inaudible to us?" 

"Frightened my eleven year old son, who was out with nis telescope." 

Hearsay: 

"I heard there were  [72] grass fires  in this area on the day following 
this sighting.     I would think there might be a possible connection." 
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witnesses to agree on and express misleading conceptions and other 

witnesses to be silent or (more commonly) non-existent. 

4. Conception: Re-entry of Titan 3 C-4 Debris 

An incident less widely observed than the Zond IV re-entry gave 

the writer an opportunity to compare his personal observation of the 

re-entry of satellite debris with verbal reports solicited from his 

community. The results are similar to those of the case described 

above. 

On 28 September 1967, at 9:53 MOST I noticed from Tucson, a 

bright, orange-red stellar object drifting across the northern sky 

toward th^ northeast at a rate of about 40' of arc per sec. Though 

initially of about zero magnitude, it suddenly disappeared, giving the 

impression of a jet plane cutting off its afterburner. However, the 

object suddenly reappeared, then repeated the perfonnance several 

times. During the last few degrees of the trail, some 5°-10° above 

the horizon, there appeared to be a disintegration into several barely 

resolved fragments. A second or two later, another object appeared and 

followed the first one down to the last 4° of the trail. Meanwhile, 

a faint milky-white train which had been left by the first object 

brightened for about 10 sec, then faded, twisted, and broke up in a 

period of about 6 min. 

The tell-tale features of a satellite re-entry were present: the 

object was too slow for a meteor, had the brightness fluctuations and 

color of a burning object, fragmented, moved eastward and left a train 

that was distorted by high altitude winds. A later check through the 

Colorado project indicated that re-entry of certain fragments of Titan 

3 C-4 satellite 1965-82KD, had been estimated to occur at about 6:00 a.m., 

MOST, on 29 September 1967 (see also King-Hele and Quinn, 1966). 

Earlier, the satellite had exploded in orbit, and the fragments were 

spread out along the orbit, so that sporadic decays near the predicted 

time were not unexpected; the observation of a second fragment a few 
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seconds (some tens of miles) behind the first was consistent with this. 

Hence, the identification is regarded as virtually certain. 

Rarely does the investigator himself have an opportunity to see 

the "UFO" being described.  In order to take advantage of this oppor- 

tunity to compare my own observations to the conceptions and semantics 

generated, I solicited observations through a local newspaper. 

Fifteen reports were received from the Tucson area by telephone. 

The reports ranged from quite accurate to quite misleading. The most 

misleading of the 15 was from an articulate woman who was to all appear- 

ances an astute observer. She clearly reported that the object fell 

betueen her and some mountains  a few miles away, appearing in front 

of (south of) the mountains and below their crests.  (This conflicts 

with other reports of observers located north and west of the mountains, 

as well as the known identity of the object.) Other misconceptions 

reported included : (1) red and green flashing or rotating light 

(possibly confusing the object with an aircraft that was near the 

witness?); (2) much bigger than a star, could see a round shape; (3) 

motion toward the west (confusion with another object?); (4) "Looked 

like it was coming down right at me.  It scared me.  It was like it 

was right over me - like a fat airplane - with a big window." This 

is a repetition of the "airship effect" in which the observer conceives 

of a light as an aperture in a black, unseen, larger form. 

The writer had concluded (before the Zond IV results were avail- 

able) that roughly a quarter of the reports were accurate and acticulate 

enough to be definitive, roughly a quarter contained seriously misleading 

elements, and the rest were sufficiently inarticulate or whimsical to 

be of no great value (It was "real red, like, you know, and pretty . . . 

It turned [sic] a beautiful white streak ..."). A report made by an 

investigator arriving later would have depended on which conceptions 

he heard or adopted. The right selection would have cleared up any 

problem; the wrong one might have created a seemingly inexplicable and 

possibly celebrated UFO report. 
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5. Conception:  The Great Fireball of 9 February 1913 

C. A. Chant (1913a), in a 71-page report, gives a detailed account 

of the spectacular meteoric display of 9 February 1913. The series of 

disintegrating bolides passed from Saskatchewan ESE over the Great 

Lakes and over the New Jersey coast. Several "waves" of clustered 

objects were seen, noise was heard at least 50 mi. from the sub-bolide 

point, and ground shocks were reported.  Other remarkable sporadic 

meteors were seen in various scattered locations around the world for 

a period of some days. Chant deduced that the height of the path, 

which followed the earth's curvature, was about 26 mi. and that the 

geocentric velocity was in the range 5-10 mi/sec. M. Davidson (1913) 

reanalyzed Chant's data, plus observations from Bermuda, and concluded 

that the object had a height of some 46 mi. over Ontario, and Chant 

(1913b) subsequently inferred that they reached perigee over Ontario, 

but were not destroyed, moving out into a new orbit when seen from 

Bermuda. 

The phenomenon appeared rather like the Zond IV re-entry.  It is 

well-described in the "extended extracts" from letters published by 

Chant. Clusters of stellar-like objects passed overhead, with tails 

several degrees long and accompanied by smaller, fainter objects.  It 

is a subjective judgment, possibly influenced by some editing of the 

letters by Chant, that the 1913 reports are on the whole more objective 

than those of this decade. There are probably two reasons for this : 

(1)  In 1913 the demarcation between "educated" persons, from whom 

Chant was likely to receive letters, and "uneducated persons," was 

greater.  (2)  In 1913, theie was no widely known conception (i.e. 

pre-conception of mysterious saucer-shaped aircraft or spaceship 

(although several reports refer to the object as an airship).  Further, 

the 1913 reports (as published) tend to be more descriptive; the word 

"meteor" is used in a non-generic sense simply to mean a bright object 

passing across the sky. There is little attempt among the corres- 

pondents to infer what the objects were. 
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Chant himself indicates that the reports varied in quality due 

to the process of conception and interpretatioh:  "The reader . . . 

will . , . see that intelligent people can differ widely in describing 

a phenomenon, and will be able to appreciate the difficulty I have 

had in discriminating between very discordant observations." He 

presents reports of nearly 150 witnesses. 

Tlie "airship effect" is clearly present.  Consider these reports: 

(1) "The series of lights travelled in unison and so horizontal that 

I could think only of a giant flying machine. The lights were at 

different points, one in front, one further back, and a rear light, 

then a succession of small lights in the tail."  (2)  "They . . . did 

not seem to be falling as meteors usually do, but kept a straight 

course . , . above the horizon. Our first impression was that a fleet 

of illuminated airships of monstrous size [was] passing. The incan- 

descent fragments themselves formed what to us looked like the illuminations 

while the tails seemed to make the frame of the machine.  They looked 

like ships travelling in company." (3) "The meteor resembled a large 

aeroplane or dirigible, with two tiers of lights strung along the sides." 

(4) The witnesses "reported that they had seen an airship going east. 

The heavens were brilliantly illuminated, and with the passage of the 

meteors a shower of stones was seen to fall." (This last element is 

not mentioned elsewhere and appears to be spurious.)  (5) "I took 

it for an aeroplane with both headlights lit, and as it came nearer 

the sparks falling behind it made it appear still more like one. 

However after a minute or a minute and a half I could see it was a 

meteor .... It was very low, apparently just above the hills. (6) 

"My brother shouted to me, 'An airship! And I said, 'Mrs. M—'s 

chimney is on fire I It looked that near .... To the eye they were 

little above the housetops." (7) "... a voice from a group of 

men was heard to say:  'Oh, boys, I'll tell you what it is - an 

aeroplane race.'" 

We have already noted in the Zond IV case that the angular size, 

a relatively objective estimate, was consistently measured. In this 
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case the description of the noise is remarkably consistent, perhaps 

because of the ready availability of a charming simile. Here are five 

consecutive descriptions of the noise:  (1) "... a heavy noise 

like a clap of thunder at a distance;" (2) "... a low rumble 

which at first made me think it was a buggy going along the road from 

church;" (3) "... like thunder, loud at first and rumbling every 

two or three seconds;" (4) "... like a horse and rig going over 

a bridge;" (5) "... like a wagon passing over a rough road." 

There was more difficulty with conceptions such as angular eleva- 

tion and distance. As usual, the latter was grossly underestimated. 

(1) "... midway between the horizon and the sky ..." (2) "... 

midway between ths earth and the sky ..." (3) They travelled no 

faster than a crow flies." (4) "... never have I [seen] so many 

heavenly bodies moving at one time, or any moving so slowly or in so 

low an altitude."  (5) "They looked to pass about one mile south and 

at an elevation of about 300 feet." (6) "... I saw [it] for about 

half a minute.  In that time it seemed to go about 150 yards." (7) 

"The position in the sky of the first one seemed very low, so low that 

at first I thought it was a rocket." (Skyrockets, of the fireworks type, 

were a common analogue). 

Many more reports could be cited, illustrating comparison with 

familiar objects (kites, funnels, ships in formation), in some cases 

misleading, even though the reports taken together present a relatively 

clear picture. We again can conclude that a substantial number of 

misleading reports will be introduced in observations of unusual 

phenomena. 

6. Additional Remarks on Percepts and Concepts 

The "airship effect" and 'excitedness effect" apply to the Eastern 

Airlines case of 1948 (better known as the Chiles-Whitted case). This 

will serve as an example of the difficulties of establishing any concrete 

evidence for "flying saucers" whei. one is forced to distinguish percepts 

and concepts of a few witnesses in older cases. 
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Briefly, pilot Chiles and co-pilot Whitted reported flashing by 

them in a few seconds a "wingless aircraft with no fins or protruding 

surfaces, [which] was cigar-shaped, about 100 ft, long, and about 

twice the diameter of a B-29 Superfortress.  It seemed to havo two rows 

of windows through which glowed a very bright light, brilliant as a 

magnesium flare. An intense dark-blue glow like a blue fluorescent 

factory light shown at the bottom along the entire length, and red- 

orange flames shot out from the rear to a distance of some fifty 

feet" (Menzel, 1963). 

This case has been one of the mainstays in the arguments for "flying 

saucers" and NICAP has described it as the "classic" cigar-shaped 

object (Hall, 1964).  Hynek, as consultant to the Air Force, and Menzel 

and Boyd account for it as a fireball (Menzel, 1963). 

The present discussion provides definitive evidence that fireballs 

can be described in oust the way reported by Chiles and Whitted. The 

investigator is faced with the perfectly conceivable possibility that 

Chiles and Whitted, suffering from the "airship effect," became excited 

and reported a misconception - a cigar-shaped object with windows and 

flames - just as a fraction of witnesses to spectacular fireballs are 

now known to do. 

A second example from my own experience illustrates the difficulties 

of transforming perceptions into conceptions (and explanations). During 

the course of the Colorado project investigation, I was sitting in the 

left side of an airliner, just behind the wing. As I looked out over 

patchy clouds, I saw an object apparently passing us in the distance, 

flying the other way.  It came out from under our wing, not far below 

the horizon, and drifted slowly behind us until, because of the window 

geometry, I could no longer see far enough behind to observe it.  It 

moved like a distant airliner, but was a grey, ill-defined disk, with 

major axis about a third of the apparent size of the moon.  It was 

darker than the clouds, but lighter than the ground.  It appeared to 

ve a disk-shaped, nebulous "aircraft," flying smoothly in an orientation 

parallel to the ground. 
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f I was sufficiently shaken by this to pull out some paper and begin 

making copious notes. During this operation I glanced out again and 

this time saw clearly a distant airliner, slightly above the horizon 

this time, but moving in the same way. There was no question that thie 

was an airliner, for in spite of its having the same angular size as 

the disk, I could clearly see its wings and tail. Just then, the pilot 

banked to the right, raising the left wing, and suddenly the distant 

plane became a grey, nebulous disk.  It had passed behind the distorting 

exhaust stream of the jet engine, which was suspended and obscured under 

the wing. The first disk, or plane, had flown directly behind this 

stream, whose presence had slipped my mind. 

In summary, an investigator of UFOi is in effect asking for all 

the records of strange things seen, and he must be sober in recognizing 

the tremendous variety of sources of distortion and misconception. 

Each case of misconception may involve its own processes of error, but 

perhaps common to all such cases is an easy tendency to "fix" on an 

early conception of a percept, by a process that is analogous to that 

of the "staircase" optical illusion in which one conceives of the stair- 

case as being seen either from "above" or "below". Another example is 

the common difficulty in looking at aerial photographs. One may con- 

ceive of the relief as being seen either "positive" or "negative." 

Once the conception occurs it is difficult to dispel it.  If you see 

a star at night from an airplane but conceive of it as an object 

pacing the aircraft at only 300 yd. distance, it is easy to retain this 

conception. As R. V. Jones (1968) has pointed out (reviewing his wartime 

intelligence investigative experience in the context of the UFO problem), 

"witnesses were generally right when they said that aomethhig  had 
happened at a particular place, although they could be wildly wrong 

about what  had happened." (WKH emphasis). 

7.  Reporting 

"Reporting" means the process of transmission of the observation ■ 
from the observer to a journalist, Air Force investigator, the police. 
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etc., and from there to the public. Reporting, we have found, 

is one of the most crucial factors in the UFO problem. My own con- 

clusion has been that one must not form a judgment of any case from 

the popular literature. 

Suppose, for example, that the pilot of my airliner had not 

banked the plane wingr and I had not learned the explanation of the 

grey, nebulous, elliptical object.  I would have submitted my report, 

not of a "flying saucer," but of an object I could not identify. 

Assuming that the story got out, it is highly probable that because of 

its clear news value  ("COLORADO PROJECT INVESTIGATOR SEES DISK"), 

it would have been publicized before anyone established that the jet 

exhaust had produced the phenomenon. Such a story, brought to public 

attention by newspapers and magazines, would stir more pressure on 

public officials and contribute to the illogical but widesperad feeling 

that where there is so much smoke there must be some  fire. A later 

solution would not be so widely publicized. 

Ruppelt (1956) discusses another example that occurred in actual 

fact. The famous Maury Island Hoax, which even today stirs interest, 

was widely publicized. The story was sensational, in that it involved 

alleged fragments of a saucer that had been seen to explode. Two 

Air Force investigators on the case were killed in an accidental 

plane crash. The case was later clearly identified as a hot.x. Ruppelt 

remarks, 

TTie majority of writers of saucer lore have 

played this sighting to the hilt, pointing out as 

their main premise . , . that the story must be 

true because the government never openly exposed 

or prosecuted either of the two hoaxers. . . . 

the government had thought seriously of prose- 

cuting the men, (but) it was decided, after talking 

to the two men, that the hoax was a harmless joke 

that had mushroomed. ... By the time the facts 

were released they were yesterday's news.  And 

nothing is deader than yesterday's news.   (WKH emphasis). 
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Many writers in our culture, from fanatics and hypocrites to 

sincere reporters, are not, after all, committed to complete investi- 

gation and understanding of the subject, but to telling and selling 
i' 

a good story. Unfortunately there is a selection effect:  if a "flying 

saucer" story is investigated too  completely, and is found to be a 

| misperception or a hoax, its interest and sales value are reduced. 

Examples of journalists' distortion and slanting, conscious or 

• unconscious, abound: misinformed amateurs quoted as authorities, 

repetition of hearsay evidence, and naive selection of data are examples 

of such dubious reporting. The UFO literature is full of the following 

sort of ill-advised criticism of non-believers: Edwards (1966) describes 

a case in which a world famous astronomer and authority on galactic 

structure, and two colleagues, reported that they had seen a "circular, 

luminous, orange-colored" light pass overhead too slowly to be a meteor. 

Noting that on the following day the Air Force, rechecking their files, 

found that the case was explained by two Vampire jets and a jet trainer 

on a routine training flight at 20,000 ft., Edwards then concludes 

with the remark, "If a professional astronomer really were incapable 

of telling one  circular object from three  jet planes at 20,000 feet, 

how reliable would his work be regarding an object 40 million miles 

away?" Aside from the facts that the "explanation" was not the astrono- 

mer's responsibility and that the latter figure misrepresents the scale 

of that astronomer's work by a factor of a billion, this concluding 

statement certainly shed no real light on the UFO problem, but rather 

creates a state of mind that may aid acceptance of the author's later 

remarks. 

Jones (1968) illustrates well the problem of forming a reliable 

judgment fi-om diverse reports of individuals on a single phenomenon. 

During the war, a British and an American physicist had the task of 

establishing from sailors' reports the German pattern of mine-laying 

at sea. One of them went on a field trip and discovered that reported 

ranges and bearings were unreliable; only the question of whether the 

mine was to the port or starboard was reliably answered. With this 
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discovery, he solved the problem while his counterpart became bogged 

in a mire of meaningless data.    The point is that by actual field 

interviews one may get some idea of what happened, but under no 

circumstances, simply because a witness says  (or is reported to have 

said) that he saw a cigar-shaped object, should one assume that a 

cigar-shaped object was really there 

This well known rule applies in many other fields of investigation. 

Jones states:    "I have made this discursion into some of my war 

experiences because it is relevant to the flying saucer story in that 

it illustrates the difficulty of establishing the truth from eyewitness 

reports, particularly when events have been witnessed under stress.     I 

do not, of course, conclude that eyewitness reports must be discarded; 

on the contrary,  excluding hoaxers and liars, most witnesses have 

genuinely seen something, although it may be difficult to decide from 

their descriptions what they really had seen." 

There is still another problem:    even if reliable reports are 

prepared, communication among investigators is so poor that the reports 

may not be read.    Scientific journals have rejected careful analyses 

of UFO cases  (apparently in fear of initiating fruitless controversy) 

in spite of earlier criticism (in the journals'  own pages I)    that 

the problem is not discussed in the scientific literature.    Even at 

the most responsible levels, communication is poor.    The House Commit- 

tee on Science and Astronautics,  in its 29 July 1968 hearings, received 

accounts of allegedly mysterious cases that already were among the 

best-explained of those studied by the Colorado UFO Project. 

In order finally to demonstrate the very poor manner in which 

the UFO problem has been presented in the past, primarily in the 

popular literature,  condider two imaginary accounts that could be 

written of the Zond IV re-entrv,  one by a sensationalizing, but per- 

haps sincere reporter,  and one bv  a more sober investigator.    Of course 

each reporter can back up his story with taped interviews and sketches. 

A fantastic cigar-shaped ob- Although there was some 

ject that entered the earth's at- preliminary uncertainty in 

mosphere from space on 3 March 1968 Air Force circles as to the 
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is unidentified.    Although some Air 

Force officials attempted to pass it 

off as a satellite re-entry,  expnsin- 

ation of the official Air Force 

papers  indicates a reluctance to 

identify it with any known space- 

craft . 

The absurdity of the satellite 

explanation is proved by the reports 

of the witnesses who got the best 

look at the object.    Witness after 

witness described the object as 

cigar-shaped, with a row or rows 

of windows and a flaming exhaust. 

Several others mentioned saucer- 

shaped lights visible as the craft 

flew overhead.    Many observers, 

who apparently did not get such 

a good look at the mysterious 

craft, merely described a strange 

formation of lights. 

There is little doubt that 

the craft came from space.    The 

probability that it was under 

powered flight is raised not only 

by the exhaust but also by several 

observers who saw it change direc- 

tion. 

This event, witnessed by 

hundreds, in many states pro- 

vides one of the best proofs 

yet that some kind of strange 

airships have invaded our at- 

mosphere. 

nature of the bolide of 3 March 

1968, after several days study 

of the reports  it became clear 

that the event was a satellite 

re-entry.    This was confirmed 

some months later. 

While the re-entry was 

confirmed by the bulk of the 

actual observations, it was 

badly misinterpreted by several 

excited witnesses, who wrote 

the longest reports and des- 

cribed the object as cigar- 

shaped.    There was a tendency 

for some observers to inter- 

pret the string of disintetrating 

meteors as windows in a dark 

craft.    Still others interpreted 

the yellowish tails of the 

objects as exhausts.    Such mis- 

conceptions were widely scattered 

but in the minority. 

Entering the atmosphere, 

the satellite grew incandescent 

and began to disintegrate into 

dozens of pieces, each moving 

at its own speed because of drag. 

Autokinesis effects were not 

uncommon among the ground ob- 

servers, as the objects appeared 

as slowly moving light sources 

in the dark sky. 
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8.    Reports:    The Credible Number of "Flying Saucers" 

Most readers of this report will perhaps be convinced that alien 

spaceships or some other unknown phenomena can be involved in only a 

very small percentage of all UFO reports or perhaps in none.    Yet there 

is a curious tendency on the part of many students of the problem to 

imply that the sheer number of reports somehow proves that there must 

be some physical reality involved.    For example, J,   E. McDonald  (1968) 

argues before the House Committee on Science and Astronautics,  in a 

one-paragraph statement on witness credibility:    "...   It seems 

tedious to enlarge here on those obvious matters.    One can be fooled 

of course; but it would be rash indeed to suggest that the thousands 

of UFO reports now on record are simply a testimony to confabulation, 

as will be better argued by some  [selected cases]."   Jones, who argues 

against the probability of any substantial number of flying saucers, 

says:    "There have been so many flying saucers seen by now,  if we were 

to believe the accounts, that surely one of them must have broken down 

or left some trace of its visits.    It is true that one can explain 

the absence of relics by supposing  .   .   .  fantastic reliability  ..." 

It would seem to me that if one begins by studying both witness 

reliability and selected cases, and if one thereby realizes that it is 

quite conceivable and probable for the great bulk of reports to be 

simple mistakes and fabrications, then arguments invoking the enormous 

number of reports become irrelevant.    We are concerned by only a small 

"residual" of puzzling reports. 

This raises another approach to the UFO "residual" reports.    We 

could attempt to answer the question:    what is tne maximum frequency 

of spaceships that could actually have penetrated our airspace and 

still leave us with such meager evidence as we have for their existence? 

Obviously if a 30-ft. metal disk hovered over the Capitol for some 

hours, we would have a multitude of photos, video tapes, and other 

hard evidence from different observers in different positions. 

Some measure of public reaction to spectacular and unfamiliar 

celestial phenomena can be gained from study of fireball reports.     Six 
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spectacular fireballs were studied to this end using analyses by C. P. 

Olivier of the American Meteor Society (1962, 1963, 1967) and reports 

in Sky and Teleeaape.    Among these, the longest duration was only 31 

sec. for the 25 April 1966 object; yet even for an object of such 

short duration, a number of photographs were made. In other cases, 

dust trains of duration up to 17 min. were photographed and widely 

reported. The Zond IV observations are also applicable. These data 

permit estimates of the frequency of both visual and photographic 

reports. 

The fireballs were brighter than the full moon in most cases. 

Often they appeared not as point sources, but as a disk about half 

the size of the moon. Some of them were bright enough to attract the 

attention of persons indoors; some of them were accompanied by thunder- 

like explosions. All attracted national publicity. In short, they 

are remarkable enough to have attracted attention and photographs, and 

are thus considered comparable to hypothetical, well-observed "flying 

saucers" in public response. 

The analysis must take into account the number of inhabitants in 

the area of visibility as well as the duration of visibility. We may 

call the product of the number of inhabitants times the duration, the 

"exposure" of the phenomenon. We can ask how the total number of actual 

witnesses is related to the exposure. 

For short-period durations (a few minutes) it is reasonable to 

expect that the number of witnesses (a fraction of the number of 

inhabitants) would be proportional to the exposure. This can also 

be assumed about the number of detailed reports recovered by investi- 

gators who solicit them, and about the number of photographs. In the 

fireball and Zond IV cases there are data giving number of witnesses, 

number of recovered reports, or number of photographs. Thus, if N 

is the total number of inhabitants, and t is the duration of the event 

(sec), we have a first-order theory of the form 

no. witnesses = N = C Nt, 
w  w ' 
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no. recovered reports = N = C Nt, 

no. recovered photographs = N = C Nt. 

It is possible to identify the proportionality constant, C from the 

reports mentioned above. Derived values are listed in Table 4.   The 

constant 1/C has dimensions man-sec/witness (or /report, /photographer). 

For example, the Air Force files on Zond IV yield 78 reports for a two- 

minute phenomenon visible from a region inhabited by an estimated 
7 

23,000,000 persons, giving 3.5 x 10 man-sec to generate one report. 

It is clear that the number of photographs generated will depend 

on the duration of the phenomenon in a more complex way than indicated 

in our simple equation, since with durations longer thAn some limit, 

more witnesses will have time to obtain a camera.  In this approximate 

and first-order treatment, this complication is neglected. 

Application of Table 4 can be illustrated by the fireball reports. 

The original data suggest about 500 reports in five years for these 

very bright objects. We assume that the average fireball is visible 

roughly 10 sec. These figures allow us to solve the equation (cited 

above) for the number of inhabitants through whose skies pass fire- 

balls in five years.  If it takes 6 x 10 man-sec. to generate one 

report (Table 4 )t  then the fireballs must have been exposed to about 

300,000,000 people. This figure is expected to be accurate to some- 

thing better than an order of magnitude. That is, every citizen of the 

United States evidently has such a fireball in his sky about once every 

few years (whether or not he is outside and sees it). This is in good 

accord with known data - Vedder's (1966) estimate of the flux of meteors 

of magnitude -15 is one every three to four years over an area of the 

size of the United States. 

The question before us is how many of the UFO reports could 

correspond to real objects in view of the available data.  Is a 

"residual" of even 2% of the cases reasonable? We have three relevant 

statistics:  (1) National opinion surveys indicate that roughly 5 x 10 

persons of the total U. S. population believe they have seen UFOs rn 

20-year interval since they were first reported.  If 2% of these represent 
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Table 4 

Response to Unusual Aerial Objects^ 

Fireball 
Date 

Location i/cw i/cr 1/CP 

17 November 1955 France 6.0 x 106 

16 January 1961 California 5.0 x 104 

23 April 1962 New Jersey 1.5 x io6 6.0 x 10 

25 March 1963 Maryland 9.1 x io5 

9 December 1965 Michigan 5.3 x io6 < 1.2 x 10 

25 April 1966 New York 3.1 x 103 5.4 x io6 < 4.0 x 10 

3 March 1968 (Zond IV) 3.5 x io7 

Adopted 
value 

104 6 x io6 5 x 10 

10 

"These figures are understood to apply only to short-duration 

sightings, since, obviously, by extending the duration one 

cannot obtain more witnesses than the number of inhabitants. 
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really strange unknowns, we should have 1 x 10 witnesses.  (2) 

There have been roughly 15,000 recovered cases, representing perhaps 

45,000 Individuals' reports.  A 2% residual would give 900 reports of 

unknowns.  (3) The project study suggests that the "residual" 

photographs of unidentifieds number of the order of 20. 

Combining these three statistics with the three constants from 

Table 4 We derive three independent estimates of the total   ber of 

citizens exposed to the "high-strangeness residual UFOs" in the last 
7       8 9 

20 years; viz., 2 x 10 ; 1 x 10 ; and 2 x 10 ,  It can be s   that 

the accuracy is no better than an order of magnitude.  Howev ;^ taking 

200,000,000 persons as a representative value, the implic'ttx us are 

clear. Tlie results suggest that merely to generate the 2% residual, 

every person in the country has had an UFO visible above his horizon 

once in the last 20 years. 

Of course, since most man-hours in this country are spent indoors, 

or asleep, or paying no attention to the sky, it is not surprising that 

very few people have reported seeing such craft. But taking into 

account the array of automatic surveillance equipment operating in this 

country, it does  border on the incredible that the "hard" evidence 

should be so scanty. The statistic is similar to the five-year statistic 

for bright fireballs, and although the "evidence gathered over an 

arbitrary five-year time span for the existence of bright fireballs" 

is similar to that gathered over 20 years for "flying saucers" the 

"fireball evidence" is perhaps more convincing : it includes detection 

by automatic survey cameras, large numbers of witnesses per incident, 

and more reliable witnesses. To accept as many as 2% residual cases 

as examples of extraordinary aircraft, then, is to accept that an UFO 

could fly aiound the country in such a way as to be potentially  visible 

to, or in the sky of, every citizen for 40 sec. without being positively 

recorded or conclusively reported. 

9.  Conclusions 

As we have already stated, some students of the UFO problem have 

used the argument, either directly or by implication, that where there 
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is so much smoke there must be some fire, i.e.  that some of the UFO 

reports must involve truly extraordinary phenomena such as alien space- 

ships or unknown meteorological effects.    This chapter is addressed 

to the question:    is it conceivable and defensible that all of the UFO 

reports could result from mistakes, illusions, unusual conditions, and 

fabrications? 

The answer appears clearly affirmative,  although we claim no 

proof that all reports can be so explained.    We have looked at a three- 

stage process:    a perception is received of some unusual apparition; 

a conception is created by interpreting the percept and combining it 

with prior concepts;  a report is eventually made to an investigator 

or on some public document.    Each step introduces possibilities for 

error. 

The number of phenomena and combinations of phenomena that can 

produce unusual percepts is so enormous that no investigation can 

begin with an a priori list of explanations and expect to match one 

to each case.    The variety is effectively infinite and it must be 

realized that in effect the investigator is asking for a report each 

time an unusual percept is generated.    Obviously, this will be fre- 

quent . 

Our data demonstrates beyond question not only that weird and 

erroneous concepts are widely formed, but also that these erroneous 

concepts are often precisely those that show up in the UFO phenomenon. 

Perhaps as a result of their popularization in the UFO literature, 

the phenomenon feeds on itself to a certain extent. 

Finally,  the reporting processes are demonstrably such that very 

low signal-to-noise ratio is generated.    That is, certain social forces 

conflict with clear,  concise, and thorough presentation of UFO reports. 

Sarcasm is employed at the expense of logic.    A whole body of literature 

exists by virtue of the sensational aspects of the problem. 

In conclusion,  it appears that the number of truly extraordinary 

events,  i.e.  sightings of alien spaceships or totally unknown physical- 

meteorological phenomena, can be limited to the range 0-2% of all the 

available reports, with 0 not being excluded as a defensible result. 
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Chapter 3 

Psychological Aspects of UFO Reports 

p Mark W. Rhine 

i 
p Scientists investigating the phenomena of unidentified flying 

I objects have been faced with an unusual dilemma:    in the absence of 

any "hard data" to evaluate, such as a fragment from an UFO or an 

actual visitor from outer snace. th« scientist is confronted with 

the question of abandoning the entire investigation or of relying 

on eye-witness reports, a notoriously unreliable source of information. 

The scientist is most comfortable with data which can be replicated 

and validated by repeated experiment and which his colleagues can 

confirm. 

One way out of such a dilemma is, of course, to deal only with 

"hard data" and to reject eye-witness reports, with the rationaliza- 

tion that such reports are liable to distortion, cannot be "proved," 

or are apt to come from "crackpots."    Such an attitude is as harmful 

to the pursuit of truth as is that which is uncritically willing to 

accept any eye-witness report.    An open-minded investigator, honestly 

endeavoring to understand UFO phenomena,  cannot dismiss eye-witness 

reports, which to date represent the only information he has.    Neither 

can he accept such reports without scrutiny, for there are many possi- 

bilities for error and distortion.    An initial attitude of "benevolent 

skepticism," as suggested by Walker   (1968)   in his excellent article 

on establishing observer creditability, seems appropriate to the 

evaluation of eye-witness observations. 

Perception is  an extraordirarily complex process by which people 

select, organize,  and interpret sensory stimulation into a meaningful 

picture of the world  (Bereisen,  1964) .     Perception is more than just 

raw sensory data;  it compromises the selection and interpretation of 

this data,  and it is just in this evaluation of sensations that 

distortions  are  likely to occur which may render one person's perception 
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of an event quite different than his neighbor's.    There are three broad 

sources of error in reporting which are of significance to UFO research: 

1)    real stimuli which are mis identified  (see Section VI, Chapter 1 and 

2);  2)    unreal stimuli perceived as real; and 3)    deliberate falsification, 

1.    Errors resulting from misidentification of real stimuli 

Optical illusions and the fact that the mind is apt to "play tricks" 

are well known.    The moon on the horizon appears larger than when it is 

higher in the sky.    A stick in the water seems to be bent.    Guilford 

(1929) showed that a small stationary source of light in a dark room 

will appear to move about  (the autokinetic effect).     "Floaters" in the 

lens of the eye are perceived as "spots" in the air.    The following 

lines look to be of different lengths: 

<—> 

> < 

Measuring shows them to be exactly the same length. 

These are perceptual distortions which are experienced by every- 

one.    Other distortions may be peculiar to the individual because of 

his own psychological needs.    It is common knowledge that "beauty is 

in the eye of the beholder."   Poor children are more apt to overestimate 

the size of coins than are rich children (Bruner,  1947).    Bruner 

showed that coins marked with a dollar sign were rated larger in size 

than equal coins marked with a swastika (Bruner,  1948).    The psychological 

literature is full of reports of similar distortions of size, distance, 

and time and their relationship to individual emotional characteristics 

(Erikson, 1968; Forgus,  1966; Vernon, 1962).    The concept of peroeptual 

dsjfcnee is used by psychologists to characterize the vmconscious. ten- 

dency of people to omit perceiving what they do not want to peiceivc 

(Erikson, 1968).    Volunteers were more apt to recognize emotionally 

neutral words than emotionally laden words when they were briefly flashed 

on a screen (McGinnies,  1958). 
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All the above errors in perception occur in "normal" people in 

everyday situations.    Some types of perceptual distortions are known 

to occur to normal people under extraordinary circumstances.    Pilots, 

under the influence of rapid acceleration, diving, etc. may incur 

perceptual problems because of physiological changes which must be 

taken into account in evaluation of their sightings  (Clark,  1957).    In 

some delirious or toxic states  (for example, resulting from pneumonia, 

drug Ingestion, alcohol withdrawal), the patient will misidentify a 

stimulus.    The example of a patient calling the doctor or nurse by the 

name of some friend or relative is quite common.    Emotionally disturbed 

persons are more apt to misperceive than are more balanced individuals, 

but it should be emphasized that numerous distortions can afflict even 

the most "normal" individual and unwittingly bias his reports. 

2.    Errors resulting from perception of unreal stimuli as real 

Such errors may be the result of psychopathology,  as with the 

hallucinations of the psychotic.    Unable to distinguish his inner 

i.reductions from outer reality, he reports them as real.    Anyone who 

has awakened abruptly from a dream not knowing where he is or whether 

or not he has been dreaming will recognize this feeling, which in the 

cl jtic persists in the waking state, as if the psychotic were living 

in a waking dream.    Such states may occur in healthy people under 

conditions of sensory deprivation:    lone sailors have reported imaginary 

helmsmen who accompany them, poliomyelitis victims  living in iron lungs 

have experienced hallucinations and delusions,  often resembling travel- 

ing in vehicles resembling the respirator.    Pilots may  show detachment 

and confusion,   (Clark,  1957) and long-distance truck drivers may develop 

inattention, disorientation, and hallucinations (McFarland,  1957).    Radar 

operators show serious lapses of attention (Mackworth,   1950).    Such 

possibilities must be considered in evaluating the reports of isolated 

people.     Isolation experiments have shown the development of hallucina- 

tions in normal subjects.    For an extensive review of this subject, 

see Ruff (1966),    Such errors may also occur in children,  in suggestible 

people,   in persons of low  intelligence, and in those subject to visions. 
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3. Deliberate falsification 

People with serious character pathology may lie for many reasons: 

fame, notoriety,   attention, money.    They constitute a problem not  only 

to UFO research but to the courts.    An example of this  type of person 

is the man who confesses to a crime which he did not commit. 

4. The crowd effect 

The above examples suggest some of the many sources  of distortion 

in the perceptions of individuals.    Put  two or more individuals  together, 

and the possibilities for distortion multiply,    "Mass hysteria" is  a 

familiar concept.     Charles Mackay (1967)  wrote a lengthy volume  in  1841 

entitled Extraordinary Popular Delusione and the Madness of Crouds  in 

which he recounted many of the popular follies  through  the  ages.     Two 

incidents are of particular interest to UFO investigators because they 

show clearly the  role of crowd psychology in times of imminent disaster: 

one is  the great  London panic of 1524  in which thousands  left  the  city 

to avoid a great  flood which a fortune-teller predicted and which,   of 

course, never occurred; the other concerns an epidemic plague which 

afflicted Milan in 1630; the populace attributed the disaster to the 

Devil  (the germ theory was still several centuries off), and one indi- 

vidual, brooding over the calamity until  "he became firmly convinced 

that the wild flights of his own fancy were realities," related being 

swept through the streets in an air-borne chariot, accompanied by the 

Devil.    Mackay notes in his foreword that "the present  [volume] may be 

considered more  a miscellany of delusions  than a history--a chapter 

only in the great  and awful book of human  folly which yet remains  to 

be written,   and which Porson once jestingly said he would write in 500 

volumes."   One wonders if future historians may laugh as readily at our 

concerns  about UFOs  as we can about  the  London panic or the  attempts  to 

explain  the plague of Milan. 

Sharif  (1935)   demonstrated in a classic experiment  the influence 

people have on one another's perceptions.    He had a group of people 

observe a stationary light (such as Guilford used)  in a darkened room. 

Although stationary,  the light appeared to move, and in a different 

direction to each  observer.    The members  of the group were able  to 

eventually reconcile the initially divergent perceptions,  and to agree 
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in what direction the light was "moving."    Such ability to check out 

one's impressions with others and to get feedback is a healthy mechanism 

and accounts for one of the ways in which we confirm our perceptions. 

The unavailability of this mechanism may account for some of the misper- 

ception that occurs under conditions of sensory deprivation. 

Although "feedback" from others is usually a healthy mechanism leading 

to a correction of misperceptions, under certain conditions it may lead 

to an exaggeration of faulty perceptions and to "mass hysteria."   One of 

the best known examples  in recent times was the "invasion from Mars" in 

1938, when Orson Welles'  radio broadcast of a science-fiction drama had 

thousands of listeners from coast-to-coast in a state of panic because 

they believed the Martians were really invading the earth and that the 

end of the world was at hand.    Cantril's study  (1966) of this incident, 

subtitled A Study in the Psychology of Panio,  makes fascinating reading. 

He feels the anxieties of the times,  the economic depression,  and the 

imminent threat of war set the stage for the panic.    He examines the 

psychological factors which made some people believe the broadcast to 

be true, whereas others regarded it as fiction or were able to ascertain 

what was happening   (by checking other stations,  phoning the police or 

newspapers, etc.).    The believers seemed to have a "set," a preconceived 

notion that God was going to end the world,  that an invasion was  imminent, 

or had some fanciful notions about the possibilites of science.    When 

they heard the broadcast,   they immediately accepted it as proving what 

they had already believed,  and tended to disregard any evidence which 

might disprove their immediate conclusions.    Others showed poor judgment 

in checking out the show,  using  unreliable sources of confirmation and 

accepting their statement that the broadcast was real.    Others,  with no 

standard of judgment of their own, accepted without question what the 

radio said.    Cantril  concludes  (p.  138)  that this susceptible group  is 

characterized by: 

a certain feeling of personal inadequacy. The indi- 

vidual is unable to rely on his own resources to see 

him through  .   .   . [he]   believes his  life and fate are 
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very largely dependent on some focus beyond his 

control, or on the whim of some supernatural being. 

All this adds up to an intense feeling of emotional 

insecurity, one which is likely to be augmented as 

the situation surrounding the individual appears more 

and more threatening .   .   .   [he] will be highly 

susceptible to suggestion when he is face-to-face 

with a situation that taxes his own meager self- 

reliance .   .   . whatever critical ability a person 

may normally have, it is ineffective if in any given 

situation his emotional securities are so great that 

they overwhelm his good judgment.    Such situations 

are likely to be those where the individual himself 

or something dear to him are threatened. 

Another relevant study in social psychology is The June Bug:    A 

Study of Hysterical Contagion (Kerckhoff,  1968).    This is an account of a 

mysterious illness, manifested by nausea and a generalized rash, which 

afflicted some of the workers in a southern textile mill and was popu- 

larly attributed to the bite of an insect.    The insect turned out to 

be non-existent and the symptoms were considered to be "hysterical." 

Only workers from one division of the factory were afflicted;  the 

authors attributed the epidemic to the frustration and strain of a 

work situation (peculiar to the division in which the afflicted employees 

worked) from which there was no socially legitimate way to escape. 

The June Bug contains an extensive review of the literature of 

"hysterical  contagion," which is defined as "the dissemination of symptoms 

among a population in a situation where no manifest basis  for the symptoms 

may be established," and where "a set of experiences or behaviors which 

are heavily  laden with the emotion of fear of a mysterious force arc 

disseminated through a collectivity   .   .   .   [it is]  inexplicable in terms 

of the usual  standards of mechanical,   chemical,  or physiological causality." 

Smelser  (1963)   is quoted as defining a hysterical belief as one "empowering 

an ambiguous  element in the environment with a generalized power to destroy." 
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The possibility of hysterical contagion must be kept in mind in 

the evaluation of some UFO sighting reports. 

The psychiatric literature on UFOs should be mentioned briefly. 
r 

In comparison with the vast popular literature, the psychiatric literature 

is surprisingly scant.    The only extensive work of which this author is 

aware is a volume by the late Swiss psychoanalyst, C. G. Jung,  entitled 

Flying Sauaere:    A Modem Myth of Thinge Seen in the Skies  (1959). 

Noting the tendency to welcome news about "saucers" and to suppress 

skepticism Jung raises the interesting question "why should it be more 

desirable for saucers to exist than not?"    He feels that t! eir appear- 

ance since World War II is a reflection of the anxieties of a nuclear 

age, in which man possesses the capability of actually destroying the 

world.    Saucers may represent man's anxiety that the end of the world 

is here, or may represent a superhuman source of salvation.    Historically, 

man's anxiety and his quest for salvation have been projected in many 

legendary and religious forms, but in an era of rapid technological and 

scientific advance including space flight,  it is not suprising to find 

"scientific" rather than religious imagery.    Other authors have mentioned 

the anxieties of the nuclear age and the personal search for magic as 

contribuiing to some of the belief in UFOs   (Meerloo,  1968). 

5.    Medical and psychological techniques 

It is clear that there are many factors which may influence percep- 

tions and reporting.    The investigator must be aware of possible sources 

of subjective interpretation by witnesses which may complicate the 

problem of arriving at the truth about UFOs.    How can the investigator 

minimize such subjective error?   Walker's recommendations on establish- 

ing observer creditability are excellent.     He examines in detail  the 

anatomic, physiologic, and psychological factors influencing perception 

and their many aberrations, and recommends a detailed medical, ophthal- 

mological,  and a neurological examination,  and in those individuals who 

show no organic impairment, a full psychiatric interview.    The testimony 

of any observer who shows no significant medical or psychological con- 

ditions which might distort perception or interpretation must gain in 
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creditability.    I would suggest that, in addition to Walker's detailed 

recommendations, the use of psychological testing   (expecially projective 

tests such as the Rorschach and the Thematic Apperception Test) be used 

when recommended by the psychiatrist.    A psychiatric interview,  if made 

a routine part of the evaluation of observers, should carry no social 

stigma. 

Two adjuncts to the psychiatric evaluation must be mentioned.    The 

polygraph  (lie detector) may occasionally be used where deliberate falsi- 

fication is suspected.    The test is useful, but not fool-proof.    The 

use of hypnosis has been reported in at least one of the popular 

accounts of UFO sightings to establish the "truth" of the observations 

(Fuller,  1966).    Statements made under hypnosis are gradually acquiring 

greater legal acceptability  (Katz,  1967; Bryan,  1962), but the fact 

remains that neither the evidence adduced from the use of a polygraph 

nor that obtained by hypnotic techniques can be relied upon as probative. 

Hypnosis has nothing to contribute to the routine evaluation of the 

creditability of the eye-witness.    While it may occasionally be useful 

as a source of information,  is cannot be used as a way of proving that 

the witness is telling the truth.    Sometimes hypnosis can aid in 

bringing to conscious awareness, material that has been repressed.    But 

persons who cannot distinguish their fantasies from reality will, under hyp- 

nosis only reveal more of the same fantasies.    Their productions under hypnotic 

trance will demonstrate only that their reports are "real" to them,  even though 

they may not in fact have any basis in objective reality.    Wolberg  (1966)  states 

It is essential not to take at face value 

memories and experiences recounted in the trance. 

Generally, the productions elaborated by a person 

during hypnosis are a fusion of real experiences 

and fantasies.    However, the fantasies in them- 

selves are significant, perhaps, even more than 

the actual happenings with which they are blended. 

Asking a patient to recall only real events or 

to verify the material as true or false, reduces 

but does not remove the element of fantasy. 
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In addition to the evaluation of Individual observers, it would 

seen wise in future Investigations to make use of sociologists and 

psychologists in those cases where more than one person has made a 

sighting, to rule out the possibility of hysterical contagion, as well 

as to contribute to our knowledge of this condition. There should be 

opportunity to investigate both people who sight UHOs and those who 

do not. 

This chapter raises more questions than it answers. There are 

many interesting psychological questions: Why have some fervid "bel.evers" 

in UFOs never seen one? Why do some persons who see an UFO regard it 

as simply an unidentified aerial phenomenon, while others are sure it 

is a "space vehicle ?" Why do some refuse to accept evidence that what 

they saw was really an airplane, weather balloon, etc., while others 

readily accept such explanations? The answers to such questions must 

await future research. It was not the purpose of the project to explore 

the psychology of UFO sighters, but rather to explore the nature of 

the UFOs themselves. 
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Chapter 4 

Optical Mirage 

William Viezee 

1. Introduction 

An optical mirage is a phenomenon associated with the refraction of 

light in the gaseous (cloud-free) atmosphere. During mirage a visible 

image of some distant object is made to appear displaced from the true 

position of the object. The image is produced when the light energy ema- 

nating from the distant source travels along a curvilinear instead of a 

rectilinear path, the curvilinear path, in turn, arises from abnormal 

s^u  il variations in density that are invariably associated with abnormal 

te-Tiji,. i eture gradients. 

The visible image of the m .rage can represent shape and color of the 

"mirrored" object either exactly or distorted. Distortions most commonly 

consist of an exaggerated elongation, an exaggerated broadening, or a com- 

plete or partial inver« :> -f the object shape. Frequently, mirages involve 

multiple images of a .s   •; s:our<V). Under special conditions, refractive 

separation of the color components of white light can enhance the observa- 

tion of a mirage. Atmospheric scintillation can introduce rapid variations 

in position, brightness, and color variations of the image. 

When both the observer and the source are stationary, a mirage can be 

observed for several hours. However, when either one or both are in motion, 

a mirage image may appear for a duration of only seconds or minutes. 

Although men have observed mirages since the beginning of recorded 

history, extensive studies of the phenomenon did not begin till the last 

part of the 18th century.  Since that time, however, a large volume of 

literature has become available from which emerges a clear picture of the 

nature of the mirage. 

The comprehensive body of information presented here is based on a 

survey of the literature, and constitutes the state-of-the-art knowledge 

on optical mirages. The report provides a ready source of up-to-date 

information that can be applied to problems involving optical mirages. 
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No claim is made that all  existing pertinent writings have been 

collected and read. The contents of many publications, especially of 

those dating back to the last part of the 18tb Century and the beginning 

of the 19th Century are evaluated from available summaries and historical 

reviews. Also, when a particular aspect of the mirage phenomenon is con- 

sidered, the collection of pertinent literature is discontinued at the 

point where the state-of-the-art knowledge appears clearly defined. The 

collected volume of literature covers the period 1796 to 1967. 

In essence, the literature survey yields the following principal 

characteristics of the mirage:  (1) Mirages are associated with anomalous 

temperature gradients in the atmosphere.  (2) Mirage images are observed 

almost exclusively at small angles above or below the horizontal plane 

of view; mirages, therefore, require terrain and meteorological conditions 

that provide extended horizontal visibility.  (3) A mirage can involve 

the simultaneous occurrence of more than one image of the "mirrored" ob- 

ject; the images can have grossly distorted forms and unusual coloring. 

(4) Extreme brightening and apparent rapid movement of thr   ige  image 

in and near the horizontal plane can result from the effects of focussing 

and interference of wavefronts in selected areas of the refracting layer. 

Only minor shortcomings appear to be evident in present knowledge oi 

mirage phenomena. Ultimately, a unified theory is desirable that can deal 

with both the macroscopic and microscopic aspects. Currently, the behavior 

of light refraction on a large scale is represented by means of rays while 

the finer details are treated with the wave theory. More observations are 

needed that deal with the microscopic optical effects of the mirage. The 

finer details that arise mostly from focussing and interference are not 

commonly observed. They require close examination of areas that are highly 

selective in time and place. 

2. Cross Section of Surveyed Literature 

The contents of this report are based on a survey of literature on 

atmospheric refraction in general and on optical mirages in particular. 

The survey began with the review of such basic sources of information on 

atmospheric optics as Meteorologische  Optik,  by Pernter and Lxner, Fhyoiae 

of the Air,  by Humphreys,r?ie Nature of Light and Colour in the Open Air, 
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by Minnaert, and The Compendium of Meteorology.    These sources present 

historical summaries, and their contents are to a large extent based on 

literature surveys.  Key references mentioned in these sources were ex- 

amined and a large volume of literature was subsequently collected by 

following successive reference leads.  Pertinent information on atmos- 

pheric scintillation was obtained from several sources, in particular 

from Optical Scintillation; A Survey of the Literature,  by J. R. Meyer- 

Arendt. A cross section of the collected literature is listed below. 

Because of the wide range of aspects covered, the literature is listed 

in the following categories: (1) papers on optical mirage the contents 

of which are mostly descriptive, (2) papers that propose theoretical 

models of atmospheric refraction or optical mirage, (3) papers that com- 

pare theory and observation, (4) papers that are concerned with the 

application of terrestrial light refraction to meteorology, surveying, 

and hydrography, (5) papers that present average values of terrestrial 

refraction based on climatology, and (6) papers on atmospheric scintil- 

lation. Within each category, publications are arranged chronologically. 

In Category 1, descriptive accounts of mirages go back in time to 

1796, when Joseph Huddart observed superior mirages near Macao.  (Earlier 

accounts can be found in Meteorologische Optik.)  Numerous recent obser- 

vations of abnormal atmospheric refraction can be found in The Marine 

Obaerver.    The two "classical" observations most frequently quoted as 

having "triggered" a long series of imestigations on optical mirage are 

the observations of Vince and Scoresby. Vince (1798) from a position on 

the sea shore observed multiple images of ships, some upright and some 

inverted, above the ocean horizon; Scoresby (1820) observed elevated 

images of ships and coastal lines while navigating near Greenland. Both 

observations were carefully documented and results were read before 

bodies of th.; Royal Society. 

Proposed theories of the mirage (category 2) are basically of three 

types, that are best represented by the respective works of Tait (1883), 

Wegener (1918), and Sir C. V. Raman (1959). Tait (in his efforts to ex- 

plain the observations by Vince and Scoresby) considers a vertically 
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finite refracting layer having a continuous change in refractive index, 

and formulates the ray paths for a plane-stratified atmosphere. Wegener 

(motivated by mirage observations made during his stay in Greenland) 

replaces Tait's finite refraction layer with a "reflecting" surface - i.e., 

a surface of discontinuity in the refractive index - and formulates the 

ray paths for a spherically stratified atmosphere. Raman questions 

the use of geometric optics in the theory of the mirage and shows by 

means of physical optics that the upper boundary of the refracting layer 

resembles a caustic surface in the vicinity of which focussing and inter- 

ference are the major mirage-producing effects. All three theories quite 

accurately describe various mirage observations. 

Comparisons made between observation and theory (category 3) indi- 

cate that the two are compatible - i.e.,  abnormal light-refraction phenomena 

are associated with anomalous atmospheric-temperature structure. Many in- 

vestigations (category 4) are concerned with determining the effects of 

light refraction on optical measurements made in such fields as surveying 

and hydrography. Corrections for refraction based on average atmospheric 

conditions have been computed (category 5). Of specific interest to 

meteorologists are the attempts to develop inversion techniques for ob- 

taining low-level temperature structure from light-refraction measurements 

(category 4). The temperature profiles that can be obtained do not have 

the desired resolution and accuracy. During the last decade, literature 

on atmospheric scintillation has become extensive due to its importance 

to astronomy, optical communication, and optical ranging. A selected 

number of recent papers are presented in category 6. 

The publications categorized below represent a cross section of the 

various endeavors that have resulted from the Earth's atmosphere having 

light-refraction properties. The body of information is fundamental to 

the contents of this report.  In addition to the listed literature, many 

other sources of information on atmospheric optics were consulted in its 

production. They are referenced throughout the text, and are compiled 

in a bibliography at the end of the report. 
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3.  Basic Physical Concepts and Atmospheric Variables Involved 

in Light Refraction 

A. General 

In a vacuum or in a medium of constant density, the energy from a 

light-emitting source travels along a straight line.  Consequently, a 

distant observer sees the light source at its exact location.  In a 

medium of variable density, such as the earth's atmosphere, the direc- 

tion of energy propagation is deflected from a straight line, i.e., 

refracted. Refraction causes an observer to see a distant light source 

at an apparent position that differs from the true position by an angular 

distance the magnitude of which depends on the degree of refraction, i.e. 

on the degree of density variation between the observer and the light 

source. Changes in the direction of energy propagation arise principally 

from changes in the speed of energy propagation.  The latter is direc.ly 

related to density. 

A clear picture of what causes refraction is obtained by means of 

Huygen's principle which states that each point on a wavefront may be 

regarded as the source or center of "secondary waves" or "secondary 

disturbances," At a given instant, the wavefront is the envelope of 

the centers of the secondary disturbances.  In the case of a travelling 

wavefront the center of each secondary disturbance propagates in a direc- 

tion  perpendicular to the wavefront. When the velocity of propagation 

varies along the wavefront the disturbances travel different distances 

so that the orientation of their enveloping surface changes in time, 

i.e., the direction of propagation of the wavefront changes. 

Practically all large-scale effects of atmospheric refraction can 

be explained by the use of geometrical optics, which is the method of 

tracing light rays -- i.e., of following directions of energy flow. The 

laws that form the basis of geometrical optics are the law of reflection 

(formulated by Fresnel) and the law of refraction (formulated by Snell). 

When a ray of light strikes a sharp boundary that separates two trans- 

parent media in which the velocity of light is appreciably different. 
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such as a glass plate or a water surface, the light ray is in general 

divided into a reflected and a refracted part. Such surfaces of dis- 

continuity in light velocity do not exist in the cloud-free atmosphere. 

Instead changes in the speed of energy propagation are continuous and 

are large only over layers that are thick compared to the optical wave- 

lengths.  It has been shown (J. Wal lot, 1919) that, in this case, the 

reflected part of the incident radiation is negligible so that all the 

energy is contained in the refracted part.  Since in the lower atmos- 

phere, where mirages are most common, absorption of optical radiation 

in a layer of the thickness of one wavelength is negligible, Snell's 

law of refraction forms the basis of practically all investigations of 

large-scale optical phenomena that are due to atmospheric refraction 

(Paul S. Epstein, 1930). 

B. Optical Refractive-Index of the Atmosphere 

The optical refractive index (n) is defined as the ratio of the 

velocity (y) at which monochromatic (single wavelength) light is propa- 

gated in a homogeneous, Isotropie, non-conductive medium, to the velocity 

(o) of light in free space, i.e., n « ö/y. In free space, i.e., outside 

the earth's atmosphere, n « i.  Thus, in the case of a monochromatic 

light signal travelling through a given medium, a/v >2.  In case the light 

signal is not monochromatic and the velocities (y) of the component waves 

vary with wavelength (A), the energy of the signal is propagated with a 

group velocity u where u ■ y -\(dv/d\).    The group refractive index is 

given by o/u » n - \(dn/d\)        (Jenkins and White, 1957).  In the visible 

region of the electromagnetic spectrum the dispersion, dn/d\  is very 

small (see Table 1) and a group index is nearly equal to the index at 

the mean wavelength. 

For a gas, the refractive index is proportional to the density p of 

the gas.  This can be expressed by the Gladstone-Dale relation: 

p 
(1) 
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Table   1 

DEPENDENCE OF OPTICAL REFRACTIVE-INDEX 

ON ATMOSPHERIC  PRESSURE,  TEMPERATURE AND WAVELENGTH 

(a)     Pressure Dependence 

Conditions: 5455 A , 15"C 

P, mb n 

1,000 

950 

900 

1.000274 

1.000260 

1.000246 

1                      1 

(b)    Temperature Dependence 

Conditions: 5455 A , 1013.3 mb 

T, 0C n 

0 

15 

30 

1.000292 

1.000277 

1.000263 

1                         1 

(c)    Wavelength Dependence 

Conditions : 1013.3 mb. IS^C 

X, A n 

4,000 1.000282 

5,000 1.000278 

6,000 1.000276 

7,000 1.000275 

8,000 1.000275 
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where k is  a  wavelength-'lependent constant, P  and T  are the pressure and 

temperature, and H  is the g^s constant. The refractive index of a mix- 

ture of gases, such as the earth's atmosphere, is generally assumed to 

obey the additive rule, that is, the total value of i - ^ is equal to the 

sum of the contributions from the constituent gases weighted by their 

partial pressures. When the atmosphere is considered as a mixture of dry 

air and water vapor, 

or 

(n - 2JP = (p - e)   (n, -  1) + e(n    ■■   1) 
d v 

n = n, - — (n, - n ) d     P     d        v 

where P denotes the total pressure of the mixture, e the partial water 

vapor pressure and the subscripts d  and v  refer to dry air and water 

vapor, respectively.  Using Eq. (1), the refractive index n  of the moist 

air at any temperature T  and pressure P  can be written 

PT  q_ 
TP 

o 
(V i - -p(nd - vj 

where n, and n   are the refractive indices at P and T .    For A = 5455 A0 a v oo 
(about the center of the visible spectrum), at P   = 1013.3 jtib  (7^0 mm Hg) 

and T    = 2730K, n, = 1.000292 and n    =  1.000257,  so that o '   a v ' 

n- 1 - (78.7  x 10-6)-^(l - 0.12 |) 

For P ■ 1013.3 mb, maximum values of e/P(air saturated with water vapor) 

for a range of tropospheric temperatures are as follows: 

T(0K) 273     283     288     293     298     303 

e/P     0.006    0.012   0.017   0.023   0.031   0.042 

It is evident that in problems related to terrestrial light refraction 

the effects of humidity on the atmospheric refractive index are negli- 

gible.  It is of interest to compare the formula for the optical refractive- 

index with that for radio waves in the centimeter range. The latter can be 

written 

(n - 1) - (77.6 x 10"°; P f l ♦ 4810 e C 
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Tht formula for the optical  refractive  index can be written 

i       i     P 

" -' ■ V 
where R, ■ gas constant for dry air.    By introducing Ar as  a function 

of wavelength  (Johnson,   1954),   a  f'nal  expression  for the optica] 

refractive-index  in  the atmosphere can be written as 

n -  1 » A + ^—^ ♦ - _- 
o* - a a    - o 

01 02 

where the o  are resonance lines and o is the wavenumber in inverse 

microns (i.e. 1/A).  The latest equation is (Edlen, 1966): 

5868 {n    - 1) x 106 = (77.49J * 0.01.) P Z 'l  fo.30600^ ♦ 88-2581^ 9. 
-yT     L 130 - o  38.9-o 

where n    is the refractive index of dry air containing 0.03% CO,, P a ,2a 
is the partial pressure of dry air, and Z   is the inverse compres- 

sibility factor for dry air (Owens, 1967).  Z ' is very close to 
a ) A 

unity;   for P    =  1013.25 mb,  T =  288.16^  (150C), Z -1  =  4.15  *   10     . 

The standard value  of Z        is assumed,  i.e.,  the constant  is a 
77.49  x 1.000415 = 77.5^ 

Table 1 gives the range of n  for various ranges of atmospheric 

pressure, temperature, and wavelength. The listed values are of suf- 

ficient accuracy for a discussion of optical mirage. For a more 

recent version of Eq. (2) and differences in n  smaller than 10 

reference is made to the detailed work by Owens (1967). 

Table 1 shows that the optical refractive index of the atmosphere 

is a relatively small quantity and that its largest variations with 

temperature, pressure and wavelength are of the order of 10  . Such 

small changes in the refractive index correspond to relatively small 

changes in the direction of optical-energy propagation. Hence, an 

optical image that arises from atmospheric light refraction cannot be 

expected to have a large angular displacement from the light source. 
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C.       SneU's Law of Refraction 

Snell's   law,   formulated   for the refraction at  a boundary,  may be 

stated as  follows:     the refracted ray  lies   in the  plane of incidence, 

and  the ratio of the  sine of  the angle of  incidence  to  the sine of the 

angle of refraction  i3 constant.     The constant  is  equal   to the  ratio of 

the   indices of  refraction of  the  two media  separated  by  the boundary. 

Thus,   Snell's   law of refraction  requires   that: 

sint)) 
sin*' 

ÜL 
n 

where t and $'   are the angles  of incidence and refraction respectively 

in the first and second medium,  while n and n' are the corresponding 

values of the refractive index  (see Fig.   1). 

VCRTICAL 

n > n'     • ■OUNOARY 

FIG. 1    SNELL'S   LAW OF   REFRACTION 

The angle of refraction   (4)')   is always larger than the angle of 

incidence  ($) when n > n',  and the direction of energy propagetion is 

from dense-to-rare.    The critical angle of incidence  (4> )  beyond which 

no refracted light is possible can be found from Snell's  law by substi- 

tuting $' ■ 90°.    Thus, 

sin   6   =   
a    n 
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For all angles of incidence >$t the incident energy is totally reflected, 

and the angle of reflection equals the angle of incidence (Goos and 

Haenchen, 1947). 

Mirages arise under atmospheric conditions that involve "totn" re- 

flection."  Under such conditions the direction of energy propagation 

is from dense-to-rare, and the angle of incidence exceeds the critical 

angle such that the energy is not transmitted through the refracting 

layer but is "mirrored." The concept of total reflection is most rigor- 

ously applied by Wegener in his theoretical model of atmospheric refrac- 

tion (Wegener, 1918). 

Snell's law can be put into a form that enables the construction of 

a light ray in a horizontal layer wherein the refractive index ch.inges 

continuously.  Introducing a nondimensional rectangular $,2  coordinate 

system with the x-axis in the horizontal, tan ^ = dy/dz ,  where $  denotes 

the angle between the vertical axis and the direction of energy propaga- 

tion in the plane of the coordinate system. Snell's law can now be 

applied by writing 

sin $      sin A      dx 
tan $    =  =  i    iyy-  - ~- cos t  V l-sin^*     dz 

and 

sin $ = 
n    sin (pn o     u 

where n    and A are initial values.  Substitution gives 
o o b 

<±.  -no  sin V" n„ sin<l 

, ni  sin a   J   2       2    .   2 

1-0 *o       w n    - nn  sin 

(3) 

4>o 

When the refractive index n  is expressed as a continuous function of x 

and z,  the solution to the differential equation (3) gives a curve in the 

X, ~ plane that represents the light ray amanating to the point (*/ ,| ). 

lor example, when n"    ducruiric. Iimnrly wiih a  .Hinnlin^ .'n u"      u-       ;;. 

Lq. (3) can be integrated in the lorm 
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x   =    I   r^     dz 
<pQ     -    Z i 41—~ l/nfi cos 

For an initial refractive index «^ and an initial direction of energy 

flow 0  ,  integration between 0  and z  gives: 

2 A 2 
X " no  sin 2Q0 -  2«^ sin 60  yh0  cos e0 - z 

This equation represents a parabola. Hence, for a medium in vv.jch n 

changes with z  in the above prescribed fashion, the rays e~a-.<iX'jr.^  irotr. 
a given light source are a family of parabolas. 

When the ordinate of the nondimen?ional coords-la.e sy-t^v  i.s to 
represent height,2 must represent a quantity a? ' .  wnirc ." ' his Mire  oi 

height and a  is the scale factor. 
By introducing more complicated '«tract i.vs? intldx pro^i isi,  into 

Eq. (3), the pathi jf the refracted ray^ from &n e^ceriilrj ,.iphv ;:vurcc 

can be obtained and mirage images can be instructed. Tait v:"j ct'i'vr 

investigators have «uccessfully used this mtthod tt  e.'cpisin Va.nc.«.; 

mirage observations. 

Application of Eq. (3) is restricted to light refract 10:■■ »n .< p'^iv,- 

stratified atmosphere and to refractive-index profiles thar p'.-rmit 't-. 

integration. 

D.  Partial Reflections from Atmospheric Layers 

The theory of ray tracing or geometrical optics does not indicate 

the existence of partial reflections, which occur wherever t are is an 

abrupt change in the direction ' 1' propagation of a wavefront. An aptTix 

imate solution to the wave equat'on may be obtained for the refletion 

coefficient applicable to a thin atmospheric layer (Wait, 1962); 

?-2 

•1   e   -   .^uu^.       ^ R s 
2 

sec 0       \\dn\      - 2ik0cos4>Z 
2 lldz Ji 
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where R is the power reflection coefficient, 4>  the angle of incidence, 
z is height through a layer bounded by 7', and ^  and K0 is the vacuum 

wavenumber K0 = 2 n/x   .  The equation is generally valid only when the 

value of R is quite small, say R<10" . 

This result can be applied to atmospheric layers of known thickness 

and refractive index distribution; the most convenient model is that in 

which dn/dz = const, for Zj <, Z ^ Z and dn/dz = 0 everywhere else. 

Although some authors have argued that the reflection coefficient using 

this model depends critically upon the discontinuity in du/dz at the 

layer boundaries, it can be shown using continuous analytic models that 

the results will be the same for any functional dependence so long as 

the transition from dn/dz = 0 to dn/dz = const, occurs over a space that 

is not large compared to the effective wavelength. The effective wave- 

length is defined as Xsec^. For the simple linear model, R is given by 

An    o. sine 2 

R s in    2, sina 
2       a 

where  a = K0cos((ih,   An is the total change in n through the layer,  and 

h is  the thickness of the layer, h = Z2"^l-    For ^ar8e values of h/\, 

and hjnee large values of a,  the term sina/a may be approximated as 

l/a for maxima of sina.    Since h/A  is always  large for optical wave- 

lengths,  e.g.  h/A= 2 x 1(P for a layer 1 cm thick, the power reflection 

coefficient may be approximated by 
2 5 &m sec6* 

Atmospheric layers with brß 3.0 x 10"    and h = 1 cm are known to 

exist in the surface boundary layer,  e.g.  producing inferior mirage. 

For visible light with a "center wavelength" of 5.6 x 10'    cm  (O.Söu), 
}o/h  is thus 5.6 x  10    .    R then becomes 

- 20 f> 
R s 1.6 x 10       sec    A. 
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This is a very small reflection coefficient, and light from even 

the brightest sources reflected at normal incidence by such a layer 

would be invisible to the human eye. The situation may be different 

at grazing incidence or large 0; for a grazing angle of 1 , 0 = 89 , 

seca60 3.S4 x 101U, and 

R 2 5.6 x 10'10, 0 = 89° 

The critical grazing angle, 9 ,  for a total reflection for the 

thin layer under discussion is given by 0C =    i2bn ,  which yields a 

value of 0.007746 rad or 26.6'. Substituting 0 ■ 89° 33.4' in the 

equation for R gives 

R B 7.4 x iO'8, * - 89° 33.4' 

Since the human eye is capable of recording differences at least 
-8 

as great as 3.5 x 10' (Minnaert, 1954), partial reflections of strong 

light sources may occasionally be visible. The theoretical treatment 

discussed here shows that as the critical angle for a mirage is exceeded 

there should be a drop in reflected intensity on the order of 10* - 
-8 

10 , so that instead of a smooth transition from totally to partially 

reflecting regimes, there should be a sharp decrease giving the impression 

of a complete disappearance of the reflection. This is it agreement with 

observation. The theory also indicates that faint images produced by 

partial reflection of very bright light sources, e.g. arc lights, may 

be seen at angles somewhat larger than the critical angle for a true 

mirage. 

E.    Spatial Variations  in the Atmospheric Index-of-Refraction 

As dictated by Snell's law,  refraction of light  in the earth's 

atmosphere arises from spatial variatione in the optical refractive- 

index.    Sincen^f(PtTt\)   according to Eq.   (2),  the spatial variations of 

n(^) can be expressed in terms of the spatial variations of atmospheric 

pressure and temperature.    Routine measurements of the  latter two quan- 

tities are made by a network of meteorological surface observations and 

upper-air soundings.    When the optical wavelength dependence of"   is 

neglected, Eq.   (2)  takes the form (for^A 5455 A, 

« -  1 -   (78.7 x   10'6) | 
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and the gradient of n  is given by 

Vn - (78.7 x 10*6) [f'p -w  v) 
Optical mirages are most likely to form when atmospheric conditions of 

relative calm  (no heavy cloudiness, no precipitation or strong winds) and 

extended horizontal visibility  (<10 miles) are combined with large radiative 

heating or cooling of the earth's surface.    Under these conditions the verti- 

cal gradients of pressure and temperature are much larger than the horizontal 

gradients,     i.e.,  the atmosphere tends to be horizontally stratified.* Thus, 

Vn * ~ -(78.7 x lO"6) 
or 

g - (78.7 x lO"')    I 

[T      9s      T7   33/ 

g- (78.7 x 10-^) fz r-3.4oC/100 m.  - § (4) 

Thua,  the spatial variation in the refraotive index,  i.e.,   light refraction, 

depends primarily on the vertical temperatur« gradient.    When 3n/9a is 

negative and the direction of energy propagation is from dense to rare, the 

curvature of light rays in the earth's atmosphere is in the same sense as 

that of the earth's surface. Equation (4) shows that dn/dz  is negative for 

all vertical gradients of temperature except those for which the temperature 

decreases with height > 3.4oC/100 m. No light refraction takes place when 

3n/3a = 0; in this case dT/is  » -3.4° C/100 m. which is the autoconvective 

lapse rate, i.e., the vertical temperature-gradient in an atmosphere of con- 

stant density.  Table 2 gives the curvature of a light ray in seconds of 

arc per kilometer for various values of 3T/32 near the surface of the earth 

(standard P  and T).    When ray curvature is positive, it is in the same sense 

as an earth's curvature. 

*When horizontal gradients in the refractive index are present, the complex 

mirage images that occur are often referred to as Fata Morgana.  It is 

believed, however, that the vertical gradient is the determining factor in 

the formation of most images. 
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Table   2 

CURVATURE OF  LIGHT RAYS FOR VARIOUS VALUES 

OF VERTICAL  TEMPERATURE-GRADIENT AT 

STANDARD CONDITIONS OF PRESSURE 

(1013.3 mb)   AND TEMPERATURE   (2730K) 

dB CURVATURE OF LIGHT 

ioC/100m) RAYS ("Am) 

-3.4 0 

-1.0 5.3 

-0.5 6.4 

0 7.5 

♦6.9 22.7 

♦ 11,6 33.0 

From Table   2   it is evident that two types of ver'ical temperature 

variation contribute most to the formation of mirages; these are temper- 

ature inversions [OT/to)>d]  an<1 temperature lapse rates exceeding 

3.4oC/100m (the autoconvective lapse rate).    Superautoconvectivj lapse 

rates cause light rays to have negative curvature (concsve upward), and 

are responsible for the formation of inferior mirages (e.g., road mirage) 

The curvature of the earth's surface is 33,7km, and thus whenever there 

is a sufficiently strong temperature inversion,  light rays propagating at 

low angles will    follow the curvature of the earth beyond the normal 

horizon.    This is the mechanism responsible for the formation of promi- 

nent superior mirages. 

F.    Meteorological Conditions Conducive to the Formation of Mirages 

The strength and frequency of vertical temperature gradients in the 

earth's atmosphere are constantly monitored by meteorologists.    The 

largest temperature changes with height are found in the first  1,000 m 

above the earth's surface.     In this  layer, maximum temperature gradients 

usually arise from the combined effects of differential air motion and 

radiative heating or cooling. 

The temperature  ^crease through a  low-level   inversion   layer can 

vary  from a few degrees to as much as 30OC during nighttJinc cooling of 

the ground layer.    During daytime heating,  the temperature can drop by 

as .r.ixh as 20 C in the first  couple of meters above the ground 
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{Handbook of Geophyeioe and Space EnviromentB,   1965).  Large temperature 

lapses are generally restricted to narrow layers above those ground sur- 

faces that rapidly absorb but poorly conduct solar radiation. Temperature 

inversions that are due to radiative cooling are not as selective as to 

the nature of the lower boundary and are therefore more common and more 

extensive than large lapses. Temperature inversions can extend over hori- 

zontal distances of more than 100 km.  Large temperature lapses, however, 

do not usually extend uninterrupted over distances more than a couple of 

kilometers. 

At any given location, the frequency of occurrence of large temper- 

ature lapses is directly related to the frequency of occurrence of warm 

sunny days. Fig.2 shows the average  distribution of normal summer sun- 

shine across the United States (Visher, 1954). More than seventy percent 

of the possible total is recorded in a large area extending from the Missi- 

ssippi to the West Coast. Consequently,low-level mirages associated with 

'arge temperature lapses may be rather normal phenomena in this area. 

Distribution for summer and winter of the frequency of occurrence of tem- 

perature inversions < 150 m above ground level are shown for the United 

States in Fig. 3 (Hosier, 1961). The data are based on a two-year sampling 

period. Figure 4 shows the distribution across the United States of the 

percentage of time that the visibility exceeds 10 km (Eldridge, 1966). 

When Figs. ^ and 4 are combined it is seen that large areas between roughly 

the Mississippi and the West Coast have a high frequency of extended hori- 

zontal visibility and a relatively high frequency of low-level temperature 

inversions. These meteorological conditions are favorable for the forma- 

tion of mirages. On the basis of the climatic data shown in Figs. 2, 3, 

and 4 it can be concluded that at some places a low-level mirage may be a 

rather normal phenomenon while in other places it may hi  highly abnormal. 

An example of the sometimes daily recurrence of superior mirage over the 

northern part of the Gulf of California is discussed by Ronald Ives (1968). 

Temperature inversions in the cloud-free atmosphere are often recorded at 

heights up to 6,000 m above the ground. These elevated inversions usually 

arise from descending air motions, although radiative processes can be 

involved when very thin cirrus clouds or haze layers are present. Narrow 
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FIG. 2   DISTRIBUTION  OF  NORMAL  SUMMER SUNSHINE  (Ptrccntas* of Possibl« Total) 

FIG. 3   DISTRIBUTION OF  INVERSION  FREQUENCY 
(P«rc»nt of Toiol Houn)   FOR  SUMMER AND WINTER 

FIG. 4   DISTRIBUTION  OF   PERCENTAGE  OF   TIME  THE   VISIBILITY  IS  LESS  THAN 
10 km   FOR  SUMMER AND WINTER 
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layers of high-level temperature inversion, e.g.,  4 C measured in a 

vertical distance of a few meters, extending without appreciable changes 

in height for several tens of kilometers in the horizontal direction have 

been encountered  (Lane,   1965).    Such inversions are conducive to mirage 

formation when they are accompanied by extended visibility in the hori- 

zontal as well as  in the vertical.    A climatology of such inversions 

can be obtained from existing meteorological data. 

4.      Visual Characteristics of Light-Refraction Phenomena in the 

Cloud-Free Atmosphere 

A. General 

Light refraction as it occurs in the earth's atmosphere can be divided 

into random refraction and ayatematio  or regular refraction (Meyer-Arendt, 

1965). Random refraction is due to the small-scale (meters or less), rapid 

(seconds) temperature fluctuations associated with atmospheric turbulence, 

and is responsible for such jhenomena as the scintillation of stars and 

planets, and the shimmer of distant objects. Systematic or regular refrac- 

tion is the systematic deviation of a propagating wavefront by temperature 

gradients that are extensive in space (.on the order of several kilometers 

or more) and persistent in time (on the order of an hour or more). Sys- 

tematic refraction leads to the apparent displacement of a light source 

from its true position. The light source can be outside the atmosphere 

(astronomical refraction) or within the atmosphere (terrestrial refraction) . 

Random and systematic refraction generally act simultaneously so that the 

associated effects are superposed. 

Values of astronomical and terrestrial refraction computed for average 

atmospheric temperature structure are well dccumar.ted. The angular differ- 

ence between the apparent zenith distance of a celestial body and its true 

zenith distance (as observed from a position near sea level) is zero at 

the zenith bat gradually increases in magnitude away from the zenith to 

a maximum of about 35 min. of arc on the horizon. Thirty-five minutes of 

arc is very nearly equal to the angle subtended by the sun's or moon's 

disc (30 min.), so that when these heavenly bodies appear just above the 

horizon they are geometrically just below it. Figure 5 shows average values 

of astronomical refraction as a function of zenith angle. The very large 
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FIG. 5. ASTRONOMICAL  REFRACTION  vs.   ZENITH ANGLE  CORRESPONDING 
TO STANDARD ATMOSPHERE 
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increase in refraction toward the horizon causes frequently observed 

distortions of the sun's or moon's disc. Normally, the differential 

refraction between the point of the lower limb  (touching the horizon) 

and the point of the upper limb (30 min.  above the horizon) amounts to 

about 6 min., so that when on the horizon,  the sun or moon appears to 

an earth-bound observer as an ellipse rather than a circle.    Recent ob- 

servations indicate that the setting sun or moon as seen from outside 

the earth's atmosphere also appears flattened due to refraction  (Cameron, 

et al.j  1963).    Under abnormal atmospheric temperature conditioner   the 

differential refraction can be BO large that the rising or setting sun 

or moon appears in groeely distorted form (O'Connell  1958). 

Terrestrial-refraction angles have been computed as a function of 

zenith angle and altitude of the luminous source  (Link and Sekera 1940; 

Saunders, 1963).    Depending on height, refraction angles computed with 

reference to sea level vary fromi.5 sec. of arc at a zenith angle of 5° 

to   < 12 min. of arc at a zenith angle of 86  .    Above 42 km refraction is 

negligible. 

The importance of the seemingly small astronomical and terrestrial 

refraction on visual observations can be evaluated as follows.    Resolv- 

ing theory and practice have established that the human eye (which is 

a  lens system)  cannot  resolve, separate clearly, or recognizably identify 

two noints that subtend an angle to the eye of less than 1/16    =3.75 min. 

(lolansky 1964; Minnaert,   1954).    Under standard atmospheric-temperature 

conditions,  angular deviations due to astronomical and terrestrial  refrac- 

tion that are larger than 3.75 min. occur when distant light sources are 

less than about  14    above the horizon  (zenith angle larger than about 

76°).    Hence,  the effects of systematic atmospheric refraction on visual 

observations of a distant light source (point source) which is less than 

about 76   from the zenith can be considered negligible because the aver- 

age human eye cannot clearly separate the source from its refracted  image. 

However, when the  luminous point source is located at about 14    or less 

from the horizon,  the  location and appearance of the source as seen by a 

Jistant observer are those of its refracted image.  Close to the horizon, 

refraction becomes  large enough to affect the visual observations of 
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extended sources.  Thus, it is evident that the evaluation of observations 

of light sources that are close to the horizon requires knowledge of the 

characteristics of refracted images. i 

B. Characteristics of the Mirage 

1. Geometry of Illumination and Viewing 1 

When a luminous source is near the horizon,(i.e. near the horizontal 

plane of view of its observer) the optical path length through the atmos- 

phere is maximum. In this case, systematic refraction is at a maximum and 

the visual effects can be large when layers of anomalous vertical tempera- 

ture gradient are present. There are, however, important practical limita- 

tions as to how much the apparent position of a refracted image can differ 

from the true position of the source. Limits in the viewing geometry can 

be determined by Snell's law using limiting values of the optical refrac- 

tive index. 

Observations indicate that a temperature change cf 30 C across 

re-'"', ively thin (<1 km) J.ayers of temperature inversion or temperature 

lapse approximates the maximum change that can be expected (Ramdas, 1951). 

Thirty degrees Centigrade correspond to a refractive-index change of about 

3 x 10 ' (Brunt, 1929).  Combining this maximum change in the optical 

refractive index with the range of values listed in Table I, the following 

limits are suggested as the range of the refractive index in)  that can 

be expected in the lower cloud-free atmosphere. 

1.00026 <^ n <_ 1.00C29 

Substitution of the upper and lower limit into the equation for total 

reflection gives 

sin^=iiSI = ü-999970 

and 

♦c      = 89.5° 

Hence,  when a horizontal  layer or boundary across which  n has  the assumed 

maximum variation of 1.00029 to 1.00026 is illuminated by a light source 

(direction of propagation from dense to rare),  the angle of incidence has 

to exceed 89.5    (1/2    grazing angle)   in order to get  total reflection and 

a possible mirage image.    For all praatical purposes,   O.b    aan he ,JOH.;U:- 

ered as the near-maximum angle of ilhsnination that will allow for 

formation of a mirage.    When the rf   ractive index deareast.s with height 
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across the boundary and illumination is from below, the mirage image 

appears at a maximum angular distance of about    1    above the true position 

of the light source as illustrated in Fig.  6a   .      Uuncv, one degree of ai'c 

muat represent about the maximum angular dietanae that Jan be exfiected 

between the true poaition of the  light source and its refracted mage. 

When the image appears above the true position of the source,  the mirage 

is referred to as a superior mirage.     When the refractive index  increases 

with height and illumination is  from above,  an inferior mirage appears, 

i.e.,  the image lies below the true position of the source as  shown in 

Fig. 6b.In terms of vertical temperature gradient,  the superior mirage is 

associated with an  inversion and  the  inferior mirage with a  large temper- 

ature- lapse. 

It  is  tvident that the presence of a layer of large temperature- 

gradient is neaeesary but not sufficient for mirage formation.    A remain- 

ing requirement  '3  the presence of light that illuminates  the  layer at 

grazing incidence.     The incident  light  can originate from a physical 

source such as  sun,  moon, or planet,  or it can be skylight or sunlight 

reflected from the ground. 

Whether the mirage is observed or not depends on the position of the 

observer with respect to the light source and the refracting  layer.    The 

planar geometry  involvedina mirage observation can be illustrated by 

applying Eq.   (3): 
n    sin (J> , o o 

d 8 J n2 - n2 sin2  $ oo 
to a rectangular coordinate system in which the abscissa coincides with 

the ground.     For simplicity it is assumed that  n2 = n? - z (i.e.,  the 

refractive index,n ,  decreases with height),  so that the solution to 

Eq.   (.3)   represents a family of parabolas of the form 

X = n 2 sin 2e    -    2n    sin 6    /n^ cos2 6    - s A        o o o oo o 

(In applying Eq.   (3).     z represents  as "where  3' has units of height and 

a   is the scale factor).    The family of parabolas, sketched in Fig.  7,  can 

bo thought of as representing the  light  rays  from a point  source  located 

at the origin of the coordinate system.    Using the upper and  lower limit 
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FIG. 6   LIMITING  ANGULAR   VIEWING GEOMETRY   OF   (a) SUPERIOR  MIRAGE, 
(b) INFERIOR  MIRAGE 
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of the optical refractive index, n  = 1.00029 and« « 1.00026, the largest 

horizontal distance (D) is covered by the light ray for which 0 =89.5° 

(angles are exaggerated in Fig. 7 ). All mirage images must be observed 

! within this distance (see Fig. 7). o can be expressed in terms of the 

height (H) of the refracting layer as follows. For each member of the 

family of parabolas, z   is maximum at the point where idz/d\)   =  o, i.e., at 

the point ( a» n cos^ 9 , x = "^ sin 29  ). Since each member is symmetric 

I with respect to this point also, 
D      2*2 sin 2 (89.5°) 

' H = -T2 , ,oa  cns— = 4 tan 89.5° n  n2^cos2 (89.5°) 

\ Hence, D « S00H, i.e., all mirage images in this particular case are 

observed within a distance from the light source that is about 500 times 

the thickness of the refracting layer. For example, when the thickness 

of the refracting layer is 10 meters, no mirage observations of a partic- 

ular object are likely beyond a distance of 5 km. At about 5 km an image 

of the object may appear at an elevation of about 0.5 , while within 5 kn 

images may appear at increasingly lower elevation angles until the eye can 

no longer clearly separate the image from the source. 

The preceding discussion applies only to the case where the observer 

is located within, or at the boundary of, the mirage-producing layer.  If 

the observer is some distance ?bove or below the mirage-producing layer, 

mirages of "auch more distant objects may appear. 

From the above, it is evident that principal characteristics of the 

optical mirage are the small elevation angles under which the phenomenon 

is observed (<^1 ) and the large distances (tens of kilometers) between 

observer and "mirrored" object that are possible. The geometry of the 

mirage explains why many observations are made on or near horizontally 

extensive, flat terrain such as deserts, lakes, and oceans and frequently 

involve images viewed through binoculars (oases, ships, islands, coastal 

geography). Furthermore, the above geometry illustrates that the duration 

of a mirage observation is critically dependent on whether or not the 

source and observer are in relative motion. For example, when the light 

source is moving in such a way that the angle of illumination, 0 , oscill- 

ates around the critical angle, a stationary observer located at A in 

Fig. 7may see a mirage image that alternately appears and disappears. On 
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the other hand, when the observer is moving relative to the source (from 

A to B in Fig. 7), the mirage ima|;e can change elevation, thereby creating 

an illusion of motion. 

2. Number and Shape of Mirage Images 

It has been recognized that systematic refraction of the light from 

a single source can lead to multiple  mirage images the shapes of which 

can be complicated. The early observations by Vince (1798) and Scoresby 

{1820) included sightings of completely or partially inverted images of 

a single distant ship. From a coastal position on the English Channel, 

John Parnell (1869) observed five  elevated images, all in a vertical line, 
of a lighthouse on the French Coast. All five images had different shapes. 

{ During their observations in Spain, Biot and Arago (1809) observed up to 

four elevated images of a distant (161 km) light signal. The images 

* disappeared and reappeared intermittently and at times joined to form a 

• narrow vertical column of light which subsequently separated into two 

parts, the lower part appearing red and the upper part appearing green. 

The above observations resulted from abnormal atmospheric light-refraction 

the observed images were distant, and in most cases detailed descriptions 

were made with the aid of binoculars. 

Practically all theoretical and experimental investigations of optical 

mirages (e.g., Wollaston 1800; Hillers 1914; R. W. Wood 1911} have been 

concerned with demonstrating the number and shape of observed images. 

Tait's theoretical treatise and Wollaston's laboratory experiment can be 

considered classical examples. Tait's terrestrial-refraction model repre- 

sents a horizontally stratified atmosphere, and a vertically finite refrac- 

ting layer with a continuous change in refractive index. Under these 

assumptions the paths of light rays are represented by the solution to the 

differential equation: 

dx = n0  sin *0 

/n^-nj sinz(|»0 
dB 

where n can be expressed as a continuous function of height (2). Tait 

shows that the number and shape of mirage imagee depend on the detailed 

etruatiwe of the refractive-index profile  (temperature pi'ofilo) within 

the refracting layer.    For example, the elevated mirage image of a distant 
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object becomes inverted when the refractive index in the upper part of 

the refracting layer decreases more rapidly with height than in the lower 

part. This "classical" explanation of image inversion is illustrated in 

Fig. 8. Shown are the paths of two light rays obtained from solving 

Eq. (3) for n2 m n2 _ z2.  Thus, the refractive-index gradient (9n/9s) in 

the upper part of the refracting layer is much larger than in the lower 

part. When the observer's eye is placed at the origin of the X,3 coor- 

dinate system, observed image-inverBion arieea from the aroesing of light 

ray e. 

Apparent vertical stretching (elongation, towering) of a luminous 

i object due to refraction is illustrated in Fig. 9. For the sake of clarity, 

( height and elevation angles are exaggerated. A horizontal refracting layer 

is assumed that is 10 meters thick and through which the refractive index 

f (n) decreases with height (a) from 1.00029 to 1.00026 according to the 

relation n2 » (1.00029)2 - a2. Hence, the refraction of a Ught ray in- 

I creases with height. It can be shown that a 10-m-high luminous object 

placed At a horizontal distance of 2 km subtends an angle of approximately 

26.5' at the origin. In the absence of the refracting layer the object 

would have subtended ar angle of 16.8'. The apparent vertical stretching 

is brought about by the refractive-index profile; i.e., the increase in 

"bending' of the light rays with height elevates the upper part of the 

I luminous source. Vertical stretching can lead an observer to underesti- 

mate the true distance to the luminous object.    Vertical shrinking (stoop- 

ing) of an extended object can be demonstrated similarly by assuming a 

refractive-index profile that is associated with a decrease of the gradient 

with height. In the case of vertical shrinking, the true geometric dis- 

tance to the object involved is usually smaller than the apparent distance. 

Many examples of image inversion, vertical stretching, and shrinking 

due to abnormal atmospheric refraction are given in The Marine Observer, 
t 

j Tait's theoretical approach, the emphasis on the refractive-index 

profile, is basic to many other theoretical investigations of the mirage. 

For example, Wilhelm Hillers ri913) shows how two refracted images of a 

| single light source can be formed when the profile in the refracting 

layer is such that the refracted rays are circular.  Fig. 10 shows the 
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HORIZONTAL DISTANCE — ralotiv« units 

FIG. 8 CLASSICAL  EXPLANATION OF  IMAGE  INVERSION (AB to BA) 
BY   THE  CROSSING OF  LIGHT  RAYS 

HORIZONTAL DISTANCE 

FIG.  9  ELONGATION  OF   LUMINOUS OBJECT   DUE   TO LIGHT   REFRACTION 
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North Atlartic Ocean 

5.5.  Bristol City.    Captain A.  L. Webb, O.B.E.    Sydney 
(C.B.)  to Swansea.    Observers,  the Master and Mr.  R. 
Whitman, 3rd Officer. 

18th September,   1952, 2000 G.M.T.    A vessel approach- 
ing end-on at IS miles, with hull just visible,  appear- 
ed to have elongated masts and funnel  (Fig.   1).    At 

i 
r^^ 

Kin.   i K.K. FIR. .« 

1Ü miles  the hull  also became 
wave, very prominent  (Fig. 2), 
down the length of the stem, 
resumed normal shape.    At the 
second vessel, when  10 miles  t 
develop«d an inverted image wh 
before disappearing   (Fig 3). 
wake appeared,  very  prominent, 
which  lasted another  10 min  (F 

enlarged and the bow 
appeared to move up and 

At 5 miles the vessel 
same time and position a 
o the s'ward,   suddenly 
ich   lasted for  15 min 
A few minutes   later the 
resembling heavy surf 

ig.  4).    Before passing 

^f^f^fcta 

■ IR- 4 KiK- 5 

out of view the vessel appeared to take on a "block" 
shape  (Fig.  5),  only  resuming  its normal shape at 
brief intervals as  the vessel dipped in the  slight 
swell.    Sea Temp.  530F,  air temp.  52°. wet bulb 50°. 
Calm sea.  slight swell. 

Position of ship:     48e,32,N,  44o50,W. 

Uote.    This observation  is also one of superior mirage 
and  in Fig.   3 the   inverted image   is   clearly  seen.     IM 

Figs.   1  and 2  the  vertical extension  and distortion 
known as   looming  is  well marked. 

(Reproduced from The Marine Observer,   Vol. 
p.   143, July  1953) 

3,  No,   U)l. 
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South Atlantic Ocean 

5.5. TenagoduB,    Captain W.  Broughton.    Cape Town to 
Algiers.    Observers, Mr. J. J. Diston, Chief Officer, 
and Mr. J.  F. Gristwood, 2nd Officer. 

2nd March,  1955,  1730-1800 L.T.    About one hour after 
leaving Cape Town abnormal refrac- 
tion was noticed around the horizon 

! from SW.  through N.  to E.    A large 
tanker,  8 miles distant on the port 
beam, was considerably distorted; 
the funnel was greatly elongated and 
appeared taller than the masts, and 

swayed occasionally.    The radar scanner appeared sus- 
pended well above the ship.    On the starboard bow,  28 
miles distant, a hill 280 ft high at Ysterfontein 
Point was observed to have an inverted image.    A few 
minutes later there were three inverted images;  these 
gradually telescoped until the hill appeared as a block. 
Temperatures:    air 660F,  sea 59°.    Slight sea,  low swell. 

Position of ship:    33049,S.,  18016'E. 

(Beprodurrd   from Thr Hanne Obterver,   Vol.   26,  No.   J72,   April   1956) 
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geometry of this special case.    The refracting layer lies above the 

observer and the distant light source. Refraction below the refracting 

layer is assumed negligible, i.e.   ,  light rays are rectilinear.    When 

the light rays penetrating the refracting layer are cirtles concentric 

about M, two separate rays emanating from the light source reach the 

observer's eye and all rays imtermediate and outside these two fail to 

be tangent to a concentric circle.    Consequently,  the observer views 

two separate images.    An example of three observed  images of a distant 

hill is shown in the figure on page 1026 in an excerpt from The Marina 

Obeerver. 

Tait's approach cannot be applied indiscriminately to all mirage 

phenomena because integration of Eq.  (3)  is restricted to a selected 

range of refractive index profiles.    Furthermore,  the effect of the 

earth's curvature is excluded so that only mirage phenomena associated 

with not-too-distant objects can be considered.    Hence, Tait's model 

cannot explain mirage observations associated with extraterrestrial 

sources such as the sun or the moon. 

Alfred Wegener (1918)  has developed an atmospheric-refraction model 

that explains distorted images of the sun, moon,  planets, or stars that 

are often observed near the horizon.    Wegener assumes a spherically 

stratified atmosphere and reduces the refracting  layer to a refracting 

boundary or surface of total reflection.    Wegener demonstrated that when 

the refracting boundary lies above the observer and the sun is on the 

horizon, the boundary refracts the solar light rays in such a way that 

the obstrver views two separate images of the solar disc, a flattened 

upper image and a distorted  lower image.    Fig.   11  shows the successive 

form of the two images  for a setting sun or moon in the presence of a 

7    temperature-inversion layer 50 m above the observed as computed by 
Wegener.    The degree of deflection of the incoming light rays and con- 

sequently the degree of distortion of the solar disc depends on the 

refractive-index change or temperature change across the reflecting 

boundary.    When the temperature change is small, only a single distorted 

image of the solar disc appears.    When the change across the boundary is 
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FIG.  11  SUCCESSIVE   IMAGES OF SETTING SUN  OR MOON  DURING CONDITIONS 
OF MIRAGE 
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very large only the the flat upper part of the "split" solar image is 

* seen, so that the setting sun appears to vanish above the horizon.  When 

the atmosphere is highly stratified, i.e., when several horizontal refract- 

ing boundaries are present, the setting sun can appear like a Chinese 

Pagoda or like a stack of discs. The refracted images of the setting sun 

computed by Wegener's model agree closely with those photographed and 

described by D. J. K. O'Connell (1958) in connection with a study of the 

green and red flash phenomena. 

I Wegener's model is not restricted to luminous sources outside the 

earth's atmosphere.  It can be applied to distant terrestrial objects 

• such as mountains from which emitted light rays are at grazing incidence 

to the top of the refracting boundary. Wegener's model of atmospheric 

refraction illustrates the characteristics that are basic to many spec- 

tacular risings or settings of sun, moon, or planet.  Following are three 

accounts of such abnormal atmospheric-refraction phenomena as given in 

The Marine Observer. 

The atmospheric-refraction models of Tait and Wegener quantitatively 

explain the basic characteristics of the most commonly observed mirage- 

images. Other theoretical investigations arc available that discuss var- 

ious special aspects.  For example, the theory of the superior mirage by 

Odd Hauj; explains the appearance of up to four images from a single source, 

Wilhelm Hillers treats the special case of a lateral mirage, i.e., the 

refrution of light when Jo refractive-index gradient is horizontal, as 

may be the case along a wall heated by solar radiation.  Koji llidaka and 

Gustav Forster discuss the theory of refraction when the surfaces of con- 

stant density in the atmosphere are somewhere between horizontal and 

vertical. Together, these theoretical models explain adequately the 

varying ways in which a mirage image can appear to an observer. Current- 

ly, there is no single  model with a numerical solution to all aspects of 

the mirage. 
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ABNORMAL REFRACTION 

Off toast of Portugal 

M. V. Australind.     Captain J. F. Wood.    Port Said to Bremen.    Observer, 
Mr. D. Ewan, Chief Officer. 

27th April, 1950, 0546-0549 G.M.T.   Thi accompanying sketches picture 
the sequence of shapes assumed by the sun as a result of refraction.   After 

*=$ £Z2 O 
(l) (2) (3) (D 

£2. 
(&) M I7) 

clearing the horizon the sun slowly regained its normal proportions and JI 

an altitude of 1^ no rcltacliun was apparent. No land was visible near llie 
phenonienon. Wind N, force 4. Barometer 1020-3 mb., aii tcr'p. 580l . 
Sky cloudless. 

Position of slup:    latitude 38°    04'N., Longitude 9°    24'W. 

( Hfi'iml,,, .,1   fion,  Hi,- «,i> IMI- U' vc , ^r ,   \„l      ;i,   V.,    1 ,.■.   (i.   im.    \| i i 1   I'l'.ll 
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ABNOIMAL lEFlACnON 

O.W.S. WiatJktr Rttmitr.   Captain A. W. Ford.  At Ocean Weather Station A. 
Obaerver, Mr. J. Ballantyne, 3rd Officer. 

5th May, 1055, aaao-aa40 O.M.T.   Toward* •uneet abnormal refraction was 
omerved, and for a while two sum wen visible. A false sun was sten for half its 

«^vwttMi a«v 

SSM SS^O 

dianteter on the horiaon, and touching the real sun above. The real sun was partly 
obscured by cloud. The fisbe sun persisted for 3 or 4 min after the real sun had 
set A vertical ray with reddish coloration »tended to about 40 above the real sun. 

((Vprodured   from   Jhr Mar in? Ohirn rr,   Vol.   26,   Nn.   172,   Apr i I   IVSh) 

ABNORMAL REFRACTION 
Eaglbh Cbamwl 

M.V. Timaru Star.    Captain H. W. McNeil.    London to Curacao.   Observer, 
Mr. N. Johnson, 3rd Officer 

o Q 
(•) (») (3) (4) 

4th January, 1956. While proceeding down the English Channel at 0800 G.M.T., 
shortly after sunrise, the sun was observed to have a distorted appearance (sketch 1). 
By 0810 while the sun continued to rise a false " sun " began to set. Two minutes 
later there was a distinct gap between the true sun and the false and by 0814 the 
false sun was no longer visible. In the area of the rising true sun the sky was clear 
and a bright orange in colour. A phenomenon similar to sketch 2 was observed at 
sunset on the same day. 

Position of ship: 500 05'N., 02° 04'w. 

(frjirodutod   from   TV  »annf Ohtervrr,   Vol.   27,   No.    175,   p.    It,   1M57) 
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3.     Effects from Focussing and Interference 

A recent theoretical and experimental investigation of the optical 

mirage is pr^nnted by Sir C.  V.   Raman (1959).    Sir C.  V.   Raman demon- 

strates that multiple,  inverted images of a single object can arise from 

interference and focussing of the incident and reflected wavefronts near 

the boundary of total reflection.    Raman's work, which is entirely based 

on wave theory, suggests the interaction of wavefronts within a refracting 

layer as a mechanism in mirage formation. 

The occurrence of focussing and interference in situations that give 

rise to mirage, examined specifically by Raman, is also evident from var- 

ious investigations based on geometrical optics.    For example, the crossing < 
i 

of light rays mentioned in connection with image inversion implies inter- 

ference of wavefronts at the points of intersection. ; 

The visual effects from focussing and interference must be considered 

in particular when plane-parallel radiation (radiation from a very distant 

source)   is incident on a layer of total reflection.     In this case,  there 

is a constant crossing of light rays within a relatively narrow region of 

the refracting layer, as illustrated in Fig.  12  (for the sake of clarity, 

height and elevation angles are exaggerated).    In Fig.  12,  a circular 

collimated light-beam    of diameter A is incident on the lower boundary of 

a temperature-inversion layer at  angle equal to or exceeding the critical 

angle for total reflection.     Interference of the incident and reflected 

wavefronts occurs in a selected layer near the  level of total reflection. 

This  layer,  shaded in Fig.   12, has  a maximum thickness B,  which is depen- 

dent on A.      In the absence of absorption,  the amount of radiant energy, 

flowing per unit time through vA2   equals that flowing through nB?.    When 

B is  less than A,  the energy density at B is  larger than at A,  so that the 

brightness of the refracted  light beam increases in the  layer of inter- 

ference. 

An example of the ratio of A to B can be given with the aid of Eq.   (3). 

It is assumed that the optical refractive index through the inversion 

layer varies from n0 =  1.00029 to n    = 1.00026 according to n2    = n2 - z. 

When the angle of incidence is near the critical angle for total reflection 

(Q    = 89.5 ),  the  light rays within the inversion layer are parabolas and 
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the level of total reflection coincides with the upper boundary of the 

inversion layer. Under these conditions, it can be shown that 

B     _A_ 
A  = 16H 

where H is the thickness of the temperature-inversion layer.    When the 

diameter A of the incident   light beam is  less than  16H,  B is  less than 

A and a brightening or focussing occurs near the top of the inversion. 

When the angle of incidence of the light beam is  larger than the criti- 

cal angle, «- 89.5  ,  the level of total reflection lies below the upper 

boundary of the inversion  layer.    In this case,  brightening can still 

occur near the level of total reflection, but the restrictions on the 

required beam-diameter become rather severe.    The above example, based 

on a special case, demonstrates that sudden brightening can be encount- 

ered near the upper boundary of a refracting layer when optical mirages 

are aesooiated with a refracting layer that is thick with respect to 

the diameter of the incident light beam from a distant source and when 

the angle of incidence is near the critical angle. 

Observations of the brightening phenomenon must be considered rare 

in view of the selective location of its occurrence within the temper- 

ature-inversion layer and the requirement of plane-parallel incident 

radiation.    Upper-level  inversions seem most  likely to produce the 

phenomenon.    Some photographs showing apparent brightening of "spikf." 

reflections on the edge of the setting sun are shown  in O'Connell(1958, 

c.f., p.  158). 

Microscopic effects due to interference of wavefronts within the 

area of brightening are illustrated in Fig.   13.    Wavefronts are indi- 

cated rather than light rays.    Unless absorption is  extremely large, 

light rays are normal to the wavefront.    A train of plane-parallel waves 

is assumed incident on the lower boundary of a refracting layer in which 

the refractive-index decreases with height.    When the angle of incidence 

equals the critical angle,  the incident waves are refracted upon enter- 

ing the refracting layer and are totally reflected at the upper boundary 

The crests and troughs of the waves are indicated by solid lines and 

dashed lines,  respectively.    At the upper boundary,  the wavefronts of the 

incident and reflected waves converge to a focus.    The focus is called 

a cusp.    The upper boundary of the refracting  layer resembles a caustic, 
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i.e., an envelope of the moving cusps of the propagating wavefronts. 

Because of the focussing of wavefronts, a large concentration of radiant 

energy is usually found along the caustic (see Raman, 1959).  In the 

area where the incoming and outgoing wavefronts interact, destructive 

interference is found along AA' and CC* (troughs meeting crests), while 

constructive interference is found along BB' (incident and reflected 

waves have similar phase). Hence, brightness variations can be expected 

in the interference layer, as demonstrated by Sir C. V. Raman (1959). 

To what extent the microscopic effects from interference and focussing 

can be observed under actual atmospheric conditions of mirage is not 

known. Undoubtedly, the proper relation between refracting layer and 

distant light source must be combined with an observer's position near 

the upper boundary of the refracting layer.  If the dark and bright 

bands in the area of interference can be observed, the observer could 

easily get the impression that he is viewing a rapidly oscillating light 

or a light that is drawing near and moving away at rapid intervals. 

Nighttime observations by airplane are most likely to provide proper 

evidence of this effect. 

Currently, the focussing and interference effects are the least 

explored and consequently the least discussed of the vanous aspects 

associated with optical mirage. 

4.  Refractive Separation of the Color Components 

of White Light (Color Separation) 

Due to the wavelength dependence of the optical refractive index, 

systematic refraction of white light leads to a separation of the com- 

posing colors. Visible effects of (*olor separation are most frequently 

associate! with astronomiaal refraction.     In this case, the light enters 

the atmosphere at an upper boundary where n  approaches unity for all 

wavelengths. At an observation site near sea level n  is uavelength-depend- 

ent, so that from the upper boundary of the atmosphere to the observation 

site the individual color components are refracted at different angles. 

The basic composing color of white light may be assumed to be red (24%) , 

green (38%), and blue-violet 38%); the red is refracted less than the 

green, while the green is refracted less than the blue-violet.  The 

visual effects of color separation depend onrthe zenith 
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angle of the extraterrestrial light source. When a white light source 

is more than 50 above the horizon, the color separation is simply too 

snail to be resolved by the eye. Close to the horizon it can be observed 

only in the case of very small light sources. The principle of color 

separation in astronomical refraction is illustrated in Fig. 14. The 

light from an extended source enters the top of the atmosphere and is 

separated with respect to color in the order red, green, blue, and 

violet. A bundle of light rays of diameter D can be selected for which 

all colors, upon refraction, converge at 0. Hence, an observer at 0 

sees the entire color mixture as white. When the extended source has 

a diameter larger than D, an area rather than a single point of color 

blending is formed. However, when the diameter of the source becomes 

less than D, the point of color convergence, 0, recedes from the loca- 

tion of the observer. Now the observer begins to see a gradual refractive 

separating of color such that red tends to lie below green, and green 

tends to lie below blue-violet (see Fig. 14). 

The diameter of the Ltglit beain from a given extraterrestrial source 

deoreaeee  with respect to an earth-bound observer, with increasing dis- 

tance from the zenith, as illustrated in Fig. 14. Thus, when the zenith 

angle increases, the apparent  diameter D of the light source decreases 

rapidly to a minimum value on the horizon. Hence, the chance of having 

a light source of diameter less than D is greatest on the horizon. There- 

fore,  color aeparation is obeerved most frequently on the horizon, when 

the  tight  source is reduced to a bright point like a star or a minute por- 

tion of the eolar or lunar disc.    A prominent example of the visible 

effects of color separation is the so-called Green Flash. This phenom- 

enon is sometimes observed when the sun disappears in a clear sky below 

a distant horizon. The last star-like point can then be seen to change 

rapidly from pale yellow or orange, to green, and finally, blue, or at 

least a bluish-green. The vividness of the green, when the sky is ex- 

ceptionally clear, together with its almost instant appearance and 

extremely short duration, has given rise to the name "green flash" for 

this phenomenon. 
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EXTENDED WHITE-LIGHT 
SOURCE 

Hf. 14   Refraetiv« Color 3op«rafion w • Function of Zonith Angle 
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The same gamut of colors, only in reverse order, occasionally is seen 

at sunrise. The observations of the Green Flash require an unusually 

clear atmosphere such that the sun is yellowish, and not red, as it begins 

to sink below the horizon. A red setting sun means that the blue and 

green portions of the spectrum are relatively strongly attenuated by the 

atmosphere and hence indicates that conditions are not favorable for see- 

ing the greenish segment. Thus, the meteorological conditions required 

for observing color separation are even more stringent than those required 

for observing optical mirages. Examples of color separation associated 

with astronomical refraction are given on the following page in excerpts 

from The Marine Obaerver. 

In terrestrial refraction the composing colors of white light are 

very seldom separated to the extent that the effects can be observed with 

the naked eye. When the wavelength dependence of the refractive index is 

put back into Eq. (4), 

3n  77 c /i . 5.15 x IP'3   1.07 x IQ-^hn"6 f/-3.40C   IT) 
37" 77-5 \l  +  TZ  +  ^ -j1        TAJIQQ  m ' 91/ 

Hence, for a given temperature inversion, the refractive index (") decreases 

somewhat faster with height 0) for x ■ 0.4^  (blue) than for X = 0.7 u (red), 

so that the blue rays are refracted more than the red rays. However, the 

difference is generally too small to be resolved by the eye. Only under 

very special conditions can a visible effect be imagined. For example, when 

a 100-m-thick inversion layer is assumed to be associated with a AJ - 30oC, 

the change of the refractive index for blue light and red light is respec- 

tively« A«(0.4 p) = 3.01 x 10  and An(0.7 v)  • 2.93 x 10"5. When the optical 

refractive indices at the lower boundary of the inversion are " (0.4 u) = 

1.000282  and n (0.7 u) ■ 1.000275  (corresponding to P »1013.3 mb and 

T  ■ 150C), values at the upper boundary are «ö(0.4 u) = 1.000252  and 

n(0.7 y) : 1.000246.   When white light is incident at the lower boundary 

of the inversion at an angle $ such that 

1.000246  >  • A > 1.000252 
1.000275  ' Sin 9o  1.000282 

then the blue rays are totally reflected by the inversion layer but the red 

rays are transmitted. Hence, for (|i * 89 33' 30" the blue rays are totally 

reflected, and for <J>0 • 89° 33' 54" the red rays are totally reflected. The 

visible effects of color separation that can arise when <|i0 fluctuates from 
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SETTING OF THE PLANET VENUS "i 
Indian Ocean 

S.S.  Strathnaver    Captain  I.  M.  Sinclair.    Australia to  London.    Ohserver, 
Mr. J. C. Vint, Supernumerary 2nd Officer. 

6th December, 1957 at 2105S.M.T.    'J"he accompunying sketch illustrate? the 

0 0 O 

changes observed in the planet as it was setting.   Prismatic binoculars were used to 
observe the phenomena. 

Position of ship: 01' 40'N., 84r 32'!:. 
Note.   The phenomena seen at the settint« of the bnuht planets Vt-nus and Jupitvr vary 
considerably on different occasions and are always  inicn&tmi«.    Sometimes  no double 
images occur.    When they are seen, they nay be of the same or different colours.    The 
green colour is not always seen before the instant of settinj;, as it was in this obserxation 

(Hri.imWecl   friM Thr H«r tnr Obt rrvrr,   Vol.   L'H,   Nu.   JHL',   |i.    I'M.   O« i .    I'K.H) 
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GREEN FLASH 
SMrtk AtlMtk OCMB 

M.V. Drima.   Capuin F. J. Swallow.   La« Palma» to Bueno* Airei.   Obaervcr 
Mr. W, M. Wheatley, Chief Officer, 

aBth January, 1956. At auntet the »un, when half a diameter above the horizon, 
became lemon-coloured, although the ahape remained normal. The final visible 
iegment of the sun turned to a vivid electric blue. Visibility excellent. The sky 
after sunset was colourful with great clarity of cloud shapes and colours. Cloud 
3/8 Cu and Ac. 

Position of ship: 180 2.8's., 38° 28'w. 
Sot*. The name of this phenomenon at sunset or tunrite ii the " green fluh ", green being 
the colour most uiually teen. It would not be practicable to name it «ccording to the colour 
obecrved, si these comprise various shades of green and blue, also purple or violet. We have 
had more obaervations of blue, purple or violet flashes in recent years. While these colours 
are admittedly much less frequently seen than various shades of green, it docs appear that 
they are not aa rare as was formerly supposed; a probable explanation of this is that more 
observers are now watching for the phenomenon. 

RcdSc« 
M.V. Gloucester.  Captain D. A. G. Dickens, R.N.R. 
Mr. R. E. Baker. Chief Officer. 

Jeddah to Suez.   Observer, 

o ^ I' K ^ ^L. J^S 

19th February, 1956. Abnormal refraction waa observed aa the sun set, apparently 
shaped aa ahown in the sketches. The green flash was seen all the time the upper 
half of the aun waa disappearing, approximately 30 sec; not only the dctachrd 
pieces appeared green but the edgea of the main body aa well. 

Position of ahip: 2a0 O8'N., 38015'E. 

North Pacific Occaa 
S.S. Pacific Northwest. Captain F. H. Perry. Panama to Los Angeles. Observer, 
Mr. W. P. Crone, 4th Officer. 

39th January, 1956. Half a minute before setting at bearing 262° Venus appeared 
to turn bright red, becoming orange again juat before setting. At the moment of 
setting at 0345 C.M.T. there was an emerald green flash of 1 sec duration. This 
observation waa made with the aid of binoculars.  Cloud 28. 

Position of ship: 240 55'N., ii2ü44'w. 

(Hrpruduird   tram Tht Hannt Ohitrver,   Vol.   27,   Nu.   J75, 15,   Jin.   IMS?) 
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GREEN AN*. KED FLASHES 
South I ^ciflc Ocean 

M.V. Cambridge. Captain F'. I'. O. Harrison. Wellington to Balboa. Observer!, 
the Master, Mr. P. L'ovur, Chief Officer, and Mr. L. Money, 4th Officer. 

2nd May, 1957.   When the sun rose at 0700 S.M T. a green flash was plainly seen. 
There was a bank of cumulus whose base was one sun's diameter above the 

horizon and as the sun disappeared behind the cloud a red flash occurred lasting 
fully 3 sec. 

Position of ship: 3S0 51's., 175° io'\v. 

(Hcprm'uri-d   frum 7/if Vuf r-if OMiw icr.   Vul.   JH,   No.    18(1,   p.    77,   A(iril    l'(fiH) 

SETTING OF THE PLANET JUPITER 

Gulf of Mannar 

S. S. Sirsa. Captain N. Maguire. Rangoon to Cochin. Observer. Mr. J. 
Richardson. 

3rd December, 1950, 1755 G.M.T.   Jupiter on setting showed a red spot 
on the side nearest tu the horizon.   The spot was visible through binoculars 
and telescope but not to the naked eye.   The sky was clear in the vicinity 
and the phenomenon  was visible from the time that the planet was 2Ü 
above t!ie horizoi'. 

Position of ship:    7°    40' N.   77°   47 E. 

\ilv. When abmiriiiiil refraction is present the light of stars or planets near the 
Horizon tends to be elongated into a short spectrum with the red nearest the horizon 
and the green and blue tarthest from the horizon. Many varieties of phenomena 

result, -.-specially in the case of the bright planets Jupiter and Venus: these arc more 
ulten seen with binoculars than with unaided vision. At times the planet may appear 
double, one red and one green, or the colour of the planet may change irom red lo 
green. In cases of extreme refraction the planet may be seen to "swim" about with 
a lateral motion, aicompanicd by changes of colour, usually from red to green, with 
momentary returns to the normal colour of the planet. The green flash of iuurise 
or sunset is an example of the same thing; the uppermost green linage ol the sun's 
limb  is visible  for a   fraction  of a  second  after the sun has set. 

iH.^ir^liK .■,!   h.m Tlir Hannr Olsert'rt,    \..IL'l.   V.    ].l.   p.    J14,   ()< 1.    1''.1 I 
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89° 33' 30" to 89° 33' 54", are illustrated in Fig. 15. It is asiumed that 

the white-light source is far away so that the incident rays are near para- 

llel. For 4, » 89° 33' 30" the blue rays are totally reflected by the red 

rays penetrate the upper boundary of the inversion. When $   varies from 
00 0 

89 33' 30" to 89 33' 54" the red rays are alternately transmitted and 

totally reflected. Hence, an observer near A may see an elevated image that 

is alternately bluish and white, while an observer at B may see a reddish 

image that disappears and reappears. The small fluctuation in ^ can be 

produced by atmospheric turbulence or short-period changes in the lower 

boundary of the inversion. Color changes from red to green that frequently 

occur when distant lights are observed can be similarly explained.  In 

general, visible color separation is the result of a combined action of ran- 

dom and systematic atmospheric refraction. 

Thus, unusual color effects that can be observed with the unaided eye 

can be associated with mirage phenomena. Occurrence of these effects, how- 

ever, must be considered unusual in view of the special set of circumstances 

required for their development. 

5. Effects from Atmospheric Scintillation 

Scintillation defines the rapid variations in apparent brightness, 

position, or color of a distant luminous source when viewed through the 

atmosphere. If the object lies outside the earth's atmosphere, as in the 

case of stars and planets, the phenomenon is termed astronomical scintill- 

atioii; if the luminous source lies within the atmosphere, the phenomenon 

is termed terrestrial scintillation. 

Scintillation occurs when small-scale (meters or less) inhomogene!ties 

in atmospheric density interference with a propagating wavefront for a 

short duration of seconds or minutes. Such inhomogeneities are generally 

associated with turbulance and convection. Turbulence convection are most 

apparent in atmospheric layers close to the earth's surface where they 

develop under proper conditions of solar heating, wind velocity, and terrain. 

However, they can occur also at high levels in the atmosphere. Scintill- 

ation has been found associated with atmospheric layers near the tropopause 

(30,O0C to 40,000 feet). 
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Rapid fluctuations in brightness(scintillation in its strictest 

sense) are observed most frequently. The reason for this may be that, 

on the average, the time interval between moments of nearly maximum 

brightness is around 1/10 of a second, a value that coincides with the 

frequency to which the human eye is most sensitive. Higher frequencies 

of scintillation do occur (30 to 50 per second), but their significance 

is restricted to measurement made by means of optical equipment such as 

telescopes. The apparent brightness fluctuations of a distant source 

may be so intense that an observer sees the light source as "flashing 

on and off." 

Fluctuations in position are often referred to as "shimmer", 

"dancing", or "wandering", and involve the apparent jerky or continuous 

movement of an image about a mean point. Observations of this phenomenon 

are not as common as observations of intensity fluctuations. Under 

standard atmospheric conditions, position changes vary from 1" to 30" 

of arc, and such displacements can hardly be observed with the naked 

eye. Only under abnormal atmospheric conditions are apparent position 

changes manifest. Their occurrence is most probably in the case of point 

sources, i.e., sources having no apparent diameter. Position changes of 

a planet like Venus or Jupiter do occur, but actual observations are 

limited to very unusual atmospheric conditions when the changes in direc- 

tion of the planet's light rays are so large as to be of the same order 

of magnitude as the apparent diameter (0.5 to 1.0 minutes of arc). 

In the case of an extended luminous source, a slow or rapid "pulsa- 

tion" can be observed. This contraction and expansion of the image usually 

results in apparent changes of the image size. Occasionally, pulsation 

of the solar or lunar limb can be observed during setting or rising. 

In general, the effects of scintillation are minimum when the lumi- 

nous source is viewed near the zenith, and maximum when the source is 

viewed near the horizon. When terrestrial light sources are involved, 

the scintillation increases with distance and is highly dependent on 

the meteorological conditions. 

The many detailed discussions of scintillation encountered in the 

literature are primarily concerned with the application of optical in- 

struments to astronomy, optical communication, and optical ranging.  In 
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this case, all light sources viewed through the atmosphere exhibit effects 

of scintillation irrespective of their position with respect to th? zenith. 

When observations are made with the unaided eye,the above-mentioned effects 

of scintillation are manifested only when the observation concern objects 

close to the horizon (at low elevation or "low in the sky"). Under these 

conditions, the moat apeataoular visual effects can be expected when the 

effects of scintillation (random refraction) are superposed on any visual 

image that arises from regular atmospheric refraction. 

The following section on aerosol particles has been contributed 

by Mr. Gordon D. Thayer of ESSA: 

C. Light scattering by aerosol particles 

An apparent optical image formed by light scattered out of a beam 

by a thin haze layer may be mistaken for a mirage. The theory of optical 

propagation in a scattering, attenuating atmosphere is well covered by 

Middleton (1952), an excellent reference containing much material on vision 

and the visibility of objects seen through the atmosphere. 
2 

The luminance or brightness, B, in e.g. lumens/m , of an extended 

object or optical source is invariant with distance except for losses due 

to scattering or absorption along the propagation path. Except under con- 

ditions of heavy fog, clouds, or smog, absorption is small compared to 

scattering, and may be neglected.  If the scattering coefficient per unit 

length, 0 . is constant, attenuation of a light source of intrinsic bright- 

ness B is given by 

B = B0e -0^ 

where R is the distance of range travelled by the light from the source 

to the point of observation. The portion of brightness lost by scatter- 

ing out of the path is given by 

Bs  = Bo  (1 - e-^); 

this loss represents light that is scattered in all directions by the 

molecules of air and aerosol particles present in the propagation path. 

Secondary scattering is neglected. 

The quantity CTR is often called the optical depth of an atmospheric 

layer, although it is a dimensionless quantity. Thus for thin layers 

where o'R is small, the scattered light flux, F, in e.g. lumens, is 

F " aRF  , 
s     o ' 
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whero F is the light flux incident on the layer. 

The intensity, I , or light flux per unit solid angle, of the 

light scattered from a small volume of air, v, is the product of the 

incident light Ifux, F0, the volume scattering function, ß'C*), and 

the average thickness of the volume. The scattering angle, ^, is de- 

fined in Fig. 16. The intensity of light scattered at an angle 4» with 

respect to the incident beam is usually defined in terms of the incident 
2 

illuminance, E, or flux per unit area in e.g., lumens/m on an element 

of volume dv. This results in 

■f. dl(*) - EB'C*) dv,     hence, !(♦) »   E8'(*)dv, 
'v 

which, in the case of a small scattering volume where E and ß'O) may 

be considered nearly constant over the entire volume, reduces to 

!(♦) 5 Eoe,(*)v. 

The units of B'C^) are typically lumens scattered per unit solid 

angle per unit volume per lumen incident light per unit area; I(^) then 

is expressed in candles, a unit of light intensity equal to one lumen 

per steradian. The volume scattering function is normalized by 

2IT | ß'C*) »in ♦ sin ♦d^ ■ a; 
Jo 0 

hence for an isotropic scatterer, for which ß'C*) » const. « ß^, ß'» j^. 

The volume scattering function relative to an isotropic scatterer is 

conveniently defined as 

fU) = ^ß'C*) 
The relative volume scattering function for very clear air has 

maxima at $ « 0° and 180*, F(4) - 3.3 and 1.7 respectively, and a mini- 

mum of 4> « 90°, fO) > 0.5. Industrial haze, or smog, has a strong 

maximum at $ * 0°, ¥($)  - 8, and a minimum at <f» « 120° to 160°, 

f(^) * 0.2 , with a weaker secondary maximum at ♦ ■ 180°, f(<>) *  1.3. 

As an example of a scattering situation, consider a very clear 

atmosphere with a total vertical optical depth of 0.2; this is about 

twice the optical depth of a standard atmosphere of pure air (Middleton, 

(1952). The linear scattering coefficient, ^, for this atmosphere will 

be about 2 x 10 m" near the ground. Assume that a haze layer one in 

in thickness and with an optical depty of 0.02 exists at 100 m above 
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the ground; the total optical depth of the composite atmosphere will 
2 -1 

be 0.22. The value of o appropriate to the haze layer is 2 x 10 m , 

a factor of 10 greater than for the "clear" atmosphere above and below. 

To an observer on the ground, the additional extinction of light 

caused by the presence of the haze layer, amounting to only 1.6% of the 

incident light from a source near the zenith, would not be perceptible 

except possibly very close to the horizon. However, light scattered 

out of an intense beam by the haze layer could be easily visible. 

Assume that a fairly powerful light source is aimed straight up from 

the ground; taking as typical values, e.g., for an automobile sealed 
4 

beam unit, an intensity, I , of 3 x 10 candles (30,000 candlepower) and 

a beam width of 6°, the light flux incident on the layer at h > 100 m is 

F ■ 236 lumens, 
o 

neglecting attenuation in the air below the layer. The beam solid angle, 

w , is 7.85 x 10" steradians. The incident illuminance, E , on the 
o o 
layer is        F   I 

o   o 2 
E ■ — - -2- ■ 3 lumens/m 
0  A   h 

2       2 
where the illuninated area, A » w h , is 78.5m . The scattering volume, 

3 
v, is 78.5m since the layer is one meter thick, and the intensity of 

the scattered light is 

W) * Eo*rf(*)v 

5 3.75 x lO^fC*)  (candles). 

If an observer is located 100 m from the light source, he will 

observe the scattered light at a distance of -140 m and a scattering 

angle, ♦ , of 135*. The apparent source of the scattered light will 

appear to be elliptical, roughly 4° wide and 3° high, and will present 

an area normal to the observer, A. , of 62.6 m . The value of f(^) for 

a strongly scattering medium at ♦ ■ 135* is about 0.2; therefore the 

light scattered toward the observer is 

I ■ 7.5 x 10"2 candles, 

and the apparent brightness, B , of the scattering volume will be 

Bs ■ ii i 1.2 x 10"3 c/m2 
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A fairly dark, moonless night sky has a background brightness, B. , 
-3   2 

of about 10  c/m ; the scattered image would therefore have a total 
-3   2 

brightness of- 2.2 x 10  c/m and a contrast against the night sky of ' 

c» B /B. ■ 1.2. At this background brightness data given by Middleton 

(1952) show that the contrast required for 50% probability of detection 

for an object of 3 -4 diameter is about 5.7 x 10" ; thus the image 

hypothesized in this example would have a brightness about 20 times 

greater than the minimum detectable, and would no doubt be easily visi- 

ble as a pale, glowing, elliptical object. 

In contrast, the air immediately above and below the haze layer 

with o* 2 x 10  m" and f(0) • 1.1 at 0 ■ 135 would yield a scattered 
-6    2 

brightness of only about 6.6 x 10" c/m per meter thickness. The con- 

trast against the night sky of the light scattered from the beam above 

or below the layer would therefore be on the order of 7 x 10 , which 
-3   2 

is not detectable with a background brightness of 10  c/m according 

to Middleton (1952). 
-2   2 

Increasing the background brightness to 10  c/m , corresponding 

to a bright, moonlit night, would decrease the contrast of the scattered 

image to 1.2 x 10 , which is about six times the minimum detectable 

contrast at that background brightness and the image would therefore 

still constitute a fairly obvious (object).  Perception of light scat- 

tered from the rest of the beam under this increased background brightness, 

with fc - 6.6 x 10  , would be out of the question. 

The level of background brightness for which the contrast of the 

image in this example would be reduced to the point where there is only 

a 50% probability of detection by an observer looking in the right direc- 
-12 

tion is roughly 10  c/m ; this value corresponds to the brightness of 

a clear sky about 1/2 hour after sunset. 

Thus, scattering of light from sources of small beam width by 

localized haze layers in the lower atmosphere may cause the appearance 

of diffuse, glowing patches of light, moving with movement of the light 

source, that could easily be interpreted as a UFO by an observer unfamiliar 

with such phenomena. Data given by Middleton (1952) show that with common 

light sources and under average nighttime sky conditions, the main beam 
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of light could easily be imperceptible by scattered light, while at the 

sane time the light scattered from a haze patch or layer would be easily 

visible to an observer; thus the source of the UFO-like image would not 

be apparent. 

6. Evaluation of the State-of-the-Art Knowledge 

During the last decade, active interest in optical mirage appears to 

have waned. The reasons for the apparent decline are believed to be two- 

fold. Firstly, on the basis of simple ray-tracing techniques, the mirage 

theories satisfactorily explain the various large-scale aspects of obser- 

vations. Thus, no disturbing contradictions between theory and observation 

have been found. Secondly, although atmospheric refraction remains of 

great interest to astronomy, optical communication, and optical ranging, 

the phenomenon of the mirage has so far failed to demonstrate a major use. 

At the present tiae, there is no aingle  theoretical model that explains 

all  the aspects, both macroscopic and microscopic, of the mirage phenomenon. 

The absence of such a model must stand as evidence that shortcomings remain 

in current knowledge. These shortcomings are most eloquently discussed by 

Sir. C. V. Raman (1959), who suggests and actually demonstrates that any 

approach to explain the phenomenon must be based on wave-optics rather than 

ray-optics. The theory of wave-optics as applied by Sir.C. V. Raman, sug- 

gests the presence of some intriguing aspects of the mirage that arise from 

the interference and focussing of wavefronts in selected regions of the re- 

fracting layer. Raman's experimental studies reveal that when a collimated 

pencil of light is incident obliquely on a heated plate in contact with air, 

the field of observation exhibits a dark region adjacent to the plate into 

which the incident radiation does not penetrate, followed by a layer in 

which there is an intense concentration of light and then again by a series 

of dark and bright bands of progressively diminishing intensity. 

Further theoretical and experimental investigations are warranted in 

order to determine to what extent the brightening and brightness variations 

that arise from interference and focussing can add unusual effects to ob- 

servations of phenomenon associated with abnormal refraction in the atmos- 

phere. 
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7.      Conclusions 

When an unusual optical phenomenon is observed in the atmosphere, 

its positive identification as a mirage cannot be made without a physically 

meaningful description of what is seen and a complete set of meteorological 

and astronomical data.    The required "hard" data are practically never avail- 

able for the specific place and time of observation, so that the descriptive 

account remains the only basis for identification;  in this case, successful 

identification depends on a process of education.    Thus, the casual observer 

of an optical phenomenon can establish the likelihood that his observation 

is a mirage only by being aware of the basic characteristics of mirage and 

the physical principles that govern its appearance and behavior. 

The conditions required for mirage formation and the principal char- 

acteristics of mirage images, as described in this report, are summarized 

below.    The summary presents a set of standards by which to interpret the 

nature of an optical observation in terms of a specific natural atmospheric 

phenomenon. 

A.    Meteorological Conditions 

Optical mirages arise from abnormal temperature gradients in the 

atmosphere.    A temperature decrease with height (temperature lapse) ex- 

ceeding 3.4 C per 100 m or a temperature increase with height  (temperature 

inversion)  is most commonly responsible for a mirage sighting. 

Large temperature lapses are found in the first 10 meters above the 

ground during daytime.    They occur when ground surfaces are heated by solar 

radiation, while during nighttime they can occur when cool air flows over 

a relatively warm surface such as a lake.    When the temperature decreases 

with height more than 3.4 C per 100 m over a horizontal distance of 1 kilo- 
i 

meter  or more,  an observer located within the area of temperature  lapse 

can sight an inferior mirage near the ground (e.g., road mirage,  "water" on 

the desert). 

Layers of temperature inversion ranging in thickness from a few meters 

to several hundred meters may be located on the ground or at various levels 

above it.    In areas where they are horizontally extensive, an observer 

can sight a superior mirage that usually appears  far away  (beyond 1 kilo- 

meter)  and "low in the sky."    The  strength of the  inversion determines the 

degree of image-elevation;  the stronger the inversion,  the higher the image 

appears above the horizon.    Layers of maximum temperature inversion  (30 C) 
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are usually found adjacent to the ground. 

Calm, clear-weather conditions (no precipitation or high winds) and 

good horizontal visibility are favorable for mirage formation. Warm days 

or warm nights during the summer are most likely to produce the required 

temperature gradients. 

B. Geometry of Illumination and Viewing 

The geometry of illumination and viewing in the case of optical mirage 

is determined by the spatial variations of refraction index that occur in 

the cloud-free atmosphere, and by Snell's law of refraction, which relates 

these variations to changes in the direction of propagating wavefronts. 

The spatial variations in refractive index are associated with layers of 

temperature inversion or temperature lapse. Variations of 3 x 10" , 

corresponding to temperature changes of 30 C, are considered near maximum. 

As a consequence of Snell's law and the small changes in the atmos- 

pheric refractive index, an optical mirage develops only when a temperature- 

inversion layer or a layer of large temperature lapse is illuminated at 

grazing incidence. The requirement of grazing incidence implies that the 

source of illumination must be either far away, i.e., near the horizon, or 

very close to or within the layer of temperature gradient. Therefore, both 

terrestrial and extraterrestrial sources can be involved. Because of the 

distance factor, the actual source of illumination may not be visible. Its 

location, however, must always be in the direction in which the mirage image 

is observed, i.e., observer, image and "mirrored" source are located in 

the same vertical plane. 

Another consequence of Snell's law and the small spatial changes in 

refractive index is that noticeable refractive effects are not likely beyond 

an angular distance of approximately 14 degrees above the horizon and that 

a superior mirage image is not likely beyond an angular distance of 1 to 2 

degrees above the horizon. Hence, mirages appear "low in the sky" and 

near the horizontal plane of view. An optical image seen near the zenith 

is not attributable to mirage. 

Because of the restricted geometry between observer, mirage image, and 

source of illumination, the observed image can often be made to disappear 

abruptly by moving to higher or lower ground. Furthermore, when mirage 
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observations are made from a continuously moving position, the image can 

move also, or can move for a while and then abruptly disappear. 

C. Shape and Color 

A mirage can involve more than one image of a single object. Obser- 

vations of up to four separate images, some inverted and some upright, 

are encountered in the literature. When multiple images occur they all 

lie in a single vertical plane or very close to it. 

The apparent shape of a mirage can vary form clearly outlined images 

of an identifiable object such as a distant ship, landscape, or the sun 

or moon, to distorted images that defy any description in terms of known 

objects (e.g., Fata Morgana). Apparent stretching either in the vertical 

or in the horizontal plane is common. 

During daytime, a mirage can appear silvery white ("water" on the 

ground), or dark when projected against a bright sky background, or it 

can reflect the general color of the land or seascape. Distinctly colored 

images ranging from red and yellow to green and blue are observed when 

unusual conditions of mirage occur near sunrise or sunset (e.g., Red and 

Green Flash) or, at night, during rising or setting of the moon or of a 

planet such as Venus. 

In the presence of atmospheric turbulance and convection, the effects 

of scintillation become superimposed on the large-scale mirage image. 

When scintillation occurs, extended mirage images appear in constant motion 

by changing their shape and brightness. When the image is small and bright, 

as may be the case at night, large fluctuations in brightness and under 

unusual conditions in color can give an illusion of blinking, flashing, 

side to side oscillation, or motion toward and away ?rom the observer. The 

effects associated with scintillation can dominate the visual appearance 

of  any bright point-object in the area between the horizon and approximately 

14 degrees above the horizon. 

D. Present Uncertainties 

The theory of ray optics adequately explains such observed large- 

scale aspects of the mirage as the number of images, image inversion, and 

apparent vertical stretching and shrinking. However, if the interference 

and focussing of wavefrcnts within the refracting layer are as fundamental 
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in mirage formation as purported by Sir C.V. Raman, the ray-tracing tech- 
nique may have to be replaced by the theory of wave-optics. 

Sir C. V. Raman's application of wave-optics to mirage suggests that 
under special conditions of illumination, the upper boundary of an atmos- 
pheric temperature inversion could exhibit a large concentration of 
radiant energy due to focussing of wavefronts.    Also, interference of 
wavefronts could produce alternating layers of high and low brightness. 
Under what conditions and to what extent these brightness effects can be 
observed in the atmosphere is not known.    Relevant observations have not 
been encountered in the literature, although some unusual observations 
of the green flash made under mirage conditions  (O'Connel,  1958) could 
possibly have been caused by the enhancement of brightness in an inver- 
sion.    The visual effects from focussing and interference of wavefronts 

must be considered as the least explored aspect of mirage. 
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Chapter 5 

Radar and the Observation of UFOs 

Roy H. Blackmer, Jr. 

with contributions by 

R. J.  Allen 

R, T. H.  Collis 

C. Herold 

R.   I. Presnell 

1.     Introduction 

This  chapter covers studies  of radar capabilities and limitations 

as they may be related to the apparent manifestation of unidentified 

flying objects.    The studies were carried out by the Stanford Research 

Institute pursuant to a contract with University of Colorado (Order 

No.   73403)  dated 23 June 1967, under sub-contract to the U.S. Air 

Force. 

The preceding chapter of this report, entitled "Optical Mirage-- 

A Survey of the Literature," by William Viezee,  covers optical phe- 

nomena due to atmospheric light refraction. 

As they became available other information and interim results of 

these studies were informally communicated to the University of Colorado 

study project in accordance with the referenced contract. 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a basic understanding 

of radar,   the types of targets it can detect under various  conditions, 

and a basis upon which specific radar reports may be studied.    Studies 

of specific UFO incidents were performed by the Colorado project (see 

Section III,  Chapter 5). 
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At first consideration, radar might appear to offer a positive, 
non-subjective method of observing UFOs.    Radar seems to reduce data 
to ranges, altitudes, velocities, and such characteristics as radar 
reflectivity.    On closer examination however, the radar method of 
looking at an object, although mechanically and electronically pre- 
cise, is in many aspects substantially less comprehensive than the 
visual approach.    In addition, the very techniques that provide the 
objective measurements are themselves susceptible to errors and anom- 

alies that can be very misleading. 
In this chapter we will consider how Jve radar principle applies 

to detection of targets that may be or appear to be UFOs, and attempt 
to establish the criteria by which such apparent manifestations must 
be judged in order to identify them.    Since we make no assumptions re- 
garding the nature of UFOs we limit ourselves to describing the prin- 
ciples by which radars detect targets and the ways in which targets 
appear when detected.    In a word, we can only specify the nature of 
radar detection of targets in terms of physical principles, both in 
regard to real and actual targets and in regard to mechanisms which 
give rise to the apparent manifestation of targets.    It is hoped that 
these specifications will assist in the review of specific instances 
as they arise.    Even in cases where radar may identify target prop- 

erties that cannot be explained within the accepted frame of under- 
standing of our physical world, the authentic observation of a tar- 
get having such properties will shed little or no light on its nature 

beyond the characteristics observed,  and it will therefore remain un- 
identified. 

2.    Radar Systems 
RADAR is an acronym for RAdio Detection And Ranging.    It is 

a device for detecting certain types of targets and determining the 

range to the target.    The majority of radars are also capable of 
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measuring the azimuth and elevation angles of targets. 

Radars operate on three fundamental principles: 

1) that radio energy is propagated at uniform and known velocity; 

2) that radio energy is normally propagated in nearly straight 

lines, the direction of which can be controlled or recog- 

nized; and 

3) that radio energy may be reradiated or "reflected" by matter 

intercepting the transmitted energy. 

Basically radar consists of a transmitter that radiates pulses 

of electromagnetic energy through a steerable antenna,  a receiver that 

detects and amplifies returned signals, and some type of display that 

presents information on received signals. 

Radar systems can be separated into three general categories: 

1) operational systems^ 

2) special usage systems and 

3) experimental and research systems.    These include fixed and 

portable ground-mounted systems,  airborne,  and shipbome 

systems. 

Many types of radars are specifically designed to perform special- 

ized functions.    In general,  radars provide either a tracking or a 

surveillance function.    The surveillance radar may scan a limited 

sector or 360    and display the range and azimuth of all targets on a 

PPI   (plan position indicator).    Tracking radar locks onto the target 

of interest and continually tracks it, providing target coordinates 

including range, velocity, altitude, and other data.    The data are 

usually in the form of punched or magnetic tape with digital display 

readout.    Air traffic control, ship navigation, and weather radars 

fall into the surveillance category; whereas instrumentation, air- 

craft automatic landing, missile guidance, and fire control radars 

are usually tracking radars.    Some of the newer generation of radar 

systems can provide both functions, but at this time these are very 

specialized systems of limited number and will not be discussed further. 
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In addition to the above general applications, each of the radar 

systems have special selective functions for various purposes.    For 

example,  some radar systems are designed so that they can track mov- 

ing targets.    Signals from stationary targets such as the ground, 

buildings,  or even slow-moving objects are excluded from the display. 

This simplifies the display and makes it possible to track aircraft 

even though they are moving through an area from which strong ground 

clutter signals would otherwise mask the echo from the aircraft. 

In addition to the many radar types, the radar operator has at 

his disposal many control functions enabling system parameters to be 

changed in order to improve the radar perfoimance for increasing the 

detectability of particular types of targets, thereby minimizing inter- 

ference, weather, and/or clutter effects.    These radar system controls 

can modify any one or any combination of the following characteristics: 

Transmitter output power 

Pulse repetition rate 

Sensitivity time control 

Transmitted pulse width 

AGC response time 

IF receiver bandwidth 

Transmitter operating frequency 

Antenna scan rate 

Polarization control of radiated and received energy 

Skin or transponder beacon tracking 

Receiver RF and IF gain 

Display control functions 

Numerous signal processing techniques for clutter suppression, 

weather effects, moving target indication,  false alarm rate, 

and threshold controls. 

The radar operator himself is an important part of radar 

systems.    He must be well trained and familiar with all of the inter- 

acting factors affecting the operation and performance of his equip- 

ment.    When an experienced operator is moved to anew location,  an 
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important part of his retraining is  learning pertinent factors  related 

to expected anomalies due to local geographical and meteorological 

factors. 

Two other groups of persons also affect the performance of the 

radar system.    They are the radar design engineer and the radar mainten- 

ance personnel.    The designer seeks to engineer a radar which achieves 

the performance desired, in addition to being a system which is both 

reliable and maintainable.    Highly trained maintenance technicians 

routinely monitor the system insuring that it is functioning prop- 

erly and is not being degraded by component system failures or being 

affected by other electronic systems that could cause electrical 

interference or system failure. 

During the past 30 years, radar systems design has considerably 

improved.    Radars manufactured today are more complex, versatile, 

sensitive,  accurate, more powerful, and provide more data-processing 

aids to the operator at the display console.    They are also more re- 

liable and easier to maintain.    In the process,  they have become more 

sensitive to clutter,  interference, propagation anomalies,  and require 

better trained operating and maintenance personnel.    Furthermore, with 

the increased data-processing aids to the operator, the more difficult 

becomes his target interpretation problem when the radar systems 

components begin gradually to degrade or when the propagation environ- 

ment varies far from average conditions.    The more sophisticated radar 

systems become,   the more sensitive the system is to human,  component, 

and environmental degradations. 

3.    Radar Fundamentals 

Radar detection of targets is based on the fact that radio energy 

is reflected or reradiated back to the radar by various mechanisms.     By 

transmitting pulses  of energy and then  'listening'  for a reflected 

return signal,  the target is  located.    The period of time the radar 
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is transmitting one pulse is called the pulse length and is generally 

measured in microseconds  (millionths of a second)  or expressed in 

terms of the length from the front to the back edge of the pulse.     (A 

one microsecond pulse is 984 ft.  long,  since radio waves,  like light 

travel  186,000 statute mps.)    The rate at which pulses  are trans- 

mitted is called the pulse repetition rate.    When pulses are trans- 

mitted at a high rate,  the receiver listening time between pulses 

for return echoes is  reduced as well as the corresponding distance 

to which the energy can travel and return.    This means that the maximum 

unambiguous range is decreased with increasing pulse repetition rate. 

More distant targets may still return an echo to the radar after the 

next pulse has been transmitted but they are displayed by the radar 

as being from the most recent pulse.    These so-called multiple trip 

echoes may be misleading,  since they are displayed at much shorter 

ranges than their actual position. 

Other important operating characteristics of a radar are its 

transmitted power and wavelength  (or frequency).    The strength of an 

echo from a target varies  directly with the transmitted power.    The 

wavelength is important in the detection of certain types of targets 

such as those composed of many small particles.    When the particles 

are small relative to the wavelength, their detectability is greatly 

reduced.    Thus drizzle is detectable by short wavelength (0.86 cm.) 

radars but is not generally detectable by longer (23 cm.) wavelength 

radars. 

The outgoing radar energy is concentrated into a beam by the 

antenna.    This radiation of the signal in a specific direction makes 

it possible to determine the coordinates of the target from know- 

ledge of the azimuth and elevation angle of the antenna.    The desired 

antenna pattern varies with the specific purpose for which the radar 

was designed.    Search radars may have broad vertical beams and narrow 

horizontal beams so that the azimuth of targets can be accurately de- 

termined.   Height finders on the other hand have broad horizontal 

beams so that the   height of targets <an  be accurately determined.    In 

either case the radiating and receiving surface of the antenna is 

usually a  section of a paraboloid. 
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A circular bean may be described as a cone with maximum radiation 

along its axis and tapering off with angular distance from the center. 

The beam is described by the angle between the half power points  (the 

angular distance at which the radiated power is half that along the 

axis of the beam).    In the case of non-circular beams two angles 

are used,  one to describe the horizontal beamwidth, a second to 

describe the vertical beamwidth.    Later in this report the detection 

of targets by stray energy outside the main beam will be discussed. 

The size of the beam for a given wavelength depends on the size 

of the parabola.   For a given size parabola the longer the wavelength, 

the broader the beam. 

When the radiated energy illuminates an object, the energy (ex- 

cept for a small amount that is absorbed as heat) is reradiated 

in all directions.    The amount that is radiated directly back to the 

radar depends on the radar cross-section of the target.    Differences 

between geometrical cross-section and radar cross-section are related 

to the material of which the object is composed, its shape,  and also 

to the wavelength of the incident radiation.    The radar cross-section 

yf a target is customarily defined as the cross-sectional area of 

a perfectly conducting sphere that would return the same amount of 

energy to the radar as that returned by the actual target.    The radar 

cross-section of complicated targets such as aircraft depends on the 

object's orientation with respect to the radar.    A jet aircraft has 

a much smaller rad^r (and geometric)  cross-section when viewed from 

the nose or the tail than when viewed broadside. 

Equations relating the various parameters are given,  in varying 

degrees of complexity, in textbooks on radar.    In their simplest 

form the equations for average received power are: 

For point targets (birds, insects,  aircraft, balloons,  etc.) 

PM2X2a 
p = -i  (i) 
r 

(4T0 
3R'4 
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For plane targets (earth's surface at small depression angles) 

p    _ PtG2X2Q  cTo 
r " "TO i  RJ 2 (2) 

For volume targets (precipitation) 

p-, PtG
2A2 ^CT 

(4n)3 R2 2 
(3) 

Where: 

P « average received power 

P = transmitted power 

G = Antenna ga^ a 
\    = wavelength 

a    = radar cross-section 

R    = range of target 

6    = horizontal beamwidth of antenna 

c    = velocity of radio waves 

T    « length of transmitted pulse 

4»    ' vertical beamwidth of antenna 

n    * reflectivity per unit volume 

These equations show that the intensity of echo signal varies 

according to whether the target is a point,  a relatively small ares, 

or a very large volume such as an extensive region of precipitatior.1. 

The echo signal intensity of point targets varies inversely with the 

fourth power of the distance from the radar to the targets.    The 

intensity of area targets varies with the cube of the distance,  and 

that of large volume targets, with the square of the distance. 

Figure 1 illustrates how the radar beamwidth and the cross- 

section area or volume of the target interact to give these different 
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vanutions   wiili   nin^i-  of   the  returned   signal.     In   ]:ig.  An,   tl\r  pdinr 

target  has   a   radur   cross - sect»on o.      In lifc'.   Mi   llicrf may  t>r  ,i  tuimhfr 

of  targets with   radar cross-section n   over  fcn  area wilt»  dimmsions   ut 

half  the  pulse   length  and   the beam width   at   raiitfe   H.     Keplaclng   >   in 

equation   (1)   with   this  new  expression   for   radar  cross-sectlun   cancels 

one  R  in   the  denominator giving   the  k'   relationship.     When   the   target 

is many o's   spread   over  a  volume with  dimensions  detcrminrd by   rangi*. 

horizontal   and  vertical   beamwidth,   and half  the pulse   length   (fig    Ac I 

R  appears   in   the  numerator  twice,   thus   cancelling   an  k-   in  the  denom- 

inator of equation   (1). 

Because  of differences   in  variation with  distance of  the   return 

signal   from various   types  of targets   it   is   apparent   that  with  coabln- 

.«tions  of targets   the point targets  might  not  be detectable.     For 

example,   an aircraft  cannot be detected when  it  is   flying  through  pre- 

cipitation or  in  an  area of ground targets  unless  special   techniques 

are ufed  to reduce  the echo from precipitation or ground  clutter. 

Information  on  signals  returned  to  the   radar by a  target  may 

be presented to an  operator in a nianber of ways, by  lights  or sounds 

that   indicate  there  is a  target   at  a selected   location;   by numbers   that 

give  the azimuth,   elevation angle,   and  range  of a  selected  target;   or 

in   'picture'   form  showing  all  targets within  range  that   r-e  detected 

as  the antenna rotates.     The latter form of presentation   is  called 

a Plan Position  Indicator  (PPI).   Plate 6S    shows  a photograph of a PPI. 

This  photograph   Is   a  time  exposure equal   to  the time  fur one  antenna 

revolution.     The center of the photograph  is   the  location of the 

radar station.     Concentric circles  around  the  center ir.dicate dis- 

tance  from  the  stafon.     In  this   case  the  range  circles   are  «t   10 

mi.   Intervals,   so  the  lotal  displayed  range   is   150 mi.     North   is 

at   the  top of  the  photograph and   lines   radiating  from the  center  are   at 

10*   intervals.     A PPI  display  such  as   this   corresponds  very  closely 

to a map.     Often overlays  with   locations  of cities,   state boundaries, 

or other pertinent   coordinates  are  superimposed over the  PPI   to  aid 
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jt   vurlour»    locatluni.      nl^^r   may   l)r   cthoe*»   f rc«B   a   variety   of   illffor- 

rnt   targets,   or   thry  may   lir   thr   result   of   interference  or   system mal 

fund I on . 

The   radar  operator must   kieep watth  of  this   mtlre   area   (7ü,()Sü  sq. 

ml      In   tnls   cxiiBiplc)   and   try   to  determine   the   nature   of   the   targets. 

If  he   i»   a  meleorolugist   he  watchot   for   and   tracks   -rather   phenomena 

and   Ignores   echoes   which   are   obviously   not   weather■roluted.      if 

he   is   an  air   traffic   controller he   concentntea   on   those  ecioes 

that   are   from   aircraft   tor  which   he   is   responsible.   Many   unexpl.ilnrd 

ri«dar  echoes   are   nut   itudled   or   reported   for   several   reasons       'hie 

of   the   rcttsons   night   he   that   the   operators   in   general   only   track   tar 

gets   that   they   tan  positively   identify   and  control.      Since   a   radar 

operator   can  only  handle   4   limited  nuabrr   i<>  to  Hj   of   targeti   staultsn- 

rously,   he  might   not   take   serious   note   of   any   strange   targets   unless 

they   appear   to   interfere   with   the   normal   traffic   he   is   vectoring 

l.ven when   the  unexplained  r*t raordu-ary   targets   arc   ditplayed.   he 

ha»   little   time   available   to   track   «nd   anal/ze   these   targets       His 

time   is   fully   occupied  observing   the known  targets   for which  he   is 

responsible.      In   addition,   the   operator   is   familiar   with   locally   re- 

curring   strange   ))henoB>ena   due   to   propagation   conditions   and   suspects 

the  meteorological   environment   as   ht-itig   the   cause        In   general,   the   op- 

erator   sel-loo  has   a was    in  which   to   record   the   displayed   data   for 

later   stkidy   and   analysis   by   specialists. 

In   addition   to   the   tracking   of  various   targets   he  mu- t   also he 

aware   of   the   possibility   of  malfunction   of   the   radar 

4.     System  Hcllability 

Two   types   of   failures   occur   in   a   radar  system:      those   that   .,re 

catastrophic   and   those   that   cause   a   gradual   degradation        In   spite 

of  good  maintenance   procedures,   thee  will   be   system   component   failures 

that   occur  due   to  external   events   such   as   ice   or  wind   loading,   rain 
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OJ>  the  entiling   ami  connector«,   lujjp   aiul tjirilt   in  the   fmj   struLiurc. 

T\\e  upcratur   i"»   not   «Iway,   immediately   aware   of  Mich   failures.      Me 

i*  usually   located  in  a  loundproofed   and windowlrii   room  rrmotr   from 

the  transmitter,   antenna,   ajid   receiving  hardware       Hie   operator   ha1» 

available   to  him  only   the   console  dltplay   and   readout   equipment 

Catastrophic   systems   fal lu'e   is   mutlly  self   evident   to   the   operatur. 

When   the   transmitter  power   tube   fails,   or   the   antenna  drive   unit    (ails 

the  operator   is   Mare of  this   inaediately   on  his  CHI   display.      but 

when   the  gain   in  a   receiving   tube  decreases,   or  tSe  sy»tem  noise 

flowly   increases   due   to  a   component   degradation,   or   the   Al (    in   the 

transmi'ter  section begins   to go out   of  tolerance  over  a  period   of 

davs   causing   increased  frequency  modulation   or   "pulse   jitter"   in   the 

transmitted   pulse,   time   may   elapse  before   the   operator  become"»   «ware 

of  the   slowly   deteriorating   performance.     Reduced   sensitivity   or   the 

increased  reception of extraneous   targets   from ground clutter  or 

nearly   reflecting   strviclure   is   often  evidence   that   the   radar  system 

Is   deteriorat ing. 

It   can be   considered   that   a major  system   component   of  a   typical 

radar might  be  subject   to catastropic   failure  every   2J0  to   ',OüU  hours 

of operation   (S   to  36  average   fai lure   free  days)   and  that   graceful 

degradations   of  coaiponents  occur  continually.     Possible   failure   thus 

becomes   one  of   the   first   causes   to be   considered  in   analyzing   un- 

usual   radar  sightings.     The  next   factor will  be possible  unusual 

propagation  effects   to which   the  radar  is   subject.     Analysis   of  ex- 

traordinary  sightings  is   further handicapped by  the   fact   that   the 

displayed data  of  the sighting  usually   are not  recorded  and  tha*   any 

explanations  must   frequently be based  upon  interpretations  by   ih • 

operators   present   at   the  time  of the  sighting.     The  point   r.   that   the 

operator,   the   radar,   and  the  propagation medium are  all   ftllibl«1   parts 

of  the  system. 
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5. Relationships between Echoes and Targets 

There are five possible relationships between radar echoes 

and targets. 

These are: 

a) no echo - no target; 
b) no echo - when a visual object appears to be in a position 

to be detected; 

c) echo - unrelated to a target; 

d) echo - from a target in a position other than that indicated; 

e) echo - from a target at the indicated location. 

The first and last possibilities are indicative of noxmal function. 

Possibility b) becomes of importance where there is an object that 

is seen visually. Then, from knowledge of the types of targets that 

are detectable by the radar, some knowledge of the characteristics of 

the visual object could be obtained. 

The situations c) where there is an apparent echo but no target 

are those when the manifestation on the PPI is due to a signal that 

is not a reradiated portion of the transmitted pulse but is due to 

another source. These are discussed in a subsequent section of this 
chapter. 

Situations where the echo is from a target not at the indicated 
location d) may arise due to one or a combination of the following 

reasons. First, abnormal bending of the radar beam may take place 
due to atmospheric conditions. Second, a detectable target may be 

present beyond the designed range of the radar and be presented on 

the display as if it were within the designed range, for example, 

multiple-trip echos from artificial satellites with large radar cross-

sections. Third, stray energy from the antenna may be reflected from 

an obstacle to a target in a direction quite different from that in 

which the antenna is pointed. Since the echo is presented on the 

display along the azimuth toward which the antenna is pointed the dis-

played position will be incorrect. Finally, targets could be detected 
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by  radiation  in side   lobes  and  would be presented on  the  display 

as   if  they were detected by   the  main beam. 

Possibility  e)   listed  above   encompasses   the  broad   ran^e   of 

situations  whore  there   is  a target   at   the   location  indicated on  the 

display  system.     Of primary  concern   in  this   case   is   the   identification 

of tho  target. 

The  possible   relationships   listed  above   show   that   radarvuope 

interpretation  Is  not  simple.     To  attempt   tc   .    mfify   targets, 

the operator must   know  the  characteristics  of his   radar,   whether ;t 

is  operating properly;   and  the   type  of  targets   it   is   capable  of de 

tecting.     He must  be  very  aware  of  the  conditions  or events  by which 

echoes  will  be presented  on  the   radar in a  position  that   is   differ- 

ent   fro«  the  true   target   location   (or  in the  case  of  interference by 

no target).     Finally,   the operator must  acquire  collateral   mfor- 

mation   (weather data,   transponder,   voice  coaounication,   v'sual   obser- 

vations   or handover  information   fron  another  radar before  he  can 

be   abjolutcly  sure  he  has   identified  an unusual   echo. 

b.     Signal   Sources 

Sources   of electromagnetic   radiation  that   may  cause   real   or 

apparent   echoes  on  the  radar display   include loth   radiators   and  re- 

radiators       So«e sources,   such  as   ionospheric  electron backscatttr, 

the sun,   and  the planets,   are  not   considered,   since  they   can be 

detected  only by  the most  sensitive of  research   radars.     As   a  rad- 

iator  the  sun does   emit  enough  energy  at microwave  wavelengths   to 

produce   a  noise  signal.     This   signal   hus  been  used   for   research 

purposes   (Walker  1962)   to  check   the  alignment   of  the  radar  antenna. 

Radio sextants have been  built  which   track   the  sun  at   cm.   wavelengths 

by Collins   Radio Co.     Since   this   signal   is  quite weak   it   is   unlike- 

ly   it would be noticed during   routine  operation  of a search   radar. 

Reradiators   include  objects   or atmosphen :  conditions   that   in- 

tercept   and   reradiate energy  transmitted by   the   radar.     Objects   range 

in  size   fron  the  side  of  a mountain   to  insects.     Atmospheric  conditions 

include  ionized  regions   such  as   those  caused by   lightning  discharges 
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and inhomogeneities in refractive index caused by sharp discontin-

uities in temperature and moisture. 

Table 1 lists some radiators and reradiators. This list is 

incomplete since continuing development of new types of radars or 

improvements due to evolutionary growth of existing radars results 

in new types of targets becoming detectable. 

Table 1 

Radiators and Reradiators 

1. Precipitation 

2. Aircraft 

3. Birds and Insects 

4. Satellites, Space Debris, and Missiles 

5. Ionization Phenomena or Plasmas 

6. Balloons 

7. Chaff, "Window," and "Rope" 

8. Smoke 

9. Distant Ground Return and "Angels" 

10. Radio Frequency Interference 

The signal sources listed have relatively unique sets of 

characteristics although in many cases there is some overlap. For 

exanple, a fast flying bird with a tailwind could have ground speeds 

comparable to a light aircraft with a headwind. At comparable range, 

however, the signal intensity would be quite different unless the bird 

were in the main beam and the aircraft in a side lobe. This section 

will discuss the typical characteristics and behavior of the return 
signals and the auxiliary information needed to confirm or reject 

them as the sources of a given echo will be mentioned. For example, 

as mentioned above, knowledge of wind speed is necessary to determine 

the air speed of a target. 
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In  the discussion  of dotectabilit/  of the  various   signal   sources 

some   specific   frequency  hunds   may  !)«• mcnfioncd.     Hjguro   2   illustrates 

the   relationship'»   hetweon  wavelengths   and   frequency   in   the   vancus 

bands   and shows   specific   radar bands  within  the  frequency  and wave 

lenpth  spectrum. 

Precipitation 

In the  1940*5  when  radar  technology  advanced  to  the point  where 

wavelengths   less   than half a meter began  to be   feasible,   precipitation  became   a 

radar-detsctable   target.     Ligda   (1961)   states   that   the   first   radar 

storm  observation was  made  on   20  February   1941   in ingland with  a   10 

cm.    (S band]   wavelength   radar.     Since   that   time,   radar has   been widely 

used   for meteorological   purposes   and  special   meteorological   radars 

have  been designed  and  constructed specifically   for precipitation   studies 

(Williams,   195»';   Rockney,   19S8) .     Many   radars   designed   for purposes   other 

than  weather detection  were   found  to be  ver)   adequate   a.  precipitation 

detectors.     Ligda   (19S7J   studied  the  distribution   of  precipitation 

over   large areas  of  the United  States  using  I'f'l   photographs   from Air 

Defense  Co«sand   (ADC)   Radars   during   rhe  period   19S4   to   1958  and 

during   1959  studied  the  distribution  of maritime  precipitation   shown 

by  JPI   photographs   from   radars   aboard ships  of  Radar Picket  Squadron 

I   stationed off  the west   coast   of the  United  States.     Later programs 

concurrent witn  several   of  the  meteorological   satellites   (S'agle,    1963;   Blackmer, 

1968)  have also utilized data   from ADC  and S'avy   radars.     Thus   radars 

designed  for other specific  missions  are  often  capable  of detecting 

precipitation and an understanding of the  characteristic behavior 

and  appearance  of precipitation  is essential   if the   radar operator 

is   to  interpret  properly  the  targets his   radar detects. 

Detailed  studies  have been  made of characteristics   of  radar  returns 

froo  precipitation.     In  a  review  of the microwave  properties  of precip- 

itation particles Gunn  and Last   (1954)  d.scuss  variations  in return signal 

with wavelength  and differences  between  the  return signal   from  liquid 

and  /rozen water particles.     Precipitation  consists   of  a  large  volume 

of  particles  that  generally   fill  the beam  at  moderate   ranges.     The 
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received power at any instant is the resultant of the signals from 

the large number of individual particles. The particles are con-

stantly changing position relative to each other (and to the 

radar site). As a result the signals from the individual particles 

sometimes add to give a strong return, sometimes subtract to give 

a weaker signal. This fluctuation in echo from precipitation is 

readily apparent on scopes that permit examination of the return 

from individual transmitted pulses. The fluctuation of the return 

signal is not, however, apparent to a radar operator monitoring 

the PPI of a search radar. This is because the persistence of the 

cathode ray tube used for PPI displays averages or integrates a 

number of pulses. Of importance to a radar operator concerned with 

interpreting the PPI is the variation of signal intensity with wave-

length, with pulse length and with precipitation type. Particles 

that are large compared to the wavelength are more readily detectable 

than those that are small compared to the wavelength. Light drizzle 

may be barely detectable at short ranges while severe thunderstorms 

with large raindrops are detectable at ranges of 300 - 400 mi. 

When there is large hail falling from a severe thunderstorm the re-
turn signal may be quite strong. 

Radar-detected precipitation may be in a variety of forms from 

very widespread continuous areas of stratiform precipitation of 

sufficient vertical extent to nearly cover the PPI of a long-range (150 

n.mi.) search radar to only one or two isolated small sharp edged con-
vective showers. The former is likely to persist for many hours, the 

latter for only a fraction of an hour. Between these two extremes 

there are many complex mixtures of convective and stratiform precip-

itation areas of various sizes. One of the distinguishing features 

of precipitation echoes is their vertical extent and maximun altitude. 

Usually precipitation echoes extend from the surface to altitudes up to 

60,000 ft., although a more common altitude of tops is 20,000 - 40,000 ft. 

Further, isolated small volumes of precipitation seldom remain suspended 

in the atmosphere. The initial echoes from showers and thunderstorms may 

appear as small targets at moderate altitudes but subsequently grow 
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rapidly. For example, Hi 1st and MacDowell (1950) examined the 

initial echoes from a thunderstorm. Horizontal measurements were made 

with a 10 cm. radar and the vertical measurements were made with n 

3 cm. radar. Their first measurement showed a small horizontal area 

and a vertical extent from 11,000 - 18,000 ft. Presumably measure-

ments a short time earlier would have shown smaller dimensions. Sub-

sequently there was rapid growth to an area of 200 sq. mi. and a 

vertical extent from the surface to about 30,000 ft. The importance 

of this large vertical extent is that such an echo on the PPI of 

a search radar with a narrow beam can be present at a variety of 

ranges; that is, the beam will not be below the target at short 

ranges or above it at long ranges as would be the case with targets 

of limited vertical extent. 

Since precipitation is less detectable at longer wavelengths 

and showers may have a quite short lifetime, it is possible that on 

rare occasions precipitation targets could confuse the radar operator. 

Consider for example a search radar operating at wavelengths of greater 

than 20 cm. in an environment where short-lived showers were occurring. 

A study by Blackmer (195S) using photographs from a 10 cm. radar showed 

a peak in echo lifetimes of 25 - 30 min. while the mean lifetime was 

42 min. Also using data from an S band radar, Battan (1953) found 

a mean echo duration of 23 min. with the greatest number having life-

times of 20.0 - 24.9 min. At longer wavelengths with short lifetimes, 

it is not impossible that an intense shower would be detectable only 

in the brief period during which it was producing hail, because a long-

wavelength radar might not detect small precipitation particles but 

could detect hail. Water-coated hail acts as a large water sphere and 

thus gives very strong return signals even at long wavelengths. Geotis 

(1963) found that hail echoes are very intense subcells on the order 

of 100 M. in size. When a number of short-lived showers or long-lived showers 

that were detectable only when hail is falling, are within range of a long-
wavelength radar, the PPI display could show over a period of time, 

a brief echo at one location, then an echo at a neu location for a 
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short period, etc. This might be interpreted as a single echo that 

was nearly stationary for a short period then moving abruptly to a 

new position. 

One of the characteristics of precipitation echoes is that their 

motion is very close to that of the wind direction and speed. This 

wind velocity may not be the same as that observed at the radar site 

if the distance to the precipitation is great. Occasions have also 

been noted when precipitation echoes within a relatively small area 

have shown differences in motion due to being moved by different wind 

directions at various levels. 
In general, however, precipitation is a relatively well behaved 

radar target and except for rare instances its extensiveness and orderly 

movement readily identifies it to the radar operator monitoring a PPI display. 

Aircraft 
The term aircraft includes a wide variety of vehicles from un-

powered sailplanes to the most advanced military jets with speeds 

several times that of sound. A target such as an aircraft has a very 

complex shape that is many times the wavelength of the incident radar 

energy. As the energy scattered from different parts of the aircraft 

adds or subtracts from other parts, the signal returned to the radar 

fluctuates. Fluctuations in the echo can also result from changes in 

the angle at which the aircraft is viewed. That is, when an aircraft 

is viewed broadside, its radar (and visual) cross-section is much larger 

than when viewed from the nose or tail. Skolnik (1962) reports a 15 dB 

change in echo intensity with an aspect change of only 1/3 of a degree. 

High frequency fluctuations due to jet turbines (Edrington, 1965) and 

propellors (Skolnik, 1962) have also been reported. These fluctuations 

are on the order of 1000 cycles per second and would not be apparent on a PPI. 

Although aircraft echoes fluctuate due to aspect and propulsion 

modulation?, there is a general correlation between size of aircraft 

and the amount of signal returned to the radar. An indication of the 
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relative detectability of several   aircraft  as given by   the Air Force 

(1954)   is  F-86  ■ 0.46,   B-45   -  0.75,   B-17  -   1.0,   B-29  -   1.2.     The 

numbers mean  that,   if on a given  radar a B-17 was  just  detectable 

at   100 mi.,   an  F-86 would be  just  detectable at   46 mi. 

The radar cross-sections  of components of a  large  jet   aircraft 

was measured with a 71   cm.   radar  (Skolnik   1962)   and maximum values  in 
2 

excess of 100 m    were found.     The  fuselage of the  large  jet when 

viewed from the front or rear had a cross-section of about  one-half 

square meter.     Smaller aircraft would have much  smaller radar cross- 

section of about one-half square meter.     Smaller aircraft  would have 

much smaller  radar cross-sections  and  light aircraft  or ^aJlplanes of 

fiberglass or wooden construction could have extremely small   radar 

cross-sections. 

Another type cf fluctuation  in echo signal   from aircraft   and 

similar point  targets  is due to the nature of radio wave propagation. 

When a radar wave is propagated over a plane reflecting surface 

there will be  reflections  from that surface to a target   in addition 

to the direct path from the  radar to the  target.     Figure   3 illustrates 

the geometry of beam distortion due to such a plane reflecting  surface. 

In Fig. 3a an  idealized beam pattern in  free ^pace is  shown.     When 

a reflecting surface such as  the ground or sea surface is  introduced 

a portion of the beam will be reflected from the surface  as  in Fig.3b. 

A target will  thus be illuminated both by a direct wave and a reflected 

wave.    The echo signal  from the target back to the radar travels  over 

the two paths so that the echo is  composed of two components.     The 

resulting echo intensity will depend on the extent to which the two 

components are  ir  phase.    Areas  along which the two components   are 

in phase resulting in a stronger signal  lie along  lines  of angular 

elevation of 4T—   TT—   IT—   •   ■   •        (A  ■ wavelength and h    ■  antenna 
4T^   ^   4^ a 

height).     The two components are out of phase and nearly cancel  each 

other between the   maxina.    The resulting beam pattern thus consists of 

a series of lobes as presented schematically in Fig.   3c.     As  an 

aircraft  flies  along it will progress  through the regions  of maxima 

and minima,  and  the signal will   fluctuate  from near zero  in the minima 

to a value near  twice the  fre   -space  intensity  in the maxima. 
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The   foregoing  assi'ios   a plane, perfect ly   reflecting   surface. 

Since   the  surface   in  the   vicinity  of a  rudar  station   is  generally 

not   n  plane  and  its   reflecting  qualities   vary   the   situation   is  much 

more  conplcx  than  the   idealized  case. 

The effect  of  these  fade  areas   is  to cauie  aircraft   targets  to 

sometimes  disappear and  then   (if  the  target  has  not   reached  a  range 

such  that   the  return  signal   is  no   longer detectable)   to  reappear.     With 

a number of aircraft   flying  about   it  is not   inconceivable  that  the  fad- 

ings  and   reappearances  of  the  several  aircraft would be  difficult 

to keep  track  of and could be misinterpreted  as   a smaller nuober of 

targets   that were moving  quite erratically. 

Considering  the whole  spectrum of vehicles   that   travel   in  the 

atmosphere,   there may be  speeds  as   low  as   :ero  (hovering helicopter) 

or speeds  exceeding Mach  3.0.     Correspondingly, altitudes   vary from 

the   surface to 50,000  - 60,000  ft.   (in  some  casrs   above   100,000 ft.) 

Different   types of aircraft,   however,   are  limited  in their  range of 

speeds  and altitudes.    A hovering helicopter cannot suddenly accel- 

erate to three times  the speed of sound.    Neither can a supersonic 

jet  hover at 60,000  ft.    A characteristic of an aircraft  echo on a 

PPI   is  therefore its  relative uniformity of movement.  To monitor this 

movement   allowance must be made  for  fades.     The direction  of move- 

ment  also will be quite  independent  of wind direction at   flight   level. 

Birds  and insects 

Possibly the earliest observation of a radar echo from a bird 

was made  by R.  M.  Page  (1939)   of the Naval  Research  Laboratory  in Feb- 

ruary,   1939.     It was made with  an experimental  200 MHz.   radar 

(the  XAF)   on the U.S.S.  Seu York near Puerto Rico.     Bird echoes,  as 

reported by  Lack  and Varley   (1945),  were observed  on  a   10   an.   coast- 

watching   radar set near Dover during   1941.    Visual   checks   confirmed 

both of these early detections by radar as being returns of individual 

birds.     Numerous bird observations  by  radar have been made  since, 
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especially of bird atgratiüns as i« evidonced in a  bihliography 

compiled by Myres (1964) listing S'J papers, and a text written by 

kastwood (1967).  Radar cross-sections (o) have been measured of 

A birds in a fixed position suspended in a nor-reflecting sling and 

of birds in flight.  The values obtained, shown in Tables 2  and 3, 

vary with specie», aspect, and radar wavelength 

Because of the inverse-fourth-power variation with range, 

a bird at short range in the asin bean can give a radar echo com- 

parable in intensity to that fron an aircraft in the main beam a 

a long range.  For exaaple, if a pigeon with i* broadside radar cross- 

section of 100 cm were flying within the radar rain beajn at a range 

of 10 mi,,   it would produce as strong a signal to the radar as a 

jet aircraft with a o value of 10 cm2 (100 a ) '"lying within the 

radar main beaa at a range of 100 ml.  However, if the aircraft were 

flying in a side-lobe 40 dB less powerful than the main beam in which 

the bird is flying both would produce equal intensity signals at the 

saae range.  If the side lobe were 30 dB down, a bird in the main bean 

at 10 mi. would look like an aircraft at 17.8 mi., and if the side lobe 

were 20 dB down, the bird at 10 mi. would look like an aircraft at 

31.6 ai. 

Theoretically the aaxinua detectable range as dictated by the 

amount of radar signal returned from birds can be calculated.  How- 

ever, verification is not easy due to the difficulty of spotting a 

bird and establishing that it belongs to a particular blip on a radar 

scope. This is particularly difficult in the presence of sea clutter 

as experienced during an experiment conducted by Allen and Ligda (1966) at Stan 

ford Research Institute. During an experiment conducted by Konrad (1968), 

individual birds were released from an aircraft flying over water at 

5,500 - 6,000 ft. from 8 - 10 n.mi. from th«s radars.  After separation 

of the aircraft from the bird in the radar scope, each individual bird 

was automatically tracked for periods up to five minutes, so that the 

target observed was positively identified as a bird. Flocks of 

birds have been detected to ranges of at least 51 n.mi. as reported 

by Eastwood and Rider (1965). 
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Table 2 

SUMMARY OF BIRD RADAR CROSS-SECTION DATA 
(from Konrad, Hicks, and Dobson 1968) 

Root-mean-
Mean radar Median radar square Mean-to-

Radar Points Cross-section cross-section fluctuations median 
Band at (cm̂ ) (cm̂ ) in cross ratio, p 

point/sec) section 
(cm2) 

X 230 16 Grackle 6.5 24 2.4 
s 230 27 13 31 2.2 
UHF-W* 230 0.73 0.58 0.6 1.3 
UHF-VHt 230 0.37 

Grackle 
0.15 0.7 

X 116 15 7.2 21 2.1 
S 116 23 11 32 2.2 
UHF-W 116 0.41 0.32 0.5 1.3 
UHF-VH 116 0.03 

Sparrow 
0.015 0.04 

X 129 1.9 1.0 2 1.9 
S 129 15 11 11 1.4 
UHF-W 129 0.025 0,02 0.02 1.3 
UHF-VH 129 

Sparrow 
X 233 1.3 0.60 2 2.2 
S 223 12 11 5 1.1 
UHF-W 233 0.020 0.02 0.01 1.1 
UHF-VH 233 

Pigeon 
X 160 15 6.4 28 2.3 
S 160 80 32 140 2.5 
UHF-W 160 11 8.0 7.0 1.3 
UHF-VH 160 1.2 0.7 1.4 

*VV, Transmit vertical polarization and receive vertical polarization. 
+VH, Transmit vertical polarization and receive cross-polirized or 

or horizontal component. 
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iMblr   3 

VARIATION OF  k>ÜAR CROSS-SOCTION  WITH  ASPLCT 

(from  Konrad,   Hicks,   and Dobson   1968) 

Radar 
Radar Aspect* cross-sect ion 
Band '(anO 

Starling (Stumus vulgarisj 
X Head 1.8 
X Broadside 25.0 
X Tail 

Pigeon (Columba livia) 

1.3 

X Head 1.1 
X Broadside 100 
X Tail 

House sparrow (Passer domesticus) 

1.0 

X Head 0.25 
X Broadside 7.0 
X Tail 0. 18 

Rook   (Corvus   frugilegus) 
X Broadside 2S0 

Turkey buzzard 
X Unknown 2C>  to  250 

Duck  and chicken 
UHR Head füO 
UHF* Tail 24 

•For the cross-section measurements  of the starling,   pigeon, 
sparrow,   and rook,  the birds wero suspended from a tower wit) 
their wings  folded;  the radar elevation angle was   18°. 
Measurements of the turkey buzzard were ■nadc when the bird was 
in flight;  measurements of the duck and chicken were made 
when the birds were standing or squatting.    +400 megacycles. 
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Very   ft-w birds   fly  ovr  13,000  ft.;   most   fly below  r>,üOO   ft. 

In  it survey   conducted  by   larran   (1966)   of USAf   reports   of bird- 

aircraft      collisions   during   llJ65,   27\ of all   collisions were under 

100  ft.   2H%  between   100   -   2.000   ft..   21\  between  2.000   -   3.000 

ft.   and  the  24\  above   3,000  ft.     If  it   can be  assmed that   the  prob- 

ability of a bird-aircraft collision  is  equally   likely at  all  altitudes 

(which may  not  be   fully  valid due  tc  climb  and descent)   this  should 

be somewhat  of a representative  figure of the height of flight  for 

birds.    There was one  reported bird-aircraft  strike at  17,000 ft.   and 

a few sightings  above  20,000 ft.,  however the number of birds   fly- 

ing at  these altitudes   appears  to be extremely  small. 

Eastwood and Rider  (1965)   reported a rather complete  analysis 

of the height of flight of various birds  observed by radar at the 

Marconi  Research  Laboratory in England.    Their findings agreed very 

closely with  the  above;  about 90% of all bird» were below 5.000  ft. 

Birds fly higher at night and during the spring and fall migration 

periods.    A plot of the average altitude distribution over the year 

is shown in Fig.   4.      All of these figures  are probably applicable 

as height above the general terrain;  i.e.,  at 5,000 ft.  above mean 

sea level,  90\ of the birds would fly at altitudes below  10,000 ft.m.s.l 

The amount cf cloud cover also affects  the height at which birds  fly. 

Diagrams  included by Eastwood and Rider  (1965)   clearly indicate a 

marked tendency  for higher mean altitude«  to be  flown in the presence 

of complete  cloud cover 

Target  airspeed is another means  for identifying a bird.     It 

can be obtained vectorially from a knowledge of the wind velocity 

ap.d the  radar-measured target velocity.    Honghton   (1964)  determined 

the airspeed of a  limited sampling of the birds by visually  iden- 

tifying each  through  a  telescope aimed by  tracking radar Fig.   5.       in 

all  cases  the wind speeds  were  less  than 5 knots.    Target  air speed 

cannot invariably distinguish between a helicopter,  a slow moving 

aircraft  and  a bird  flying  in a high wind without  precise  knowledge 

of  the wind  at   the bird  altitude. 
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Hocks  of b i rd.s   somptimcs   produce   rings  on  a  radar •»co;«.'  ulnch 

expand  from u  number of fixed points.      ihose have born  called  "ruif; 

■ngcls"  and wen-  first   «ttributt'd  to birds by   li^da  (l^K).     Visual 

confirming  of)scrvat ions  were  lacking at   that   timo,     later,   l.astwood, 

Isted and  Rider  (19bJ)   verified  that   radar  ring angels  were  dt-fimti-ly 

caused by  the  dispersal  of starlings   (Stumus   vulgans)   from  tlu:r 

roosts  at  sunrise.     After several   radar  scope  observations were 

studied,   it became possible  to pinpoint   the centers  of the   rings 

and the approximate  locations of the  roosts.     A number of observers 

equipped with  radio telephones were  stationed  at  each   location  and 

signaled the precise moment of emergence of the successive  flocks 

of starlings  from the  roost under observations.    These data were 

correlated with  the radar scope  presentations  to confirm definitely 

the generation  of ring angels by birds.     The mean  air speed of star- 

lings   leaving the  roost was measured as   37 knots. 

Under some  conditions,  slow-moving   ring echoes ma\   be produced 

by the rise of a temperature inversion   layer in  the early morning 

hours after sunrise.     S'-a-breeze  fronts   have occasionally been  seen 

on radar as   a  line,   and at othei   times  as  a boundary between  scattered 

and concentrated signal   returns  as shown by hastwood  ( likO .     How 

much of the   line  produced i?  due  to the meteorological effects  .uui 

how much by birds  and  insects  is  still  a matter for speculation. 

However,   La^twood  (19ö7)   cites  reports by glider pilots sharing up- 

currents with birds  taking advantages  of the lift provided.     ibis 

and some  limited study of the characteristics of the radar scope 

signals,  produce some indication  as to the validity of the bird theory. 

Some studies have been n.ade on target signal  fluctuation and 

other signature analysis techiques in connection with birds  {Uastwood, 

1967)  and even with insects (Glover,   1966) .    Some of the signal character- 

istics have been attributed to aspect of the target and others  to wing 

motion.    There is  ample evidence that insects are to be found  in the at- 

mosphere well  above the surface.    Apart from flying insects,  creatures 

such as spiders can become airborne on strands of gossamer and be borne 

aloft in convective air currents.    Click   (1939)   reports in considerable 

detail  the results  of collecting insects  from aircraft  over the southern 

U.S.  and Mexico.     He found concentrations  of insects  of tiie order   1   per 
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J  cubit,  kilometers  in  the  layer between  1000  ft.   and  4000  ft.   abov 

th?  ground, with more widely  spaced encounters up to  four or five 

times  the   latter height.     Although more recent data do not appear 

to have been collected,   it   is  common for sailplane pilots  to ex- 

pen iMce many  types of insects   impinging on the canopy or the  leading 

edges of the wings  at  altitudes exceeding  10,000  ft.   above  terrain. 

Less  commonly, birds   feeding  on  insects  carried  aloft  by  thermals 

are  obrerved at  similar altitudes. 

The  radar cross-sections   (o)   of the various   ii.rect»   listed  in 

Table  4 (measured at wavelenths of 5.2 cm.)   range  fron. 0.01  cm' 
■> 

to  1.22 cm"  for all but   the  locust which has  a maximum 0 value of 
■> 

9.5  cm".    The ability of any given radar system to detect radar cross- 

sections  of these low values   is a function of its design,   its current 

performance,  and the ability of the operator      Ultra-sensitive radar 

systems such as the MIT Lincoln Laboratory  radars  at Wallops  Island, Va. 
-4    2 

have  reported minimum detectable cross-sections  at   10  km.   of 6 x 10    cm 
-5       ^ -5       ^ 

for  the X-band,  2.5  x   10  "   cm    for the S-band,  and 3.4 x  10  "   cm"  for 

the UHF radars  {Hardy,   196(5.).    The X-band radar is  two orders more sen- 

sitive than required to detect  the  listed insects   at  a range of 10 km. 

and probably is functioning close to the limit of detectability.    The 

majority of other radar systems  in general use today are less sensitive. 

Some are not able to detect  insects  in the lower range of c  values. 

Tabulation  of a large number of radar system characteristics has 

been  published  in classified  documents by RAND.     Major  radar para- 

meters   for some airborne  sets   are   listed in an  rrticlo by Senn and 

lliser  (.19051 . 

Insects  are commonly   found at   surprisingly high  altitudes. 

Swarms  of butterflies   and  other insects  are  found  in summer on  14,000- 

ft.   mountain peaks  in  the  Rockies.     A few  insects have been  reported 

at  over 25,000-ft.   altitudes   in  the Himalayas. 

Verification of insects  as   causing a particular blip on a radar 

scope   is  even more difficult   than birds.    However,   this was   accomplished 

as   reported by Ulover,  et   al   (19bt>) .     Single   insects were  released 

from  an aircraft  and  trac\ed by  radar at  altitudes   from   l.t»  to 3.0  km. 

;uid at   ranges  up to  18 km.     Experiments of  ihis  sort   and other studies 

involving clear atmosphere  probing with high-power  radars   (.Atlas,   P.Uui; 

Hardy,   1900  and  19b81  have   led  to valid conclusions   that  most  of the dot 

echoes   are  caused by   insects  or birds. 

Attention has been given  by  Browning   (h'oo)   to  the  determination of 
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Table 4 

SUMMARY OF  INSECT RADAR CROSS-SECTION DATA MEASURED 
AT 3.2 Ol  (from Hajousky et  al,   1966) 

Insect 
Body 

Length 
m 

Body 
Diameter 

m 
al 
m2 

OT 

cm2 

Diptera 
Range Crane Fly- 

Timpula Simplex 
13 0.30 0.02 

Green Bottle Fly- 
Luc j lia Ceasar 

9 0.25 0.10 

Hymenoptsra 
Honey Bae  (worker)- 

Apis Me11ifera 
13 1.00 0.30 

California Harverter Ant- 
Pogonomyrmex Califomicus 

13 0.04 0.02 

Coleopteia 
Convergent Lady Eeetle- 

Hlppodania Convergens 
5 0.02 0.01 

Twelve-spotted Cucumber 8 0.14 0.05 
Beetle-Diabratica 
Duodecimpunctata 

Lepidoptera 
Aruy Worm Moth- 

Cirphis Unipuncta 
14 

Alfalfa Caterpillar Butterfly-  14 
Colias Eurytheme 

Orthopter 
Blue Winged Locust- 20 

Trimeratropic Dyanipennis 

Aranedia 
Spider (unidentified) £ 

k 1.22 0.12 

1.5 0.65 0.02 

4 9.60 0.96 

3.5 0.10 0.06 
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the  velocity  characteristics  of some  clear-air dot   angels.     A 

S.42  cm.   pulse  Doppler r-dar with  a   1''  beam elevated at   30*   and 

rotating at 4  rpm was used  in the study.    A series ol   radar soundings 

spaced about  half to one hour apart were obtaiiijd at   S00  ft.   altitude 

intervals  up  to 3000  ft.  using  range-gating  techniques.    Temperature, 

humidity  and wind data were collected simultaneously with the  radar 

soundings. 

Three kinds of angel  population were distinguished according 

to their mean deviation from the swarm velocity,  their average  vertical 

motion,   their maximum relative velocities  and their o  values.     Atmospheric 

inhomogeneities  or the presence of plant seeds appeared to be  ruled 

out because of the small back-scattering cross-sections of individual 

angels   (less  than approximately 0.1 cm ),  their discreteness   in space 

and velocity,   their often quite  large mean deviations   (up to 4 m sec'  ) 

from a uniform velocity,  and the fact  that the only major upward 

velocities occurred after sunset,  at a time when the lapse rate was 

becoming increasingly stable.    The same data suggest insects  as  the 

likeliest cause. 

Satellites and space debris 

Some of the larger man-made objects In space  (such as the Echo 

I  and Echo II metallized balloons, Pegasus,  and large boosters) have 

large radar cross-sections  and can be detected by search radars.    For 

example, Peterson,   (1960)   found that occasionally the radar cross- 
2 

section of Sputnik II approached 1000 m .    Such space objects  at 

altitudes  of around  120 mi.   and with speeds  of around 18,000 mph could 

appear as multiple trip echoes  if they were detected on a search radar. 

Fig.   6 illustrates the possible appearance of the track  of a 

satellite on the PPI of a search radar.    The figure assumes a satellite 

at  120 n.  mi.   altitude moving radially at a distance of 500 n.   mi. 

from a radar with an unambiguous  range of 200 mi.     (The elevation 

angle of the satellite would be about 8° which is within the vertical 

coverage of many search radars)      When the satellite is at point A 

the echo is displayed on the PPI  at point A', 400 mi.   less than the 

actual range.     As the satellite moves to point B its range closes 

to less than 450 mi.  so the echo moves to within 50 mi. on the PPI. 

From B to C the range of the satellite opens  to SOmi.   so the  echo moves 
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FIG 6 TRACK OF MULTIPLE TRIP SATELLITE ECHO ON 
A PPI 
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out   to  100 ml.   again.    An  interesting feature of this  example is  that 

while the actual path  length from A to C is  500 mi.  the  length of the 

echo track is  only  140 mi.    Thus,   if the satellite was moving at 

18,000 mph the echo would move only 140/500 x  18.000 or 5,040 mph. 

At   the speed of 18,000 mph  the satellite would move  5 mi/sec and 

take  100 sec.   to move from A to C.    It  is obvious   that  the rotation 

rate of  the antenna would have  to be high  to map the entire track 

of the satellite as  it moved from A to C.    An antenna rotating  at 

6 rpm would detect the satellite every 10 sec.  and thus get an echo 

10 times  as  the satellite moved from A to C.    At slower rotation 

rates  fewer points  along the track would be displayed. 

Detection of satellites by search radars would therefore 

result in high-speed echoes on the PPI.    If the satellite were moving 

toward the radar the echo would move at the satellite velocity 

but would probably be detected for a shorter period since as it 

approached the radar it would rise above the vertical coverage of the 

radar beam. 

lomzation phenomena 

In 1906 J.J. Thomson showed that ionized particles  are capable 

of scattering electromagnetic waves.    Sources of ionized particles 

include lightning strokes, meteors, reentry vehicles,  corona dis- 

charges  from high voltage lines,  and static discharges  from high- 

speed aircraft.    Ionospheric layers and the aurora are also ionization 

phenomena.    These ionization phenomena or plasmas may under certain 

conditions produce radar echoes on the PPI of a typical search radar. 

Plasmas resulting from lightning discharges return echoes which 

may be seen on the PPI if the operator is  looking at the right spot at the 

right time.    A number of investigators  (Ligda,   1956; Atlas  1958a) have dis- 

cussed the appearance of lightning echoes on the PPI.    The echoes 

typically vary from a point to irregular elongated shapes up to 100 

mi.  or more in length. 
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A salient feature of lightning echoes   is  the short duration of 

the echo from a given lightning discharge.    Since the echo 1,-Us 

about 0.5 sec,   it will be evident only on one scan. 

The radar cross-section of the ionized column of plasma produced 
2 

by lightning has been estimated by Ligda  (1956)   to be 60 m    depending 

on ion density within the plasma and on the wavelength of the radar 

illuminating  the plasma.    Electron densities of  10    /cc are required 
g 

for critical  (100%)   reflection of 3 cm.radar energy;  only  10    electrons/ 

| cc are required with a 30 cm.  radar.    Thus,   longer wavelength radars 

are more apt to detect lightning than the shorter wavelength radars. 

There is another factor which aids  lightning detection at  longer wave- 

lengths.    The longer wavelength radars detect less precipitation than 

the shorter wavelength radars.    Therefore,  a lightning discharge 

inside an area of light precipitation might be hidden within the 

precipitation ecb.» on the VPl  of a 3 cm.  radar, while a 23 cm.  radar 

might detect the  lightning-produced plasmas but not the precipitation. 

Confirmation that short-lived (one scan)  echoes were caused by 

lightning was based on the fact that there were visual  lightning dis- 

charges in the area from which the radar received the echoes.    Atlas 

(1958a), however,  estimated (from echo intensities and dimensions)   that 

discharges may occur that are radar detectable, but are not visible 

to the eye.    Whether or not there is visible lightning in the area 

of these short echoes, there will undoubtedly be precipitation areas 

in the vicinity.    The exact distance from precipitation that  lightning 

may occur has not been adequately studied.     It is known that the prob- 

ability of radar detection of lightning is greatest when the radar 

beam intercepts  the upper levels  (ice crystal regions)  of thunder- 

storms.    In a mature thunderstorm the ice crystal blowoff or anvil may 

extend many tens  of miles downwind of the precipitation avea.    Atlas 

(1958a)  illustrates a lightning echo some  10 to 20 mi.  ahead of the 

precipitation echo but within the anvil  cloud extending downwind from 

the storm. 
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In addition to short duration  lightning strokes  there  is the 

longer-lived "ball   lightning."    Ritchie  (1961)   mentions   the controversy 

surrounding ball   lightning and also some of its  alleged characteristics 

such  as        sliding  along  telephone wires,   fences,   or other metallic ob- 

jects.     Radar detection of bal'   lightning under these  conditions  is 

difficult since echoes  of the metallic objects  and the ground would 

tend to mask ball   lightning near the surface. 

Since search  radars  can detect echoes  of very short  duration re- 

turned by plasmas   created by   lightninij flashes,   there  is  no reason to 

assume  that  other plasmas  could  not be detected by search  radars 

if the plasmas were sufficiently separated from other targets. 

The  radar echoes would probably appear as point targets  and if the dur- 

ation were sufficient  to compute a speed,  it would correspond to 

that of the plasma.    The possible range of speeds of plasma blobs 

cannot be given since so little is knwn about the phenomenon. 

In addition to reflections of the radar pulse there is another 

source of signals  from the lightning discharge,  those that are radiated 

by the  lightning discharge itself.    These signals,  called sferics, 

appear on the PPI  as radial rows  of dots,  as one or more short radial 

lines,  or as a combination of dots and lines  (Ligda,1956) .    Atlas 

(1958bj  states that 10 cm.  and 23 cm.  radars are good sferics 

detectors while radars such as  the 3 cm.  CPS-9 have moderate.'y low 

range capabilities  in detecting  sferics. 

As with the lightning echo,  the sferic duration is very short 

Atlas  (1958b)  found an average 480      u sec.  for 489 sferics measured 

during a severe squall line on 19 June 1957.    As a result such sferic 

signals from a given lightning discharge would only be displayed on 

one scan of the PPI. 

The aurora is a complex phenomenon caused by ionization of 

the upper atmospheric gases by high-speed charged particles emitted 

by the sun. Upon entering the earth's upper atmosphere,  these charged 

particles are guided by the earth's magnetic field and give rise to 
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a luminous display visible only at night.    The aurora occurs most 

often in the vicinity of 67° geomagnetic latitude.     In the zone 

of maximum auroral activity, visual displays can be seen almost  every 

clear night. 

Increased auroral activity is found to follow solar magnetic 

storms.    A direct correlation exists between sunspot activity and the 

intensity and extent of aurora.    The  increased auroral activity  follows 

a solar disturbance by about one or two days, the time required  for 

the charged particles to travel from the sun to the earth.    During 

these times,  auroras may be seen at  latitudes far removed from the 

normal auroral  zones. 

Auroral displays occur in the ionosphere at altitudes ranging 

from 54 - 67 mi.    The ionization which is seen as a visual auroral 

display is formed into long slender columns which are aligned with 

the earth's magnetic field.    This formation results in strong aspect 

sensitivity which means that radar reflections occur only when the 

radar bean is approximately at right angles to the earth's magnetic 

field.    Echo strength is proportional to the radar wavelength raised 

to the third or fifth power; consequently, most radar observations 

occur at VHF or  lower UHF. 

As a result only lower frequency UHF search radars within 1000 mi. 

of the Arctic or Antarctic Circles would be capable of detecting 

auroral echoes.     The echoes would generally appear at true ranges 

of 60   -  180 mi.   for a few minutes to several hours.    The echoes 

would be mainly stationary and could be either distributed or point 

targets usually  in the magnetic north  azimuths in the northern 

hemisphere or magnetic south azimuths   in the southern hemisphere. 

Meteors are small solid particles  that,  when they enter the 

earth's atmosphere,   leave an ionized trail from which radar echoes 

are returned.     The majority are completely ablated at altitudes 

ranging from 50  -  75 ir.i.    Visible meteors vary in size from about 

1 gm.   to about   1   pgm.    The  ionized trail  produced by a 0.1   gm. 

meteor is miles   long and only a few feet  in diameter. 
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The meteor particle  itself is  far too small  to be detected.     Meteors 

are observed both  visually and by radar by the  trail of ionzation 

they produce.     Because of the distance and the  small cross-section 

of the trail, meteor ionization can be detected by radar only when 

the trail  is orientated at right angles  to the radar beam. 

Although most meteor echoes  last no more than a fraction of 

a second when observed with VHF radar,  a few echoes persist for many 

seconds.    The duration of the meteor echo Is  theoretically proportional 

to the square of radar wavelength,  and the power returned is proportional 

to the wavelength cubed.     For these reasons,  meteor echoes are seldom 

detected at frequencies  above VHF. 

Meteor echoes on a low frequency UHF radar usually appear as 

point targets with a duration of a few seconds or less.    Ranges  center 

around 120 mi. 

Very, very infrequently meteors occur that are large enough to 

survive atmospheric entry.    They usually produce a spectacular visual 

display,  referred to as  fireballs.    Such meteorites are detectable by 

sensitive search radars  operating at any frequency and at any angle to 

its path.    Echoes appear as point targets with a duration of a few 

seconds.    The true range would be less than 120 mi.  and the range rate 

generally would be  less  than 20,000 mph. 

Balloons 

Balloons and instrument packages or reflectors carried by balloons 

can be detected by search radars.    More than  100 balloons are released 

over the United Staces  at  least twice a day from Weather Bureau,  Navy, 

and Air Force Stations  for the measurement of upper atmospheric 

conditions.    A number of these balloons carry radar reflectors as 

well as an instrument package,  and some are  lighted for theodolite 

(visual)  tracking.    Echoes from these point targets move at the speed 

of the wind at the altitude of the balloon.    Balloon altitudes vary 

widely and may reach  100,000 ft.  so that ground speeds vary from 

near zero to well over 100 knots.    When a balloon bursts and the instru- 

ment package abruptly starts a descent which is normally slowed by 
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parachute,  there could be an abrupt change in the behavior of the echo 

on the PPI.    A balloon that had been rising in a direction away from 

the station would show the range gradually increasing.    Then if it 

descended rapidly the range could appear to decrease which could be 

interpreted as a reversal of course. 

"Chaff." "Window." and "Rope'' 

When radar was developed as  a means for aiming searchlights 

and antiaircraft guns during World War II, countermeasures were 

promptly devised.    What was needed was something inexpensive and ex- 
i 

pendable that would give a radar return comparable with the echo 

from the aircraft.    Small metallic foil strips which act as dipole 

reflectors were employed.    The strips are released from an aircraft, 

* and they are wind-scattered which results in a cloud with a radai 

cross-section comparable to a large aircraft. 

The terms "chaff," "window," and "rope" are used to designate 

particular types of materials.    Chaff consists of various  lengths 

of material.    Chaff having the same length is called window.    Rope 

is a long roll of metallic foil or wire designed for broad,   low- 

frequency response. 

Metallized nylon monofilaments have replaced metal foil in the 

construction of chaff and window.    The nylon type is  lighter, 

hence has a slower rate of descent, and is more compact.    A typical 

package of X-band chaff is a cylinder 1 in. in diameter and 1.5 cm. 

(one half the 3 cm. wavelength)  long.    The cylinder contains approximately 

150,000 filaments and weighs 6.5 gm.  and forms a cloud with a radar 
2 cross-section of about 25 m  .    The filaments descend at about 2 ft/sec 

in still air at lower altitudes, so that if dispensed at 40,000 ft. 

they take about four hours to reach the ground.    Turbulence causes 

the chaff cloud to grow and disperse, so that generally the signal 

becomes so much weaker that sometimes the chaff cloud cannot be 

tracked all the way to the ground. 
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Since chaff contains a  large number of elements  the radar sigral 

is similar to that  from precipitation.     Also it moves with  the wind 

at  its altitude.     Therefore,   it is  difficult to distinguish between 

precipitation and a cloud of chaff by briefly examining the PPI 

display.    When chaff is distributed along a relatively extended path 

as opposed to only a point distribution,  the echo is elongated and does 

appear to be dissimilar to precipitation. 

Rope is  a 60 -  80 ft. piece of narrow metallized material  such 

as mylar.     It is weighted at one end and has  a drag mechanism at 

the other.    When deployed it has a rate of descent about twice as 

fast as chaff so it would take about two hours to fall from 40,000 ft. 

to the surface.    Usually a number of rope elements are deployed together 

so there will be some increase in the size of the cloud as it descends. 

Smoke 

Wiser (1955)  reports detecting smoke from fires at a city disposal 

dump about 15 mi.  from the site of a 10 an.  search radar.    The radar 

echo from the smoke plume was evident on the PPI extending in a north- 

easterly direction to a range of 50 mi.    Goldstein (1951) mentions  a 

case where an airplane was directed to an echo observed by a 10 cm. 

radar.    Only several  columns of smoke from brush fires were found. 

Smoke particle size and concentrations  are so small that one would 

be highly skeptical about echoes from the smoke itself.    The returns 
may arise from refractive index discontinuities at the boundariea 

of the smoke plume.     Plank  (1956)  suggests  that echoes from the vicinity 

of fires may be from either particles   (neutral  or ionized)  carrieJ 

aloft by convective currents or from atmospheric inhomogeneities  created 

by the fire. 

Distant Ground Return and "Angels" 

Local  terrain features and, at sea,  the ocean surface are detected 

by radar.    The range to which such clutter is  detected is a func- 

tion of antenna height,  elevation angle and beamwidth, and the 

distribution of temperature and humidity along  the propagation path. 
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Since normal ground clutter Is present day after day,  radar operators 

become familiar with it anH may even use some prominent points to 

check the  azimuthal  accuracy of the radar.    There are circunstances 

in which distant,  rarely detected terrain features or surface objects 

return echoes to a radar.    The phenomenon referred to as "angels" is 

also included in this section since at least some of the angels appear 

to be distant ground return that is detected by reflection or forward 

scatter of the radar beam by atmospheric inhomogeneities. 

To investigate the phenomena of distant ground return it is 

first necessary to review some of the fundamentals  of the propagation 

of electromagnetic radiation through the atmosphere.    The interested 

reader can find a comprehensive treatment of tropospheric radar 

propagation in a book on radio meteorology by Bean  (1966) which covers 

in detail the topics in the following brief review. 

In a vacuum, electromagnetic energy is propagated in straight 
o 

lines at the velocity of light, 3 x 10   m/sec.    This constant is usually 

designated by  the symbol  "c."    In a homogeneous medium,  the direction 

of propagation remains constant, but velocity  (V)  is reduced and 

c (1) 

u< 

where u is  the magnetic permeability of the medium and < is  its dielectric 

constant and 

/jjtc = n ~— 
V 

where n is the index of refraction, 
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When electromagnetic wave energy encounters a surface of discontinuity 

in refractive index in a medium,  the wave is partly nfltottd    and 
I 

partly refracted.*   The angle of the incident ray (6)  is related to the   angle of 

the refracted ray (6') by the equation: 

| Sin  6        n' (2\ 

Sin  ö'      n 
i 

where 9 and 9' are the angles of incidence and refraction  respectively 
i 

in the first and second medium,   and n and n'  are the values of the re- 

fractive  index for the first and second medium respectively. 

The ray is always refracted towards the medium of higher refractive 

index.     A portion of the energy will also be reflected in the same 

plane and at an angle equal to the angle of incidence if the energy en- 

counters  a sudden change in the  refractive index;  this  is   a partial 

reflection.    Total reflection occurs when the angle of incidence ex- 

ceeds a critical value given by  (with n    < n ); 
12 

.    -1 sxn      n. 
6      » L (3) 

i n2 

In the atmosphere, discontinuities in refractive index sharp enough 

to cause reflection of the incident wave back to the radar are believed 

to exist on occasion.  Because of the difficulty in making suitable measure- 

ments of the physical factors involved, some uncertainty attends the 

understanding of this mechanism under practical conditions.  Detailed 

discussion of this aspect of propagation is deferred unti1 later where 

radar 'angels' are described.  In the present context, discussion of 

the effects of refractive index inhomogeneities will be confined to 

refraction. 

*For a more complete discussion of atmospheric refraction of electro- 
magnetic rays, see Section III, Chapter 5 and Section VI, Chapter 4/ 
Note, however, the difference in the factors contributing to the refractive 
index at radar and at optical frequencies. 
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Where the refractive index gradient  is changing continuously as 

is normally the case in the natural atmosphere PS  the height above 

the earth's surface  increases,  a ray of electromagnetic energy will 

follow a curved path.    The change of direction that this produces may 

be evaluated by  reference to Snell's law by the expression 

n. (a ♦ h)  cos 0 ■ n a cos  ßo (4) 

where n.   is the    refractive index at height h, n    is the refractive 

index at the surface,  a is the radius of the spherical  earth, 6 is 

the ray elevation angle at height h and ßo i<, the ray elevation angle 

at the earth's surface  (See Fig.   7). 

e A most important consequence of this  is that the effeote of a 

vertical gradient of refractive index are moat apparent at leu 

(10' or lees) angles of elevation. 

i Where the refractive index gradient is constant  (n,   » n ) or veries 

regularly, the curvature of the path of rays of radar energy may be 

readily determined by reference to the foregoing expressions.    In 

more complicated conditions more sophisticated techniques are available 

for tracing the path of such rays. 

In terms of the real atmosphere, at  radar frequencies the re- 

fractive index varies as  a function of pressure,  temperature, and water 

vapor content.    An equation relating the various parameters as given 

by Smith  (1953)  is: 

,     .,   in6      77.6P  ♦    3.73 x  105e (5) (n-1)   10    =    =  
T T 

where    P = total pressure  (millibars) 

T = absolute temperature (degrees Kelvin) 

e s partial pressure of water vapor (millibars) 

Wh-n the available data are given in terms  of relative humidity, 

e may be replaced by e    R.H.,  where e    is saturation vapor pressure 

at the pressure and temperature of interest and R.H.   is  relative 

humidity expressed as a decimal. 

For convenience,   the  left hand side of the equption  is commonly 

designated N (refractivity)  and is expressed in N-units,   i.e., N =  (n-1)   10 
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FIG.  7 CURVATURE OF ELECTHOMACNETIC WAVES WITH 
HEIGHT 
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Values of N are conveniently derived from meteorological parameters 

by the use of tables or nomograms, such as  those given by the U.S. 

Navy (1960). 

At sea level,  a typical value of n is  1.00035,  i.e.,  the re- 

fracti^ity is 350 N units.    But depending upon pressure, temperature 

and humidity the sea level refractivity may range from 250 to 450 N units. 

Since pressure,  temperature,  and water vapor normally decrease 

with height the refractivity normally decreases with altitude.    In a 

'standard*  atmosphere,  typical of temperate latitudes  (with a thermal 

lapse of 2aC/1000 ft. and uniform R.H. of 6J%,  the gradient (lapse 

rate) of refractivity is 12 N-units/1000 ft.  39 N. km"1   in the lower 

levels.    For a constant gradient of this magnitude, a ray will have 

a curvature of about l/4th that of the earth's surface (the radar 
■. 

horizon in this case is about 15% further th.in the geometrical horizon). 

For short distances the geometry is equivalent to straight-line prop- 

agation over an effective earth with a radius 4/3 as large as the 

true earth. 

A device frequently used to facilitate the consideration of prop- 

agation geometry and radar coverage takes advantage of this  fact.     If 

a fictitious earth radius is adopted that is 4/3 the earth's true radius, 

radar rays in the standard atmosphere may be drawn as straight lines, 

which will preserve the same relationship to the redrawn earth's 

surface as is the case in reality. 

In atmospheres having different constant gradients of refractivity 

appropriate factors may be applied to the earth's true radius to 

accomplish a similar result.    Typical values   ire given in Table   5- 
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Table   5 

Effective earth radius for 

several atmospheres 

Atmosphere 
dN 

Typical    j^- Effective earth radius 
for typical  dN 

dz 

Standard -12 N-units/1000  ft.; 

-39 km'1 

1.33 actual radius 

Subrefractive +10(> 0); +33 km"1 0.82 

"Normar'* -15(0 to -24);  -50 km"1 1.47 

Superrefraction -30  (24-48);   -100 km"1 2.68 

Trapping -48 (or greater); 
1 C 7    Um " ^ 

" (or negative; 
i.e.,  concave earth) 

*For an average temperate zone climate; northern climates  (e.g. 

England)  tend to be "standard," tropical climates tend to be near- 

superrefractive (e.g.  -80 km' ). 
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It is important to recognize the limitations of this device,   for 

even in standard atmospheres  initially horizontal rays  rapidly reach 

f higher atmospheric levels,  at which the refractivity gradient can no 

.    longer be represented by the same constant.    Again,  as will be discussed 

below,  atmospheric conditions  frequently depart from the "standard" 

conditions.    The effect of variation in the refractivity gradient on 

the curvature of radar rays is shown in Fig.   8.     Apart from showing 

the range of curvatures in atmospheres having constant refractivity 

gradients,  this figure indicates the way in which rays  can be deflected 

in passing through atmospheric layers.    More specifically,  the deflection 

of a ray in milliradians  (AT)  in passing through a layer with constant 

N-gradient is given by: 

NB-   NT 
AT  =   C7) 

500  (tan SB + tan ßT) 

where the subscripts B and T refer to the bottom and top of the  layer 

respectively.     The values of ß are determined at each level in terms of 

ßoi N    (surface refractivity)«   N.   (refractivity at height h)  and h, 

using Snell's  Law (equation 4    ). 

Procedures based on these relationships nay be used to trace the path 

of rays to determine the detailed effect of refraction on radar prop- 

agation under any given condition of atmospheric stratification. 

The broad pattern of refractive effects, however,  is as follows: 

Where the general refractivity gradient  lies between 0 N-units/1,000 ft, 

and 24 N-units/1,000 ft.  (100 km" )  propagation is described as normal. 

Refractivity gradients  less than 0 N-units/1,000 ft.  are eubrefraative 

and cause upward bending of radar waves with a reduction of distance to 

the radar horizon.    Such conditions may occur where the temperature 

lapse rate is well above average,  or where the atmosphere is drier 

at lower levels than aloft. 

Where the refractivity gradient   exceeds 24-N units/1,000 ft. 

conditions are said to be euperrefraotive and radar waves curve down 
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more strongly.    Such conditions result from thermal inversions,   i.e., 

where temperature  increases with height,  or where the decrease of 

water vapor content with height is excessive. 

For refractivity gradients greater than  48-N/l,000 ft.   (157 km    ), 

the ray curvature will be greater than that of the earth's surface and 

trapping is said to occur. 

This condition gives rise to marked anomalies  in propagation and, 

provided the  layer through which such a gradient occurs is deep enough, 

the radar energy will be guided within a duct bounded by the earth's 

surface and the upper level of the layer.     In such cases,  exceptionally 

long detection ranges  are achieved,  well beyond the normal  radar horizon 

(See Fig.   8).      Where a marked negative refractive gradient occurs 

in a layer adjacent to the ground,  a surface duct is formed (Fig. 9a). 

An elevated layer of streng negative gradient  can also produce ducting 

(Fig.   9b). 

Surface ducts are commonly caused by radiative cooling of the earth's 

surface at night,   leading to a thermal inversion in the air near the 

surface.    In this case,  the extreme refractivity gradient is mainly 

due to temperature effects and such ducts  can occur in quite dry air. 

Where humidity at the surface is higher than usual and falls off 

rapidly with height,  a strong negative refractivity gradient is  also 

established.     Evaporation from water surfaces or wet soil  can produce 

these conditions  and a particularly common example occurs  in warm dry 

air from the  land when  it is advected over the sea.    This type of duct 

is commonly found in tropical areas, where temperature and humidity 

both decrease with height;  the inversion type of duct is more common 

in temperate and artic areas  (Bean,  1966). 

Elevated layers of extreme refractivity gradient are caused by similar 

meteorological mechanisms but often occur on a somewhat broader scale. 

Certain areas of the world are particularly prone to such layers;   the 

California coastal area is A good example.   Plate 66  (Blackmer,  1960) 

shows an example of the P?i during a trapping situation off the California 
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Coast.    In this case echoes were presented on the PPI on second and 

third sweeps but could be correlated with islands and mountainous 

terrain.    Elevated layers such as this are commonly found in the south- 

east  (northeast at S  latitudes) quadrants of trade-wind anticyclonic 

systems. 

The anomalous propagation to which such irregular rcfractivity con- 

ditions give rise is of considerable significance  to the problem of 

target identification and false targets.    In the first place,  the whole 

basis of the radar technique depends upon knowing  the direction in which 

the radar energy is propagated.    For normal practice^propagation must 

be close to rectilinear.    When the radar energy  is being strongly curved, 

information on a target's  location derived from the position of the 

radar antenna can thus be highly erroneous.    Again,  echoes may be re- 

ceived from the ground or from other targets that  are not normally 

within the range of the radar or within its   'field of view1  at any 

given antenna elevation.    Ground echoes  from beyond the normal radar 

horizon are cases  in point. 

An especially significant condition arises  when the antenna is 

elevated in a direction which  is near a critical  angle for trapping or 

ducting.     In this case,  while much of the energy may be propagated in 

a direction approximating  that  intended,  because  of the finite dimensions 

of the radar beam,  some energy may be severely refracted.    This  is 

illustrated diagramroatically  in Figure 10. 

With such a mechanism an aircraft could be  tracked fairly accurately, 

but in addition,  echoes  could be received from the ground  (intermittently 

if the surface reflectivity or propagation conditions are variable as 

might be the case in areas of thunderstorms) .    Such echoes would be 

displayed as though they were due to targets  seen  at the angle of 

elevation of the antenna,  and thus at heights which would depend upon 

their range.    A great variety of such possibilities  can occur depending 

upon the geometry involved,  the refractive conditions, and the nature of 

the terrain. 
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The range of possibilities  is  further extended if the distribution 

of radar energy in the side lobes  is  taken into consideration.    With 

a side lobes strength 30dB below    the main bean (a factor of 1000 In 

power),  a side  lobes target will yield a return equal in strength to the 
main beam return of an identical target at a range 5.6 times greater 

(the 4th root of 1,000).    Thus a target detectable at  100 mi.   in the 

main beam might be detected by the (first)   side lobes  at a range of 

up to 18 mi. 

Anomalous propagation of the type described is also significant 

in determining the distribution of energy within the envelope of the 

main beam, particularly in broad vertical beam systems.    At  low angles 

some energy within the beam impinges on the earth's surface near the 

radar and is reflected, still within the envelope of the beam.    Because 

the path followed by such energy is necessarily longer than the direct 

path and because of the wave nature of the energy, in-phase and out-of- 

phase interference will occur,  leading to a vertical lobe structure 

in the beam envelope (see Fig. 10 ).    Anomalous propagation conditions 

can readily produce variations in the normal distribution of energy 

within the beam due to this mechanism and thus can easily lead to 

unexpected variations in signal intensity from distant targets. 

It is important to recognize the difficulties that are inherent in 

establishing whether propagation conditions are anomalous  in certain 

cases.    Where the gradient of refractivity extends uniformly over large 

horizontal areas,  there is  little difficulty in determining the situation 

either from conventional meteorological data or from the manifestation 

of the anomalous performance of the radar itself (for example,  the 

detection of ground clutter to abnormally large ranges).     In some cases 

it is possible to infer, with some confidence,  from the meteorological 

conditions  (especially if data on the vertical profile of temperature 

and humidity are available)  that  anomalous propagation is not present. 

In many cases,  however, the causative conditions may be very variable 

in space and time, and it is  then difficult to be at all confident 
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about the nature of propagation at any particular time or in any p    ticular 

place.    Even if timely radiosonde data are available from a nearby 

location,  the information they provide on the thermal  and humidit- 

gradient is often inadequate for the assessment of .the refractive     -n- 

ditions.     In particular, special experimental observations have s.     .i 

that shallow layers of abnormal refractivity coirmonly occur eithei 

close to the surface or at various  levels aloft. 

It is often possible to infer only the likelihood or improbability 

of anomalous propagation conditions by reference to the general meteorological 

conditions that prevail.    Thus one would expect normal propagation in 

the daytime in a well-mixed, unstable airstream with moderate winds 

over a dry surface, while expecting marked superrefraction over moist 

ground during a c«J<a clear night following the passage of a front that 

brought precipitation in the late afternoon. 

Localized conditions favorable for superrefraction are also caused 

by showers and thunderstorms   (Ligda,  1956).    The cold downdraft 

beneath thunderstorms can cause colder air near the surface than aloft 

while evaporation from the rain and rain-soaked surface,   causes  locally 

higher humidities. 

In addition to the detection of distant ground targets by re- 

fraction of the radar beam,  there is the possibility of reflection or 

foward scatter of the beam to ground targets.    Whether or not  layers 

that would reflect the beam to*the ground would also be detected by 

the radar has been part of the controversy concerning the nature of 

invisible targets in clear air.    These so-called "angel" echoes have 

been observed since the early days of radar (Plank,  1956; Atlas,  1953 

and 1964;  Atlas,  1966a).    Detailed case studies of selected angel sit- 

uations illustrate the difficulty of determining the nature of the 

targets causing the angel echoes.    For example, Ligda and Bigler.   (1958) discuss 

a line of angel echoes coincident with the location of a cloudless cold 

front.    They discuss the likelihood that the line was due to differences 
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in refractivity btttween the two air masses or to flying debris,  leaves, 
; paper, saall twigs, birds,  insects, etc.,  carried aloft by turbulence 

during the frontal passage.    Although surface weather instruments recorded a drop 

of 13*F in less than an hour,  this sharp temperature change together with 
the change in both vapor pressure and atmospheric pressure did not 
appear to be sufficient to cause gradients of refractivity of sufficient 
strength to produce the observed echo line.    In spite of this difference 
between refractivity gradients based on surface observations  (of 
pressure,  temperature, and moisture)  and those required to explain the 
source of the echoy Ligda and Bigler found serious objections to any 
hypothesis other than that the echo was due to refractivity gradients. 
They mention the need for instruments capable of measuring sharp refractivity 
gradients. 

Atlas (1959) studied in detail a situation at Salina, Kans. on 

10 September 1956 where cellular and striated echoes covered much of 

the PPI to ranges of 85 mi. He concluded that the echoes were due 

to forward scatter fron a patterned array of refractive index in- 

hooogeneities to ground targets and back. Recently Hardy and Katz 

(1968) discussed a very similar radar pattern. They concluded that insects 

were responsible for the echoes and that cellular pattern of insects 

was due to atmospheric circulation. Atlas (1968c) agreed that in- 

sects may be responsible for some echoes but that the forward scatter 

explanation is valid in other instances. 

Investigations of angel echoes with high-power, high-resolution 

radars at three different wavelengths have mad; it possible to learn 

much about the nature of targets producing various types of angel 

echoes. Simultaneous observations at 3 cm., 10.7 cm., and 71.5 cm. with 

the ultrasensitive MIT Lincoln Laboratory Radars at Wallops Island, Va. 

have been described by Hardy, Atlas» and Glover (1966) , Atlas and 

Hardy (1966a), and Hardy and Katz (1968a). They found two basic types 

of angel echoes: dot or point echoes and diffuse echoes with hor- 

izontal extent. The dot angels are incoherent at long ranges or when 

viewed with broad beams but are discrete coherent echoes when viewed 

by a radar with high resolution. They may occur in well defined layers 

and may have movements different from the wind at their altitude. Their 

cross-sections and wavelength dependence are consistent with radar returns 

to be expected from insects. Since no other explanation fits all the 

observations of these dot angels, it is concluded that the targets are 

insects. 1114 



Extensive diffuse echo layers have been noted at a variety of 

heights and sometimes exhibit an undulation or wave motion.    The 

height of these layers coincides with levels at which refractive 

inhomogeneities may be expected,  e.g.,  at the tropopause.     It can 

be shown theoretically (as summarized by Hardy (1968b) that the 

measured radar reflectivity of such layers accords well with the 

theory of the scattering of electromagnetic energy by dielectric 

inhomogeneity due to Tatarski (1966).    The reflectivity n is related 
2 to wavelength X and the coefficient C  , which describes the degree 

of refractive inhomogeneity due to turbulence, by the expression 

n - 0.39 c2
n x"1/3 (10) 

from which it will be seen that such layers are more likely to be 

detected by radars operating at shorter wavelengths.    Although, 

because this simple relationship does not apply in the dissipation 

range of the turbulence spectrum the largest values of n occur at 

about 5 cm (Atlas 1966b).    These phenomena   have boon much studied 

recently in connection with the detection of clear air turtmleace. 

(Hardy,  1968b; Ottersten,  1968:  and Atlas,  1968b).    It is concluded 

that such turbulence may be detected with ultra high performance 

radars but only when well marked.    (Note that the significant physi- 

cal feature detected,  i.e.,  the dielectric inhomogeneities,  is  caused 

in these cases by the turbulent condition of the atmosphere.) 

Radars of the type normally used for tracking tuia surveillp.nce are 

unlikely to detect such layers.    On the ;.thev haii^    K has been sug- 

gested that on occasion at low levels where marked intermixing of dry 

and 'noist air is present, dielectric inhomogeneities will be sufficiently 

marked and be present in sufficient quantity to produce detectable 

echoes v.itn radars of relatively modest rerforraance. 
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Measurements made by Atlas  (1953,  1959) and others indicated 

that atmospheric layers occasionally exist having power reflection 

coeffieients,  at normal  incidence, of 10"      or greater (i.e.,   140 db 

attenuation).    The power reflection coefficient of such layers would 

be greatly magnified if the radar energy impinged on the layer at a 

small grazing angle.    Hie increase is roughly proportional to the 6th 

power of the cosecant of the grazing   (i.e., elevation)  angle. 

Thus at a grazing angle of about 10 mrad, the reflected signal would 
_2 

be as high as  10   '  (a 20 db attenuation).    Under actual atmospheric con- 

ditions the partially reflected signal of ground objects  for example, 

would be expected to be detectable only at grazing angles  (and thus, 

initial elevation angles)  low enough to produce return signals above 

the noise threshold of the radar receiver.    This would produce a 

"forbidden cone" effect, where no such anomalous  signals would be de- 

tected closer than a certain range  (because of elevation angle, range 

relation of a layer at a constant height);    this has been actually 

observed in several cases   (see Section III,  Chapter 5). 

It is conceivable that there could be rare occasions when only 

isolated atmospheric inhomogeneities existed or when the inhomogeneities 

were such that only the most reflective ground targets were detectable. 

In such situations only one or two unusual ground targets would appear 

on the PPI.    Levine  (1960),  in a discussion of mapping with radar, 

points out how certain combinations of ground and man-made structures 

act as  'comer reflectors*  and return a much stronger signal to the 

radar than is returned by surrounding features.     The sides of buildings 

and adjacent level terrain, or even fences and level terrain,  constitute 

such reflectors.    He states that in areas where fences and buildings 

are predominantly oriented north-south and east-west,  the  'glint' echoes 

from the comer reflector effect appear at the cardinal points of 

the compass and have therefore been called a "cardinal point effect." 

In addition,  different types of vegetation have different reflectivities 

and these vary further according to whether they are wet or dry. 

From the above discussion it is obvious that the identification 

of targets as being ground return due to forward scatter or reflection 
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is difficult in any but the most obvious situations.      Still it should 

be realized that situations do occur when only very localized areas 

of ground return may be detected and due to the detection mechanism the 

location of the intersection of the radar beam with the ground may 

vary from sweep to sweep of the radar antenna.    The problem of verifying 

whether the target is ground return is greatly complicated by the fact 

that measurements of refractivity gradients cannot currently be made 

in sufficient detail around the radar site to describe with precision 

the medium through which the radar beam is being propagated. 

Radio Frequency Interference 

During the past 15 years,  electromagnetic compatibility  (EMC)  has 

emerged as  a new branch of engineering concerned with the increasing 

problems of radio frequency interference  (RFI)  and the overcrowding 

of the radio frequency spectrum.    The EMC problem is increasing so 

rapidly that considerable engineering efforts are included in the design, 

development,  RFI testing and production of all new electronic equip- 

ment from the electric razor and TV set to the most sophisticated of 

electronic equipments, such as computer and radar systems.    This is 

true for entertainment,  civil,  industrial,  commercial,  and military 

equipment.    The problems are compounded not only because the frequency 

spectrum is overcrowded, but much earlier generation equipment, which 

is more susceptible to and is a more likely source of interference, 

is not made obsolete or scrapped.    New generation equipment  is potentially 

capable of interaction problems among themselves,  as well as playing 

havoc with older equipment.    Each year sees new users bringing new 

equipment into the frequency spectrum:    such as UHF television, 

garage door openers,  automatic landing control systems,  city traffic 

management and control systems,  and a vast array of new electronic 

devices being introduced into tactical and strategic defense systems. 

RFI  contributes to the information displayed on radar scopes.    It 

is caused by the radiation of spurious and/or undesired radio frequency 
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signals from other non-associated electronic equipment, such as 

navigational aids,  data processing computers, voice commun- 

ication systems, other radars, and from more common sources, such as 

ignition and electric motor control systems.    RFI can also be emitted 

from the radar system's own components, causing self-induced inter- 

ference . 

Much interference may be sporadic, producing only a short lived 

•echo.'    There may be instances, however, when the interference occurs 

at regular intervals that could nearly coincide with the antenna rotation 

rate so that the spurious  'echo' might appear to be in approximately 

the same position or close enough to it that the operator would assume 

there was a target moving across the scope. 

Radio frequency interference can enter the radar system in many 

places: 

(1) In the transmitter where it can affect the stability and 

fidelity of the transmitted output pulse waveform; 

(2) In the receiver local signal-generating and amplifying 

circuitry where its effects can be similar to the trans- 

mitter perturbations; 

(3) In the external transmitter/receiver space link where the 

interference effectiveness depends upon its intensity, 

frequency, power level, direction of arrival and signal 

spectral  characteristics. 

External  interference entering on the  link through the antenna 

input is the    most common of these possible interference sources.   Plate ^ 

shows some of the more easily recognizable radio frequency inter- 

ference patterns from other radar systems.    This type of interference 
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considerably reduces the effectiveness of the radar,  but this type of 

interference,   taken alone,   is usually readily identifiable by operating 

personnel.    This might not be  as  true when  it occurs   in conjunction with 

extraordinary meteorological,  propagation,  and equipment degradation 

phenomena. 

The photographs  in  Plate   66 are time exposures  of the PPI.    The 

camera shutter is  left open for a full  rotation of the  antenna so the 

photograph is generated by the  intensity of the cathode ray tube 

electron beam as  it  rotates with the antenna.    This  is   in contrast 

to an  instantaneous photograph  that would be brightest whe^e the trace 

was  located at the instant of exposure and,  depending on the persistence 

of the cathode ray tube, much  less bright in other regions.    While 

the interference in these photographs appears as  lines  it would appear 

as points at any given instant.    The lines are generated by the time 

exposure as the points move in or outward along the electron beam. 

The photographs also show precipitation echoes.    Examination of the 

photographs shows that the interference does not mask the larger pre- 

cipitation echoes to any appreciable extent but might mask small 

point targets. 

A radar receiver has a limited bandwidth over which it will accept 

and detect electromagnetic signals.    In this acceptance band, the re- 

ceiver reproduces the signals at the receiver output and displays them 

on the radar presentation display.    Thus any interfering signals that 

fall within this band will be detected and displayed by the very sensitive 

receiver.    In ai S-band (2ghi:)  pulse radar,  the typical bandwidth of the 

receiver will be 20 -  50 ghz.     Any weak signals  in this  frequency band 

will be detected.    Even out-of-band signals  can interfere if they are 

of sufficient signal  intensity to overpower the receiver out-of-band re- 

jection characteristics.     For instance,  a very strong out-of-band signal 

of 10 watts might be typically attenuated by the receiver preselection 

filter by 60 db,  reducing it  to a signal of -20 db.     To the radar receiver. 
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this can still be a powerful signal, as it might have a sensitivity 

of displaying signals as weak as from -50 to -80 db or less.    It 

is also likely that  the out-of-band interference will be derived from 

the nonlinear interaction of the desired return signal and the out-of- 

band interfering signal.    The resulting interaction  (mixing)  of these 

signals in the receiver can generate still weaker intermodulation 

products that fall within the passband of the system circuits so that 

they are displayed.    Spurious responses can occur at other than the fre- 

quency to which the radar is tuned because of inadequacies  in the re- 

jection of the unwanted frequencies in the receiver.    The inadequacy 

is caused by insufficient out-of-band filter rejection coupled with 

a high level of RFI. 

Increasingly more powerful transmitters and more sensitive receiver 

radar systems need even greater relative suppression of unwanted 

emission,  to prevent the absolute level of out-of-band interference 

from rising to intolerable levels,  thus causing interference to and 

from other electronic systems. 

Even if normally operating radars are not affected by this 

interference most of the time,  the degradation of the radar components 

or of nearby systems can cause the temporary increase in interference 

at the radar site.    Radar personnel are continually concerned with this 

problem.    Such acts as opening an electronic cabinet can cause the local 

RFI to increase sufficiently to create an RFI nuisance to the radar 

system. 

Each radar system has been designed to fulfill a single class 

of target tracking function, being optimized to provide proper and 

reliable target data a high percentage of the time.    However,   all systems, 

including radar systems, have their limitations.    Thus,  it must be 

recognized that there will be times when other systems will  interfere, 

component parts will either gradually degrade or catastrophically fail, 

propagation and meteorological  conditions will deviate far from the 

normal environment, and maintenance and operating personnel will 
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occasionally fail  to function effectively.    For all radar and other 

electronic systems,  an increasing amount of effort  is expended to re- 

duce the occurrence of these degradations or failures and to min- 

imize their effects. 

Lobes and Reflections 

Because of radar engineering design limitations,  it is not possible 

to direct all of the transmitter energy into the main antenna beam 

and small but measurable amounts of energy are transmitted in many 

other directions.    Similarly, energy can be received from such directions, 

in what are known as the side lobes of the antenna,  and can give rise 

to erroneous directional information.    Particularly complicated sit- 

uations arise when side lobe problems are associated with building 

or ground reflection mechanisms.    For example,  if a radar antenna 

is radiating 100,000 watts peak power in the main beam,  100 watts can 

be simultaneously radiated from a -30 db side lobe in another direction. 

Fig.11 (adapted from Skolnik)1962)  shows a radiation pattern for 

a particular parabolic reflector.    Note that if the main beam is 

radiating 100 KW,  the first side lobe, the first minor and the 

spillover lobe radiate about 100 watts.    This  100-watt radiation will 

be reflected from large targets in this side lobe heading but will be 

shown on the PPI as having the same bearing as the main beam of the 

antenna.    This display of a false target is called a ghost.    In 

this particular instance two targets having identical radar cross- 

sections would appear as  returns of equal intensity if one were in 

the main beam and the other in the side lobe but 5.6 times closer 

to the radar. 

Highly reflective targets can often be detectad in the side 

lobes.    Thus  a single large target detected in the numerous side lobes 

can be displayed in a number of places simultaneously.    Since,  in radar 

displays,  target echoes  are represented as being in the direction in 

which the antenna is pointing, not in the direction from which the 

energy is returning at the time of the detection,  side lobe echoes  from 
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a single target can be shown as  a collection of false targets.    Such 

target outputs  from side lobe returns are generally systematically 

located in the display relative to the main beam return signal.    There- 

fore,  in general,  side lobe return signals are readily identifiable 

by the operator and will tend to cause obliteration of other nearby 

target returns.    Cide lobe return signals usually bear a fixed re- 

lationship of adjacent blips on an arc about each side of the main 

target return.    This is a common problem in ship radars where another 

ship is being scanned broadside.    The highly reflective ship might 

have a return signal that will occur at the true range of the ship, 

but will be contained in an arc exceeding 10°  or 15° instead of a single 

narrow blip. 

Detection from vertical side  lobes can cause strange effects 

when "radio dusting" is present.    Many radars are constructed so that 

the antenna cannot be pointed at very low elevation angles, in order 

to avoid the most severe anomalous propagation effects or, more often, 

to avoid ground reflections.    Assume,  for example, a radar with a beam 

width of (nominally)  1°, having a minimum at say 1.5° and a side lobe 

at 2°.    Assume also that the antenna is constrained to elevation angles 

of 1.5° or greater.    If a surface duct is present, the strongest 

signals would be attained by pointing the antenna (and the main beam) 

at. an elevation angle of 0°, but this cannot be done.    However,  ducted 

targets could be detected with the first  (vertical) side lobe,  and in 

this case the maximum AP signals  (ducted) would be attained at an 

apparent elevation angle of 2°   (so that the main side  lobe was at 0°), 

and the intensity of these false target signals would decrease or 

even disappear if the antenna were lowered to its minimum setting of 

1.5°.    This sort of behavior has apparently led some investigators of 

specific UFO incidents to discount the possibility of anomalous prop- 

agation as the source of unknown radar targets. 

Smith  (1962)  discusses the effects of side lobes on observed echo 

patterns during thunderstorms and periods of anomalous propagation.     In 
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both situations echoes were observed extending from the surface up to 

70,000 ft.   (the upper limit of the RHI scope).     Before these vertical 

protrusions to high altitudes were observed during anomalous prop- 

agation conditions when the echoes were known to be from ground clutter, 

it was not realized that they were from side  lobes.    As a result,  the 

side lobe echoes had not been recognized when measuring thunderstorm 

heights and reported heights were much too great.    On the RHI  side 

lobe, echoes took the form of narrow echo protrusions above the location 

of strong targets.    These protrusions were often segmented due to nulls 

between side lobes,  but in some cases were continuous. 

One effect of such  lobes is that when the antenna of a search radar 

is elevated (so that at longer ranges no ground return should be 

evident) ducted side  lobe radiation results in echoes on the PPI.    With- 

out understanding what is happening,  the operator would logically 

assume a strong target at high altitudes. 

Angle of arrival measurements by a radar,   like other measure- 

ment devices, will be limited in accuracy by noise and interference. 

Other limiting factors can be the reflection caused by the wave character- 

istics of electromagnetic radiation.    Reflections from the ground in 

front of the antenna system or from a nearby building or mountain can 

be minimized by proper antenna location.    These effects can seldom 

be reduced to zero and are detrimental to an extent that depends on the 

antenna lobe pattern,  geographical,  and extraordinary meteorological 

conditions,  thus causing residual reflection problems. 

Another phenomenon explaining strange and erratic radar returns 

has been observed with echoes occurring at locations where no targets 

are to be found.    Analysis of these observations shows that the echoes 

are from ground or airborne objects which are being detected by 

radiation reflected from mirror-like plane surfaces of vehicles or 

buildings in the neighborhood of the radar.     If the reflector is 

moving, then the reflected ground target behaves  like a moving target. 
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It changes  its apparent distance and direction relative to the radar. 

The double reflecting return echo is  shown in the PPI display in the 

direction at which the first reflecting surface is  found.    The echo 

may, however, be displayed at a point at which there is no actual  tar- 

get.    Moving objects,  such as automobiles or other objects  capable of 

reflecting electromagnetic waves may be obscured on the PPI by ground 

clutter so they are not identified.     It is obvious that ghost echoes 

can show movement which is not possible with real vehicles.     Many 

unusual PPI  observations have been explained in this manner. 

Mechanisms of multiple reflections which serve to produce ghosts 

are illustrated in Fig.  12•    These involve specular reflection from 

the first target, effectively deflecting a significant amount of radar 

energy to a second target at a different azimuth, which is  oriented so 

as to reflect most of the radiation incident on it.    Either of the re- 

flecting targets can be stationary or moving objects.    In Fig. 12 the 

radar is at  the point   labeled "l.M    A reflector is a point "2" and 

real targets are at the points  labeled "3."    Due to reflections from 

the reflector to the targets, ghost echoes will appear at the points 

labeled "4."   The appearance of the ghost on the PPI is one possible 

explanation for perplexing unidentified target motions.    If one of the 

two reflectors is an aircraft and undertimes any maneuvers,  the path 

followed by the ghost is especially erratic.    As viawed on a PPI 

scope perhaps it first recedes from,  then "flies" parallel to, and 

finally overtakes or appears to collide or pass the real aircraft. 

Fig.13 (adapted from Levine 1960)  shows the outline of a con- 

ventional aircraft surveillance radar PPI  (included within the circle). 

The solid line (A) shows the return echo path of an aircraft traveling 

at 300 knots.    The dashed line (B)  shows the echo path that will also 

result when sufficient radar energy is scattered from the aircraft to 

a prominent ground reflector located at C, and then reflected back to 

the aircraft and then to the receiver.    In this example,  the aircraft 

is the first    of the reflectors,  so that the phantom echo always  occurs 
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at the same azitnuthal bearing as  the aircraft, while its range always 

exceeds that of the aircraft.    Consequently, on the PPI,  the path of 

this ghost always  lies outside the aircraft path.    However,  if the air- 

craft overflies the ground object,  the phantom echo and the aircraft 

echo will almost merge.    In addition,  as the apparent range of the phantom 

is greater with the same radial speed as  the aircraft,  the apparent 

velocity of the ghost will be magnified by the ratio of the aircraft- 

to-phantoir distance from the radar.    The phantom can appear to exceed 

2,000 knots  in this manner.    In Fig.13 the ghost is moving at 900 knots 

along a portion of the ghost track. 

Fig. 13 and Ae discussion above relate to the case when the air- 

craft is the      rst of two reflectors.    For the conditions with the ground 

object as the first of the two reflectors,  the phantom echo always 

occurs at the same azimuth bearing as the ground object.    For example, 

in Fig.14 (also adapted from Levine,   1960)  the solid line  (A)  applies 

to scattering from the first reflector to the aircraft and back to the 

receiver.    The inward and outward    x- ^sions of this path actually 

occur along a single radial line i'..,.. the radar site through the first 

reflector. 

In any actual situation,  only fractional portions of the ghost 

echo paths might be of sufficient signal  strength to appear on the 

display.    Those particular returns that are closest  to the ground object 

or where the reflector has the most favorable reflecting properties 

will most likely be displayed.    In a radar detecting only moving tar- 

gets, a stationary ground object might not appear as a target on the 

scope.    Thus,  in this manner, the operator's ability to correlate ghosts 

to a reflecting surface is considerably reduced, especially when many 

known targets are on the display.    From Figs.l3 and 14,  it is shown that 

the phantom echo fell outside the display and then returned during a 

later portion of the flight.    Thus,  if only portions of the phantom 

track are a detectable signal, and if (this would usually be the case) there 

are several  targets on the display at once,  the operator would find 
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it very difficult to discern whether the phantom was real or ghost. 

He is concerned about the erratic behavior of a target, but he is 

most concerned by the potential and displayed near-misses to known 

targets. 

In general doubly reflecting ground targets must be of sufficient 

size and have good radar-reflecting properties to serve as radar- 

reflectors.    Reflectors can be moving or stationary.    Reflectors 

that fit this description include sloping terrain, sloping metal 

roofs, metal buildings, nearby ground structures, or large trucks 

and trailers. 

Fig.   13 illustrates the possible sporadic nature of reflection 

echoes.     Plate 68a,  taken when stratiform precipitation was occurring, 

documents the fact that there is a sector to the east that is blocked 

by some object.    Plate 68b shows normal ground clutter plus a few 

probable aircraft.    Plate 68c shows the appearance of the PPI when 

anomalous propagation was causing more extensive ground clutter.     In 

this photograph there is an echo in the sector in which precipitation 

could not be detected.    This ghost echo was  found to be produced by 

reflection from the object causing the blocking to a ground target 

in the opposite direction.    Plate 68d shows the geometry of the 

situation.    The  line labeled "orientation of reflector" was  found by 

folding a large tracing of the ground target and ghost echo.     When 

folded along this  line, there was near perfect correspondence between 

the two. 

More complex reflection occurrences require a rare combination of 

reflector/target  radar geometry and reflectivities.    Analysis  indicates 

that they occur occasionally.    However,  unless accurate data are re- 

corded at  the time of the event,  ray tracing techniques will be almost 

impossible to use in order to reconstruct the possible circumstances. 

In addition to phantoms, caused by reflecting objects, other types of 

spurious target returns can be occurring at the same time,  further in- 

creasing the difficulty of analyzing the unusual sighting.    Such things 
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as extraordinary meteorolcgical conditions, and multiple-time-around 

echoes can also be contributing effects, making the analysis that much 

more difficult.    When interference problems, operator interpretation, 

and equipment reliability factors are included,  one begins to realize 

that the explanation of reported unusual observations requires exten- 

sive research for each incident,  and such research is not possible un- 

less all pertinent information has been documented in detail. 

7.    Evaluation of Radar Echoes to Identify Targets 

When there is  an echo on the PPI of a search radar,  the operator 

must determine the nature of the target.    The information he has  is 

relative signal  intensity,   some knowledge of fluctuation in intensity, 

position,  velocity,  and behavior relative to other targets.     In addition 

he may be able to infer altitude if he is  able to elevate the beam and 

reduce the gain to find an angle of maximum signal  intensity.    Previous 

sections of this  chapter have briefly described a number of targets that 

search radars are capable of detecting.    From the discussion it is 

apparent that there is overlap in the characteristics of different 

types  of targets.    Signal  intensities,  for example,   range over several 

orders of magnitude.    Wind-borne and powered targets may have com- 

parable ground speeds depending on the wind speed.    Many different 

types  of targets show echo fluctuations.      Thus there  is no specific 

set  of characteristics  that will permit a given echo to be unambiguously 

identified as a specific target.    At best all orr can do is  say that 

a given echo probably is,  or is not,  a specific target based on some of 

the observed characteristics. 

Target Velocity 

Determination of the direction and speed of an echo in the PPI  of 

a search radar requires some assumptions.    A long range search radar 

antenna generally rotates  at  about 4-8 rpm.     At 6  rpm,  an antenna 

rotates  through 360° in  10  sec.   (=360/sec) .     If the horizontal beam- 

width of the antenna is 3.6°  a point target will be within the beam 
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for 0.1 sec.  as the beam sweeps past.    Then 9.9 sec. elapse until the 

beam again sweeps the target.     If on this next revolution there is an 

echo In the general vicinity of the target detected on the previous sweep 

the operator must decide whether this echo is from the same target 

that was detected previously or is from a new target.    If he assumes 

the two echoes are from the same target, he can then compute a velocity. 

If his assumption was correct,  if his computations are accurate, and 

if the target is at the indicated locations, the computed ground 

speed is correct.    If, however,   the two echoes are not from the same 

target or are from a target that is not at the indicated location, then 

the computed speed will have no meaning. 

The speed computed from the displacement of the echoes  from a 

target at the indicated location represents the ground speed of the 

target.    To aid in the identification of slow moving targets,  it is 

necessary to determine its airspeed.    This requires knowledge of the 

wind velocity at the location including altitude and time of the de- 

tection,  and the assumption that the target is in essentially level 

flight.     It is often difficult to determine precisely the wind velocity 

at a given point due to the wide spacing of stations that measure 

winds aloft and the six-hour interval between observations.    Except 

in complex situations,  it is usually possible, however,  to extrapolate 

measured winds for a given  location with sufficient accuracy to deter- 

mine whether the target velocity and wind velocity have sufficient 

similarity to justify a conclusion that the target is probably wind- 

borne.     Conversely if there is a large disparity between wind velocity 

and target velocity a logical conclusion would be that the target 

could not be windbome. 

When an echo that has been moving in an orderly manner on the PPI 

s .ddenly disappears,  the information for computing its  speed also 

disappears.    Any attempts to guess the speed would require the operator 

to make specific assumptions of the reason for the disappearance.    He 

might assume that the target moved out of range during the brief time 
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required for one antenna revolution.    Such an assumption would probably 

require a very high speed target.    Or the operator might assume that 

the target decreased altitude to a position below the radar horizon. 

If the target was  located close to the radar horizon, an altitude 

change of a few tens of feet would be sufficient for it to disappear 

and the required speed (vertical velocity) would be quite small. 

Target Intensity and Fluctuations 

The power received from a point target is directly proportional 

to the radar scattering cross-section of the target and inversely 

proportional to the fourth power of the distance frcm the radar to the 

target.    Therefore,  for an equal signal to be received from two targets, 

a target 10 mi.  from the radar would have to have a radar cross-section 

10,000 times as large as a target at 1 mi.    Examples of targets with 

differences in cross-sections of this order of magnitude 
2 

are birds with cross-sections of .0.01 m     or less and aircraft with 
2 

cross-sections of up to 100 m        Intensity differences such as these 

can be measured (by gain reduction to threshold of detection), but 

the nature of display systems such as PPI's  is such that diiirerences 

are considerably reduced.    An echo on the PPI is composed of many 

small dots that result from an electron beam that excites the coating 

on the face of the tube causing it to emit light.    The coating may be 

designed to emit light only vhen the electron beam excites it or may 

continue to emit light for some time after the excitation has ceased 

(persistence).    The latter is usually the case for PPI's where the 

operator depends on persistence to see the 360° coverage provided by 

the rotating antenna.    Haworth (1948)  states that from 150 - 200 spots 

can be resolved along the radius of magnetically deflected radar tubes. 

Gunn (1963) points out that since the PPI trace lines converge at the 

center the light output per unit area of the tube face will decrease 

with increasing radial distance from the center.    As a result echoes 

near the center are   'painted' with a higher intensity than echoes of 

comparable strength anywhere else on the display.    These characteristics 

of the display system act to conceal further the relative magnitudes 
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of the signal intensity cp targets at different  ranges,  so that the 

operator loses much of the available radar information when it is 

displayed on the PPI.    Fluctuations are smoothed out, and the intensities 

are normalized to some extent.    The result is that he can give some 

information on an unknown target in comparison with a known target at 

the erne range.    Positive knowledge of the nature of a target at a 

given range can only result from auxilliary data.    For example,  if the 

operator is in contact with an aircraft that is over a given point and 

he has an echo at thaw point he will logically assume the echo is from 

the aircraft if the echo is moving on the course arid at the speed reported 

by the pilot.    He could then compare the intensity and fluctuations of 

other targets at that range with those of the known target and draw some 

conclusions as to whether they might be larger or smaller than the aircraft 

Behavior Relative To Other Targets 

Very little can be said about a target from the examination of 

a single echo but some information can be obtained by compar.ng the 

echo with other echoes on the remainder of the PPI.    When the echo 

is interpreted in terms of the appearance and behavior of other echoes 

a logical explanation may become evident. 

For example,  the author has seen isolated targets on the PPI 

that were moving toward the radar in a direction opposite to that 

of the wind, so that it was obvious that they could not be windborne. 

A slight elevation of the antenna caused them to disappear so it was 

apparent that they were at  low levels.    No attempt was made to send 

aircraft to the vicinity to look for targets.    All other attempts to 

interpret the nature of real  targets on that half of the PPT  that 

would return the displayed echoes were futile.    When the remainder 

of the PPI was examined it was found that the speed of a line of thun- 

derstorms moving toward the station was the same as that of the echoes 

to the east.    The direction of movement, however,  was  the same as  that 

of the wind and not opposite, as with the echoes  to the east.    Further, 

the distance to the thunderstorms to the west was  the same as the 

distance to the unknown echoes  to the east.    With  this  additional  in- 

formation it seemed likely that the echoes  to the east were reflections 
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of portions of the thunderstorms to the west.    The obstacles causing 

the reflections were subsequently identified as large nearby chimneys 

that extended only slightly higher than the height of the radar so that 

when the antenna was elevated slightly the chimneys were below the main 

beam and no longer caused reflections. 

Since the reflectors  (chimneys) were very narrow,  the reflection 

echoes were very narrow but their length was equal to the diameter of 

the precipitation area.    The echoes therefore had a long, narrow  (cigar- 

shaped) appearance.    Since the apparent lengths in some cases were 

10 - 15 mi.  they were not mistaken for some type of flying vehicle. 

Although the solution of the case discussed here is a simple, 

and, on the surface, obvious one,  it does demonstrate the necessity 

of studying the entire PPI, not just one or two odd echoes.    The 

case also illustrates how echo characteristics become distorted when 

the return is from a target not at the indicated location.    The long, 

narrow shapes of the reflection echoes,  a vertical extent of only 

1° - 2° at ranges less than 50 mi., and movement against the wind all 

tended to rule out precipitation as the target. 

The problem of identifying reflections is very difficult.    The 

simplest case is  where the reflector and reflected target are both fixed. 

The reflected echo        always in the same position and whether it 

appears or not dep     is on propagation conditions and if the reflector 

is of limited vertical extent on antenna elevation angle. 

When the reflector is fixed and the target  is moving the reflected 

echo also moves but in a different direction than the true target.    Still 

the geometry is  relatively simple and the reflected echo will move 

toward or away from the radar along a radial line extending from the 

radar across the reflector.    The reflected echo will appear to move 

toward the radar when the distance from the radar to the true target 

is decreasing and away from the radar when the distance from the radar 

to the true target is increasing.    The apparent speed of the re- 

flected echo toward or away from the radar corresponds to the speed 
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of the true target toward or away from the reflector. This is not 

ite actual ground speed.    A target could move at 500 knots along a 
i 

constant-distance circle from the reflector, yet the reflected echo 

would be stationary.    Only if the target moved directly toward or 

away from the reflector would the reflected echo have the same speed 

as the target; but the speed of the reflected echo can never exceed 

that of the target. 

When the reflector is moving and the target is stationary  (see 

discussion of Fig.13)  the reflected echo track is always further from 

the radar than the reflector track.    The reflection echo will follow 

roughly the same track as the reflector but its apparent speed may 

be much greater depending on the distance between the reflector and 

target.    When the reflector is far from the target the apparent speed 

of the reflected echo will be much greater than the true speed of the 

reflector.    When the reflector is very close to the target the reflected 

echo will be close to the position of the reflector and its apparent 

speed will be comparable to that of the reflector. 

The situation where both the reflector and the target are moving 

is very complex.    The apparent speed of the reflected echo will depend 

on the relative speeds  of both reflector and target.    When the re- 

flector is moving slowly,  the condition of a stationary reflector will 

be approached but not quite realized.    That 13,  the reflected echo 

will have a maximum apparent speed that does not greatly exceed that 

of the target, but since the reflector is moving,  the reflection echo 

will not be restricted to motion along a single radial line. 

When the reflector is moving rapidly compared to the target,  the 

result is similar to the case of a fixed target,  that is the reflected 

echo track approximates  the reflector track but its apparent speed 

will be greater.    When the target moves, the track correspondence is 

not as good and the reflected echo's apparent speed may greatly 

exceed that of the reflector. 
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The most complex cases are those in which a moving reflector 

is not illuminating a single target but may show a different target 

on each scan of the radar.    In these cases there is no correspondence 

between reflected echo track and reflector track.    Speed computations 

in these cases are erroneously based on multiple targets.    Attempts 

to compute a speed therefore produce values that can vary from some 

very low speeds to thousands of knots. 

It is obvious from the preceding discussion that it Is nearly 

impossible to identify an unknown target working in real time at 

the PPI.    To establish that an unknown is a reflection echo requires a 

determination of whether it is at the same azimuth as a reflector. 

Since any one of many other echoes could be the possible reflector,  the | 

geometry would have to be applied to each one in turn.    When numerous 

echoes are on the PPI this is impossible. 

Much valuable information can be recorded for later detailed 

study by photographing the PPI with a radarscope camera during each 

revolution of the radar antenna.    Later the films can be studied, 

either as      time-lapse motion pictures or frame by frame.    For many 

yr t>pe of radarscope photography has been used for studies 

o£ _ .i- letecttd precipitation patterns and has provided insights 

into r c.irolc^ical phenomena that would have been impossible from 

subjective verbal descriptions of the echo patterns. 

Radarscope photographs of the PPI have all the limitations of 

the PPI presentation itself.    They cannot show intensity differences 

or minor intensity fluctuations.     They do have the powerful advantage 

of making it possible to review a puzzling echo hundreds of times at 

various rates of viewing and to study the appearance and behavior of 

all echoes before, during,and after the episode.    Only by the study 

of radarscope films and many other supporting data is it possible to 

arrive at even a tentative conclusion that a given echo cannot be 

explained. 
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8.    Conclusions 

Radar is a valuable instrument for detecting and ranging targets 

that are not visible to an observer due to darkness,  extreme distance, 

intervening rain,  cloud cover, haze, or smog.    Radar can also detect, 

or reflect from,  atmospheric discontinuities that are not visible to 

the eye.    The echoes of real targets and apparent targets that result 

from RFI^ireflections, or system noise may on occasion produce scope 

presentations that are extremely difficult or impossible to interpret. 

The major difficulty is  that while radar is designed to beam radiation 

in a specific direction arid detect targets within a specific distance, 

it does not always do so.     The transmitted radiation,  while concentrated 

in a main beam,  goes out as well,  in many other directions.    Fortions 

of the main beam and the  lobes may be reflected in other directions 

by neaiby objects, by solid targets a considerable distance from the 

radar,  or by layers or small volumes of atmospheric inhomogeneities. 

All of this radiation in various directions  is refracted by atmospheric 

temperature and moisture profiles to deviate further from its original 

path.    Portions of this radiation that impinge upon any of a wide 

variety of targets are reflected back along a reciprocal path and pre- 

sented on the PPI as if they were at the position determined by the 

antenna elevation and azimuth,  and the time required for the most re- 

cently transmitted pulse to travel out and back.    Some of the displayed 

echoes will represent targets at the indicated locations.    Some of the 

displayed echoes will be from targets not at the indicated position, 

and some of the echoes will not represent targets  at  all,    but will 

be due to system noise or RFI.    Since radar does not differentiate 

between the unique characteristics of different  types  of targets,  it 

is impossible for even the most experienced radar operator to look at 

the PPI and positively identify all echoes on the scope. 

Some auxiliary information on the possible nature of the targets 

may be derived from the study of the appearance of the PPI on successive 

antenna revolutions or from a series of PPI photographs.    These successive 
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presentations  show the interpreter apparent motion and changes  in 

intensity.    This additional information is useful but still does not 

permit positive identification of the target.    Only such generalizations 

may be made as that the target appears to be moving at 250 knots so 

it cannot be precipitation, birds, or a balloon.    To even make this 

generalization the operator has to know or make some assumptions 

about the probable wind speed in the vicinity of the apparent target. 

The data presented on the PP! of a single radar, therefore, do not 

permit the operator to say very much about the possible nature of a 

target displayed as an echo on the PPI.    Many additional data are 

required such as meteorological  conditions between the radar and the 

apparent location of the target,  and auxiliary radar information 

such as target elevation angle and the bearing of the target from 

another radar.     The detection of a target at the same location by 

two or more radars with different characteristics would usually rule 

out multiple trip echoes,  reflections,  and detection by side  lobes. 

Surveillance by more than one radar would also aid in establishing con- 

tinuity along an echo track if the rotation rate of the two radars 

was such that they were 180° apart so that one would "see" the echo 

when the other was "looking" 180° from it.    The problem of determining 

speed is based on the assumption that  a single target has moved a 

specific distance during the time that the beam is not aimed at it. 

In many cases  this may be an erroneous  assumption,  and it requires 

either continuous tracking or surveillance by numerous radars   to deter- 

mine whether only a single target is  involved. 

It is hoped that this discussion of radar has convinced the reader 

that radar data are only a tool  to be used in conjunction with many 

other bits of information for the solution of various problems.     Radar 

alone cannot specify the exact nature of all targets especially when 

it was probably specifically designed to detect specific target types. 

It can only provide the operator with some generalized information about 

the target and he can only draw sane general conclusions based on a 

number of assumptions he must make.    If he makes the wrong assumption, 
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he will come to an erroneous conclusion. 

This does not mean that radar could not be a useful tool in 

any further studies of the UFO problem;  it simply points out the need 

for,  and problems of, gathering photographic and other data from a 

numbei of different types of radar on specific incidents before  the 

data could be carefully analyzed and interpreted with any degree of 

confidence. 
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Chapter 6 

Sonic Boon 

Williaa Blunen 

1.    Introduction 

Observers of unidentified flying objects report a variety of 

sound effects associated with the phenomenon.    Some report sharp, 

explosive sound during rapid acceleration or high-speed flight. 

Others refer to humning, whining or whirring noise while the UFO 

is hovering or moving at relatively slow speeds  (Hall,  1964).    Still 

others mention whistling or swishing sounds suggestive of rushing air. 

More remarkable than any of the foregoing, however, are reports 

that describe the UFO as moving at velocities far in excess of the 

maximum speed of sound in the earth's atmosphere without producing 

any noise or shock wave that would normally be expected under such 

conditions of atmospheric displacement.    No characteristic "boom" 

is heard in these instances. 

The absence of a sonic boom in these cases remains a mystery. 

Possible explanations  are that:    a) actual  speed was overestimated; 

b)  a natural atmospheric effect that could suppress the sonic boom 

was present; or c)  the object or phenomenon did not displace the 

atmospheric gases  through which it was passing at supersonic speeds. 

In this chapter we shall present the basic concepts involved 

in the production of the sonic boom or shock wave resulting from 

the passage of an object through the atmosphere at speeds grecter 

than that of sound at the altitude of flight.    Natural effects that 

are theoretically capable of rendering such shock waves inaudible at 

ground level will  also be discussed, as will current research aimed 

at suppression of sonic booms by aircraft design modification and 

other means. 

In general,  it would be unrewarding to analyze each UFO report 

in conjunction with meteorological data to determine if a sonic boom 

from a particular object flying at supersonic speed would be heard 

at ground level.    The difficulties are two-fold:    first, the exist- 

ing state of knowledge concerning meteorological effects on sonic 

booms is sufficient only to provide information in terms of stati- 

tical probabilities  (Roberts,  1967); and second, local meteorological 
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features which occur between weather observinp, stations and/or 

which occur betwenn the times of scheduled observations would not be 

observed. 

2. Sonic Boom Gensration 

Sound wives are a manifestation of the compressibility of air, 

A source capable of compressing air produces pressure fluctuations, 

called sound or compression waves, which travel through the atmos- 

phere. The peaks und troughs of the waves correspond to maxima ami 

minima of the pressure fluctuations. The leading edge of the wave 

or wave front is approximately spherical in shape, and the pressure 

disturbance propagates away from the source in a series of concen- 

tric spheres. The speed of propagation of these waves, the sound 

speed, varies with the temperature and pressure of the air through 

which the waves travel. The maximum value for speed of sound waves 

is generally at ground level and reaches about 760 mph. The sound 

speed may shew considerable variation in the atmosphere, alternately 

decreasing and increasing with altitude. A minimum value of TSO mph 

is reached at approximately 50 miles above the earth's surface. Mow- 

ever, thete values are principally a function of altitude, but they also 

vary with the time of day, season and latitude and longitude. The 

following are approximate average values: 

Height (feet)    Speed of Sound (miles per hour) 

0 760 

10,000 735 

20,000 707 

30,000 679 

Pressure disturbances are generated w; fsnever a body, such as 

an airplane, moves through the atmosphere and displaces the air around 

it.  In subsonic flight the speed of the aircraft is less than the 

local sound speed a;;d the wave disturbances propagate away from the 

plane in all directions. These pressure variations are generally weak 

and too slowly varying to be detected by the ear (Carlson, 196b). 
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Kn  Jiircrhft ti'.»ifeUi"!g at supersonic speeds moves faster than the 

pressure disturb»^ - it > derates. When this occurs the plane is 

always ahe&i oC th- wave tront and the spherical waves emitted at suc- 

csasive points ^Ju 4 \Sd  flight path become tangent to lines sloping 

backward from th« be*« of tne plane. These lines form a cone, the sur- 

face of which is ';*^*, s»«>:H wave. Shock waves are formed by each 

iTO^ubet-aiBce on the pif u a exterior. However, with distance, the 

v.tno'js slioci' fronts te»4 to coalesce into two large shock fronts, 

usually «♦.tiibutfd io  'he I" »w and to the tail of the plane.  Fig. la 

»hows ho> the ^ronta tüteiSKCt level ground from a hypothetical flight 

p^th parallel to the ground surface at constant sound speed and with 

no wind.  iV indicated ebruft' pressure rise and fall is responsible 

for i\t>:  sonic toums heard at the earth's surface. Two booms will be 

hsßrd a  tHe "bow" an;l "t^r!* shocks successively pass over an 

observer but the ear may ivjt always register the separate shocks when 

they ave o^ tliffercnt int^isi'ies (Carlson, 1966) or when the observer 

Is ta^Ts hy  surprise. 

The ratio of aircraft spejd to the sound speed at its altitude 

's cillcd the Mach numbt'  Tm limiting value at which no sonic boom 

is h<?r.r<l, bocausc of atm^i-:,«,*f c effects, is called the cutoff Mach 

1 IP.:.er CWilson, J9*2}, > v.: ales made by Kilson (1962), Kane (1966) and 

Roberts (1%") h vf esiuh). i^ned that the cutoff Mach number ranges 

roMgbly between about l.t- >: i l.i depending on atmospheric conditions 

and the altitude rf th»- plane.  Ms means that sonic booms produced 

by objects •wtng tX« is>t .'han I.' times the sound speed should lie 

f-.eari at ground Uv-I. 

Trf? •■»ntl'i  ^etw^em thv sikock :ront and the ground becomes smaller 

as .!*'. aircraft speed in. .eases relative to the sound speed.  In thin 

v,tustlaa tae sonj. booa jsav hot  i-e heard at ground level until the 

j,; .n* has pss--;-ed trom view. rilsCA (1962) has estimated that the 

plane may  be a«« much !»s <?S «niles away from the point on the ground 

where ihc sonic boon is hearc?. 
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BOW WAVE 

NORMAL    ATMOSPHERIC     PRESSURE 

A 
SONIC 
BOOM 

A 
SONIC 
BOOM 

I in.   la 

IM ►  WAVI s ( ri'iiti'il by the pjissagc through  the air of a supersonic  air- 
pi.mr luah'scf  into two  large cone-shaped shock fronts,  shown here  in 
inns  srition,   that   are carried along with  the airplane,     fiach front   is 

i   nuion of   compressed air that  creates a distinct  "pressure jump" at  the 
ground,     Hu- changes   in atmospheric pressure are heard by an observer as 
two sonic  booms   in  succession. 
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O Q Q 

Fig.   lb 

SONIC BOOM arises because a supersonic airplane moves faster than the 
pressure disturbances, or sound waves, it propagates.    A stationary 
source (left) emits spherical sound waves that move outward like con- 
centric ripples.     If the source moves at less than the speed of sound 
(middle), waves emitted at successive positions are crowded in the direction 
of movement; they overtake the moving source and "warn" the air of its 
approach.    But disturbances from the earlier emissions of a supersonic 
source  (right) cannot overtake the source, which arrives without warning 
and creates a shock wave.    The spheres become tangent to the sides of 
the shock wave cone. 
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3. Atmospheric Effects on Sonic Boom Propagation 

When the actual wind and temperature variations that occur in 

the atmosphere are taken into account, the simple conical pattern of 

the shock front may become quite distorted. The sound speed generally 

decreases with altitude between the ground and the plane. Therefore, 

as a propagating shock wave descends toward the ground, the portion 

of the wave front closest to the earth moves faster than the portions 

above.  If the sound speed decreases sufficiently rapidly with alti- 

tude, the wave front may become perdendicular to the ground.  In this 

situation the shock never reaches the ground because it begins to 

travel parallel to the ground before it gets there (Carson, 1966). 

Physical requirements for such un  effect, however, are unlikely, 

even under extremely abnormal atmospheric conditions. In any event, 

an object moving through the atmosphere at any altitude parallel to 

the earth's surface, at a speed greater than the speed of sound at 

ground level would inevitably produce a sonic boom. 

The decrease of sound speed with altitude also affects the portion 

of the wave front that spreads out to the sides of the plane. An in- 

vestigation of the effect by Kane (1966), under conditions of no wind, 

shows that the lateral extent of the sonic boom at ground level ranges 

from about 10 to 35 miles on either side of the ground track of 

the plane. Furthermore, the intensity of the shock wave will be dim- 

inished as it spreads out. Consequently the boom will become less 

interne on either side of the flight track. 

When wind is present, the wave front progresses at a rate which 

is the sum of the sound speed and the wind speed. Therefore the effect 

on the wave front by the temperature decrease is counteracted if a 

tail wind increases with altitude.  If a tail wind decreases with al- 

titude the distortion of the wave front caused by the temperature var- 

iation is reinforced, while a head wind produces the opposite effect. 

The  situation becomes more complicated when the horizontal variations 

of wind and temperature are considered. 
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Other atmospheric features could produce unusual sonic boom 

patterns at the ground. Among these are: turbulent air motions in the 

lowest few thousand feet of the atmosphere, the type of clouds present 

and thei. spatial distribution, and temperature inversions. None of 

these meteorological phenomena have been studied in sufficient detail 

to produce conclusive results about their effects on sonic booms. How- 

ever preliminary investigations have been reported (Roberts, 1967). 

4. Design Modifications and Maneuvers 

Although various government agencies, industrial organizations 

and university research projects are currently engaged in seeking 

methods to reduce sonic boom intensities, all known practical super- 

sonic airplane designs will produce sonic booms (National Academy of 

Sciences, 1967J.  Furthermore, according to the Academy report, "The 

possibility that unconventional configurations may be devised which 

will yield significant reductions cannot be disallowed but, at pres- 

ent, the future must be viewed in terms of small reductions obtained 

through better understanding of theory, design refinements of conven- 

tional aircraft and improvements in propulsive efficiency and oper- 

ating procedures." Research efforts are continuing in an effort to 

find an unconventional design, with practical aerodynamic character- 

istics, which wou!J minimize cr eliminate the sonic boom. 

The various research efforts to suppress sonic boom intensities 

which are under investigation are reviewed below. 

Tho pressure distribution at ground level, shown in Fig. la and lb 

is the so-called "farfield" signature.  The shock fronts emanating 

from protuberances on the aircraft have little effect on the pressure 

pulse at ground level.  The sonic boom can be reduced, but not nec- 

essarily eliminated, if the aircraft climbs at subsonic speeds before 

making the transition to supersonic speeds at high-altitude cruising 

levels. Optimization of the arrangement of the various components, 

such as the shape and position of the wings, may lessen sonic boom 

intensity.  Long, slender and blended configurations appear to offer 
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the best  compromise between maximum aerodynamic performance  and   low 

sonic boom   levels.     Reduction of the peak pressures  at  ground   level 

by  design modifications   is  also bein^ attempted.     Tor example,   a 

"stretched"  design would  alter the  point  at  which  the  various   waves 

fonn a bow and tail   shock.     With  this  type of design a  less   rapid rate 

of pressure  rise would be  produced  at ground   level   and consequently a 

less  audible  boom would  result   (McLean,   I%0;   NAS,   r.)()7). 

Aircraft  accelerations  and ni.iivnivers at  various  altitudes  cause 

sonic booms  of varyinj;   intensities   in   localize regions at  or  above 

ground  level.     It   is  possible,  during common  flight  maneuvers,   to 

produce   local  pressure buildups  which  may be more  than  twice  as   large 

as  those produced by  the same aircraft  in level,   unaccelerated   flight. 

The  subsequent  "superbooms" occur  at   isolated points  at  ground   level 

in contrast  to the ordinary booms   that move with the  aircraft.     Limi- 

tations on  rapid accelerations and maneuvers would reduce  the   intensity 

and  frequcnty of "superbooms" but   could not be expected to suppress 

sonic booms  altogether   (Maglieri,   1066). 

In subsonic  flight,  pressure disturbances  propagate ahead of the 

aircraft altering the airstream  in  such a way  that  abrupt  pressure 

changes  do not  occur.     In  supersonic   flight  however,   pressure  dis- 

trubances  cannot propagate  ahead.      In order to prevent   the buildup 

of a shock  wave   in supersonic   flight,   the Northrup Corporation   is 

currently working on  a method to modify the airstream through  an 

electromagnetic  force  field  concentrated at  the nose of the  aircraft. 

Hiis work   is   still   in preliminary  stages and experiments have  only 

been undertaken  in wind tunnels   (Aviation Keck  and Space Technology, 

llJ68"! . 

5.     Comments 

Although  sonic boom research has progressed rapidly since  the 

early  I'JSO's,   the complete  suppression of sonic booms  at  ground   level 

by  means  of  present   technology docs  not  appear   imminent.      Iliis  does 
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not mean that sonic booms are always heard in conjunction with super- 

sonic flight.    Some meteorological factors occasionally could reduce 

sonic boom intensities or, even more rarely, prevent sonic oooms from 

reaching the ground at all.    However, the reported total absence of 

sonic booms from UFOs  in supersonic flight and undergoing rapid ac- 

celerations or intricate maneuvers, particularly near the earth's 

surface, cannot be explained on the basis of current knowledge.    On 

the contrary,  intense sonic booms are expected under such conditions. 
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Chapter 7 

Atmospheric Electricity and Plasma Interpretations 

of UFOs 

Martin D. Altschuler 

Research into atmospheric electricity is important and difficult 

Although many  aspects are now becoming  clear, much remains  contro- 

versial or unknown,    liven common events,  such as the thunderstorm and 

the  lightning  flash,  continue to provide  fascinating challenges 

to science. 

Electric  fields are produced by clouds, fog,  rain,  sleet,   snow, 

tornadoes,  dust devils,  volcanos,  earthquakes, meteors,  and contaminants 

in  air.    On mountains,  electrical activity often becomes  intense. 

Hx|Hjrienced climbers can tell bizarre stories of mountaintop elec- 

tricity.    Researchers  themselves have often been astonished at nature's 

complexity.     Ball  lightning,  for example,  although witnessed and re- 

ported many times  in the past,  has only with difficulty been estab- 

lished as a genuine scientific problem.    Years of patient effort 

were required to distinguish ball  lightning from retinal   after- 

images  and optical illusions.     In view of the numerous manifestations 

of atmospheric electricity,  it  is  reasonable to try to determine 

whether or not  some  luminescent UFOs  arc   indicative of yet  another 

electrical phenomenon of nature. 

Much research has been done theoretically,  in the  laboratory, 

and in the field that bears on the problems of atmospheric electricity 

and the plasma state of matter.    Here we emphasize the »ore 

unusual  (and often speculative)  aspects of these subjects and their 

possible correlation with descriptions of UFO behavior.    People who 

have witnessed unusual electrical phenomena of the types reviewed 
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in  this chapter are  invited to send reports  to 

Dr.  Bernard Vonnegut 

Earth  Science  Building,  Room 323 

State University of New York at Albany 

1400 Washington Avenue 

Albany,  New York    12203 

or phone them to 518-457-4607 or 518-457-3898. 

The author thanks Drs.  Sydney Chapman,  John  Firor,  Sadanü 

Matsushita,   and J.   Doyne  Sartor of the National  Center for Atmospheric 
I 

Research,  and Professor Julius  London of the l>epartmcnt of Astrogoophysics, 

University of Colorado,   for reviewing portions  of  this manuscript, | 

for   informative and pleasant discussions,  and for useful   references,     lie 

is  also indebted to br.   Ldmond M.  Dewan of the Air  I'orce Cambridge 

Research Laboratories for a file of useful  reprints. 

1.     Definition of a Plasma 

In its  lowest energy state, an atom contains an equal number of 

electrons and protons, and is electrically neutral.    By gaining or 

losing electrons,   an atom or molecule can acquire  an electric charge. 

A charged atom or molecule  is called an ion.     If some of the atoms of 

a  gas hecome  ions,   the gas   is  said to be partially-ioni:ed.     Mien there 

;irc enough   ions or electrons  to affect  the  physical  properties  of the ,nas , 

the gas  is called a plasma.    TIK  "plasma state of matter" refers to an 

ionized medium. 

An atom may become  ionired by   (a)  absorbing a quantum of high 

energy ele^tromagn', cic radiation,   (bl   colliding with a fast  particle 

(atom,   ion,  or electron"),   (c)  capturing an electron.    In processes 

(a")  and  (b),  atoms   lose one or more electrons and become positive  ions. 

In process   (c),  atoms gain an electron and become negative  ions. 

Hie  ionization of the outermost  layers of the atmosphere   (above 65 km") 

is caused primarily by the absorption of solar ultraviolet radiation 

and  x-radiation   (process   (a")).    The weak  ionization   in the   lower .itmosphcre 

is   largely an effect  of cosmic ray particles   (mostly fast  protons') 
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(process  (b)).    Free electrons  in the lower atmosphere are quickly 

captured by oxygen molecules, which then become negative ions  (process 

When large electric fields are present, electrons and ions are 

accelerated to high velocities in short distances,  and may acquire 

enough kinetic energy to ionize neutral atoms upon collision.    The 

new charges are accelerated in turn by the electric field,  collide 

with still other neutral atoms,  and produce more electrons  and ions. 

The ionization of a neutral gas by the acceleration of a few electrons 

and ions in a large electric field is called an avalanche process.    The 
ji 

avalanche process is  responsible for coronal point discharge (St. 

Elmo's  fire),  lightning flashes, neon and fluorescent lighting,  and 

Geiger counters. 

Since electrons  can be accelerated by high-frequency electric 

fields,  ionization is sometimes possible in the presence of micro- 

waves.    High temperature shock waves surrounding meteors  and re- 

entering space vehicles also cause ionization in the atmosphere. 

When a free electron and a positive ion collide,  the electron 

may be captured.    When a negative and a positive ion collide, an 

electron may be transferred from the negative to the positive ion. 

In such collisions,  called recombination processes,  ions are neutralized 

and become atoms or molecules.     In the lower atmosphere,  plasma 

(such as  that created in a lightning flash)   is rapidly neutralized 

through such processes.     Radiation may be emitted during recombination. 

2.    Occurrence of Plasma 

Probably 99% of all  the matter in the universe is  in the plasma 

state.    Within the stars, hydrogen, helium,  and the other abundant 

atoms are completely ionized. 

The visible surface of the sun,  called the photosphere,  is 

host to a mysterious plasma phenomenon, the sunspot.    The strong 
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magnetic fields which emanate from sunspots  interact with the  iil^sma 

of the oute*  solar atmosphere.    As  a consequence,  violent events, 

known as solar flares,  are often generated in regions whore   the magr.ifu 

gradient is  large.    During a solar flare,  ions and electrons   arc ac- 

celerated out of the sun's  atmosphere into interplanetary space.    Some 

of these fast charged particles interact with the earth's magnetic 

environment,  and contribute to short-wave  radio blackouts,  auroras 

(Northern and Southern Lights).,  and geomagnetic storms. 

Basic plasma research is vitctl in many technological areas.     In 

the field of conmunication, problems arise in connection with radio and 

radar transmission through plasma regions such as the ionosphere and 

the ionized sheath surrounding re-entering spacecraft.    Laboratory 

efforts are under way to control the reactions of nuclear fusion for 

power generation.    If successful, present experiments may lead to 

efficient sources of power which do not require fossil fuel or fission- 

able materials.    In the field of space technology, engineers  are de- 

veloping low thrust ion rocket engines to propel the next generation 

of interplanetary spaceships. 

3.    Plasma Properties of the Lower Atmosphere 

The lower atmosphere (below 60 km) is not a plasma under normal 

conditions.     In every cubic meter of air at sea level,  the  fair weather 
25 atmosphere contains roughly 3 x 10      electrically neutral molecules 

8 7 and only about 5 x 10    ions.    About  10    ion pairs are created per 

cubic meter every second by ionizing radiation, and a like number are 

neutralized by recombination processes.    The lifetime of a light ion 

is several hundred seconds.    When dust particles are present,   light 

ions are rapidly absorbed, and long-lived heavy ions are created.    Over 

land at ground level, gamma rays emitted by natural radioactive sub- 

stances are the primary cause of atmospheric ionization.    Above a 

few hundred meters over land, and everywhere over the oceans,  cosmic 
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ray particles and secondaries are the major source of ionization. 

In the lower atmosphere (below 60 km) unattached electrons are im- 

mediately captured by oxygen molecules. 

The presence of even a few ions in the lower atmosphere means 

that air is not a perfect insulator. An electric charge placed on 

a metal sphere which is insulated from the ground and suspended in 

air, will leak into the atmosphere; the higher the altitude of the 

sphere,  the faster will be the leakage of electric charge. 

Where air pollution is prevalent, the light ions are collected 

on heavy  dust particles,   creating heavy less-mobile ions.    The electrical 

conductivity of polluted air is  often ten times  less  than that of 

clean air. 

The earth's atmosphere may be represented as a leaky dielectric 

medium bounded by electrically conducting layers   (or equipotentials) 

at   sea  level and at. about 60 km height.    Sea  level  is  taken as the 

zero reference or ground potential.    The    layer at 60 km,  now called 

the electrosphere,  is  the  lowest  level in the atmosphere of uniform 

electrical potential.    This  article deals with the electrical effects 

that  are possible in the lower atmosphere, where UFO's  are reported. 

4.    The Fair Weather Electric Field 

At  sea level  in fair weather,  there exists an average electric 

field of about  130 volt/m directed downward.    The potential of the 

electrosphere is about 300,000 volts positive with respect to the 

earth's  surface.    The earth's surface contains over its entire area 
5 -9 < ^ a net negative charge of 5  x  10    coulombs   (or 10 "   coulomb/m"").    An 

equal positive charge resides  in the atmosphere above the ground. 

Because air is not a perfect insulator,  an electric current of 1800 
-12 2 amp  (or 3.6 x 10        amp/m )   flows downward  (i.e. positive ions migrate 

downward,  negative ions migrate upward).    At higher altitudes,  the 

current remains constant but the electric field decreases as the 
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electrical conductivity increases.    At the height of commercial  jet 

aircraft (12 km),  the electrical potential of air has reached 90% 

of the p tential of the electrosphere  (i.e.  about 270,000 volts). 

This indicates  that most of the positive charge resides in the tropo- 

sphere in the form of positive ions. 

With the values known for the electrical conductivity of 

air,  the negative charge on the earth's  surface should leak away in 

about five minutes.     To maintain the negative charge on the earth's 

surface,  and consequently the electric field of the lower atmosphere, 

a charging mechanism is needed which acts  continuously. 

5.    Thunderstorms  and the Electric Circuit of the Atmosphere 

Thunderstorms maintain tne fair weather electrostatic field. 

Every hour, several hundred thousand lightning flashes and coronal 

point discharges  transfer negative charge from the bases of thunder- 

clouds to the ground.    The average charge transmitted by a lightning 

flash is estimated to be about 20 coulombs.    Positive ions also 

rise from the tops of thunderclouds. 

Many theories have been proposed to explain how negative and 

positive charges are separated in a thundercloud.    The mechanism must 

(1) give a positive charge to the upper part of the cloud and a neg- 

ative charge to the  lower part of the cloud, 

(2) provide a charge separation rate of several amperes. 

It is generally believed that as precipitation particles  fall 

they acquire negative electric charge.     Consequently, negative 

charge is carried to the bottom of the cloud.    A detailed understand- 

ing of the mechanisms  involved in transferring charge between pre- 

cipitation particles   (and air pollutants)   li  of major scientific 

importance. 

Strong evidence  that thunderclouds  act  «* hattvrles  for the at- 

mosphere  is provided by the dally  flurtuatIon»   In the fair weather 
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electric field.    Over the oceans the fair weather electric field 

fluctuates 15 to 20% about its mean value, and reaches a maximum 

at 1900 Greenwich Moan Time everywhere over the earth regardless 

of the local time.    Smaller secondary maxima occur at 1500 GMT and 

at 0700 GMT.    Much of the earth's thunderstorm activity occurs  in 

tropical regions during midaftemoon when surface heating is most 

apt to produce strong convection.    At 1900 GMT,  it is midaftemoon 

in the Amazon basin;  at  1500 GMT,  it is midaftemoon in Africa;  at 

0700 GMT,  it is midaftemoon in Indonesia.    The minimum fair weather 

field occurs at 0300 GMT when it is midaftemoon in the middle of 

the Pacific Ocean. 

If each thunderstorm supplies a charging current of 1 amp,  there 

must be at least 1800 thunderstorms raging simultaneously over the 

earth at any one time to maintain the fair weather electric field. 

This is not an unreasonable estimate.    It seems probable,  therefore, 

that thunderstorms are the prime cause of the earth's electrical 

activity. 

6.    Properties of Lightning 

Current surges  in the atmosphere are known as  lightning.    Lightning 
limits  the magnitude of the electrical dipole of a thundercloud.    Only 

about 20% of all lightning flashes are between cloud and ground. 

The majority of flashes occur within clouds.    Here we briefly des- 

cribe only the cloud-to-ground event, for which better information 

is  available. 
What appears to the eye as  a single lightning flash is actually 

a number of individual charge surges, called strokes,  recurring in 

rapid sucession.    A flash consists of between one and forty main 

strokes,  each of which is preceded by a leader stroke.    The median 

number of strokes in a lightning flash is about three. 
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When electric field strengths build up to values of about 3 x 10 

volt/m near the edge of a cloud, avalanche processes become important. 

The visible lightning event begins with the initiation of a stepped 

leader from the cloud region where the electric field is most intense. 

The stepped leaser is aconducting channel, perhaps a few centimeters 

in diameter, which is at essentially the same potential as the base 

of the cloud.     Consequently,  as the leader progresses downward away 

from the cloud,  the electric field (i.e.  the potential gradient) 

between the tip of the leader and the surrounding air continually 

increases, so that further ionization becomes easier. 

After advancing about 20 meters  (the exact distance depending 

on the field strength), the leader pauses for about 50 microseconds, 

forges ahead another 20 meters,  stops again, and so on.     (It is 

believed that the ionization of the air immediately ahead of the stepped 

leader is initiated by an avalanche region called a pilot streamer.) 

The stepped leader advances downward toward the ground   along a zigzag 

path roughly parallel to the electric field.    After about 100 steps 

and 50 milliseconds, the stepped leader has almost traversed the 

2 km or so between the cloud base and the ground.    When the stepped 

leader descends to about 20 meters altitude, it is met by a positive 

streamer from the earth.    (The potential difference between the cloud 
8 9 and the ground may reach 10    or 10    volts before a lightning flash). 

As soon as the conducting channel between the cloud and the ground 

is completed,   the main  (or     ^tum)  stroke begins.     In  less than  10 

microseconds,  a current ot about 20,000 amp is forcing its way through 

a conducting channel only a few millimeters in diameter.     (The maximum 

current ever recorded in a lightning  flash was  345,000 amp.)    On 
9 the average, about 10    joules  (an energy equivalent to 4 ton of TNT) 

are released in the flash event. 

The temperature in the lightning channel, measured spectroscopially, 

reaches 30,000oK only 12 microseconds after the passage of the tip of 

the return stroke, but decays so rapidly that it falls to 5,000oK  in about 
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SO microseconds.    If thermalization is achieved,  these temperatures 

are hot enough to cause considerable dissociation and ionization of 

air molecules.    Some scientists argue, however,  that thermal temperatures 

never exceed a few thousand degrees Kelvin.    The precise time variation 

of the thermal temperature is important in estimating lightning damage 

by acoustic shocks. 

Magnetic field strengths associated with  lightning are in the 
4 neighborhood of 1 tesla (»10    gauss),  so that the plasma pinch effect 

is probably of importance.    Possible magnetic effects of a lightning 

stroke have been considered in connection with ball and bead lightning. 

After the first leader and return stroke,  the lightning flash 

may continue with another current surge along the same conducting 

channel.    This second stroke is initiated by a dart leader, which ad- 

vances continuously  (not in steps) and more rapidly than the stepped 

leader.    The dart  leader follows the main channel  to the ground and 

ignores the ungrounded branch channels of the first stroke.    When the 

dart leader reaches  the ground, a return stroke follows. 

Recombination processes work rapidly in the atmosphere.    Only 

100 milliseconds after the cessation of a return stroke, the lightning 

channel is no longer sufficiently conducting to guide a dart leader. 

The lightning flash is then completed.    Another stroke from the same 

part of a cloud must follow a completely new path, one created by 

a new stepped leader.     For this reason, reports  of ball  lightning 

lasting as  long as  a few seconds were discounted or considered to 

be afterimages of the eye.    There is still no satisfactory explanation 

for long-lived isolated electrical luminescence in the atmosphere. 

7.    Ball Lightning 

Among the most mysterious manifestations of atmospheric electricity 

is the phenomenon of ball  lightning or Kugelblitz.    A glowing 

ball either (1)  appears after a cloud-to-ground  lightning flash and 

remains near the ground,  or (2)  is first seen in midair, descending 
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from a cloud or arising from no obvious cause,  thereafter remaining 

aloft until it vanishes.    Collisions with aircraft have caused verified 

damage,   indica*;ng that ball   lightning is not  restricted  to ground 

level. 

Most witnesses report that ball lightning is clearly visible in 

daylight although not as bright as an ordinary lightning flash. 

Some 851 of the observers  agree  that the size and brightness of 

the ball remains roughly constant throughout the period of observation 

and that no changes occur even immediately prior to its  disappearance. 

A minority report brightening and color changes just before the ball 

vanishes.    The colors red,  orange, and yellow are most common, but 

most other colors are seen occasionally.    Some researchers believe 

that blue or blue-white Kugelblitz is associated with higher 

energy,   although there is no statistical basis  for such an assertion. 

The reported diameters of Kugelblitz range between 5 and 80 cm with 

a median of about 30 cm.    One survey lists three complexions of ball 

lightning:    (1) a solid appearance with a dull or reflecting surface, 

or a solid core within a translucent envelope,   (2)  a rotating structure, 

suggestive of internal motions,   (3)  a structure with a burning appearance. 

The last type seems most common.    About 1/3 of the witnesses detect 

internal motions or rotation of the ball itself, although this may 

depend on the distance of the observer. 

A majority of onlookers  report the motion of the ball  to be 

slow   (about I meters/sec.)   and horizontal,  with no apparent guidance by  the 

wind or by the ground.    One in six obseivers report speec's  in excess 

of 25 m/sec.    Several  reports do indicate some guidance  from telephone 

or power  lines and by grounded objects.    An odor of brimstone 

(burning sulfur)  is often reported by nearby observers,  especially 

at   the  time of decay. 

The median lifetime of ball   lightning is  roughly  four seconds, with 

lO0» reporting over 30 seconds.     Determination of lifetime  is difficult 

because   (1) subjective time during an exciting event  is  often in error. 
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and (2)  few observers see a ball from the time it is created until the 

time it disappears.    In any case,  since an ordinary lightning channel 

can remain electrically conducting for only 0.1 second, a 10 second 

lifetime is two orders of magnitude beyond expectation. 

Not long ago,  considerable scientific discussion ensued on the 

question of whether ball lightning is a real phenomenon.    Scientists 

believed that ball  lightning could be  (1)  a retinal afterimage of 

a lightning flash,   (2) an intense coronal point discharge near a 

lightning target below a thundercloud,   (3)  some burning or incan- 

descent material thrown from the impact point of a lightning bolt. 

Today most researchers believe that Kugelblitz is a genuine electrical 

effect.    A recent survey indicates that ball lightning may be ex- 

tremely commonplace, but that the observer must be relatively close 

to the ball to be able to see it.    Kugelblitz is probably invisible 

or indistinguishable in daylight at distances greater than 40 meters, 

which would explain why it is incorrectly believed to be a rare phenomenon. 

The median distance between an observer outdoors and ball  lightning 

is  30 meters.    Sometimes ball  lightning  floats through buildings. 

The median distance between indoor observers and ball  lightning is only 

3 meters.    The reported distance of the observer seems to be closely 

correlated with the reported size of the ball.    A more distant observer 

is  (1)   less  likely to notice luminous balls of small diameter,  and 

(2) more likely to misjudge the diameter.    The second difficulty is 

somewhat mitigated since in most cases of ball lightning terrestrial 

landmarks can be used for reference in estimating distances and sizes. 

On the other hand, estimates of the distance and size of a luminous 

sphere seen against the sky can be quite inaccurate. 

In one report,  a red lightning ball the size of a large orange 

fell  into a rain barrel which contained about 18 liters of water. 

The water boiled for a few minutes and was too hot to touch even after 

20 minutes.    Assuming (1) that the water temperature was initially 20oC, 

(2)  that  1  liter of water evaporated,  and (3) that 17 liters were 
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raised to 90oC, one needs roughly 8 x 10    joules of energy (equivalent 

to 2 kg of TNT).    For a ball 10 cm in diameter (the size of a large 
9 3 orange), the energy density is then 5 x 10    joule/m ,    But if all the 

air in a volume were singly-ionized, the energy density would be only 
8 3 1.6 x 10    joule/m  .    Both the energy content and the energy density 

of ball lightning as derived from the singular rain barrel obser- 

vation seem incompatible with the non-explosive character of most 

Kugelblitz.    Although many lightning balls emit a loud explosive  (or 

implosive) noise upon decay,  effects characteristic of the release 

of energies of the order of 2 kg of TNT have rarely been reported 

(understandably  if the observer was within 3 meters).    Moreover, 

explosive or implosive decays have been noted indoors with no apparent 

heat or damage to nearby ceramic objects.    Nevertheless, there are 

enough well-documented cases of extremely high energy Kugelblitz 

to make the water barrel  report v^ry believable.    Probably there is 

a wide range of possible energies for a lightning ball, with the vast 

majority of Kugelblitz possessing energy densities  less than that of 

singly-ionized air.    The minimum possible energy of a lightning ball 

is that required to illumine    a    sphere about  25 cm in diameter with the 

brightness of a fluorescent  lamp.    With  10% efficiency, this means a 

source of 250 watts  for 4 sec, or about  inno joules of enerpy.    We 

can only conclude with certainty that the energy of a lightning ball 
3 7 lies  somewhere between  10    and 10    joules. 

Theoretical efforts  have focused on the energy estimate of the 

rain barrel observation.     To maintain a fully-ionized, perhaps 

doubly-ionized mass  of air requires either  (1)  a large amount of energy 

concentrated in a small volume and shielded from the surrounding air 

by a remarkably stable envelope, or (2)   a continuous energy flow into 

a small volume, presumably by focusing power from the environment. 

Theories which attempt to bottle fully-ionized plasma by magnetic 

fields or magnetovortex rings are faced with severe stability problems. 

There is no known way to contain plasma in the atmosphere for as  long 
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as a few seconds.    Moreover,  a fully-ionized plasma ball would be 

hotter and probably less dense than the surrounding air, so that it 

would tend to rise rather than descend or move horizontally.    Chemical 

combustion theories cannot explain the high energy content or the re- 

markable antics of the ball.    Nuclear reactions would require an 

electric potential of at least  10    volts between the center and surface 

of the ball, and a mean free path for the ions  as long as the potential 

gap.    This situation seems unlikely, and faces similar problems of stabil- 

ity. 

Theories which depend on an outside source of energy such as 

microwaves or concentrated d-c fields cannot explain how ball lightning 

can survive indoors. 

If energies as high as several megajoules are not required, we 

can try other hypotheses.     One suggestion is that the  lightning ball 

is  a miniature thundercloud of dust particles, with a very efficient 

charge separation process.     Continuous low energy lightning flashes are 

illuminating the cloud.    Another idea is that a small  amount of hydro- 

carbon,   less than    that    required    for   combustion,     is suddenly sub- 

jected to strong electric fields.    The hydrocarbons become ionized and 

form more complex hydrocarbon molecules which clump together.    Eventually 

there is enough combustible material in the center to allow a burning 

core.     If the concentration of hydrocarbon decreases,   the ball dis- 

appears*   if the concentration increases, the ball ignites explosively, 

(This represents the swamp gas theory for ball lightning). 

Much depends on a reliable energy estimate for the Kugelblitz. 

If the energy is as high as  indicated by the water barrel  report, we 

have a real dilemma.    At present no mechanism has been proposed for 

Kugelblitz which can successfully explain all the different types of 

reports.    Probably several completely different processes can produce 

luminescent spheres in the atmosphere. 

We conclude this section with summaries of several eyewitness 

reports of Kugelblitz. 
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The first few cases concern aircraft. 

1. A commercial  airliner (LI-2) was  struck by ball lightning on  12 

August 1956 while flying in the lower Tambosk region of the USSR.    Before 

being struck,  the aircraft had been flying at 3.3 km altitude through 

a slowly moving cold front which contained dense thunderclouds.     During 

a penetration of one thundercloud, where the air temperature was  about 

-30C,  the crew saw a rapidly approaching dark red almost orange  fire- 

ball 25 to 30 cm in diameter to the front  and left of the aircraft. 

At a distance of not more than 30 to 40 cm in front of the nose,   the 

ball swerved and collided with a blade of the  left propeller,  exploded 

in a blinding white flash,  and left a flaming tail along the  left 

side of the fuselage.    The sound of the explosion was loud enough 

to be heard over the noise of the engine.    No substantial damage 

could be found.     One of the left propeller blades had a small  fused 

area 4 cm along the blade and less  than  1 cm in depth.    Around 

the damaged region was a small area of soot, which was easily wiped off. 

2. In  1952,  a T-33 jet trainer was  flying near Moody AFB in Georgia. 

Because of a thunderstorm,  the pilot was  told to proceed to Mobile, 

Ala.    As the T-33 rolled out onto a westerly heading at 4 km 

altitude,  it  collided with a "big orange ball  of fire" that hit  the 

nose head-on.     The jolt was such that the student pilot believed there 

had been a midair collision with another- aircraft.    The  low  frequency 

radio compass  no longer functioned,  and they had to receive radio 

guidance to another base.    On examination of the aircraft,  they did not 

find a single mark or hole.    The only damage was to the radio compass 

unit in the nose of the T-33 which was  practically melted inside 

and was  rendered useless.    After the radio compass was  replaced,  every- 

thing functioned normally. 
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3. Another pilot distinguishes ball lightning from balls of St. 

Elmo's fird, and states that he has only seen "true" ball lightning 

near severe thunderstorms associated with squall lines, mountainous 

terrain, and significant cloud-to-cloud lightning.    He defines "true" 

ball  lightning as having the following characteristics:     (1) diameters 

between 15 and 30 meters,   (2) never originates outside the main thunder- 

storm cloud,  (3) generates from a single point and expands in exactly 

the same manner as the fireball of an atomic explosion, but with a longer 

lifetime,  (4) earphones detect soft sibilant hiss, easily distinguish- 

able from crash static, which gradually increases in loudness concurrent 

with the growth of the ball, then rapidly decreases in loudness after 

peak brightness,(5) no apparent thunder.    He considerf smaller luminous 

balls seen near his aircraft to be St. Elmo's fixe.    If Kugelblitz 

within clouds can be as  large as is estimated by this pilot,  then 

ground-based observations reflect only weak manifestations of the phenomenon. 

4. In Klass's book   there is a remarkable photograph 

taken by an RCAF pilot in 1956, which seems to confirm the above ob- 

servations.    The pilot was  flying westward at 11 km altitude over the 

foothills of the Canadian Rockies near Macleod,  Alberta,  through what 

he describes as the most intense thunderstorm he ever saw in North 

America.    Cloud pillars extended above 12 km.    The sun was setting behind 

the mountains and was obscured from view.    The ground was dark.    Through 

a break in the clouds he observed a bright stationary light with sharply 

defined edges "like a shiny silver dollar."   The light was nestled 

deep within the thunderstorm, suspended above some cumulus reported 

at 4 km altitude.    The object remained in view for 45 seconds as he 

flew across the cloud break.    The diameter of the light is estimated 

to be at least 15 to 30 meters. 
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The  following case is indicative of higli-energy ball  lightning. 

5. At 3:30 p.m. on 26 April  1939,  following a moderate rainstorm at 

Roche-fort-sur-Mer (France), an extremely brilliant flash of lightning 

branched into three directions.    At the first impact point,  a witness 

described a ball  IS to 20 cm in diameter and 2.5 meters above the ground 

which passed only 4 meters in front of him.    He felt a breeze of air 

at the same time.    The globe climbed an iron cable which it melted and 

pulverized, producing smoke in the process.    The electrical conduits 

of an adjoining house were burned and the meter was damaged.    The 

observer, who was installing a gas pipe,  received a shock.    At the 

second impact point several workers saw a globe also 15 to 20 cm in 

diameter touch the top of a crane.    There ensued a great explosive 

noise accompanied by a blue spark as large as an arm which flew 40 

meters and struck the forehead of a dock worker, knocking him to the 

ground.    A dozen shovelers working 10 to 50 meters from the crane received 

shocks and were knocked over,  one being thrown 60 cm into the air. 

The shovels were torn from their hands and thrown 3 or 4 meters away. 

No smoke or odor was perceived.    At the crane, current flowed along 

the electric cable, boiled the circuit breaker board and the windings 

of the crane's electric motor.    The chief electrician received a 

violent shock and was unable to free his hands from the controls. 

At the third impact point,  a ball of fire as large as  two fists bit a 

lightning rod and descended along the conductor to the ground, disappearing 

behind a building.    Two workers saw a ball of fire roll very rapidly 

along the ground. 

6. In Hanover, Germany during a July thunderstorm in 1914,  a fire- 

ball  the size of an egg came through the window,  left a burnt spot near 

the ceiling, travelled down the curtain,  and disappeared in the floor. 

No burnt marks were found in the floor or curtains, but the ceilinp, 

had a slightly charred mark the size of a penny. 
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Cases  like these are not unusual.    Ball  lightning has been 

known to cut wires and cables,  to kill or bum animals and people,  to 

set fire to beds and bams,  to chase people,  to explode in chimneys,  and 

to ooze through keyholes and cracks in the floor.    It has even been 

reported in the passenger compartment of a DC-3 aircraft.    Moreover, 

lightning conductors are not always able to dissipate the energy of 

Kugelblitz.    In St. Petersburg,  Fla., during the sumner of 1951 an 

elderly woman was found burned to death in an armchair near an 

open window.    Above one meter,  there were indications of intense heat -- 

melted candles,  cracked mirror,  etc.    A temperature of 1400oC would 

have been needed to produce such effects.    But below one meter there 

was only one small burned spot on the rug and the malted plastic 

cover of an electric outlet.    A fuse had blown, stopping a clock in 

the early morning hours.    Since lightning is common near   St. Petersburg, 

this case has  all the marks of Kugelblitz. 

7. "On 3 March 1557,  Diane of France,  illegitimate daughter of 

Henri II,  then the Dauphin, married Francois de Montmorency.    On 

the night of their wedding,  an oscillating flame came into their 

bedroom through the window, went from comer to corner,  and finally 

to the nuptial bed, where it burnt Diane's hair and night  attire. 

It did them no other harm, but their terror can be imagined." 

8. Coronal Effects 

A    sharp       point which extends from a charged conducting surface 

is a region of maximum electric field.    During a thunderstorm,  there- 

fore, we can expect large electric fields near trees,  towers,  tall 

buildings,  the masts of sailing ships,  and all other points rising 

from the earth's conducting surface. 

If the electric field becomes large enough,  avalanche processes 

can cause electrical breakdown of the surrounding air and a sustained 

coronal discharge.    Coronal effects may transfer more charge between 
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cloud and ground than does  lightning. 

St.  Elmo's   fire appears as a glowing  luminescence hovering 

above a pointed object or near a wire conductor.    It is usually 

oval or ball shaped, between  10 and 40 cm in diameter,  and has  a 

glowing blue-white appearance.     Its  lifetime exceeds  that of ball 

lightning,  sometimes   lasting several minutes.    The decay is silent 

but may be sudden or slow.    Sometimes hissing or buzzing noises 

can be detected. 

The primary difference between ball   lightning and St.  Elmo's 

fire is  that St.  Elmo's  fire remains near a conductor.     It has been 

observed to move along wires  and aircraft surfaces,  sometimes pulsating. 

Foo-fighters are probably a manifestation of St.  Elmo's fire.     Eye- 

witness  reports  of coronal  discharge are presented in Section  14   .     Here 

is  an account of St.  Elmo's  fire from the same pilot who gave ob- 

servation    3    of the previous section. 

"The smaller  'ball  lightning'  I have always associated as being 

the phenomenon known as St.  Elmo's fire; however, St.  Elmo's fire 

generally consists of an infrequent blanket covering the leading edges 

and trailing edges of an aircraft.    It does not blind or brighten 

but  is merely irritating as it prevents clear radio reception.    The 

'small ball'  formation varies in size from two inches  (5 cm)  to a 

foot and a half  (46 cm)   in diameter and generally  'rolls  around'   the 

aircraft  apparently unaffected by the movement of the aircraft.    On 

one occasion a small ball   (about  six inches   (15 on)  in diameter)  of 

yellowish-white  lightning formed on my left tiptank in an F-94B then 

rolled casually  across  the wing,  up over the  canopy,   across  the right 

wing to the tiptank  and thence commenced a return, which I  didn't note, 

but  I was  advised by my observer   that  it disappeared as spontaneously 

as  it had arisen.     I have seen tins  form several  times but  rarely for 

as  long  as  a period which  I would estimate to be about two minutes  in 

duration.    Sometimes  the balls  are blue, blue-green,  or white though 

it appears to favor the blue-green and yellow-white.    It might be 

of interest to you to know  that subsequent to the   'small ball'   rolling 
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over »y aircraft, the aircraft was Struck three times by conventional 

lightning bolts which melted four inches  (10 cm) off the trailing 

edge of each tiptank and fused about a four inch section covering 

my tail lights." 

9. Ignis Fatuus 

In swamps and marshes, methane, CH    (and also phosphine PH.), 

is released by decaying organic matter.    When the methane ignites, 

either by spontaneous combustion or by electrical discharges pro- 

duced during times of thunderstorm activity, luminous globes which 

float above the swamp can be seen.    These are not plasma effects, 

but resemble them in appearance.    They are called Ignis Fatuus 

(foolish fire), jack-o-lantems,will-o-the-wisp, or simply swamp 

(or marsh) gas.    The colors are reported to be yellow, sometimes red 

or blue.    Thunderstorms and other electrical activity around swamps 

seem to stimulate this effect. 

Occasionally observers have placed their hands into these lum- 

inescent gases without feeling any heat.    Dry reeds did not catch fire, 

Copper rods did not heat up.    Occasionally however paper was ignited. 

There is little doubt that Ignis Fatuus is the source of some 

ghost stories and UFO reports. 

10. Tornado Lightning 

In certain situations, cold dry air (from the Rocky Mountains) 

flows over warm moist air (from the Gulf of Mexico) which is moving 

in a different horizontal direction. As a result, wind shear and 

strong convection produce active thunderstorm cells along a line of 

instability some tens of kilometers ahead of the cold front. These 

thunderstorm cells and the opaque clouds connecting them are known as 

a squall line. Squall lines are the source of most tornadoes. 

The characteristic feature of the tornado is the funnel-shaped 

cloud that hangs from the sky and moves around like the trunk of an 
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elephant.    The destructive capability of the tornado is the result of 

an extremely sudden pressure drop of roughly 0.1 atmosphere between 

the inside and outside of the funnel.    Winds can range in speed 

from 100 to 330 m/sec. 

Without question, the most concentrated and powerful manifestations 

of atmospheric electricity occur in conjunction with tornadoes. 

Tornadoes are associated with continuous  lightning, point discharges, 

and ball  lightning.    Early theories of the 19th century maintained 

that the tornado is  a conducting channel  for lightning between cloud 

and ground.    Present thought attributes the origin of tornadoes  to 

violent convective air motions near squall lines. 

Although many convective events, such as isolated thunder- 

storms,  dust devils, hurricanes,  etc.,  occur in the atmosphere, 

these have energy concentrations much smaller than that of a tornado. 

Consequently,  several researchers believe that a tornado can be 

maintained only by   an intense and continuous  lightning discharge along 

its axis.    Such a discharge heats the air within the funnel,  thereby 

causing violent updrafts and vortex motions.    Whether or not this 

theory is correct, there is little doubt that the electrical power 

generated during a single tornado event is at least 2 x 10      watts, 

or about  1/10 of the combined power output of all the electrical 

generators in the United States. 

From radio emissions  (spherics),  it is estimated that about 20 

lightning flashes occur each second in a tornado cloud.    Assuming 

20 coulombs per lightning discharge, the average current flowing 

through a tornado is about 400 amperes.    Magnetic field measurements 

near a tornado indicate that such a current is not unreasonable.    Using 
9 10 10    joules per lightning flash,  we find 2 x 10     watts for the electrical 

power generated by a tornado. 

Such estimates may be too conservative. Tornado lightning is 

reported to be brighter, bluer, and more intense than its thunder- 

storm counterpart.    Long before a tornado is observed, lightning 
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interlaces the clouds.    About 15 minutes prior to the appearance of 

the funnel, the lightning becones intense and continuous.    After the 

funnel descends,  the sky is reported to be in a blaze of light with 

never ceasing sheet lightning. 

Large hailstones are comnonly produced both by tornadoes and by 

severe isolated thunderstorms.    Hail is closely correlated with intense 

electrical activity.    Observations of burned, wilted, and dehydrated 

vegetation, and odors of brimstone (burning sulfur) provide further 

evidence of electrical action.    The tornado funnel is usually preceded 

by a peculiar whining sound, a noise indicative of coronal discharge. 

Eyewitness accounts are interesting in the present context 
i 

because it has been suggested that many UFOs are luminous tornado 

clouds whose funnels have not reached the ground: 

i 
1. "After a tornado passed over Norman, Oklahoma and headed north, 

personnel at Tinker Field heard a sharp hissing sound overhead com- 

bined with a lowpitched continuous roar.    We were conscious of an 

unusual and oppressive sensation.    The noise source was definitely 

above us.    When it was nearest us,  I saw the sky above gradually 

grow lighter, then fade to black.    The light was greenish in color. 

Associated with the light was a strong sensation of heat radiating 

downward.    The noise increased in volume and then faded out as though 

it came from the south and passed us going north.    The rain had stopped 

while this phenomenon was overhead." 

2. "As the storm was directly east of me,  I  could see fire up near 

the top of the funnel  that looked like a child's Fourth of July 

pinwheel.    There were rapidly rotating clouds passing in front of the 

top of the funnel.    These clouds were illuminated only by the luminous 

band of light.    The light would grow dim when these clouds were in 

front, and then it would grow bright again as  I  could see between 

the clouds.    As near as  I can explain,  I would say that the light 
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was the same color as an electric arc-welder but very much brighter. 

The  light was so intense that  I had to look  away when there were no 

clouds in  front of it." 

3. 'The funnel from the cloud to the ground was lit up.     It was 

a steady deep blue light -- very bright.    It had an orange-color 

fire in th^  center from the cloud to the ground.    As  it came  along 

my field,  it   took a swath about  100 yards wide.    As  it  swung  from 

left to right,  it  looked  like a giant neon tube in  the air,   or a 

flagman at a railroail crossing.    As   it swung along the ground level, 

the orange  fire or electricity would gush out from the bottom of 

the  funnel  and the updraft would take  it up in the air causing 

a terrific  light -- and it was gone!     As it swung to the other side, 

the orange  fire would flare up  and do  the same." 

4. "There was a screaming, hissing sound coming directly from the 

end of the  funnel.     I   looked up,  and to my astonishment  I  saw  right 

into the heart of      the     tornado.    There was  a circular opening 

in the center of the  funnel,  about  fifty to one hundred ft.   (15 to 30 m) 

in diameter and extending straight upward for a distance of at  least 

half a mile   (800 m),  as best  I  could  judge under tne circumstances. 

The walls  of this opening were rotating clouds  and the whole was 

brilliantly  lighted with constant  flashes of lightning, which  zig- 

zagged from side to side." 

5. "We  looked up into what  appeared to be an enormous    hollow cylinder 

bright inside with lightning flashes,  but black as blackest night 

all  round.     The noise was  like  ten million bees plus  a roar that 

beggars all  descriptions." 

b.    "A few minutes  ;ifter the storm passed,  there was  a taste  and 

smell  in the  air like  that of burnt sulfur.    The air was  clammy, 
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and it was hard for me to breathe.    TTie sensation was like being 

smothered." 

7. "... burned up the trees that lay within its circunference,  and 

uprooted those which were upon its line of passage.    The former,  in 

fact, were found with the side which was exposed to the stoxm 

completely scorched and burned, whereas  the opposite side remained 

green and fresh." 

8. "...suddenly it turned white outside.    Th;s whiteness definitely 

was not fog.     I would say it appeared to be giving off a light of its 

own." 

9. "The beautiful electric blue light that was around the tornado 

was something to see, and balls of orange and lightning came from 

the cone point of the tornado." 

10. "The most interesting thing I  remember is a surface glow -- 

some three or four feet deep  -- rolling noise, etc." 

If a researcher had never heard of a tornado, and were asked to 

compare the eyewitness accounts of tornadoes  (such as these) with 

those concerning UFOs, he would probably find the tornado reports 

to be more fantastic and incredible.    Luminous tornado clouds with 

no funnels to the ground are possible causes of several UFO reports. 

11. Dust Devil  Electricity 

During the heat of the day,  the air temperature is high at the 

desert floor but decreases rapidly with height.    At some critical 

temperature gradient  (called the autoconvective lapse rate) violent 

upward convection of heated air occurs.    Under certain desert con- 

ditions,  the upward convection may be rather intense in small areas. 
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Rapidly rising air is  replaced by cooler air which  flows inward 

horizontally and asymmetrically, thereby creating a vertical vortex 

funnel.    Such a desert vortex made visible by dust  and sand particles, 

is known as a dust devil.    Unlike the tornado,  however,  the dust devil • 

begins  from the ground and rises upward.    Although  it  can sometimes 

blow a man over,  it is much less powerful than a tornado. 

Recent measurements  indicate that strong electric fields are 

generated by dust devils.    The precise nature of the  charge separation 

process is not understood, but in this eise at least,  the electrical 

effects are almost certainly the result of convective motions  and 

particle interactions. 

Luminescent effects  of dust devils have never been reported and 

would be extremely difficult  to detect in the daytime.    Since dust 

devils do not occur at night when the desert floor is  cooler than the 

air above,  this phenomenon can not explain UFOs reported at night. 

12.    Volcano Lightning 

Undersea volcanic eruptions began on the morning of 14 November 

1963,   only 23 km from the southern coast of Iceland, where the water 

depth was 130 m.    Within  10 days an island was  created which was 

nearly 1 km Irng and  100 m above sea level.    Motion pictures showed 

clouds  rising vertically at  12 m/sec to an altitude of 9 km.    The cloud 

of 1 December contained intense, almost continuous  light, presumably 

the  result of large dust particles and perhaps electret effects 

of sulfur. 

Aircraft flights through  the volcanic cloud were made during 

periods of no lightning.    Large electric fields were measured,  sometimes 

exceeding 11,000 volt/m. 

The production of lightning by volcanos  is  of considerable 

interest for atmospheric electricity.    Nevertheless,  there is no 

evident relation between volcano lightning and UFO reports. 
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13.    Earthquake-Associated Sky Luminescence 

Intense electrical activity has often been reported prior to, 

during,  and after earthquakes.    Unusual luminescent phenomena seen 

in the sky have been classified into categories:     (1)  indefinite 

instantaneous illumination:    (a)  lightning (and brightenings),   (b) 

sparks or sprinkles of light,   (c)  thin luminous stripes or streamers; 

(2) well-defined and mobile luminous masses:     (a) fireballs  (ball 

'. lightning),   (b) columns of fire  (vertical),   (c) beams of fire  (presumably 

K horizontal or oblique),   (d)  luminous funnels;   (3) bright flames 

and emanations:    (a)  flames,   (b)   little flames,   (cj  many sparks, 

(d)  luminous vapor;   (4) phosphorescence of sky and clouds:     (a) 

diffused light in the sky,   (b)  luminous clouds.    The classification 

is somewhat ambiguous, but is rather descriptive of luminous events 

associated with earthquakes. 

The earliest description of such phenomena was given by Tacitus, 

who describes the earthquake of the Achaian cities in 373 B.C.E. 

Japanese records describe luminous effects during many severe earth- 

quakes.    In the Kamakura Earthquake of 1257, bluish flames were seen 

to emerge from fissures opened in the ground. 

Flying  luminous objects are mentioned in connection with the 

earthquake at Yedo (Tokyo)  during the winter of 1672.    A fireball 

resembling a paper-lantern was seen flying through the sky toward the 

east.    During the Tosa earthquake of 1698, a number of fireballs 

shaped like wheels were seen flying in different directions.     In 

the case of the Great Genroku Earthquake of 31 December 1730 in 

Tokaido,   luminous "bodies" and luminous "air" were  reported during 

the nights preceding the day of severest shock.    Afterwards a kind of 

luminosity resembling sheet lightning was observed for about 20 days, 

even when thtre were no clouds in the sky.    One record of the Shinano 

Earthquake of 1847 states:    "Under the dark sky, a fiery cloud appeared 

in the direction of Mt.   Izuna.    It was seen to make a whirling motion 

and then disappeared.     Immediately afterward,  a roaring sound was 
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heard,  followed by severe earthquakes."    In Kyoto in August,  1830, it 

is reported that duiing the night preceding the earthquake luminous 

phenomena were seen in the whole sky; at times,  illumination emitted 

from the ground was comparable in brightness to daylight.    In the 

Kwanto Earthquake of 1 September 1923,  a staff member of the Central 

Meteorological Observatory saw a kind of stationary fireball in the 

sky of Tokyo. 

The earthquake at I zu,   26 November 1930, was studied in detail 

for associated atmospheric luminescence.    Many reports of sightings 

were obtained.    The day prior to the quake,  at 4 p.m*,  a number of 

fishermen observed a spherical luminous body to the west of Mt.  Amagi, 

which moved northwest at considerable speed.     Fireballs (ball lightning) 

and luminous clouds were repeatedly observed.    A funnel-shaped light 

resembling a searchlight was also seen.    Most witnesses reported 

pale blue or white illumination, but others reported reddish or 

orange colors. 

That large electrical potentials can be created by the slippage 

or shearing of rocks  is not surprising.    Nevertheless, associated 

ball lightning and luminous clouds are of significance to this 

study.    Of possible importance is the use of electrical measurements 

to provide some advance warning of an impending earthquake. 

14.    Mountaintop Electricity 

Mountains are sharp projections which rise from the conducting 

surface of the earth.    The electrical potential of a mountain is essentially 

equal to   that of the surrounding lowlands.    Consequently, when an 

electric field is set up between cloud and ground, the potential gradient 

(or electric field strength) reaches a maximum between the mountaintop 

and the overlying clouds. 

The large potential gradient which often exists on a mountaintop 

may give rise to a number of events related to coronal discharge. 
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Physiological effects of large electric fields are frequently reported 

by mountaineers.    Many of these effects are also occasionally reported 

in connection with UFQs.    In this section we summarize eyewitness re- 

ports from mountaintsps. 

1. A graduate student of the University of Colorado was climbing 

Chimborazo, a high and isolated mountain in Ecuador.    The summit 

is  a large flat plateau 400 meters in diameter and 6266 meters above 

sea level.    He and a companion left their camp at 5700 meters on 

the morning of 1 March  1968.    At    10 a,m.  clouds started forming at 

the peak, and a small amount of graupel began to fall.    When they 

reached the summit, between 2 and 2:30 P.»".,  there was considerable 

cloudiness.    Just as they were about to take the traditional photo- 

graph of conquest,  the graupel began to fall more heavily.    Suddenly 

they felt an odd sensation about their heads, described as mild 

electric shocks  and crackling and buzzing sounds.    Their aluminum 

glacier goggles began to vibrate, and their hair   stood on end. 

The climbers dived into the snow and waited.    Thunder was heard in 

the distance.    They found that whenever they raised their heads 

off the ground,  the electrical effects recurred.     It seemed as if 

there were an oppressive layer 50 cm above the surface.    After waiting 

half an hour,  the climbers crawled off the peak on their bellies. 

They proceeded in this manner for an hour and a half,  400 meters across 

the plateau and down the slope.    After descending 60 meters,  they found 

they could stand up.    By this  time the fall of graupel and the sounds 

of thunder had ceased. 

During the  1870'$ and 1880^, the Harvard College Observatory 

maintained a meteorological station at the top of Pike's Peak.    The 

journal of this expedition makes fascinating reading: 

2. "16 July 1874.    A very severe thunderstorm passed over the summit 

between 1 and 3 p.m.,  accompanied by mixed rain and hail.    Sharp 
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flashes and reports came through the lightning arrester, to the terror 

of several lady visitors; outside the builc    ? the electric effects 

were still more startling.    The strange crackling of the hail,  mentioned 

before, was again heard,  and at the same i      . the observer's whiskers 

became strongly electrified and repellent,  tt<vd gave quite audible 

hissing sounds.    In spite of the cap worn,   uie observer's scalp 

appeared to be pricked with hundreds  of rej hot needles, and a burning 

«ensation was felt on face and hands.    Silent lighcning was seen 

in all directions  in the evening, and ground-currents passed incessantly 

through the arrester." 

3. "21 July 1874.    Not only did the constant crackling of the fallen 

hail indicate the highly electrified state of the summit, but from the 

very rocks proceeded a peculiar chattering noise, as if they were 

shaken by subterranean convulsions." 

4. "25 May 1876.    At 6 p.m.  continued thunder was heard overhead 

and southeast of the peak.    The arrester was continually making the 

usual crackling noise.    About this time, while outdoors,  the observer 

heard a peculiar "singing" at two or three places on the wire very 

similar to that of crickets.    When the observer approached near one 

of these places the sound would cease, but would recommence as soon 

as he withdrew two or three  feet distant." 

5. "18 August 1876.    During the evening the most curiously beautiful 

phenomenon ever seen by the observer was witnessed,  in company with 

the assistant and four visitors.    Mention has been made in journal of 

25 May and  13 July of a peculiar "singing" or rather "sizzing" 

noise on the wire, but on those occasions  it occurred in the daytime. 

Tonight it was heard again, but the  line  for an eighth of a mile  (200 m) 

was distinctly outlined in brilliant  light, which was  thrown cut 

from tho wire in beautiful scintillations.    Near us we could observe 

these little jets of flame very plainly.    They were invariably   in 

the shape of a quadrant,  and the rays   concentrated at the surface of 
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the line in a small mass about the size of a currant,  which had a bluish 

tinge.    These little quadrants of light were constantly jumping from 

one point to another of the line, now pointing in one direction, and 

again in another.    There was no heat to the light,  and when the wire 

was touched, only the slightest tingling sensation was felt.    Not only 

was the wire outlined in this manner, but every exposed metallic point 

and surface was similarly tipped or covered.    The anemometer cups 

appeared as four balls of fire revolving slowly round a common center; 

the wind vane was outlined with the same phcsphorescent light, and 

one of the visitors was very much alarmed by sparks which were plainly 

visible in his hair,  though none appeared in the others'.    At the time 

of the phenomenon snow was  falling,  and it has been previously noticed 

that the "singing" noise  is never heard except when the atmosphere is 

very damp, and rain, hail,  or snow is falling." 

t>.   "16 June 1879.     (During afternoon).    One of those electric storms 

peculiar and common to Pike's  Peak prevailed.    A queer hissing sound 

issued from the telegraph  line,  the wind-vane post,  and another post 

standing  in a deep snow drift near by.    Observer stepped out  to view 

the phenomenon, but was not standing in the snow drift   long, when the 

same buzz started from the top of his head; his hair became restless, 

and feeling a strange creeping sensation all over his body, he made 

quick  steps for the station." 

7.     "10 July 1879.    At 5 p.m.  the hail turned to snow,   and ceased at 

5:30 p.m., the wind being gentle throughout.    On stepping to the door 

at 6 p m., observer states  that he felt a peculiar sensation about 

the whole body,  similar to that of an awakening  limb after being 

benumbed;  that his hair stood straight out from his head,  and seemed 

to produce a peculiar "singing" noise like that of burning ev/ergreens; 

the telegraph line and all metallic instruments producing a noise like 
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that of swarming bees. When he put on his hat, the prickly sensation 

became so intense that he was compelled to remove it, his forehead 

smarting as though is had been burned for fully three hours later. 

At 7 p.m. the electric storm had ceased." 

With the exception of tornado situations described earlier (where 

heat is also present), it is not likely that electrical sensations 

are anywhere more intense than on mountaintops. UFO reports sometimes 

indicate creepy, crawling sensations, much less pronounced, however, 

than those experienced by mountaineers. 

15. Meteor lonization and Meteor Sounds 

A meteor is a streak of light produced by the interaction with the 

atmosphere of a solid particle (or meteoroid) fron interplanetary space. 

Most meteoroids, particularly those that appear on schedule during cer- 

tain times of the year, are probably dust balls which follow the orbit 

of a comet. When they enter tht atmosphere they produce short-lived 

streaks of light commonly known as shooting stars. 

A fireball or bolide (Groek for javelin) is a meteor with a luminosity 

that equals or exceeds that of the brightest planets (apparent magnitude 

-5). A solifl object called a meteoi ite may be deposited on the earth's 

surface after a bolide, but never after scheduled meteor showers. 'Flic 

appearance of a bolide is randoni, and not correlated either in space 

or ir time with -omet orbits and the usual meteor showers.  Boliccs are 

believed to he  caused by solid fragments from tao asteroid belt, whereas 

the scheduled meteors are i au-ed by di:.st balls from cometary orbits. 

When a MO.eoroid pai> : ^s through the upper atmosphere, a shock 

wave is generated, accompanied by intense heating of the surrounding 

air and the meteoroid surfaces. Atom^ which boil off the meteoroid 

surface possess »"hermal speeds of about 1 km/sec and directed velocities 

of up to 72  km/sec.  Ihey collide with surrounding air molecules, and 

create an envelope of ion'iation and excitation.  A meteorile only  a few tens 
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of centimeters wide may be surrounded by an ionized sheath of gas some 

tens of meters or more in diameter.    De-excitation and recombination 

processes give rise to the long visible trail behind the meteoroid. 

Meteor trails are visible at altitudes between 110 and 70 km. 

The brightest bolides can cast shadows over a radius of 650 km. 

To be as bright as the full moon, meteoroids of at least 100 kg are 

required.    About 1500 meteoroids enter the earth's atmosphere each 

year, each with a mass greater than 100 kg. 

The visual appearance of a bolide differs considerably from that 

of a shooting star.    Vivid colors and color changes are common.    Bolides 

have been seen to break apart, with fragments circling slowly on the way 

down or flying in a line or in an apparent formation.    The trajectory of 

a bolide can appear almost horizontal to the observer.    Because of the 

extreme brightness and the  large diameter of the ionization envelope, 

distances to bolides are always underestimated, particularly if it should 

flare up toward the end of Ihe descent.    Odors of brimstone near the 

impact point have also been reported. 

Meteor trains associated with bolides sometimes remain luminescent 

for an hour or so.    Such a train may appear as a glowing column about 

one kilometer in diameter.    The mechanism which allows certain meteor trains 

to glow for so long a time is not known.    Radar trails of ordinary 

meteors last only 0.5 sec.    Spectral analysis of glowing meteor trails 

reveals many bright emission lines from excited air atoms.    Radiation 

from the hot surface of a meteoroid has  also been detected on rare 

occasions.    These emission  lines reveal only common elements   (such as 

iron,  sodium, magnesium,  and other minerals),   implying a chemical con- 

position similar to the earth and to the asteroids.    During the day, 

a bolide train is seen as a pillar of dust at lower altitudes rather 

than as a glowing column in the upper atmosphere. 

Some minutes after exceptionally bright bolides, some witnesses 

have heard sounds decribed as thunder, the boom of a cannon,  rifle or 
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pistol fire,  etc.    These sounds are produced by the fall and deceleration 

of a massive meteorite or of several  fragments. 

There are also a significant number of reports concerning sounds 

heard while the bolide was still descending from the sky,  perhaps a 

hundred kilomeiers 'ibove the ground.     These sounds  are described as 

hissing,  swishing, whizzing, whirring,  buzzing, and crackling,  and are 

attributed to bolides with an average  apparent magnitude of -13 

(about the brightness of the full moon).    Such noises could not have 

propagated all the way from the meteorite, since sound travels  too 

slowly. 

At one time it was believed that people who observed bolides  imagined 

the sounds,  as a psychological  association with noise from sparklers and 

other fireworks.    Meteor sounds  are now regarded as physical  effects. 

On several  occasions the observer first heard the noise and then looked 

upward to seek the cause.     (Similar noise has also been reported during 

times of auroral activity.) 

One hypothesis  is  that  low frequency electromagnetic radiation is 

emitted by bright bolides and detected by human sonse organs.     Human 

subjects exposed to radar beams  of low  intensity have perceived sensations 

of sound described as buzzing,  clicking,  hissing,  or knocking,  depending 

on the transmitter characteristics.     A pulse-nodulated signal  with a 
2 

peak electromagnetic radiation  flux of 4 watt/m" at the observer was 

perceived as  sound by subjects whose  audible hearing was  good  above 

5 kHz.     If the background noise exceeded 90 decibels,   the radio frequency 

sound was masked, but earplugs   improved the reception. 

During the fall of one of the  largest bolides,  near Sikhote-Alin, 

near Vladiovostok   (USSR),   an electrician on a telephone pole  received 

a strong electric shock from disconnected wires at  the  instant the bolide 

became visible.    Hie shock may have been due to other causes,  but  the 

possibility of strong electromagnetic  effects is not ruled out. 

,■1 
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At present, measurements made during smaller meteor events  (of 

the dust ball variety) give no indication of significant radio emission. 

Magnetic effects are insignificant. 

Another conjecture is that atomic collisions in the vicinity of a 

meteorite bring about a separation of charge along the ionization trail 

of the bolide.    For coronal discharge effects to occur at ground level, 

however, the bolide would have to separate many thousands  (or even tens 

of thousands) of coulombs about 30 km.  along its ionization trail.    Such 

a process seems unlikely. 

The noises which appear simultaneously with the bolide are not 

understood.     If strong electrical fields accompany a bolide, other effects 

such as  lightning or ball lightning may occur.    Both lightning and ball 

lightning have occasionally been reported in clear non-stormy weather. 

There are also several reports of large chunks of ice falling out of 

cloudless skies.    They are not believed to have fallen from aircraft. 

The ice chunks may arise from electrical effects of bolides, or  (more 

probably) may be the meteorites themselves. 

16.    Micrometeorites of Antimatter 

The existence of anti-protons, anti-electrons, anti-neutrons,   etc. 

is no longer a subject for speculation.    A particle and its anti-particle 

annihilate one another on contact, creating radiant energy.    Consequently, 

we do not fir.d antimatter on the earth.     It  is not known how much anti- 

matter exists elsewhere in the universe. 

In June of 1908, a bolide of enormous magnitude fell near the 

Tunguska River about 800 km.  north of Lake  Baikal  in Siberia.    The 

light was possibly as bright as  the sun and was seen over a radius  of 

70C to 1000 km.    Acoustic noises from the shoe* were heard as  far away 

as  1000 km.     No trace of a crater has ever been found, but within a 

radius  of 40 km.,  exposed trees were flattened with their tops point- 

ing radially away from the epicenter.    Witnesses felt intense heat on 
their skin.    Metal  objects near the  impact point were melted.     Trees 

were scorched for  18 km around.    An earthquake was detected on seismographs 

at  the   Irkutsk Magnetic and Meteorological  Observatory which  corresponds 
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in time to the impact of the bolide.    Barometric waves circled the globe. 

Magnetic disturbances were reported on many continents.    The energy 
1 ft 17 

released by the Tunguska bolide is estimated between 10      and 10     joules 

(.the energy range of hydrogen bombs). 

Several million tons of dust may have been injected into the atmos- 

phere.    For several weeks after the event,  luminous clouds  in Europe and 

Western Siberia made it possible  in certain areas to read at midnight under 

the open sky.    The observatory at   Irkutsk could not  see the stars.    A 

traveller noted in his diary that night never came.    The nature of these 

luminous clouds is still a matter of debate. 

The composition of the bolide and the cause of the explosion arc not 

known.    A very massive meteorite should impact with the ground and leave 

a large crater (even though the meteorite and part of the ground would 

be immediately vaporized).    The Tunguska bolide, however,  apparently H 

exploded some 3 km or so above ground level. 

Several hypotheses have been advanced concerning the m.ture of the 

bolide and the explosion:   (1) a meteorite of large initial mass with an 

almost horizontal trajectory;  (2)  a collision with a comet containing an 

ice or dust nucleus;   (3)  a high energy chemical reaction initiated by 

radicals  in a head of a comet;   (4)  a nuclear explosion initiated by the 

shock wave of a large meteorite;   (5) an antimatter meteoroid of a few 

hundred grams. 

The first two hypotheses are conventional. Even so, it is extremely 

difficult to evaluate quantitatively the optical, acoustical, and thermal 

effects that might occur under all possible circumstances. The remaining 

hypotheses were proposed to explain the thermal effects. 

The fourth hypothesis seems unlikely.    A fission reaction of such 

magnitude would require that  large almost-critical masses of fissionable 

material be suddenly brought together.    A fusion reaction would require 

an initial temperature of several million degrees Kelvin.     Neither of 

these possibilities seems reasonable. 

The  fifth hypothesis has measurable    consequences.     When matter and 

antimatter come into contact,  they annihilate each other,  and produce gamma 

ray,  kaons, and pions.     If an antimatter meteoroid were to collide with the 

atmosphere, negative pions would be produced.    The nuclei  of the surround- 

ing air atoms would absorb the negative pions and release the neutrons. 
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Nitrogen nuclei would capture the neutrons and be turned into radioactive 

carbon 14.    As carbon dioxide,  the radiocarbon would be dispersed through- 

out the atmosphere and be absorbed by living organisms. 

The energy of the Tunguska bolide was estimated from a study of 

the destruction that occurred. The initial quantity of antimatter and 

the amount of radioactive carbon dioxide produced was then estimated. 

Sections of trees which grew in 1908 were analysed for radiocarbon. 

The conclusion of several scientists is that the Tunguska meteor was 

probably not composed of antimatter. The best guess is that a comet 

collided with  the earth in June,   1908. 

Nevertheless, the hypothesis of antimatter meteorites is  intriguing. 

If a significant amount of antimatter does exist in the universe,  it is 

possible that antimatter Supernovae might   eject   tiny grains of anti-mass 

at relativistic speeds.    Such a grain might penetrate our galaxy and 

collide with the earth's atmosphere.     Entering at relativistic  speeds, 

the grain might  survive until  it  reached the troposphere.    A fraction 

of a microgram of antimatter would destroy an equal mass of matter and 

release many megajoules of energy, perhaps creating luminous spheres. 

However,  the annihilation of a fast antimatter meteorite has never 

been calculated in detail, and possible visual effects are unknown. 

Moreover,   since small grains of antimatter would leave virtually no 

trace,   this hypothesis remains as pure speculation. 

17.    Plasma Theories for UFOs 

Two articles and one popular book have been written on plasma 

interpretations  of UFOs by P.  J.   Klass.     Klass was  impressed by reports 

of UFOs  in close association with high tension power lines near 

Exeter,  New Hampshire.    Many popular books assert that UFOs are extra- 

terrestrial spaceships which hover over power lines to refuel.     Klass 

believes  that  some UFOs are an unusual  form of coronal discharge 

analogous to St.  Elmo's fire. 
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In his  first article, ball  lightning is assumed to be a manifesta- 

tion of extreme coronal discharge.    Klass points out that ball  lightning 

and the Exeter liFOs compare favorably with regard to color, shape,  sound, 

dynamics,  lifetime,  and size.    According to those reports, the diameters 

of the UFOs ranged from the size of a basketball  to 60 meters.    This size 

range may be due to the difficulty of making distance estimates at night 

without visible reference points.    Exeter is close enough to the sea for 

salt to form on high tension wires and had very  little rainfall  that 

summer to wash away the salt,  thus providing points from which coronal 

discharge could occur. 

Criticisms are  (1)   that other seacoast  towns with high tension wires 

did not report UFO activity during the drought period, and  (2)   the  lumi- 

nosity, although near the wires, was occasionally some angular distance 

away. 

Klass also examined other UFO reports  including those seen at  air- 

craft altitudes.     In his second article, which is concerned with the 

general UFO problem he asserts that ball  lightning may occur under many 

situations,  and consequently may be the cause of many unusual UFO sight- 

ings.    Various aspects of ball  lightning and the  laboratory creation of 

luminous plasma by microwaves and gas discharges   are briefly discussed. 

Klass argues that plasma blobs would have the same characteristics and 

would cause the same effects as those occasionally attributed to UFOs, 

including the abrupt   (sometimes explosive)   disappearances, maneuvers 

near aircraft,  rapid accelerations,  stalled automobiles, heat,  prickling 

sensations,   irritated eyes, etc.    lie discusses one observation of an UFO 

seen through Polaroid sunglasses and one report  of an agitated magnetic 

compass. 

The book,  UFOs Identified,  is an expanded version of the two arti- 

cles, and contains background of the author's  investigation.    He 

discusses ball   lightning,  the behavior and appearance of UFOs,  radar 

and photographic  evidence,  the various reactions  to his articles,   and 
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an account of a couple who claim they were held prisoner in an UFO.    The 

book does not attempt to summarize any of the fundamental principles of 

atmospheric electricity, plasma physics, or atmospheric dynamics. 

About reports of automobiles stalled near UFOs.  Klass writes: 

"Because a plasma contains a cloud of electrified particles, there is 

no doubt that if an auto battery were enveloped by such a plasma the 

battery could be short-circuited.    But it is difficult to explain how 

an UFO-plasma could gain entry to the car battery in the engine compart- 

ment without first dissipating its energy to the metal body of the 

car.    Another possible explanation is based on the fact that an electric 

charge in the vicinity of a conducting surface, such as a car's hood, 

creates a mirror image of itself on the opposite side of the conducting 

surface."    The implication here  is mistaken:     the image charge discussed 

in electrical theory is not an actual charge on the other side of a 

metal   shield, but a mathematical  fiction that  is used to describe the 

alteration of the electric  field by redistribution of electric charges 

on the metal shield. 

Alleged automobile malfunctions are discussed in Section III, 

Chapter 5 of this  report,  and was   purposely omitted here.    However, 

a few reimrks may be in order.    As Klass points out,  some motorists 

have reported that both headlights and engine failed.    Others have 

reported that only the engine or only the headlights failed.    Often 

police cars have chased UFOs for tens of kilometers  so engine failure 

does not always occur.    Moreover,  no unusual magnetic patterns have 

so far been detected  in auto bodies. 

When radar was secretly being developed by the    RAF prior to 

the London Blitz  (World War II),   some of the local people of Burnham- 

on-Crouch were convinced that the mysterious masts recently erected had 

stopped passing automobiles.    Presumably when the purpose of radar 

became known, cars were no  longer stalled. 

In addition to ball  lightning and coronal  discharge, he also 

suggests  tornado clouds with no funnel to ground,   luminescence generated 
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during snowstorms,  rotating dust vortices,  and small charged 

ice crystals.    Another one of his ideas is that occasionally a highly 

charged aircraft may release ions into a large wingtip vortex. 

The vortex remains  luminous for awhile, to be encountered shortly 

thereafter by another aircraft.    Although coronal effects occur on 

aircraft surfaces,   it is unlikely that a lightning ball could detach 

from an aircraft and remain luminous  for more than a few seconds, 

18.    Plasma UFO Conference 

On  27 and 28 October    1967,  several physicists expert in either 

plasma physics or atmospheric electricity met  in Boulder,   Colo,   to 

discuss the UFO problem with staff members of this project. 

Participants  in the plasma UFO conference were: 

Marx Brook:    New Mexico Inst.   of Mining and Technology 

Keith A.   Brueckner:    University of California (San Diego) 

Nicholas  C.  Christofilos:    University of California (Livermore) 

Ronald T.  H.  Collis:    Stanford Research Institute 

Edmond M.   Dewan:    Air Force Cambridge Research Lab. 

Herman W.  Hoerlin:    Los Alamos Scientific Lab. 

Bernd T.   Matthias:    University of California (San Diego) 

Arnold T.  Nordsieck:    Santa Barbara, California 

Marshall  N.   Rosenbluth:    James Forrestal  Research Center 

John H.   Taylor:     University of California  (San Diego) 

UFO Study Members 

Various  aspects of atmospheric electricity were reviewed,  such as 

ball  lightning,  and tornado and earthquake  luminescence.    Unusual 

UFO reports were presented for discussion.     These included a taped 

report by a   B-47 pilot whose plane was  paced for a considerable  time 

by a glowing  object.    Ground radar reported a pacing blip which 

appeared to be  16 km from the aircraft.    After review the un- 

animous conclusion was  that the object was  not a plasma or an 

electrical  luminosity produced by the  atmosphere. 
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Participants with a background in theoretical or experimental 

plasaa physics felt that containment of plasma by magnetic fields 

is not likely under atmospheric conditions for more than a second or 

so.    One participant listed the characteristics that would be ex- 

pected to accompany a large plasma.    These are  (1) thermal emission, 

(2) production of ozone and odor of N.O,  (3)  convective air motions, 

(4) electrical and acoustic noise,  (5) unusual meteorological con- 

ditions. 

Another plasma physicist noted that a plasma explanation of 

certain UFO reports would require an energy density large enough 

to cause an explosive decay.    Atmospheric physicists, however, re- 

marked that several reports of ball lightning do indicate unusually 

high energy densities. 

All participants agreed that the UFO cases presented contained 

insufficient data for a definitive scientific conclusion. 
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Eyewitness accounts 2,  3, 5, 6,  7,  and many others even more incredible 

are found in: 

20, Eyewitness Accounts of Kugelblitz, Edmond M.  Dewan:    CRD-25,   (Air 

Force Cambridge Research Laboratories) March,   1964. 

Account 4 concerns a photograph taken by Robert J.  Childerhose of the 

RCAF.    The description is found in the book by Klass, which is  cited 

below. 

The strange case in St. Petersburg, Florida is discussed in: 

21. Theory of the Lightning Balls and Its Application to the Atmospheric 

Phenomenon Called "Flying Saucers," Carl Benedicks:    Arkiv for 

Geofysik  (Sweden), vol.  2,  p.   1,   1954. 

Section 8: 

An advanced treatise, primarily concerned with laboratory experiments,  is*. 

1. Electrical Coronas  (Their Basic Physical Mechanisms),  Leonard 

B.  Loeb:    Univ. of California Press,  1965. 

See also; 

2. "High Voltage Transmissions," L.O.  Barthold and H.G. Pfeiffer: 

Scientific American, May,   1964. 

3. Corona Chemistry, John A.  Coffman and William R.  Browne:    Scientific 

American, June,  1965. 

Section 9: 

See reference #3 in ball  lightning,   and 

1.    The Nature of Light  and Colour in the Open Air, M.  Minnaert: 

Dover Publ.,   1954. 

Section 10: 

1. Tornadoes of the United States,  Snowden D.  Flora:    Univ.   of 

Oklahoma Press,   1954. 

2. Tornadoes, Morris Tepper:    Scientific American, May,   1958. 
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3. On the Mechanics of a Tornado, J.R.  Fulks:    National Severe Storms 

Project Report No. 4, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, February,   1962. 

4. Electrical Theory of Tornadoes, Bernard Vonnegut:    Journal of 

Geophysical Research, vol. 65, p.  203,  1960. 

5. Tornadoes:    Mechanism and Control, Stirling A. Colgate:    Science, 

vol.   157, p.   1431,   1967. 

Magnetic measurements near a tornado are reported in: 

6. Electric Currents Accompanying Tornado Activity, Marx Brook: 

Science,  vol.   157,  p.   1434,   1967. 

The eyewitness reports used in this  review  came from a number of 

sources, and were collected in: 

7. Electromagnetic Phenomena in Tornadoes,  Paul  A, Silberg:    Electronic 

Progress, Raytheon Company, Sept.  - Oct.,   1961. 

8. Dehydration and Burning Produced by the Tornado,  P.A.  Silberg: 

Journal  of the Atmospheric Sciences,  vol.   23, p.  202,   1966. 

P      Luminous Phenomena in Nocturnal Tornadoes,  B.  Vonnegut and James 

K.  Weycr:     Science,  vol.   153,  p.   1213,   1966. 

Section  .U: 

1. The Electric Field of a Large Dust Devil,  G.D. Freier;    Journal  of 

üeophysica    Research,  vol.  65,  p.  3504,   1960. 

2. The Electric Field of a New Mexico Dust  Devil, W.D.  Crozier: 

Journal of Geophysical Research,  vol.  69,  p.   5427,   1964. 

Section  12: 

1. Whirlwinds Produced by  the Eruption of Surtsey Volcano, Sigurdur 

Ihorarinsson and Bernard Vonnegut: Bulletin American Meteorological 

Society, vol. 45, p. 440, 1964. 

2. Electricity in Volcanic Clouds, Robert Anderson et al.: Science, 

vol. 148, p. 1179, 1965 

Section 13: 

1.    On Luminous Phenomena Accompanying Earthquakes, Torahiko Tcrada: 

Bulletin of the Earthquake Research Institute,  Tokyo Imperial 

University,  vol.  9,  p.  225,   1931. 
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2. Raccolta e Classificazione di Fenomeni Luminosi Osservati nei 

Terremoti, Ignazio Galli:    Bolletinc della Societa Italiana, 

vol.   14, p.  221,   1910. 

For background: 

3. Long Earthquake Waves, Jack Oliver:    Scientific American, March, 

1959. 

4. The Plastic Layers of the Earth's Mantle,  Don L.  Anderson:    Scientifit- 

American, July,   1962. 

Section 14: 

1. Personal communication from Thomas Bowen,  Dept.  of Anthropology, 

University of Colorado,   1968. 

2. Extract from Daily Journal,  Sunrnit of Pike's Peak,  Colorado: 

Annals of the Observatory of Harvard College,  vol.   22,  p.  459, 

1889. 

Section 15: 

1. Meteors, Comets,  and Meteorites, Gerald S.  Hawkins:     McGraw-Hill, 

1964. 

2. Meteorites,  Fritz Heide:    Univ.  of Chicago Press,   1964  (German 

edition,  1957) 

3. Out of the Sky (An  Introduction to Meteoritics), H.H.   Nininger: 

Dover Publ.,   1952. 

4. Strange Sounds  from the Sky,  Mary F.  Romig and Donald L.  Lamar: 

Sky and Telescope,  October,   1964. 

5. Principles of Meteoritics,  E.L.  Krinov:    Pergamon Press,   1960 

(translated from Russian). 

6. Giant Meteorites,  E.L.   Krinov:    Pergamon Press,   1966   (translated 

from Russian). 

7. Meteor Science and Engineering,  D.W.R. McKinley:     McGraw-Hill,   1961. 

8. Fossil Meteorite Craters,  C.S.  Beals:    Scientific American,  July, 

1958. 

9. High Speed Impact,  A.L    Charters:    Scientific American,  October,   1960. 
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10. Note on Persistent Meteor Trails, Sydney Chapman: in The Airglow 

and the Aurorae, (Belfast Symposium, 1955), E.M. Armstrong and A. 

Dalgamo (editors), Pergamon Press,   1956. 

Section 16: 

The description of the 1908 bolide is  found in reference #6 above 

by Krinov.    Evidence that anti-matter is not involved,  is discussed 

in: 

1. Possible Anti-Matter Content of the Tunguska Meteor of 1908,  Clyde 

Cowan,  C.R.  Alturi, and W.F.  Libby:    Nature, vol.  206, p.   861,   1965. 

2. Nun-anti-matter Nature of the Tunguska Meteor,  L. Marshall: 

Nature, vol.   212, p.   1226,   1966. 

Anti-matter in the universe is discussed in: 

3. Anti-Matter,  Geoffrey Burbidge and Fred Hoyle:    Scientific 

American,  April,   1958. 

4. Worlds-Antiworlds, Hannes Alfven:    W.H.   Freeman and Co.,   1966. 

5. Anti-Matter and Cosmology, Hannes Alfven:    Scientific American, 

April,   1967. 

Chemical radicals  are discussed in: 

6. Frozen Free Radicals,  Charles M.  Herzfeld and Arnold M.   Bass: 

Scientific American, March,   1957. 

7. Production and Reactions of Free Radicals in Outer Space,  F. 

0.  Rice:    American Scientist, vol.  54, p.  158,   1966. 

Also for background: 

8. Chemistry at High Velocities,  Richard Wolfgang:    Scientific 

American, January,  1966. 

An   alien spaceship theory  is  advocated in: 

9. Unidentified Flying Objects,  Felix Zigel:    Soviet  Life,   February, 

1968. 

Section 17: 

1.    Plasma Theory May Explain Many UFO's,   Philip J.   Klass:  Aviation 

Week and Space Technology, p.  48, August 22,  1966. 
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2. Many UFOs are Identified as Plasmas, Philip J.   Klass:    Aviation 

Week and Space Technology, p. 54, October 3,   1966. 

3. UFOs Identified, Philip J.  Klass:    Random House,   1968. 

Stalled automobiles in connection with radar are mentioned in: 

4. Full Circle  (The Tactics of Air Fighting  1914-1964), Group 

Captain John E. Johnson:    Ballantine Books,  1964. 

Vortices created by aircraft are discussed in: 

5. Boundary Layer, Joseph J.  Cornish  III:    Scientific American, 

August,   1954. 

6. Shape and Flow, Ascher H.  Shapiro:     Doubleday Anchor Books,   1961. 

7. Airman's   Information Manual, Part I:     Federal Aviation Administration, 

November,   1967. 

Criticisms of Klass'   ideas   are found in: 

8. UFOs:    An International Scientific Problem, James E. McDonald: 

Astronautics Symposium,   Canadian Aeronautics  and Space Institute, 

Montreal Canada,   12 March 1968. 

Section 18: 

The difficulties involved in the magnetic confinement of a plasma 

are discussed in: 

1.     Leakage Problems in Fusion Reactors,  Francis  F.   Chen:    Scientific 

American, July,   1967. 

Section 19: 

In addition to the aspects  of atmospheric electricity mentioned in 

this  review, many other physical phenomena and psychological effects 

may be involved in many  (if not all)   sightings.     For background reading 

in addition to Minnaert's book cited in Section 9: 

1. Flying Saucers,  Donald H.  Menzel:    Harvard Univ.   Press,   1953. 

2. The World of Flying Saucers, Donald H. Menzel   and Lyle G. 

Boydr    Doubleday 5 Co.,   1963. 
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3. Afterimages, G.S. Brindley:    Scientific American, October,  1963. 

4. Illusion of Movement,  Paul A.  Kolers:    Scientific American, October, 

1964. 

5. Texture and Visual Perception,  Bela Julesz:    Scientific American, 

February,  1965. 

6. Psychological Time, John Cohen:    Scientific  American, November, 

1964. 

7. Aerial Migration of Insects, C.G. Johnson:    Scientific American, 

December,  1963. 

S.    Biological Luminescence, W.D. McElroy and H.H. Seliger:    Scientific 

American, December,   1962. 

9.    Various Colorado newspapers,  April  11,  1966. 

10.    The Elements Rage, Frank W.  Lane:    Chilton Books,  1965, 
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Chapter 8 

Balloons - Types, Flight Profiles and Visibility 

Vincent E. Lally 

\ 
I 

1.    Types of balloons > 

Three kinds of balloons can give rise to UFO sightings:    neoprene 

or rubber balloons which expand during ascent from six feet to 30 ft. 

in diameter; polyethylene balloons which are partially inflated on the 

ground and fill out at float altitude to a diameter of 100 ft.  to 400 ft.; 

and small super-pressure balloons called "ghost" balloons. 

Neoprene balloons 

When neoprene or rubber balloons which are used to carry radiosondes 

begin their ascent,  they have a diameter of six feet.    They continue to 

expand as they rise,  and the balloons that reach an altitude of 140,000 ft. 

are 55 ft.  in diameter.    All of these balloons shatter when they reach 

a volume at which a weakness develops.    One of these balloons has flown 

as high as 156,000 ft., higher than the largest polyethylene balloons. 

These balloons are used to make measurements of air temperature, humidity, 

and winds.    Approximately 90% of the neoprene balloons reach 80,000 ft.; 

probably 50% of them reach 100,000 ft.    The neoprene balloon at any 

altitude has  a brighter reflectance tlu.n either the polyethylene or the 

"ghost" balloon.     It  is opaque on the ground.     As it rises and expands, 

its skin becomes thinner and reflects and scatters light.    They are 

used in quite laroe numbers in many places for routine observation 

because of their low cost.    About 100,000 of these a year are flown  in 

the United States,  with most launches  at scheduled times from airports 

and military installations.    During their ascent up to 20,000 ft.,   the 

neoprene balloons are visible to the naked eye during the daytime,  out 

once they attain an altitude of 20,000 ft.  or higher they cannot be 

seen from the ground. 

Super-pressure balloons 

The other small balloons  are the super-pressure "ghost" balloons. 

In general these have payloads of a few grams.    The balloons are usually 
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spherical and size is a function of altitude; five feet in diameter at 

20,000 ft., seven feet at 40,000 ft., ten feet at 60,000 ft.    A few 

larger balloons have been flown at higher altitudes.    Over 300 super- 

pressure balloons have been flown in the Southern Hemisphere.    Several 

balloons have flown for over 300 days in the Southern Hemisphere with 

two balloons still flying which have been in the air for more than 11 

mo.     Not more than 20 long duration flights have been made in the 

Northern Hemisphere. 

Polyethylene balloons 

At launch polyethylene balloons are filled with a gas bubble 

varying from 20 -  70 ft.   in diameter.    Twenty feet of gas will  lift 

a small balloon to 100,000 ft.    A 70-ft. bubble is required to carry 

the Stratosccpe  II with a 7,000-lb.  telescope.    Scientists flying this 

type of balloon usually want to attain altitudes between 80,000 and 

120,000 ft.  to gather data on atmospheric radiation or composition. 

The "cosmic ray community" is the largest user of "ghost" balloons. 

The diameter of these balloons at altitude is anywhere from 60 - 250 ft. 

The 250-ft. size is for the Stratoscope  II system.    The largest balloons, 

those approximateing 300 ft.,  are designed for very high altitudes. 
7 

The largest balloon that has been flown to date holds  2.6 x 10    cu.   ft. 

of gas and is just under 400 ft.  in diameter.    There are a large number 

of 10,000,000 cu.   ft. balloons being flown approximately half from 

Palestine, Tex.    A few years ago the most common balloon was the 

3,000,000 cu.  ft.  size. 

2.    Visibi.Uty 

The relative visibility of a balloon depends on its type, size, 

material,  time-of-day,  and altitude.    The human eye can usually detect 

a balloon against a bright sky background when the intercepted arc is 

0.5 mil or greater.    The radiosonde balloon is visible in daylight to 

a distance of two to four miles.    During ascent,  the "ghost" balloon 

is visible against the bright sky background at a distance of about 

two miles.    At altitude the intercepted arc of "ghost" balloon varies 
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from between 0.2 - 0.6 mil. The polyethylene balloon provides a 

target of one to two mils at altitude. 

The large polyethylene balloons absorb about 5% of sunlight; 

however, they scatter and reradiate as much as 20 - 30% of the inci- 

dent light.  This scattering is very much a function of angle. Polyethylene 

balloons are always visible at altitude during daylight hours when the 

sky is clear.  It is often difficult to focus the eyes on the balloon, 

but once seen it is easy to relocate the balloon. The "ghost" balloon 

is not visible above 20,000 ft. during daylight hours. 

Polyethylene balloons are shaped more like a pear than a sphere, 

although they always oppear spherical from the ground to the naked eye. 

Glass fiber tapes affixed to the gore seams are used to strengthen 

polyethylene balloons carrying heavy payloads. Observed from the ground 

through a telescope, a shell effect gives a taped balloon a saucer-like 

appearance.  The tape itself, which is the basic reflecting element, 

is quite shiny and reflects well. On very lightly loaded systems the 

balloons are tapeless; heavier loads require the glass fiber tapes. 

As seen through the telescope, then, the taped balloons appear much 

shinier and are distinguished by their scalloped appearance. 

3.  Derelicts and cutdown 

Another phenomenon that might be witnessed by an observer during 

the day is what is know: as the "cutting down" of a balloon.  When the 

decision has been made to terminate a balloon's flight, the tracking 

aircraft will send a destruct signal to the balloon's control and 

command mechanism and a squib will fire.  This will detach the payload 

and shatter the balloon. The payload is then tracked by the plane as 

it parachutes to the ground.  Occasionally, however, the balloon will 

not shatter. 

The shattering of a balloon during payload detachment is easily 

visible (especially in the late afternoon or early morning).  However, 

the entire operation is no".  The payload chute is only 60 ft. in 

diameter so that it is barely visible.  The tracking plane which sends 
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the destruct signal may be 30 - 40 mi. away from the balloon. The 

"cutting down" of a balloon is usually accomplished one or two hours 

before sunset or just after dawn so that the pilot can visually track 

the parachute down. When the balloon does shatter, a large part of 

the balloon comes down in one piece as a flapping mass.  There is 

little side motion or apparent hovering.  Its speed of decent depends 

on how the balloon breaks up. 

With improved balloon materials, there were a number of cases in 

1966 where the balloon did not shatter but continued its ascent. 

Normally, if the balloon does not shatter, it should rise so fast 

after the shock that the gas does not escape rapidly enough to 

prevent bursting.  Occasionally the balloon will begin to stretch, 

and if there is no weakness in it, the balloon could remain aloft at 

that higher altitude for four or five days.  It might fly at 130.000 

or 140,00') ft. until sunset at which time the gas will cool, reducing 

the volume by S%.     This  causes the balloon to descend a few thousand 

feet.  In daytime, at high altitudes the balloon's skin tends to run 

colder than the atmospheric temperature.  As the balloon cools in the 

evening, it starts to descend because it has lost its volume. When 

it gets to approximately 60,000 - 70,000 ft., where the atmospheric 

temperatures are colder, the balloon is wanner than ambient temperature. 

It then picks up the S0« lost solar heat and continues to float along 

at this altitude until the next morning when it warms up and returns, 

to maximum altitude. 

For example, a 1,000,000 cu. ft. balloon, launched in France 

came down in Montana in August 1966, after having remained aloft for 

27 days.  This balloon had been traveling at 60,000 to 100,000 ft. 

4. Balloon motion 

Actual balloon movement during the day is no more discernible than 

the movement of hands on a clock.  At many times a balloon will appear 

to move if there are clouds in the sky just as a flagpole might seem 

to fall over when one is looking at it while lying on his back.  The moon 
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demonstrates this same phenomenon when it seems to move across fields 

and jump fences while looked at from a moving automobile.  Anytime there 

are clouds, a balloon may appear to move at extreme speed. 

A small balloon observed in the first few thousand feet of ascent, 

of course, will be quite obviously moving.  Our very lar^e balloons 

climb at a rate of 7()(» - 1,000 ft/min; radiosonde balloons ascend at 

1,000 - 1,200 ft/min.  As these balloons reach higher altitudes, they 

could encounter strong wind shears (changes in velocity associated with 

changes in altitude) of the order of 30 knots/1,000 ft.  Hence, 

velocity could change by as much as 30 knots in a minute, but even this 

would not mdYc  a lar^e change in position.  The angular movement would 

always Le small over any une-minutc period. 

With respect to dn'light sightings, pilots invariably estimate 

that balloons they see are considerably lower than their true height. 

Tor example, a pilot flying at 30,000 or 40,000 ft. will always report 

that the balloon is between 10,000 and 40,000 ft. above him.  Me will 

never say it is 100,000 ft. above him.  The difficulty arises because 

no one conceives of a balloon 300 ft. in diameter.  There is no depth 

to the balloon and no background which permits an estimate of either 

size or distance. 

A frequent occurrence in Boulder, Colo., when searching for a 

balloon whicli has been recently launched, is to focus on the fluffy 

balls from a rnttonwond tri'f  floating 50 - 100 ft. above the observer. 

The cottonwood ball lias been tracked on several occasions for two to 

three minutes before its motion convinced the observer that it was 

a one-inch cottonwood ball at 100 ft. and not a 10-ft. balloon at 

10,000 ft. 

5.  Twilight effects 

Just after sunset, a balloon may still be in sunlight.  At this 

time the contrast becomes sharp and the balloon is clearly visible. 

A good bright balloon appears at least as bright as the brightest 

we ever see Venus when the planet is high in the sky : This "twilight 

effect" may continue from 20 min. to two hours. 
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At high altitudes we have another striking effect for the last 

few minutes before the sun sets at balloon altitude. This is caused 

by the sun reflecting oft the balloon producing a rosy pink and later 

bright red color as the sun's rays pass through a hazy atmosphere and 

only the red end of the spectrum reaches the balloon. This has geriera*ed 

reports of fiery objects in the sky. 

The neoprene balloons are also visible at twilight. ,*n Australian 

scientist made experiments at NCAR for about a vear using a new technique 

for measuring ozone. He flew a neoprene balloon with a little stopper 

attached which permitted the gas to escape and enabled the balloon to 

remain aloft for one or two hours at altitude instead of ascending and 

bursting. To make measurements of the reflectance of the sun on 

the balloon and determine the ozone concentration, he launched the 

balloons so that they would reach 100,000 ft. above the observing site 

just after sunset.  Ihese balloons were plainly visible about sunset, 

continued to becone brighter and brighter, and then receded to a faint 

glow before disappearing. 

b.  Lighted balloons 

Small rubber pilot balloons are still being used in many countries. 

For night soundings these two-foot diarreter rubber balloons are tracked 

by small candles placed under the balloon. A single candle in a little 

holder has been used. The holder creates an even glow and keeps the 

candle from going out. The candle has been replaced in most countries 

by small battery-powered bulbs of approximately two candle power. 

Although the pilot balloon tracked by theodolite is no longer in common 

use in the U. S. , a light is still used on radiosonde balloons at 

night to assist the observer to acquire the balloon, particularly if 

the night is dark and the trackers have had difficulty locking the 

radar set on the target. The blinking, bobbing light swaying under a 

pilot balloon or radiosonde balloon produces an exciting and attractive 

UFO.  ilie hAA requires th-tt large polyethylene scientific balloons 

carry lights when below 60,000 ft. at night. They can provide an 

awesome sight as they slowly ascend. 
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7 .     Frequency of  ("lights 

About  100 polyethylene tulloons are flown each year from Palestine, 

lex.    San An^elo,  Tex.  has  been an active  launch  area with as many  as 

100  -   200 per year.     Chico,   Oilif.,  during  the winter months  has  about 

ten  flights,   and Holloman Al B,   N.  M.   (White Sands),   has approximately 

fiO  -   100 per year.    Minneapolis remains  still a center of balloon 

activities with  JO  -   SO  flights  per year  --  usually of small   polyethylene 

balloons. 

In addition,   there are  other field programs  during  the year  that 

arc- undertaken by  universities  and manufacturers.      Ten  to 2(1  flights 

are made from Cardington,   l.nglaiul each  summer.     A  continuing   flight 

program  is conducted   from Aire sur ''.Vdior,   trance.     Australia,   Russia, 

India,   and Brazil  have active  flight   programs using   largo polycthelene 

balloons. 

About  100,000 of the small  neoprenc balloons   are  flown each year 

in  the United States   for  routine observation.     Radiosonde balloon 

flights constitute a vast undocumented area.    They are generally 

sent up four  times  a day.     Flight  schedules are all  based on Greenwich 

time.     At some times  of the year at  some places   in  the  country,   the 

balloons will be going  into altitude at  twilight.     There are approximately 

100  sites  in  the United States  that  send up  radiosondes  four tin,es  a 

day.     Records  of"  launch  time  ;uid   location  for these balloons  are Kept 

in Asheville,   N.  C. 

A radiosonde balloon  ascending  to   100,000  ft.   at   twilight   and  then 

shattering can be the source of reports  of a  fiery  object   in  tiie  skies 

which disappears   in  a burst   ol    flame. 

8.     Balloon UFOs 

Two situations  are  illustrated  that   have produced UFU reports. 

In .January  I0()4,   i   large balloon was   Hown   from the Glen ( unyon Dam 

area near I'ago, Ari:.     It was   a 0,000,000 cu.   ft.   balloon with  a   light 

pay load.    The balloon,  which was  flying  at   135,000  ft.,  had encountered 

extremely strong winds.     About  three hours  after   it   reached altitude 
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it was decided to cut the balloon down.    By this  time the balloon was 

over Okla,     It did not burst during payload detachment,  but maintained 

its  integrity and continued to ascend to 140,000 ft.    When,  just after 

sunset,   it came over the Rast Coast at 140,000 ft., a number of pilot 

reports were received of a balloon sighted at 60,000 - 70,000 ft. 

Because  it was at twilight on a very clear day,  a number of people saw 

the balloon.    This triggered a rash of flying saucer stories.    For 

example,   in Va.  the people of a small town gathered a posse together to 

go out  into a field to pick up the little green men.    The sherrif 

attempted  to halt  them,  but after a gun-waving encounter was  forced 

to give up.    The towns people then went out  into the field and fortunately 

failed to  find their little men. 

At  altitudes of 5.000 -  10,000 ft. we fly a different kind of 

"ghost" balloon.    This cylinder-shaped balloon is approximately 20 ft. 

long ar.d about two feet  in diameter.    We flew one of these from Boulder 

on 23 June 196S at  an altitude of 6,500 ft.     We  lost the balloon 

after a few hours.     It went through some rather heavy showers,  and 

seventeen days  later over the Azores a silvery object like a long 

spear was  sighted in the sky.    At  the same time as the silvery object 

was seen -- all of the clocks on the Azores  stepped.    Later investigation 

determined that an electrician short-circuited the island's clock power ( 

supply while he was working on a fuse box. 

9.    Conclusions 

The public at large and even many scientists are unaware of the 

great number if balloon launchings  that occur every year in all parts 

of the world.    The majority of such launchings are for meteorological 

studies,  but some relate to other atmospheric or astronomical research. 

By far   most of the balloons  launched for whatever purpose go 

unobserved except by tho^e directly interested in their performance. 

They perform their missions and are cutdown or burst unnoticed by the 

public.    This is due to the fact that most launchings take place at 

times and under conditions which make observation -- and misidentification -- 

of them unlikely or impossible.    As a result, when a balloon  is observed 
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under unusual conditions by individuals not familiar with the kinds 

of devices described in this chapter it may be erroneously reported 

as an UFO. 
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Chapter  9 

Instrumentation for UFO Searches 

Frederick Ayer 11 

1.     Introduction 

Most of the thousands of existing; reports of UFO phenomena 

are poor sources of information.    They contain little or no data, 

are reports of hoaxes, or are the result of misidentification of 

familiar objects.    Only a very small percentage of these reports 

provide concrete information from which any inferences can be 

drawn. 

The need for instrumented observation of UFO phenomena arises 

from the fact that an observer's unaided senses arc not  reliable 

recorders of scientific data.     Further,  the ability of an observer 

to supply useful   information  is  affected by his training, his state 

of mind at the time of the observation,  and his suggestibility, both 

during and after the event.    Accuracy requires  instrunents to measure 

precisely data such as angles,  apparent or real velocities, distance, 

color,  and luminance. 

Even an observer with optimal training, objective state of mind, 

and minimal suggestibility is hard pressed when unassisted by instru- 

ments, to provide useful scientific information. This is especially 

true in the case of UFO phenomena, which are typically of short dur- 

ation, occur in an unfamiliar environment, and lack points of refer- 

ence from which reasonable inferences as to distance, size, and vel- 

ocity can be drawn. 

Even when instrunents are available to him, the observer and 

the  analyst of his report must be aware of a process  inherent in any 

scientific inquiry; namely, the tendency of the investigator to look 

for evidence to support or discount a given hypothesis.     In this state 

of mind,  the investigator tends to disregard all data from his instru- 

ments  that arc irrelevant to his predetermined goal.    An air traffic 

controller,  for example, concentrates on radar echoes  that he feels 
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quite certain are those that come from those aircraft for which he is 

responsible.    A meteorologist focusses his attention on quite different 

data on the radar scope:    thunderstorm,   tornado, and frontal  activity. 

The military observer pays  less heed to natural phenomena and  concen- 

trates on data on the scope that might  signify the approach of billistic 

or orbiting bodies. 

In other words, almost  all   investigative processes begin with a 

built-in  "filter" designed  to minimize whatever,   for the   investigator 

concerned,  constitute^  "noise."    lUit one man's noise  is  frequently 

another man's  data.    The physicist   interested  in the elastic  scattering 

cross-section of pi-mesons   interacting with protons begins  hi^   analysis 

by setting up criteria that tend to eliminate all   inelastic events. 

This  filtering process  turned out to be at work when researchers 

in atmospheric physics examined the read-out of a scanning photometer, 

an  instrument  normally used  in studies  of airglow.    The device  scans 

a sector of the sky and records  the result as a trace on paper  tape. 

The zodiacal   light and the Milky Way appear as broad humps;  stars and 

planets as sharp spikes.    An UFO would also appear as such a spike, 

but its motion would cause the spike to appear in different parts of 

the sky  in successive scans. 

Would the operator of the scanner notice such a trace?    Or would 

he   ignore  it,   along with  the star and planet  "noise"?    Since his   atten- 

tion  is  focussed on the traces that  indicate airglow,   it  seemed   likely 

that he would  fail  to notice any trace attributable to an UFO. 

This proved to be the case.     Hxamination by project  investigators 

of a zodiacal  light photometer read-out made at the time of a vis- 

ual sighting revealed fou/ spikes  in successive scans  that could not 

be attributed to stars or planets.    The personnel  analyzing  the data 

had ignored them.    Geometric reconstruction of the object's path  estab- 

lished that the photometer had recorded a ballistic missile   in  trajectory 

over the Pacific Ocean.    Details are found  in Section 8 of this 

chapter,   ,:llaleakala  II." 

But even  if the operator of an instrument fails to notice what, 

to him,   is noise,  another operator employing the same device for a 
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different puTpose has access to all the recorded data ind can therc-

foi3 search for the specific information of interest to lntr. As 

demonstrated in the case of the scanning photometer, the instrument 

can be employed to provide a record of an UFO that can later be sub-
jected to scientific analysis. Not all existing instruments, however, 

have adequate resolving power or other design features for effective 

searches for UFO phenomena. 
Future studies of UFO phenomena should, in my judgment, be based 

upon information recorded by suitable instruments. This chapter will 

discuss existing instruments and instrument systems with special 

reference to their suitability for an UFO search. It will also sug-

gest what instruments and instrument systems might be devised that 
u. o 1 mu. roa ' I • -ielu suitable data for the study of UFC phenomena. 

I. The All-Sky Camera 
The all-*kv camera was developed in order that permanent photo-

graphic records of he time of occurrence, intensity and location of 

ora' I airglow displays could be made automatically. During the 

International Geo physical Year, .(1957-1953) 114 all-sky cameras were 

in operation at tes from near the North Pole to the South Pole. 

The cameras are designed to photograph about 160* of the sky 

and to record angular distances from the zenith by means of lights. 

Photosensitive detectors switch the cameras on at dark and off at 
daylight. Exposures are short and can be set to any desired value. 

Local or Universal Time and length of exposure are recorded on each frame. 
Table 1 lists the salient points of the cameras of several participating 

countries. For further details see: \nnals (1962) Gartlein (1947). 

The film is examined by trained personnel and the data on auroral 

position and brightness in each of three areas, as a function of time, 

are entered on a five-line format called an "ascaplot.." The three 

areas are the northern, zenith and southern. The northern and south-
ern zones cover the regions lying between 60° and 80° from the zenith, 

and the zenith area takes in the whole of the sky between 60° and 

the zenith. 
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Table 1 

Features of Some 1.  G.  \ 

All-Sky Cameras 

Fi 1m Number of 

Country 
width 

mm. 

16 

exposures 
per hour 

(i{)-80 

altemat ing 

lixposure 
in seconds 

Film 
Type 

Time 
Accuracy 

U.S.A. io-:o, 
IS,48 

liastman 
Kodak 

♦  10  sec.   to 
+    2 minutes 

Tri -x, 
11 ford IIP-3 

Canada 35 00 4-40 
alterna- 

ting 

liastman 
Kodak 
Tri -x 
Pan. 

♦  3 sec.   to 
+  1   minute 

Canada lb 60 30 Eastman 
Kodak 
Tri -x 
Neg. 

♦  1  minute 

U. S. S. K. 35 i:.60,120. 
180 

alternating» 

5,10,JO 
alterna- 

ting 

High 
sensitivirv 
Negative 
Pan. 

+  2.$  S'.'c. 

'apan 16 M0 13 High ^0.3 minutes 
sensit ivity 
Pan. 

Argentina      16 60,48 20 Eastman 
Kodak 
Tri-x 

♦   1  minute 
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At a height of 100 km., the lowest altitude at which auroras 

generally exist, the camera covers a region of about 3° of latitude. 

Most of the cameras record on 16 mm. film, and tĥ  diameter of 

the circular sky image is about 10 mm. Since the individual silver 

grains in the emulsion are of the order of ly (= 0.001 mm.) in diameter, 

image less than 20p is very poorly resolved. To produce a 20p 

image, an object 100 km, distant would have to be no less than 600 

meters in diameter. It is apparent that the resolution of such an 

instrument is not adequate for objects of more terrestrially common 
dimensions. 

The sensitivity of the all-sky camera is also disappointingly 

low for purposes of UFO search. For instance, referring to point 

sources, Dr. Gerald M. Rothberg, in his report on one month's obser-

vation with one of these cameras, states that five miles is "roughly 

the muximun distance at which we can detect the landing lights on 

commercial airliners, as determined from photographs of planes. . ." 

The sky-coverage of these instruments is very good, however, 

amounting to about 83% of a hemisphere of the same radius. However, 

each camera can sample only about 0.2% of the volume of sky 100 km. 

high over the continental United States, which amounts to about 

9 X 108 km3. 

A thorough test of a 16 mm, U.S. all-sky camera was made by 

Dr. Rothberg during August 1967. (Case 21) The camera was operated 
for about 150 hours on seventeen nights. Exposures started at dusk 

and ended at dawn. The camera made one 40-sec. exposure per minute. 

The total number of frames taken was about 9,000 during a period when 

106 local UFO sightings were reported. Rothberg states that 
...continued at high frequency during the feasibility 

study, less than 12 of 9,000 all-sky camera exposures 

contained images not immediately identifiable. Only 

two of these coincided in time and azimuth with a 

sighting report. Study of one negative suggests that 

the image is either that of a meteor whose path was at 

or nearly at a right angle to the focal plane or that 

an emulsion defect or impurity is responsible for the 

image. The other negative's image was identified 

as a probable aircraft. (Case 27). 
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One UFO sighting was definitely recorded by the camera; the 

objects were three garment-bag balloons which were photographed re- 

peatedly over a period of 15 min. 

In appraising the value of the all-sky camera as the instrument 

to use in any follow-up investigations, Dv. Rothberg is "less than > 

enthusiastic about (their) use" for an LFO search. 

Put very simply, a camera designed for the observation of airglow 

and auroral phenomena, both of which are large, amorphous luminous 

regions, does not have the resolution necessary for investigating 

phenomena such as fireballs, ball lightning, tornadoes, or UFOs. 

3. Ihe Prairie Network 

Instrumented meteor astronomy is a comparatively young field 

dating back not much before 1936 when the Harvard Meteor Project began. 

Determination of mass distributions, size and composition has been 

difficult because results have to be arrived at by inference only 

instead of from studies of samples collected in the field. 

Current theory holds that meteors originate from two sources: 

comets and asteroids. It is thought that meteors which survive long 

enough in our atmosphere to reach the surface are asteroidal in origin, 

From spectroscopic evidence it appears as if comets were composed of 

solid particles - "dust" - weakly bound by material which can exist 

in solid form only at very low temperatures. Only the dust can exist 

for an appreciable time in the solar system, and it is these solids 

which appear as cometary meteoroids.  As a matter of interest, this 

does not preclude the deep penetration of our atmosphere by large 

cometary fragments. The Tunguska Meteor of 1908 is thought to have 

been such a fragment, and the devastating effect of this encounter 

is still visible today (Krinov, 1963). 

Almost all meteorites in museum collections were found accidentally 

and the time of landing for about half of them is unknown.  Seeking 

to increase the recovery rate and to pinpoint the time of arrival, 

the Smithsonian Institution began to design the Prairie Network in 
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the earl/ 1960s (McCrosky, 1965) in such a way as to increase the area 

coverage over that of the Harvard Project and to improve the probability 

of observirp large, bright objects. Between 1936 and 1963 four tech- 

nical advances proved particularly important in the basic design of 

the system: the Super-Schmidt camera, much faster photographic 

emulsions, radar, and the image orthicon. The Super-Schmidt and high- 

speed film were originally used in an effort to determine the trajectories 

of faint meteors having initial masses of 10  "  gm. The radar and image 

orthicon have been combined into a system for the study of meteors 

which are fainter than the Super-Schmidts were capable of detecting, 

and which are presumed to be of cometary origin. A grant from NASA 

established the network and the first prototype photographic station 

went into operation at Havana, 111. in March 1963. About a year later, 

the network first functioned when ten stations be^an working reliably. 

The complete network now consists of 16 stations of 

four cameras each, located at the apices of a set of nesting equilateral 

triangles having a separation of 225 km.  Each of the four cameras is 

aligned with a cardinal point of the compass with the diagonal of its 

i).5 sq. in. film oriented vertically.  The optical axis of the camera 

is elevated at an angle of 35° to the horizon, but as the effective 

field of the present lenses is "100° one corner of the film will 

photograph ~10o below the horizon and the extreme of the opposite 

corner falls short of covering the zenith by ^10° (See Fig. 1) 

As a result, there are five blind spots, one vertical and the other four 

at true compass bearings of 45°, 135°, 225° and 315°, amounting to 

about 20% of the total hemisphere. All 16 interlocking stations 
2 

cover a total impact area of 1,500,000 km . 

The Super-Schmidts are capable of recording stars with a photo- 

graphic magnitude of as low as M  =- +3, but the network cameras 

have considerably lower sensitivity, computed at M  = -3. 

The angular velocity of the meteorite is determined by interrup- 

ting the streak of its path on the film by means of a shutter that 
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runs  continuously.    The shutter motion is  interrupted at  regular 

intervals  in order to produce a timing code that indicates  time in 

reference to a clock face photographed on each frame.    This  permits 

fixing the time of passage with respect  to the exposure interval. 

The standard exposure is three hours so that three to four 

frames  are produced each night.    Operation of the camera is  controlled 

by photosensitive switches that turn the system on at  twilight  and 

off at dawn.     To prevent fogging by moonlight or other bright  sky 

conditions,  each camera is equipped with both a neutral density 

filter and a diaphragm activated by a photometer. 

Other features  insure the proper exposure and recording of time 

intervals of meteors having a photographic magnitude greater than 

M      =  -6. 
PR 

Stellar magnitudes are stated on a logarithmic scale.    A 

difference of five magnitudes  corresponds  to a ratio of brightness 

of 100.    Because the astronomers  traditionally have referred to a 

bright star as being of "the first magnitude," and  less bright stars 

as being "second magnitude" or "third magnitude" stars,   the sign given 

to a magnitude is   inverse to its brightness.    An object  of M    -1   is, 

by this  convention,   100 times brighter than an object of M    M  (a 

difference of five magnitudes).    Magnitudes  of some familiar heavenly 

bodies  are:     sun   -26,72;   full moon ^-12;  Venus  -3.2 to -4.3;  Vega ♦0.J; 

Polaris +2.1.     The  faintest magnitude visible to the normal,  unaided 

human eye is  about +6. 

Photographic   (M    )  and radar (M     .)  magnitudes are  related to 

v'sual magnitudes by coefficients which  are functions of the wavelength 

of the radiation as well  as the characteristics of the detector. 

Although a meteor may be recorded by more than two cameras or 

stations,  only two views are necessary to determine altitude,  velocity, 

and azimuth.    The two best views are those in which the  line joining 

them is the most nearly perpendicular to the trajectory.    Such stereo- 

pairs will  detect meteors at altitudes  of 40-120 km.     If the measure- 

ments  indicate that  the meteor may  land  in a region relatively 
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accessible to network personnel, a third view of the trajectory, downstream 

from the first pair, and where the meteor has fallen to an altitude 

of between 10 and 40 km., is then measured to determine the rate of 

momentum loss from which the impact ellipse is computed. 

Exposed film from one-half of the stations is collected every 

two weeks and scanned at field headquarters in Lincoln, Neb. 

The rato of acquisition of film is '500 multi-station and '500 J 

single-station meteors per year, frames with meteors from one station | 

are cut out of the film strip and a search is made for views of the I 

same event taken at other stations. The assembled events are then 

sent to Cambridge, Mass. for measurement.  It is necessary to meas- 

ure the length of every interval on the meteor track produced by the 

shutter, the positions of about forty stars, and to make densitometric 

measurements of the trace. 

One of the most important functions of the network is to facil- 

itate recovery of meteoritic material. The network's design is adequate 

to provide an "impact error" of 100 meters for the "best determined 

objects." But such accuracy fails to guarantee recovery because the 

object of search is nearly indistinguishable from the more common 

field stones. One recent search occupying 150 man-days resulted in 

no recovery. Since the start of the project some 500 man-days of 

search have yielded no recoveries. 

In contrast, the Canadian "network," which was not yet in 

operation by June 1968, has already recovered at least one meteor 

by careful and extensive interrogations of persons who had witnessed 

meteor falls.  Similarly, in Czechoslovakia, four pieces, out of the 

many which make up the Pribram meteor, were recovered before the 

impact point had been determined from data obtained by a simple two- 

staiton system not designed for this purpose. 
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4.    Evaluation of the Prairie Network 

Colorado project scientists atteapted to evaluate the usefulness 

of the Prairie Network as an instrumented syste» for UFO searches.    A 

list of UFO sightings dating back to 196S that occurred within the 

network Units was presented to the supervisor of the field head- 

quarters in Lincoln, Neb.    He was requested to produce those plates 

which might conceivably have been able to photograph the objects which 

gave rise to the sightings.     Information supplied to the supervisor 

was deliberately limited to case number, year, month, day, time, city, 

duration,  direction, and location.    Duration of the sighting was given 

in minutes.     Direction in the sighting reports referred either to 

the direction in which the observer was looking, or the direction of 

motion of the object.     Location was specified by the coordinates of 

an atlas.     Presenting the Information in this form avoided biases 

based on preconceptions and placed more emphasis on the immediate 

environs of the sighting point.    The assumption that an UFO was in 

the immediate neighborhood of the sighting was made so as to combat 

any tendency to attribute sightings to distant objects,  that  is, to 

astronomical bodies. 

A map was prepared for each case (see Fig.   2)  and each film 

scanned for exceptionally bright objects and planes or satellites. 

Tracks of bright meteors were never seen because the films on which 

they appeared had been sent to Cambridge, but the azimuth, elevation, 

and trajectory of these meteors were available and correlated with 

the sighting report.    Angular positions of bright objects were roughly 

determined by means of a template. 
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The following criteria were applied to the reports and to the 

filas: 

Not operating  (NO):    cameras do not operate before dusk 

or after dawn and they sometimes malfunction or run 

out of film. 

Meteor (M):    a fireball with a known trajectory computed  by 

its film tracks at several stations. 

Overcast (0) :    this applied to cases where two nearby 

stations were so overcast that no star images 

showed,  and where there was little information 

I on fil« fro» no,* disun. stations. 
I 

No information (NI):    this classification was used when 

the report  failed to state the direction in which 

the observer was looking or the direction in which 

the object was moving, or both. 

No conclusion (NC):    the report information was so frag- 

mentary that no correlation between the objects on 

the photograph and those reported, was possible, or 

the films gave no information which could confirm 

that an object was seen. 

Inconclusive identification (II):    if the photographic 

evidence showed the presence of a body which could 

have been responsible for the sighting with a fair 

degree of probability, the case was called incon- 

clusively identified. 

Conclusive identification (CI):    when description in the 

visual report was confirmed with a high degree of 

probability in all characteristics,  the case was 

considered to be conclusively identified. 

The following rules were adopted: 

a) All NI cases became NC 

b) No NO cases were labelled NC 

c) Som; 0 cases were classified NC 
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Of 114 cases, two were identified as meteors, one conclusively 

and owe inconclusively,  four cases received conclusive and 14 incon- 

clusive identifications.    Of the remaining cases 80 were classified 

NC; and 14, NI  or NI combined with NO and 0. 

The sighting identified conclusively as  a meteor was made by a 

couple who were driving north on Highway 281, six miles north of 

Great Bend, Kans., at 2200 CST.    They reported that they saw ",   .   . 

a flash or burst of fireworks above car, not unlike the usual  Fourth 

of July fireworks, except that this was much larger and much highe;-. 

The fireworks or sparkles were varicolored and out of them emerged 

a disc-like object about  the size of an ordinary wash  tub.     flic 

object was  as  red as fire, but  it  appeared solid with  a very de- 

finite,  sharp edge ....  and traveling at a tremendous  speed.     Its 

direction was north-northeast  and in a straight line.   ...   It  did 

not  require more than five seconds  to reach a distance that made  it 

invisible   .   .   ." 

Two phrases in this statement needed clarification:     "above us" 

and "its direction was north-northeast."   The observer explained that 

"above us meant through the upper part of the windshield."    He said 

that his   (and his wife's)   attention was  called to the object by  the 

flash of the burst, which they saw just to the west of north,  and 

it vanished while still slightly west of north.    He insisted that the 

object was  traveling north-northwest, explaining the correction by 

saying that he often confused west Kith east.    He was  therefore  cer- 

tain that   it could not have been on the NW to SB course determined 

from the photographic data,  and that  it was not a meteor because  it 

was rising,  not  falling.    Questioned as  to the time, he said that 

10:00 P.M.  was  approximate and that  the duration of the sighting was 

short,  probably  less than the  five seconds  referred to. 

Six stations of the Prairie Network photographed a meteor at 

about  10:10 P.M., determined that  it passed over Republican City, Neb. 

at  an altitude of some 50 km. ,   and predicted that  its  point  of impact 

was near Downs,  Kans.    Republican City lies a few degrees west of north 

from the sighting point at a distance of about 177 km.,  and Downs 
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an equal number of degrees east of north at a distance of about 

116 km.    Assuming a mean distance of 145 km. ,  the observer saw the 

meteor at an elevation of approximately 19°.    The elevation of the 

top of a windshield of an American two-door sedan from the eye level 

of a man of average height is about 25° or less. 

The observer's  impression was that the object was rising.    Thic 

would be expected if it were approaching him at a constant altitude. 

His strong feeling that it was on a northerly course, and therefore 

receding,  is explained by recalling the very short time during which 

he saw it. 

Considering the general agreement as to time, elevation and region 

of viewing, the probability is high that the object seen was the meteor 

photographed. 

The second case was  labeled inconclusive because, in spite of 

the paucity of information available about  it, there was a relatively 

close agreement between the time of the sighting  (0001 CST,  26 January 

1967)  and the time of a meteor recorded on three network stations 

(2341:51 CST,  25 January 1967).    The discrepancy of only 18 minutes 

leads to a probable  identification of the sighting as the meteor, 

but the  identification cannot be made conclusive. 

A striking example of the lack of correlation that can occur 

between a familiar ob ect and the interpretation of a sighting is 

related in the case where a large, helmet-shaped,  luminous body appear- 

ed overhead from behind a cliff.    The observer was driving west. 

He reported that the object stayed nearly overhead for 45 min.  until 

it disappeared behind a hill to the southwest at an altitude of about 

40°. 

Network photographs show the moon moving from 245° to 270°  at a 

starting elevation of 85° dropping to 45°.    Stars and a plane also 

appeared on the film, but their positions did not tally with the report. 

Neither the observer nor the Air Force interviewer mentioned that 

the moon was visible, but the conclusion appears to be inescapable 

that the object seen was the moon.    A summary of the results of this 
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study is presented in Table  2 . 

Bearing in mind that Prairie Network optics and geometry were 

designed to detect bright  astronomical objects at high angular vel- 

ocities,  it is not surprising that 100% of the conclusive and 67% of 

the inconclusive identifications relate to astronomical objects.    In 

fact, any future investigation utilizing the network should guard 

against a possible bias  arising from its design features. 

The network's  identification of 18% of all sightings with a 

fair degree of probaoility,   does not  constitute as  poor a performance 

as might be thought since 34% could not be recorded becaase of over- 

cast and 43% were so deficient in information that,  even if an object 

had been recorded by the  film it would have been  LmpossihU- to corre- 

late it with the sighting. 

5 .    The Tombaugh Survey 

In 1923,  Dr.  W.H.  Pickering calle;! attention to the possibility 

that undiscevcred small natural earth satellites might exist.     In 

1952,  after a long period of searching  for trans-neptunic planets and 

"lost" asteroids,  during which the planet Pluto was  found.  Dr. Clyde 

W.  Tombaugh began a search  for small  satellites which might be in cir- 

cular geocentric orbits having radii between 5,000  and  20,000 mi. 

In searching for small,  high-velocity bodies having a  luminance 

close to the photographic threshold,  it is  essential  to avoid "trail- 

ing";   that  is,  the image must be kept stationary with  respect  to the 

film.     For example,  if a star image 0.04 mm.   in diameter trails over 

the emulsion for a distance of 10 mm.,  its brightness  at any point 

will  be diminished in the  ratio 0.04/10.0 =  1/250  times.    The re- 

sulting trail  image may be below the film's  threshold.    Therefore, 

Dr.  Tombaugh's experimental method was based on searching the sur- 

faces  of a large number of spherical  shells, each  concentric with the 

earth.    The angular velocity of the search in each  shell was made equal 

to the angular velocity a body moving in the gravitational  field of 

the earth would have at a geocentric distance equal  to the radii-s of 

that shell.   (Tombaugh,   1959). 
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The ininimizing of trailing permitted the recording of images down 

to the Mpp  = +15 in a 2 min. exposure.    A dark rock,  four feet in 

diameter, having a reflectivity equal to that of the moon, at a geo- 

centric distance of 26,200 miles, would produce an image of this 

photographic magnitude. 

The project was terminated at the end of June 1956.    The number 

of concentric shells searched was over 100, resulting in a collection 

of 13,450 photographs.    A few dozen possible natural satellite images 

having photographic magnitudes  lying between +16 and +14 were  found 

and attemptf  were made to recapture them by repeatedly photographing 

tne shells  in which they occurred, but with no success.    The conclusion 

is that these images were either film defects,  very small  asteroids 

in elliptical orbits around the sun, or natural satellites in ellip- 

tical,  rather than circular,  orbits  around the earth. 

As a by-product of this project,  a search for moon satellites was 

made during the  lunar eclipse of November 1956.    Three telescopes, 

monitored by a sky photometer, produced a total of 25 plates,  record- 

ing point images down to about M      = +17.    Some 500 candidates were 

found in the region between the moon's surface and a lunicentric dis- 

tance of 37,000 miles, but none survived a detailed analysis. 

A program of visual observation for nearby objects at very  low 

latitudes began at the end of 1955 and continued through  1958.    The 

equatorial plane,  at distances between 600 and 2,500 miles  from the 

surface of the earth, was searched with a twelve inch Newtonian  re- 

flecting telescope and 10 X 80 binoculars.    The telescope had a  limit- 

ing visual magnitude of +11  at 100 miles  and +  13 at  2,400 miles, 

while the    binoculars  could detect objects ofM     = +8 at  100 miles 

and of M^   = +9 at  2,800 miles.    No satellites were seen.   In the words 

of the report: 

It is most unlikely that  any objects  larger than [two 

feet  in diameter at an altitude of 100 miles or twenty 

feet at 2,500 miles as seen by binoculars,  and several 

inches  at  100 miles or three  feet at 2,500 miles  as seen 
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by the telescope] existed .... during 1956, or 

that any natural objects have since entered these 

regions. 

The method used by Dr. Tombaugh, while admirably suited to orbit- 

ing bodies,is not appropriate for the observation of aerial phenomena 

that are not constrained in circular orbits.     If their distances 

from the cameras were large they would not be detected due 

to the effect of trailing.    For this reason a search on satellite 

survey films  for reported UFOs was not attempted. 

6^ Scanning Photometers 

Photometry of the night sky is carried out by means of photo- 

multipliers which sweep out circles parallel to the horizon  (almucan- 
tars)  at various zenith angles Z{Z = 90o-altitude).    Photometers used in 

airglow studies have a 5° field and sweep at the rate of 10e/sec 

horizontally and 50/sec vertically.    A "sky survey" consists  in mak- 

ing 360° sweeps at each of six zenith angles as follows :   scanning 

clockwise at Z = 80° at the rate of lO'/sec,  counter-clockwise at 

Z = 75° at 50/sec and repeating the process at  the same rate at Z = 70°, 

60°, 40°,  and 0°.    A survey requires 4.1 min.    Often a series of sur- 

veys is made using different filters depending on the nature of the 

investigation. 

The output of the instrunent consists of pulses, the amplitude 

of which is proportional  to the intensity of the  light  sensed by the 

photometer.     In older models the output is recorded analogically by 

a pen on paper tape.    Since the distance along the length ("x" axis) 

of the tape is proportional to the time of the scan, it is therefore 

an indicator of the azimuth and zenith angle of the light source 

represented by the pulse.    Data are analysed by measuring the height 

of pulses of interest  ("y" axis) and determining their azimuth at each 

zenith angle.    This measurement is done manually or in the new model, by 

recording the coordinates directly on machine-readable magnetic tape. 
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TTie angular size of the field, sweep rate, and other quantities 
i' 

differ depending on the use to which the instrument will be put. A 

zodiacal light photometer, for example, has a narrorwer field, 3°, 

scans at about 2°/sec  and sweeps out almucantars at much smaller 

zenith distances, that is at altitudes much closer to the zenith. fi 

Bodies brighter than M = +3 can readily be identified by their 

angular coordinates coupled with pulse height which is a measure of 

their magnitude.  In practice, however, identification is rarely 

carried out because investigators of airglow and zodiacal light are 

interested in diffuse light phenomena rather than in single bright 

objects. 

The sky coverage of the photometers is large since they can be 

made to scan an entire hemisphere as in the case of the all-sky 

cameras.  The fact that they do not do so in the same short period 

of time as the cameras is not very important since at large distances 

the linear sweep speed approaches the velocity of light.  Because 

their observations are made over a longer period of time and their 

angular data is recorded over a very much larger area, they have a 

greater resolution; azimuth and altitude are presented more accurately 

and the direction of motion is non-ambiguous. 

Colorado project scientists thoroughly searched two such photo- 

meter sky surveys. The first search was made on an airglow survey 

chosen at random and the results are summarized in section 7 of 

this chapter. The second search was prompted by a visual sighting by 

three trained persons of a bright object in retrograde (E to W) 

motion during the operation of a zodiacal light photometer. 

Scanning photometers can also sense different colors on separate 

surveys.  The instrument's ability to measure the degree and direction 

of polarization can also aid in determining whether the object is 

self-luminous or its light is reflected. For these reasons, and 

because of their relatively extensive sky coverage, scanning 
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photometers can be considered useful intruments in the conduct of 

UFO searches. 

7. Haleakala I 

A search was made of the taped output of an airglow photometer 

survey recorded around midnight, Hawaiian Standard Time  (HST),  11-12 

February 1966 in order to see if all bright objects could be identified 

as stars or planets.    This survey was chosen at random from a sample 

of surveys made under particularly good conditions, that is,  on nights 

during the dark of the moon with the minimum interference from clouds. 

The taped data,  consisting of brightness as a function of azimuth, was 

plotted by machine in two ways,  the first showing the raw data 

which included light from all sources, and the second,  the raw data 

from which the background of zodiacal light. Milky Way and integrated 

starlight had been subtracted.    On both plots,  individual stars and 

planets stand out  as narrow pulses, their height being proportional 

to their apparent magnitudes.    The brightness is measured in terms 

of the number of Jüth visual magnitude stars per square degree of sky, 

that is,  in "S10(vis)" units. 

The observations of that night were made through three filters 

successively:    6300 ^ 5 A, 5577 + 5 X and 5300 +^ 25 A.    As each sur- 

vey through each  filter requires about four minutes, successive sweeps 

at the same zenith distance through the same filter occur at  -15 min. 

intervals, and one sweep at,  say Z = 80°, will be followed by a sweep 

at Z - 75° about  36 seconds later and repeated at the same altitude 

about 15.5 min.   later. 

No stars or planets showed up in the surveys through the 6300 X 
e 

and 5577 A filters, but probably because of its broader band-pass, 

many more appeared when the 5300 A filter was used.    In this survey, 

all star pulses greater than My  = +3 were accounted for by reference 

to a star atlas,  except for two.    These have been designated as Uniden- 

tified Bright Objects  (UB0), having the coordinates given  (see Figs. 

3 and 4) below (see also Figs. 5 and 6). 
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Angle Z HST Azimuth 

80° 2350 680T 

75° 0005 720T 

The pulses were separated by 4° in azimuth and 5° in altitude. The azimuthal 

error in this photometer can be as great as ^4°. Since the field is 

5° and the point source can be sensed equally well over almost the 

entire width of the field, the altitude uncertainty may be ♦ 5°. | 
~ i 

From the recorded values of the angles, if the two pulses were jt 
q 

made by one body, it moved an angular distance of i 

$  =  42+52 = 6>5o - o#1134 rad 

If the errors are in phase, then, maximally: 

/  
♦«ov =  (4+4)': + (S+S)2 = 12.8° = 0.2240 rad 

lii SIX 

and minimally 

r ♦min = ^4-4)2 + (5.5)2 = Oo 

The fact that the UBG appeared on only two sweeps out of many surveys 

may be interpreted to mean that it vanished in the shadow of the earth at 

Z := 75°. This situation is shown two-dimensionally in Figs. 3 and 4. 

In Fig, 5, which is a view of the earth, looking toward the southern 

hemisphere, Haleakala (210N) lies on the earth-sun line at 2400 HST, and 

the edge of the earth's shadow is parallel to it. In the first approx- 

imation, the distance d from Haleakala to the shadow line in an easterly 

direction is 

d ~ R = 6371 km. 

and 

OH = d/cos 10° = 6469 km. 

The nominal, maximum and minimum distances travelled by the object are: 

OB   = 6469 x 0.1134 = 734 km. nom 
08   = 6469 x 0.2240 = 1449 km. max 
OB .  = 0 km. mm 
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in 15 min., for a velocity of; 

V = 48.9 km/min 
nom       ' 

V =96.6 km/min 
max       ' 

V . =0 km/min 
I mm 

ß   ~ 12° 
nom 

and the object was in a highly elliptical orbit. Alternatively, the 

distance OB might have been the projection of the apogee of the bal- 

listic trajectory of a body launched in a retrograde direction. 

Investigation showed that no sub-orbital missiles were launched 

from Vandenberg AFB or Pt. Mugu until one or more hours after this 

sighting. The Aerial Phenomena Office at Wright-Patterson AFB suggests 

that it might have been an artificial satellite on which information 

is not readily available. The object is thus in the unidentified 

category. 
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These velocities should be compared with those of the UBO in 

Haleakala II, that is, - 142 mi/min = 228 km/min. If the UBO was in 

orbit, the distance OB is the projection of its path SB making an 

angle 3 with the line of sight. Assuming that the velocity in 

Haleakala II is typical, then 

Aa a i 
Sine   ~ ■££ '  0.214 I 

nom  228 ? 
i 
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8.    Haleakala II   i 

On 10-H September 1967 three observers at the Haleakala Observa- 

tory who were operating two scanning photomet« rs saw a bright object 

move from NE to W at a low elevation.    Th^ paper tape outputs of each 

instrument were examined, the airglow photometer was operating with I 

red filters and did not record anything which stood out against the £ 

background, but the zodiacal light photometer detected the object 
o i 

four times through a 5080 ^ 30 A filter.    Other prominent astronomical 
% 

features, such as n Canis Majoris,  labelled nCMa were readily identified. | 

The characteristics and operation of this photometer are some- ^ 

what different from the one used in airglow measurements.    Its  field 

is 3°;  its sweep rate is 20/sec;  and almucantar increments are  1°. 

Because the  focus of attention is the brightness of the  zodiacal  light 

a few degrees on each oide of the plane of the ecliptic,  the sweep 

was restricted to 160° starting from 0oT, each sweep being completed 

in 80 sec. 

The survey in which the UBO appeared began at 0419 HST and ended 

at 04S1 HST, on 11 September. The tape record is reproduced in Fig. 1 

and the data summarized in Table 3. 

The object was identified as OP 8038, a sub-orbital missile, 

which  lifted off Vandenberg AFB at 0425 HST.    The great circle distance, 

d, between launch and observation points, is calculated from the rough 

coordinates: 

Lat. Long. 

34.50N. 120.70W. 

21.0oN. 156.0oW. 

Vandenberg 

Haleakala 

and it is  found that 

d = 3762 km. 

The position of Haleakala with respect to the shadow-line of the 

earth is shown in Fig. 5, which is a view of the earth with the south- 

ern hemisphere toward the reader.    On 11 September the sun rose at 0618. 
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Table 3 

Photometer Data c f UBO Sighting 

Sighting HST 

h  m  s 

Elevation Azimuth = 4» T min Aij; 

1st 04 34 25 14° 47°   -- 

2nd 04 35 28 15° 41° 1.05 6° 

3rd 04 37 45 16° 36° 2.28 5° 

4th 04 38 37 17° 37° 0.87 -1° 

At 0439 HST the point of observation, H, was 70° east of its posi- 

tion at midnight. The distance to the point where the body was last 

seen is HO which, from known quantities is 

HO = 638 km, 

so that by the time the object vanished, it had travelled a great circle 

distance 

d' - 3100 km 

in 13 m 37 s for an average velocity over the earth's surface of 

V ~ 228 km/min. 

The distance,  d, of the body from the observer at each sighting 

until iss disappearance, which is assumed to be coincident with the 

time of last observation,  is shown in Fig.  6.    From the angular vel- 

ocity, the angle of approach, ß, can be approximately computed; the 

relevant quantities are  listed in Table 4, where u ,uiT is the angu- 

lar displacement in degrees and radians, respectively, $ is the pro- 

jected displacement in kilometers and V the average velocity between 

each observing interval,  in km/min.    The measure of ellipticity is, 

as before. Sin ß * V/228, where ß is the angle between the trajectory 

and the line of sight. 
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The data were obtained directly from the output tape, eliminating 

almost completely errors due to manual data reduction.    Backlash errors 

in azimuth are negligible.    As a field is only 3 , the uncertainty in 

altitute is smaller than with a larger field, and remains ±1.5°, the 

error in ^ for the first interval ~5%, for the second "10% and very high 

for the third.    However, it must be emphasized that the geometrical 

reconstruction was quite crude and errors introduced by it are probably 

greater than instrumental errors.    Absence of information about the tra- 

jectory introduces the most sericus uncertainty and the values for d, 

^, V and 3 should be regarded skeptically.    The errors shown in Table 4 

for        are derived entirely from the uncertainty in the field. 

Table 4 

Sighting 
Interval 

0 
u "r d 

172 

V 

164 . 

Sin ß '0 

1-2 6.2_ 2 0.108^ 1595 0.72 46° 

2-3 5,1-.l ■*<l0ol 1356 121 53 0.23 13° 

3-4 1 4+1-3 
1  - .4 ^■lll 836 19 22 0.10 6° 
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Even though the reconstruction is very approximate, the mag- 
nitude of 6 indicates a sub-orbital trajectory, because when last 

seen the body was 

h - 638 sin 17° »g ^Itfi    ' 19A km- 

above the surface of the earth, and at this distance it would be ex- 
pected that 6-17° for an object in orbit. 

9.    Radar 
The use of radar has spread into many diversified fields since its 

introduction as an aircraft-tracking instrument at the beginning of 
World War II.   One of the first non-military uses it was put to was 
tracking weather balloons.    Not long after, it was discovered that, 
given the proper wavelength, radar could detect clouds and the position 
of rain and hail in storms.    Since then its use has extended to track- 
ing satellites, investigating the atmospheres of several planets in 
the solar system,  including our own, determining the trajectory of 
meteors and predicting their points of impact and studying lightning 
and violent storms  (Battan,  1962). 

In general, radar provides information for determining the vel- 

ocity, range, elevation and azimuth of the reflecting objects in its 
field of view.    Indirectly,  it will fumish some data on the state of 
the matter which is backs cat tering (reflecting) radio energy; other 
variables such as temperature and index of refraction can sometimes 
be inferred. 

The resolving power of radar, defined as the minimum distance be- 
tween two objects  (or two parts of one object) necessary to make them 
appear separate, is poor.    Details of the shape of the reflecting ob- 

ject and other features can never be determined except in the most 
general way and only when the object is very much larger than the radar 
wavelength.    Rayleigh's criterion states, essentially, that, in order 
for two objects to appear separate, the wavelength of the electro- 
magnetic radiation that illuminates them must be of the same order of 
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magnitude as, or smaller than, the distance between them.   This prin- 

ciple applied to the most common types of radars used in weather sur- 

veillance, explains their lack of resolving power because their wave- 

lengths are ten centimenters or greater.    In addition, the argument 

that the resolving power of the all-sky camera is poor because the 

ratio of image size to emulsion silver grain size is small, applies 

here:    if the range of a typical weather radar is 450 km., the ratio 

of the area of the image of even large solid objects to the area 

covered by the scope is exceedingly small. 

The range resolving power of radar is  also dependent upon pulse 

duration.    The limit of resolution in the direction of propagation is 

half the linear dimension of the pulse because at intervals less than 

that the echo formed by the leading edge of the pulse reaching the 

more distant object overlaps the echo formed by the trailing edge 

of the pulse returning from the nearer object.    Thus,  if the radar is 

"looking" at two objects in its "line of sight," and if its pulse 

duration is 1 ysec, it will not display as separate from each other, 

in-line targets whose ranges differ by less than 500 ft. 

Radar reports information in three coordinates:    range, elevation, 

and azimuth.    The resolving power in the range coordinate is deter- 

mined by pulse duration.    Resolving power in elevation and azimuth 

depend upon the same conditions that apply to optical resolution. 

Rayleigh's criterion for the optical resolution of a telescope can 

be used for this purpose,  if the radar antenna is  circular and its 

diameter is regarded as its aperture.    Resolving power is proportional 

to the ratio of the wavelength to aperture  (diameter).    This is 

another way of saying that the ratio determines the angular beam 

width of a radar transmitting-receiving antenna.    Resolving power is 

determined for this case by the equation 

r - 70° (i) 

where X is wavelength, D is antenna diameter, and 70°(= 1.22 rad.)  is 

the angular size of diffraction disc image of a point source for 

unit jr ratio as derived by Rayleigh.     (For other than 
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antennas with a circular aperture, resolving power must be separately 
coaputed for the vertical and horizontal planes).    Applying the equation 
to a radar with a wavelength of 3 cm., and whose parabolic antenna has 
a diameter of 3 m., the beam width, and therefore the resolving power, 
is found to be 0.7 of arc in elev tion and azimuth. 

Radar is frequently able to see targets virtually undetectable 

by the unaided eye or on photographic film.    This greater sensitivity 
is due to marked differences in the signal-to-noise ratio of wave- 
lengths employed by radar compared to the optical wavelengths upon 
which the eye and the camera must rely.    The atmosphere is almost com- 
pletely transparent to radar wavelengths between 3 cm. and 10 cm.    It 
scatters such waves hardly at all.    At optical wavelengths, it is still 
relatively transparent, but air scatters energy appreciably, especially 
at the short  (blue) wavelengths (Rayleigh scattering): hence, the blue 
sky.    In addition, unlike the radar case, there is a powerful source 
of optical noise present in the daytime sky -- the sun.    Thus, a pale 
blue object seen against the sky is nearly invisible to the retina or 
to photographic film, yet, if constructed of metal, the object will 
reflect radar waves strongly. 

Design of a radar to track targets very much smaller than the 
wavelength takes into account that for a given wavelength, backscat- 
tering power varies as the sixth power of the target size (Rayleigh's 
Law of Scattering) and, conversely, for a given target size the power 
varies inversely as the fourth power of the wavelength.    Furthermore, 
atmospheric attenuation of the bean increases as frequency increases. 
The balancing of these factors results in the choice of a 10-20 cm. 
wavelength for radar which are to survey extensive storms such as hurri- 
canes; 3-10 cm. for tracking metallic objects; and 1-3 cm. for studies 

of rain and hail distributions (Battan, 1959). 
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The first exact theory of scattering of electromagnetic waves 

by a sphere was developed by Gustav Mie in 1908.    In this theory, the 

dielectric constant and therefore the index of refraction of the sphere 

determines in large part the amount of backscatter at any wavelength 

(Born,  1964).    For example, the backscatter from a hailstone is enor- 

mously greater than that from a raindrop of equal size, and, as a re- 

sult, radar can provide data for estimating the amount of ice or hail 

in a storm cloud.    In effect, therefore, it can give information on the 

state of matter in the scattering object, for example; it can dis- 

tinguish between wet and dry hailstones. 

Anomalous reflections called "angels" can sometimes be ascribed f 

to certain atmospheric conditions.    Temperature inversions cause rapid 

changes in the index of atmospheric refraction at the interfaces of 

the layers and such changes can give rise to radar echoes exactly as 

similar conditions account  for mirages in the case of visible wave- 

lengths.   (See section III, Chapter 5 Section VI, Chapter 5. 

As would be expected from Maxwell's equations, radar echoes will 

be produced by regions of high ionization where there is an apprec- 

iable density of free charge^.    This is the reason why lightning paths 

are visible to radar.    The density of charges in the trail of a meteor 

is different from that in the immediately surrounding space,  and the 

radar echo arises from this difference in space charge, not by reflec- 

tion from the nucleus of the meteor itself    (Lovell, 1954).   Depending 

upon the magnitude of the radar "cross-section" some "angels" can be 

ascribed to echoes from birds or even insects.    "Cross-sectian" is 

better defined as the ratio of the reflected power per unit solid 

angle to the incident power density;  in other words, it is a measure 

of the effectiveness of the target in reflecting radiation and will 
i 

have a different value for er.ch wavelength.    Inasmuch as birds and 

insects are usually smaller than radar wavrlengths, their actual dimen- 

sions cannot be measured, although their radar cross-section can be 

(Glover, 1966).   This quantity, for several species of birds and insects 

is tabulated below as a function of radar wavelength: 
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Table 5 

Target 

Hawknoth 

Honeybee 

Sparrow 

Mean cross- 
Wavelength section cm2 

10.7 1.0 

10.7 3.0 x 10"3 

10.2 15.0 

71.5 2.5 x 10"2(a) 

3.5 1.9 

10.2 80.0 

71.5 (a) 11.0 

3.5 15.0 

3.5 1.1 head 

Pigeon 

Pigeon 

100.0 broadside 

1.0 tail 

(a) Transmitted beam vertically polarized;  received echo also 

vertically polarized. 

(Table taken from Glover (1966)  and Conrad (1968). 

The extreme sensitivity of radar is well illustrated here: The 

insect targets were at least 10 km. distant and the birds at ranges 

between 10 and 20 km. when the measurements were made.    Because of 

the poor resolution of the radars,  the cross-section is simply a 

measurement of relative backscattered power and now the actual spatial 

extent of the object on the radar scope.    In other words,  the moth can 

be distinguished from the sparrow only by determinations of the power 

received rather than by shape and size; the head of a pigeon cannot be 

differentiated from the tail. 

The radar return does, however, contain informa- 

tion which provides a basis for identifying an unknown 

point target as a bird.... 
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Thus, the radar return from single birds In 

flight differs.. .from other possible point or dot 

targets, such as aircraft, swarns of insects, 

several birds together, or small clouds or other 

meteorological structures (Conrad, 1968). 

Weather Radar: 

Of the 14 types of radars used by the U.S. Weather Bureau    unly 

the WSR-57 which is equipped with a 35 mm.  camera appears tc tu  adapt- 

able to UFO searches.    The salient features of this  instrument are 

enumerated below: 

WSR-57 

Peak 
Pulse Length Power  Beam ru;;::^- ScoDes RanBe Alti- 
Rep. rate   Output Width   .*??„  bCopeS Range tude 

K.W. 

Wave 
Length 

cm. 

Sweep 

istics 

10.3 (b and 0.5 micro/sec 
2.5 cm. plan- at 658 pulses 
ed but not per sec. or 
yet on order) 4.0 micro/sec 

at 164 pulses 
per sec. 

500 Automatic, PPI 464kn). -10° 
manual in RHI to 
altitude R +40° 
or azimuth A 
at 0-24o/sec 

(Source:    U.S. Dept of Commerce) 

These radars are placed around the perimeter of the Weather Net- 

work and are interspersed with the eastern stations of the Praric 

Network in Minnesota,  Iowa,  Kansas, Oklahoma, Missouri and Illinois. 

They are, therefore, well located to furnish corroboration of sightings 

in any future investigations. 

The sky coverage of these radars is obviously less than that of 

the airglow photometers since they are limited in their choice of 

elevation and they have only a 2° sweep width. 

The photographic program which has been carried over the last few 

years consists in taking one scope picture of one sweep every 15 min. 

in times of clear weather and more frequently when storms were develop- 

ing.    These films are available for inspection, but the Colorado project 
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made no attempt to search for confirmatory evidence of reported sightings 

because each photograph covers only 1.7% of each hour of elapsed time. 

Meteor Radar 

The facilities of the Radar Meteor Project of the Smithsonian 

Institution are located at Long Branch, some seven miles south of 

Havana, 111. They consist of a network of eight receivers and one 

4 Mw, 40 MHz transmitter, with antennas bearing 113CT. This dir- 

ection was chosen as the most favorable one for the detection of 

faint meteor trails. 

The main lobe of the radiation pattern from the two transmitting 

antennas is inclined upward at 45° and has a half-power horizontal 

width of - 20° and a half-power vertical width of - 11°. 

Pulses of 6 usec. duration are emitted at the rate of about 1300 per 

second, so that the echo from an object 200 km. distant will return 

within one pulse cycle. An object in the beam at 200 km. will be 

about 140 km. above Decatur, 111. The Havana radar is thus designed 

to scan approximately the same volume of sky monitored by an image 

orthicon located at Sidell, (near Urbana) 111. (see Section 12). 

The radar will detect meteors as faint as m , = +13 for count- 
rad 

ing purposes, and m j = *V  and will acquire echoes from 3,000-4,000 

meteors/hr. 

The system is capable of receiving echoes from objects at al- 

most any distance from the transmitter.  In order to limit the in- 

formation to "suitable" meteors, meteor-recognition logic has recently 

been installed which filters out extraneous signals such as those 

from aircraft. These echoes are, however, visible on the monitoring 

oscilloscopes and are characterized by a persistence greater than 

that of meteors. Data pertaining to "suitable" echoes is recorded 

on magnetic tape. Similar, but unfiltered data is simultaneously 

recorded on film (Smithsonian, 1966). 

During 1967, many non-meteoritic echoes were seen on the oscillo- 

scopes and recorded in the Havana log book. Using the film record, 

the Colorado project sought to determine how many of the UFOs sighted 

during 1967 in a radius of - 140 km. from Havana, had resulted in an 
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echo which had been both filmed and logged. Of nine cases (the 

same used to test the orthicon), seven had occurred when the station 

was not operating. The eighth case covered a series of sightings 

over a period of 10 days during which the station was operating. Un- 

fortunately, only very sketchy observing data were available. The | 

object was seen from Kilbourne, about five miles south of ehe trans-            I 

mitter, "over the west south-west horizon." Station attendants had | 

been alerted that unusual objects had been seen in the area. The 1 i 
absence of entries in the log book implies that nothing unusual | 

appeared on the scopes. This is not surprising because echoes of ^ 

objects very close to the station are lost in the display formed f 

by the transmitted pulse, particularly at low altitudes.  If the ob- 

jects had been farther away but bearing -140oT (WSW) they would not 

have been located within the main lobe of radiation bearing ~1130T. 

Objects outside this zone of maximum transmitted power would return echoes 

too faint to be observed against background "noise." 

The ninth object is the one that the image orthicon recorded in 

a test run on November 7th, 1967 at 2330 +^ 3 m.  It was subsequently 

identified as a fireball. No simultaneous radar sighting was made 

because Zhe  radar was not in operation 

10.  The Image Orthicon 

One of the important problci.s in meteor physics is the cross- 

correlation by simultaneüus radar and optical meteor observations of 

ionization and luminous efficiencies ..^ functions of velocity. 

The development of the inage orthicon has made such cross-correla- 

tion studies feasible.  The iistrument in ? conventional vidicon tele- 

vision camera modified so as to increase its sensitivity.  This is 

achieved by adding an imag'; intensifies ahead of the scanning mechan- 

ism in the camera. Th^ result yields a sensitivity equivalent to an 

ASA rating of 100,000.  Such extreme sensitivity permits detection of 

meteors having a limiting magnitude of about +7. This is well within 

the equivalent M  . range detectable by radar, and considerably super- 

ior to tho capability of any photographic system except the 48 in. 
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Schmidt telescope at Mt. Palomar. Tests show that the image orthicon 

will detect 20-30 meteoroids per hour. 

The image orthicon site in Sidell, 111., about 35 mi. SE of Urbana/ 

was chosen by the Smithsonian Institution with two objectives in mind. 

Using a lens having a 16° field (the optimum lens for meteor surveys), 

the image orthicon is sited to survey approximately the same area 

of sky over Decatur as that covered by the 20° beam of the Long Branch 

radar (see previous section). But whereas the radar is sited so as to track 

the meteor trails at about right angles, the image orthicon is located so 

that its optical axis is more nearly parallel to the meteors' paths. 

Linked by microwave and radio, the radar and the image orthicon 
_2 

are able to determine times within 10 sec, thereby minimizing am- 

biguities as to the identity of the objects observed. 

As in conventional television, an 875-line scan samples the tube 

target in two sets of sweeps of alternate lines, each requiring 1/60 

..ec. When the alternate sweeps are interlaced, flicker and resolu- 

tion are greatly improved. The electronic image is recorded on mag- 

netic tape and can be immediately played back for viewing on a moni- 

tor. Used in this way, the high sensitivity of the image orthicon 

permits the acquisition of moving aerial objects that would be un- 

detectable photographically because of the effect of trailing. Photo- 

graphic records of the monitor images can be recorded by a 35 mm. 

camera operating at any desired frame speed. 

The sensitivity of some image orthicons can be further increased 

by operating them in the integrating mode. In this procedure, the 

electronic image is swept away less frequently, thereby allowing the 

photoelectron population due to ultrafaint images to build up. The 

Smithsonian image orthicon has no provision for this technique, nor 

does its camera permit the making of time-lapse photographs which 

are preferable when the device is operating in the integrating mode 

(Williams, 1968). 

During 1967 there were nine sightings of UFOs within a distance 

of - 200 km. from Urbana.  (These were the same sightings which were 
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correlated with the radar records.) Eight of the sightings occurred 

before testing of the image orthicon began in August. The ninth was 

a sighting on 7 November at 2230 *_ 3 min., of a bright object between 

Urbana, 111. and Lafayette, Ind. This event was recorded on the image 

orthicon tape during a test. A film of the tape clearly shows a 

bright mass moving rapidly across a corner of the field. The object 

is badly resolved due to its great brightness, but the shape of the 

image suggests that the meteoroid hz*  already broken into two pieces. 

Preceding the meteoroid image is a large ghost image which is the 

result of reflections between the lens elements. Just prior to the 

appearance of the meteor, a small object can be seen moving at 90° 

to the fireball trajectory. Thi.s object has been identified by Wright- 

Patterson AFB as a satellite. 

11. Proton Magnetometers 

The variation in the magnitude and direction of both the horizon- 

tal and vertical components of the earth's magnetic field is of such 

importance in geophysics that a network of some 240 geomagnetic obser- 

vatories have been deployed by severa' countries at stations all over 

the globe (NAS 1968).  Thirteen of these stations exist in the con- 

tinental United States and of these, three are situated on the western 

edge of the Prairie and Weather Radar networks. 

Most of the instruments at the geomagnetic stations are proton 

magnetometers.  These instruments have a sensitivity of about 1 y 

(= 10" gauss) in magnetic field strength. This means that the in- 

strument is capable of detecting at a distance of 185 m. the field 

strength along the axis of a single-turn circular conductor 20 m. 

in diameter in which a 100 amp. direct current is flowing.  In addition 

to this extreme sensitivity to field-strength fluctuations, the proton 

magnetometer is capable of detecting 0.1' of arc in declination, de- 

fined as the deviation of the horizontal component of the earth's mag- 

netic field from 0oT.  Since the mean strength of the earth's magnetic 
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field at aidlatitudes is about 50,000 y,  the instruments are sensi- 

tive to about one part in 50,000 of the earth's field. 

Assuaing a nodel consisting of a line current in the vortex 
} 

extending fro« the ground to a height of 10 km. and an image current 

of equal length in the earth. Brook (1967) calculates that the cur- < 

rent in a tornado, which caused a ISy deflection in a magnetometer 

9.6 km. distant, was about 1,000 amp. Revising the model to make t 

it more realistic, he assumes that a 20 km. horizontal line current 

6 km. above the earth joins a 6 km. vertical line current to the 

earth together with an equal earth image. The current necessary to 

produce the observed ISy field is then only 225 amp. 

Consideration of the electromagnetic effects produced by tor- 

nadoes suggests that some UFO sightings may have been stimulated by 

these storms, and that continued photographic, geomagnetic and radar 

observations would be useful in studying them. 

The claim that UFOs produce powerful magnetic fields could also 

be investigated by proton magnetometer measurements. The problem, 

however, is a familiar one: thus far it has not been possible to 

bring instrumentation to the scene of a sighting while UFO phenomena 

were still observable. 

Papers by Vonnegut and Weyer (1966) and Colgate (1967) contain 

extensive lists of references en tornado energy phenomena. Much of 

the information for this section was supplied by Dr. Joseph H. Rush, 

High Altitude Observatory, National Center for Atmospheric Research, 

Boulder, Colo. 

12. Lasers 

The use of lasers in tracking objects is analogous to the use of 

radar, the principal difference lying simply in the wavelength of the 

radiation in the emitted pulse. As in radar tracking, the information 

obtained is range, azimuth, and altitude, but the accuracy of laser 
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ranging is expected to be better than in 3 cm. radar by a factor of two, 

because of the smaller effect of atmospheric water vapor on the refrac- ^ 

tive index at the  laser wavelength. J. 

The extremely good collimation of a laser beam, where the angu- 

lar spread is less than 2 x 10' radians (a few seconds of arc),  is 

a two-edged sword insofar as the development of laser ranging is 

concerned.    The narrow beam increases the accuracy of azimuthal data 

and diminishes the transmitted power required to yield a detectable 

return signal; but this very narrowness increases the difficulty of 

scoring a hit on a rapidly moving object in low orbit. 

Laser ranging has been in the developmental stage for only a 

few years and, at the present state of the art would be of only lim- 

ited value in UFO investigations.    However,  laser technology is ad- 

vancing rapidly and it seems quite probable that future laser rang- 

ing devices could be useful  in UFO searches. 

13.    Observations and Comments 

The description of a phenomenon requires the collection of many 

of its qualitative and quantitative aspects.     If the data relating to 

these aspects  is sufficient to permit the construction of a model then 

this model can be identified as belonging to one or another known cate- 

gory of phenomena if their mutual  similarities are numerous enough. 

Conversely,  if the similarities are not numerous enough,  it may be 

necessary to identify the model as a member of a completely new cate- 

gory. 

In the majority of UFO sightings,  the amount,  type and quality of 

the data have been insufficient even to describe the event, to say noth- 

ing of identifying  it with a known classification.     Data from many other 

sightings have been adequate for identification with familiar phenomena, 

to a reasonable level of confidence, but in no case hnve the data been 

either detailed or accurate enough to class the event as a new phenomon. 

The lack of instrumented observations has curtailed investigation 

of a number of events which sounded fascinating and on the threshold 
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of revealing sonething novel. No matter how detailed or how intelligent 

the reports of observers, qualitative statements could not serve to de- 

fine an unfamiliar phenomenon. To do so requires a quantitative des- 

cription of a number of basic characteristics, some of which are listed 

below: 

1. Dimensions. 

2. Position,  that is,  coordinates in some frame of reference, 

usually with respect to the observer. 

3. Shape. 

4. Mass. 

5. Motion - velocity and accelerations, particularly with 

reference to the method of propulsion. 

6. Interactions with other systems - effects of electric 

and magnetic fields on surrounding objects,  emission 

of energy in the form of exhausts,  light and sound, 

aerodynamic lift,  ionization. 

7. Matter primarily involved - the composition and state 

of matter and its temperature,  rigidity aud structure. 

8. Origin  -  the genesis of the phenomenon, the conditions 

which gave rise to it,  its presence in and mode of trans- 

port to the region in which it was observed. 

Instrumentation to acquire knowledge of these characteristics must 

be designed with appropriate regard for the behavior shown both by UFOs 

and some other phenomena which can be loosely classed together as ob- 

jects difficult to identify.    Any instrumentation for the detection and 

identification of these objects must be elastic enough to cover the wide 

range of expected behavior,    A comparison of various salient characteristics 

of some objects observed in the atmosphere is set out in Table 6. 

An explanation of some of the statements in the table is of interest: 

Duration: 

1)    The large majority of meteors have been observed to have 

a duration shorter than 15 sec.    Thus if a meteor moving at 30 km/sec 

at an altitude of 80 km.  is visible over 160° of sky,  its path 
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length will be 

8G km. 
d = 2x  = 900 km. 

tan 10° 

so that it will have a maximum distance from the observer of 

450 km.    Therefore, it will be visible for not more than 

900 
t =  = 30 sec. 

30 f 

However, most meteors do not usually have the luminance to be | 

seen at a distance of 450 km. I 

2) In the case of satellites,  one which has a 90 min. I 
t period at an altitude of 200 km., and can be seen over 160° 

of sky, will be visible for about 4.5 min. f 

3) Tornadoes occasionally persist for a long time and travel 

many miles. 

Velocity range: 

1) The lowest meteor velocity  (prior to the last few 

seconds before impact)  is "  17 km/sec.    The greatest velocity 

imparted artificially to a small object is "  14 km/sec by 

means of a four-stage rocket  in a ballistic trajectory and a 

final boost with a shaped charge.   (McCrosky,  1968) 

2) Satellites with a near-escape velocity of 17,000 mph 

have a velocity of only 7.6 km/sec. 

3) For aircraft,  2,000 km/hr or ~0.6 km/sec. 

4) A tornado usually moves at  5-70 mph.,   (0.002-0.03 km/sec). 

Altitude: 

1)    The Prairie Network attempts to get stereo-pairs of 

meteor photographs for trajectories at 40-80 km.   in altitude 

and downstream single photos at  10-40 km.  altitude to predict 

the point of impact. 
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2) Perigee and apogee of most satellites  lie in the 

range of 100-2,000 km. 

3) Aircraft:    26 km.  = 16 mi.  = 80,000 ft. 

4) Vonnegut  (1968) states that although thunderstorms 

spawn tornadoes, the higher the storm the greater the proba- 

bility of formation.    "Ordinary" thunderstorms at an altitude of 

about 8 mi. rarely produce tornadoes while those at 12 mi. 

often do. 

Azimuth: 

1) Meteors appear in a region bounded by a few degrees 

on each side of the plane of the ecliptic and their trajec- 

tories will be oriented isotropically with respect to their 

points of origin. 

2) Satellites  lauched from Cape Kennedy will travel from 

west to east, with a small southward component;  those launched 

from Vandenberg AFB are most often in a polar orbit, though some 

are in retrograde orbit. 

3) Aircraft, of course, will be seen moving in any direction, 

4) Tornadoes seem to have no observable directional pattern. 

Review and Discussion of Several  Instrumental Methods 

1) "Hie Prairie Network covers about SO'o of the volume 

of space above each camera station.    This is as good a coverage 

as can be found with any instrument except certain types of 

radar, all-sky cameras,  and airglow photometers. 

2) The coverage is continuous, during periods of good visi- 

bility from dusk to dawn, or, roughly,  about 30% out of every day. 

Radar has the advantage of daytime coverage over optical systems, 

but resolution and identification is not as good.    "Hie presence 

of "angels" and other anomalies, complicates the interpretations. 

3) Certain other means of detection,  such as photometric 

scans, have much longer ranges and therefore probe very much 

larger volumes of sky.    But these systems suffer from the same 

disadvantages as radar. 

4) No other optical network exists which is as extensive as 

the Prairie Network,  the coverage of which is  ~0.13 of the sky 

over the U. S. 
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5) The network has been designed to produce data which allows 

the direct computation of altitude, azimuth, velocity, and brightness 

from which loss of momentum and impact coordinates can be found. 

Radar will acquire the same data but will record neither the visual 

identifying signals emitted by a plane nor the brightness of a meteor. 

6) Objects recorded by a photographic time exposure show a con- 

tinuous projection of their position in time.  In many radars the 

object is located only once every sweep and since each sweep may have 

a period of six to 15 sec, rapid course changes may result in an 

inability to identify successive images as belonging to the same 

object. 

7) Although the network is at present purely pictorial, it may 

shortly be improved by the addition of a spectrometric camera at each 

station. 

8) Devices such as airglow photometers cover the sky well but 

also have shortcomings similar to radar because each scan at a 

given zenith angle requires a relatively long time and a complete 

sky survey requires several scans taking several minutes. 

9) Most photometric scanners plot intensities as a function 

of time on paper tape.  Reduction of this data to coordinates is 

not as accurate as interpretation of the network film, although 

it is good enough for airglow and aurora studies. 

10) Differentiation between near-orbital or ballistic object. 

and the star background is much simpler in network photographs than 

en photometric scan tapes because star trajectories on film arc obvious, 

whereas on tapes a pulse produced by a reflecting or self-luminous 

object can be distinguished from a pulse produced by a star only by- 

comparing its coordinates with those given for stars. 

11) Scanning radar sky coverage is very good, but identifica- 

tion of objects photographed on the radar scopes is much more 

difficult that objects seen photographically, both because of poor 

resolution and because of the lack of characteristic patterns such 

as flashing lights on planes, and so forth. Weather radar, however, 

would be a useful adjunct to ;i photographic patrol, particularly 
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since a portion of the weather radar system is interlaced with 

the network.    In general, it can be said that the most effective 

use of radar lies in confirmation of velocity,  range and direction. 

12) Image Orthicons and Vidicons :    The use of these photo- 

electric devices is growing,  largely because their sensitivity 
4 

is greater than film by a factor up to 10  .    Such systems can also 

store and reproduce the image immediately.    These attributes make 

them valuable instruments in investigations of aerial phenomena 

of any kind,  including UFOs. 

13) A number of UFO reports have indicated electromagnetic 

interactions with terrestrial systems:    radio and TV interference, 

stalled internal combustion engines, and the like.    It woulo be 

desirable to investigate the frequency with which UFOs exhibit 

such interactions as well as the field strengths and direction. 

No network of stations making routine recordings of atmospheric 

electric potential exists at present in the U.S.    Electric poten- 

tial measuring devices might be incorporated into joint geo- 

magnetic weather radar and Prairie Network system at a lat^r time. 

14) [here have been persistent reports that sometimes sounds 

accompany the passage of large meteors  (fireballs) and the re-entry 

of satellite debris.    There is evidence that these sounds have 

been heard at great distances, sometimes simultaneously with the 

time of passage.    This suggests that fireballs give rise to electro- 

magnetic fields which either interact with the surroundings of 

the observer, or directly with the observer himself, to produce 

audible waves  ».Romig,  1963,  1964).    Stations containing geomagnetic 

or electric potential meesuring devices should also be equipped with 

tape recorders and appropriate acoustical sensing devices. 

15) Other instruments such as ultra-violet and infra-red sensors, 

and radiation-counters would also be desirable. 

Existing Instrument Systems of Limited Value 

1.)    The Super-Schmidt cameras developed for meteor studies 

are sensitive and have a 55° field but they are few in number 
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and individually cover only a hundredth of the area of sky covered 

by one Prairie Network station. The Baker-Nunn cameras which 

were designed for satellite tracking have a much smaller field, 

and although there are perhaps 16 of them in all, they are scat- 

tered all over the world. 

2) Sky surveys made through large astronomical telescopes 

cover too little sky at each exposure. Because of their slow 

photographic speed, only very bright objects moving with respect 

to the star background will be recorded. 

3) The Tombaugh Survey for small natural earth satellites 

was an extremely systematic search (Tombaugh, 1959). This tech- 

niqiu .'ould hardly be suitable for photographing UFOs. 

The capabilities of existing instrumental systems to record the 

characteristics necessary for quantitative descriptions of UFOs vary 

widely.  The Prairie Network can supply data on position and motion 

at all times; under ideal conditions it might be capable of deter- 

mining dimensions and ... tut it cannot directly describe mass, inter- 

actions, the matter a-.,(.>..!ated with the event, its origin or manner 

of locomotion. 

Radar is more limited in its information return.  It can report 

position and motion, even when the phenomenon is invisible to the net- 

work, but it cannot furnish information on any other characteristic, 

with the possible exception of the state of matter.  Photometric scan- 

ners are even more limited. 

Determining mass and kind of matter, and extensive analysis of 

the structure and organization of an UFO require that such an object, 

if one exists, be made continuously available for instrumented study. 

If all the eight characteristics listed at the beginning of this 

section describe adequately an UFO, then no network, simple or complex 

as presently constituted, can help us far along the road toward the 

identification of that type of event which today defies explanation. 

What is required is a modified and extended network, so designed 

that its component systems complement each ether, and so integrated 
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that it can provide storable data in a form suitable for inter- 

disciplinary study. 

More specifically, the network should be organized along the follow- 

ing lines: 

1. In the interests of economy and speed, arrangements should 

be made to have access to the output of the Prairie Network, and 

the cooperation of its investigators. 

2. Similar arrangements should be made with the Weather Radar 

Network and a program of photography developed along lines suitable 

for the acquisition of data on tornadoes and other transient phenom- 

omena not detectable by time-exposure photographs. 

\ 3. Simultaneous observations with the several geomagnetic 

observatories which lie in or near the combined Prairie Network- 

Weather Radar nets should be provided for. 

4. Link these three networks, and other devices, such as 

tape recorders and radiation monitors, together to a single time 

base. This step is important, for example, in testing reports 

that fireballs have been heard at the same time as tv   appearance, 

although their distance from the observer would normally reauire 

a many-second interval between sight and sound. 

5. The tedium of a patrol can be relieved by the installation 

of various automatic sensors, but the degree of discrimination 

offered by these devices is often not as great as that of the human 

eye.  It is true that the eye is, in general, incapable of making 

quantitative and reliable observations suitable for network studies, 

but it is a very sensitive detector with a wide angle of view and 

search, and these qualities should be used. It will be recalled 

that Tombaugh supplemented instrumental with visual search for 

small natural satellites. Visual search could probably benefit 

from a tie to an "early warning" communications network of amateur 

radio operators. 

6. Photoelectric and electromagnetic sensors cannot only 

give early warning of the approach of an event of interest, but 

also are capable of actuating detecting and rccordinj', instruments 
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much more rapidly than the human on patrol. 

7. The operation of the network can be made flexible. \ 

Costs can be reduced by maintaining a minimum staff in maximum 

collaboration with other search organizations. 

8. Combined network operations should start as soon as the 

photographic, radar and geomagnetic nets are linked in time. In- 

stallation of additional instrumentation should be deferred until *! 

a backlog of observations has been studied. '> 

i The cost of a program organized in this way should be two to three 

orders of magnitude less than most current proposals.  The capital and 
3 

operating expenses of the Smithsonian Meteorite Recovery Project can be | 

taken as a measure of these costs.     It is estimated that  to duplicate 

the Prairie   wetwork        would cost about $150,000,  not  includimj the 

cost of the cameras and  lenses which were lent by the U.S.  Air Force. 

It  is difficult to arrive at that part of the total operating ex- 

pense for meteorite research applicable to an JFO network because the 

cost figures include operation and data reduction of Super-Schmidt cam- 

eras at Wallops Island,  and the new image orthicon installation at 

Urbana in conjunction with the radar at Havana,  111.    The total annual 

expense,  however,  can serve as a guide for the proposed combined network: 

Running and maintenance,  Lincoln,  Neb.       $25,000 

Supplies:    film,  chemicals for 64 32,000 
cameras  ($500/camera/year) 

Scanning of film 10,000 

Data reduction,  all projects 65,000 

Astronomers'   salaries  etc, 28,000 

$160,000 

Assuming that the combined network will not have to bear any of 

these costs, it would seem that, initially, at least, its expenses could 

be limited to the salaries of a principal investigator, a junior in- 

vestigator and one technician, the cost of film exposed by the Weather 

Radar scope cameras, travelling expenses and miscellaneous items.  It 
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would be surprising if expenses would exceed $50,000 annually. 

Because of the rarity of the UFO phenomena, the investigation 

should continue for a minimum of five years. It is anticipated that 

the total cost would exceed $250,000, however, because preliminary 

results would suggest equipment modifications and additions. 

14. Recommendations 

The problems involved in sightings of UFOs warrant the mounting 

of an instrumented effort to arrive at reasonable identifications of 

the several phenomena involved, and to add to the limited knowledge 

which exists about those phenomena. Present knowledge amounts to 

little more than suppositions. 

Popular preoccupation with the notion that UFOs may be intelligently 

guided extraterrestrial space ships has had one undesirable effect: it 

has imbedded in the term "UFO" the unfortunate connotation that if a 

phenomenon is unidentified it must somehow be extra-terrestrial. 

It has become apparent that the clarification of the "unidentifi- 

able 1%" referred to by Hynek (1966) may more likely result from investigating 

several rare phenomena, rather than one. If evidence of extraterrestrial 

intelligence is uncovered by the study, then the goal of the research 

can be changed and a full-scale investigation launched. 

Until that time comes - if it does - the pursuit of knowledge 

about the less dramatic phenomena can go on in a modest way, using al- 

ready established facilities, extended when, as and if the need arises, 

with additional equipment. \ 

With the de-emphasizing of the ETI hypothesis must also come a complete 

elimination of the term "UFO." Its connection with an otherwise soundly- 

based research program can serve only to impair that program's effec- 

tiveness. After all, it is beginning to look like a misnomer in cer- 

tain cases: the sighting may not involve an "object," meaning a solid 

mass; it may not "fly" in the sense of having aerodynamic lift, and i 

often it remains "unidentified" only briefly. 
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Several suggestions have been made on investigating what will 

now be called "strange phenomena."   Or. James E. McDonald, of the 

University of Arizona has recommended a program of several steps, the 

cost of which would range from "a few tens of millions of dollars" to 

"global expenditures at the level of billions of U.S. dollars per year." 

(McDonald, 1967,  1968). 

W. T.  Powers of the Dearborn Observatory has discussed the design 
of a new photographic network covering 1% of the area of the United 

States; the cost for this coverage would amount to about $2x10    and 

$2xl07 for a 10% coverage of the U. S.   (Powers,  1968).    Dr. G. H.  Rothberg 

in his report to this project of an attempt at first-hand observations 

and UFO photography recommends new camera design and a "small" effort 

costing perhaps $1x10    (see Case 27).      Larry W.  Bryant, after sugges- 

ting an Earth-surveillance satellite especially designed for the pur- 
pose of monitoring UFO activities, finds that it might cost $5x10    and 

require five years'  effort from funding and design until launch (Bryant, 

1967). 

The UFO phenomenon is extremely rare.    Whereas some 500 meteors 

per year have trajectories which can be reconstructed from photographs, 

and none has been recovered in the three or four years of the Prairie 

Network's existence, Hynek states that only 600 UFO sightings since 

1947 have remained unidentified by the Ail  Force (Hynek,  1966). If 

this number is adopted as the equivalent of the "1% unidentifiable" 

events, sightings due to strange phenomena occur at the rate of only 

30 per year.    Other arguments further lower this figure to 18 or less 

per year (Page,  1968). 

The number of sightings of rare phenomena is so low that it is 

impossible to make a meaningful geographical distribution.    Whether 

the site of the Prairie - Weather Radar - Geomagnetic Network will 

eventually turn out to be the best location cannot now be predicted; 

its present advantage lies in the fact that the three detecting systems 

are interlaced over a small area, thus facilitating an investigation 

involving several disciplines. 
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It is because these sightings are so infrequent that the recom- 

■endation is made to use existing facilities, wherever they happen to 

be, and to proceed with such studies in a measured and thoughtful 

manner. 
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Chapter 10 |JK 

Statistical Analysis 

Paul Julian 

For the most part, statistics is a method of 

investigation that is used when other methods 

are of no avail; it is often a last resort and 

forlorn hope.    M. J. Moroney, Facts from Figures. 

Statistical analysis may be described as the quantitative treat- 

ment of uncertainty.     In the broad sense,  it is certainly more than 

that.    To many people the term 'statistics'  is synonymous with  'data* 

and a large portion of those who do statistical analysis concern 

themselves with collecting and summarizing data.    But when data so 

treated are used to formulate and test hypotheses, probability is 

immediately involved and the quantitative treatment of uncertainty 

begins. 

The malaise engendered when one deals with uncertainty and an 

insufficient knowledge of statistics probably account for the view- 

point expressed by Moroney.    Many people, scientists among them,  are 

uncomfortable dealing with uncertainty  (even though, without being 

aware of the fact,  they are constantly doing so) and their opinion of 

statistics is consequently somewhat colored. 

We are interested here in whether or not statistical analysis 

of UFO sighting reports is likely to be informative as to what the 

phenomena are but not as to how they are reported.    We make a distinc- 

tion,  initially, between studying the phenomena of UFOs and studying 

how people report UFOs.    It is likely that the two cannot be completely 

untangled and,  further, that the former is impossible without some 

idea of the latter.    However, attempts have been made and probably will 

in the future be made to use aggregated sighting report data to study 

the UFO phenomena because that data source is certainly the largest , 

and most comprehensive of any we have available with which to attack 
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the problaa.    Ihroughout this chapter we will be concerned, then, with 

the role of statistical methodology in studying the UFO phenomena. 

Since statistics deal    with uncertainty it might seem an attractive 

candidate for a central methodology in UFO research.    The purpose of 

this chapter is to discuss the place of statistical analysis in the 

study of the UFO problem.    We will be specifically interested in the 

testing of hypotheses and with decision procedures and not simply in 

the aggregation of data. 

The nature of the UFO problem coupled with the nature of statistical 

methodology, first of all,  results in questions posed in the hypotheses 

which may not be particularly satisfying.    For example, we might want 

to ask "Is there a 95% (or 90% or 99%) chance that UFO sighting reports 

include observations of objects not of terrestrial origin?"    But by 

the nature of the data we are forced to ask questions such as "Is there 

a '•5% (etc.) chance that the characteristics of reports classified as 

'knowns* differ from those for which no explanation has been suggested?" 

One reason for the inability to ask questions or state hypotheses 

which are directed specifically at solving the problem of UFO phenomena 

is that the/ occur in nature and out of our direct control.    Except 

perhaps for some psychological studies, we cannot place  'the UFO problem* 

in a laboratory and measure and study it -- we must accept it as it 

happens.    In statistical terms, we cannot design statistical experi- 

ments to test particular question. 

The second, and more profound, difficulty is presented by the 

rather obvious fact that it is impossible to formulate meaningful 

statements, questions, or hypotheses about the manifestations of 

unknown phenomena.    We can, of course, examine the data and see what 

manifestations there are in the sample data, but we are severely 

limited in the nature of the conclusions we can draw, again, because 

of the unknown nature of the phenomena.    The difference here is subtle, 

perhaps, but important. 

An instructive, but certainly not unique, way of looking at this 

difference is to invoke the traditional dichotomy between inductive and 
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deductive reasoning in science.    The deductive approach would operate 

by, say,  assuming that UFOs are a manifestation of Extra Terrestrial 

Intelligence;  or, perhaps, simply represent a class of unknown atmo- 

spheric optical or electromagnetic phenomena.    Given one or the other i 

assumption it would next follow that some hypotheses about the charac- 

teristics of UFO reports be constructed.    But because in both assumptions 

we are dealing with something unknown, how would we go about setting 

up such hypotheses? Such an approach from a statistical point of view j 

at any rate seems so difficult to pursue as to be essentially valueless. i I 
An inductive approach would,   in this case, be something as follows. 

Let us aggregate a sample of UFO reports and examine their characteristics 

with the objective, of establishing beyond some reasonable doubt that 

the characteristics are thus and so.    From there we must try to build 

a theory which explains those characteristics. 

Nearly all science operates  in practice by a combination and 

alternation of inductive and deductive methods and in both statistics 

as a research tool is generally used. However there are some important 

differences in statistical method depending upon whether we look at 

that data or evidence in order to formulate a hypothesis or whether 

we wish to establish a degree of reliability for the validity of what 

we hypothesize.    Perhaps the commonest misuse of statistics is represented 

by efforts to do both of these at once. 

In stati   McJ  language,  the expression of hypothesis  formation 

after the fac L     after examining the data,  is called a posteriori hypoth- 

esis formation.    The erection of a hypothesis before the data are 

examined is called a priori formation.    The former follows rather easily 

as a result of the inductive approach and the latter from the deductive 

method.    A posteriori hypothesis formation unless properly tested 

represents the previously mentioned attempt simultaneously to formu- 

late a hypothesis and establish its significance. 

In addition to the difficulties in hypothesis formation presented 

by the UFO problem,  there is another problem which should be discussed. 

This problem,  nearly always a crucial one and not as unique to the UFO 
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problem as the one just mentioned, is the sampling problem.    Granted 

that some hypothesis be formulated either a priori or a posteriori^ 

we then must test the hypothesis on a randomly selected sample of data. 

We cannot enter into a complete discussion of random sample selection 

here, but must simply point out that if we hope to establish the true 

statistical significance of a hypothesis the selection of sighting 

reports cannot be biased either in favor of or against that hypothesis 

to be tested. 

For example,  let us suppose that we want to test the hypothesis 

that UFO sighting reports contain a significant  (in some statistical 

sense) number in which the estimated apparent speed exceeds sonic or 

aircraft speed.    Such an experiment could be set up and a sample of 

report data gathered on which to test the hypothesis.    However, unless 

great care is used in selecting cases for inclusion in the sample, 

a non-random component is  likely to be encountered.    This is because 

it is very likely that it is precisely beoauee the UFO exhibited what 

to someone was supersonic speed that it is reported and included in 

UFO files of one sort or another.    Such a bias in the sample negates 

the possibility of a statistically reliable answer tc the question 

embodied in the hypothesis. 

The preceding example brings up a very perplexing problem.    Just 

what should constitute the population of UFO reports?    Should we 

include all UFO reports regardless of probable explanation, or just 

those reports for which no rational explanation can be given?    It 

seems intuitively obvious that an observation which is almost certainly 

of,  for example, Venus should not be included in the population of i'FOs. 

But the possible dangers of biasing the sample of reports examined 

by such intuitive reasoning seem lo be serious, to say nothing of the 

problem of determining the division between kn«wn and unknown cases. 

Again, it seems that the unknown nature of the phenomena poses some 

serious questions as  to the definition of the population and therefore 

to the kinds of question we might ask of report data. 

Some UFO literature has used aggregates of report data to search 

for "trends" or "patterns," either implicitly or explicitly stated. 
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The basic assumption seems to have been that trends and patterns in UFO 

reports might provide information on the nature of the phenomenon.    This 

approach appears to be mostly inductive -- perhsps not surprisingly so i 

in view of the difficulties in the deductive approach in the UFO problem. 

Tbere are two important comments on this assumption.    The first is \ 

that any examination of report data is bound to turn up some pattern -- 

we would be quite surprised it  the reports were completely featureless. 

The second is that, as already mentioned, since the patterns were i 

detected from the sample in hand some procedure for testing the signi- * 
i 

ficance of the patterns on independent data samples  is necessary. ^ 

The Vallees  (1966)  recommend a search for spatial and temporal 

patterns in the report data.    They report 1)    a claimed tendency for 

report positions in a given calendar day to be located in patterns 

that can be joined by nets  of straight lin'.s  (the controversial 

'orthoteny' hypothesis),  2)    a difference in the diurnal variation of 

different types of UFO reports,  and 3)    a 26-month periodicity (adjusted 

for annual variation)  in report data.    Only in the first instance do 

the Vallees report any test as tc the statistical significance of the 

claimed pattern.    They establish some basic criteria giving the distri- 

bution of the number of points determining straight lines used to join 

nets  of points when the points  are randomly distributed in space.    They 

do not report, however,  testing the straight line hypothesis  on a data 

sanp e other than the one used to formulate the orthoteny hypothesis. 

For the moment,  let us assume that all three features may be 

tested according to the methodology of statistical hypothesis testing 

and any one proves significant  -- that is,  the null hypothesis of 

1) a spatially random distribution of daily report  locations, or 

2) no difference in the diurnal variation of types of sightings, or 

3) a temporally random distribution of monthly total  number of reports 

is rejected at,  say,  the 95%  level.    Therefore, we conclude with a risk 

of 95% that some non-random spatial or temporal variation occurs in 

sighting report data.    This   'risk  level'  is a measure of how confident 

we can be of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is  in reality true. 

Most statistical tests arc of this basic type. 
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However there  is  another type of statistical  error which   is 

inherent in this type of hypothesis testing which generally speaking 

should be taken into account.    We should (if possible) try to deter- 

ir. ne what is the risk of accepting the null hypothesis when it is in 

fact false.    Normally this  type of error is guarded against by formu- 

lating the problem so that  the atavus quo is represented by the null 

hypothesis.    The rationale  for this choice is that  it  is better to 

err on the conservative side, since generally the risk of accepting 

the status quo  (null hypothesis) when it  is  in fact false is higher 

than the risk of rejecting it when actually true.    The complete formu- 

lation of the problem in these terms would be an exercise in decision 

theory.    Because of the interest aroused by the UFO problem, both 

scientific and social  interest, it appears that a most  interesting 

and appealing exercise would be an attempt to formulate some problems 

in  terms of decision theory. 

liven assuming that the decision problem can be attacked and solved 

and w    accept the rejection of one of the null hypotheses, what have 

we learned?    Obviously we are faced with strong evidence that there is 

something very peculiar about the distribution in space or time of 

sighting reports.    But  the use we could make of this peculiarity  in 

drawing conclusions about the nature of UFüs would be limited because 

of numerous alternative explanations of a peculiar distribution of 

reports.    Statistical  masoning in this hypothetical situation could 

tell us that the reports are significantly non-random in their spatial 

or temporal distribution and  that the probability is  large that there 

is something there to investigate, but statistical reasoning could 

tell us nothing about how to interpret this non-randomness.    In addition 

the word  'significance'   is used in the statistical sense and has no 

connotation at all of 'importance.' 

A useful analogy here might be the cigarette smoking-lung cancer 

relationship which has also been a ctorm center of controversy.    The 

statistical significance of a relationship between the two has been 

established to be very high and almost everyone accepts the level of 
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statistical  significance as indicative of a relationship.    However,   this 

significance in no way proves  a   aauaal rolationshir between smoking and 

lung cancer  --   that  is merely one of a number of alternative explanations 

of the statistical  result.    Most people,   in addition, would accept  the 

significance  level as evidence that  there  is certainly something to 

investigate.    The use of statistical evidence to choose what  to do next 

rather than to choose between terminal  acts   involves decision  theory, 

rather than classical statistical hypothesis testing.    This  type of 

analysis has  already been mentioned above. 

To summarize,  the UFO phenomena presents some difficjlt and 

challenging problems to statistical  methodology.    We arc dealing with 

unknown phenomena,   at  least  in part,  which  is manifested by subjective, 

qualitative  reports  from observers with  a wide i.j'ectrum of ability 

to report what  they see.    We cannot place the phenomena  in the  labora- 

tory to study  them and design experiments  on them.     There ;ire very 

fundamental   problems such  as defining  the population to be used  in 

statistical  studies,  and formulating hypotheses about characteristics 

or report data a posteriori and attempting to interpret  these as 

manifestations of unknown phenomena. 

The physical  scientist  conversant with statistics and statistical 

methodology   is   likely to come to one  of two cunclusiuns  about   the 

possibility of productive use of statistics   in the UFO problem.     Con- 

sidering  the difficulties described above he may ccnclucie that  the 

methodology of statistical  analysis  does  not offer satisfying  answers 

to the important,  central question;; of the LFO phenomena,   and  that 

efforts should be directed ;it  inereasinj: understanding of atmospheric 

optics,  etc.   or  in attempting to make some measurement of some physical 

quantity  associated with an UFO.     Or he might take the position  that 

difficulties  of statistical   analysis   in this   instance should not 

prevent efforts   to make analyses,  because  the risk of throwing away 

valuable  information by ignoring sighting  report data  should not  be 

overlooked.     Tins  position must   be taken with some care,  however,   for 

lie would be taking   it as  "a   last   resort  and  forlorn hope" as Moroney 

puts   it. 
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Tlie social  scientist, on the other hand, might  take a different 

position.    Instead of concerning hinself with report sightings as a 

measure of a physical phenomena he might be attracted by the data as 

a source of information on psychological and social-psychological 

problems of perception, reporting, etc.    We do not regard ourselves as 

qualified to pursue this point further.    Mention of it was made at 

the beginning of this chapter and additional discussion may be found 

in Section VI  in Chapters 1 and 2. 

As a result of considering the problem of the role of statistical 

analysis  of report  data in investigating UFO phenomena we conclude that 

very grave difficulties are present  involving rather fundamental  aspects 

of statistical methodology.    It  is our feeling that little value to the 

physical  sciences will  result from "searching" the report data for 

"significant" features. 

IVo qualify this view in two ways:    First, we are not able,  of 

< ' irso,   to perceive the future and it may be that an innovative worker 

paying careful attention to the demands of methodology might well 

produce a study which represents  a real  increase in knowledge about 

IJFOs.    We should  in this  regard give the decision-theory approach  some 

thought:     we should attempt to evaluate the consequences of statistical 

orror of both kinds  and to consider the problems posed by question of 

the "where do we go from here?" type.     Second,  efforts to investigate 

WO reports rather  than the UFO phenomena seem to offer fertile ground 

for future study. 
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AD HOC  COMMITTEE TO REVIEW 

PROJECT  "BLUE BOOK" 

MARCH   1966 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As   requested in a memorandum  from Major General   E.   B. 
LeBailly,   Secretary of  the Air Force Office  of  Information, 
dated  28  September   1965   (Tab A),   an SAB Ad Hoc  Committee 
met  on   3  February   1966   to  review Project  "Blue  Book". 
The  objectives of  the Committee are  to review the  resources 
and methods  of investigation  prescribed by Project  "Blue 
Book"   and   Lo advise  the  Air  Force of any  improvements   that 
can  be made  in  the program to enhance  the Air Force's 
capability  in carrying  out   its  responsibility. 

In  order  to bring  themselves up  to date,   the members of 
the Committee  initiallv reviewed  the findings  of previous 
scientific  panels charged  with   looking into  the UFO 
problem.     Particular attention was given  to  the  report 
of the Robertson panel which was rendered in January 1953. 
The Committee next heard briefings  from the AFSC  Foreign 
Technology Division, which   is  the cognizant Air Force 
agency  that collttes information on UFO sightings  and 
monitors  investigations  of  individual cases.     Finally, 
the Committee reviewed selected case histories of UFO 
sightings with particular  emphasis on those  that have 
not been Identified. 

II. DISCUSSION 

Although about 67. (646)  of all sightings   (10,147)  in 
the years  1947 through 1965 are listed by the Air Force 
as "Unidentified",  it appears Co the Committee that 
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most  ol   lUo  coses  so   listed are  simply  those   in which 
the   in lonnat ion  avai labl o  docs   not   provide an  adequate 
basis   for   analysis.     In   this   connection   it   is   important 
also  to  note   that  no unidentified  objects  other   than 
those  of  an  astronomical   nature have  ever  been   observed 
dnrinj;   routine   astronomical   studies,   in  spite  of  the 
lar^e  number  of observing hours which have been  devoted 
to   the  sky.     As   examples  of  this   the  Falomar  Observatory 
Sky Atlas   contains  some   3000   plates  made with   large 
instruments  with wide   field of view;   the Harvard Meteor 
Project  of   1934-1938 provided  some   3300 hours  of 
observation;   the  Smithsonian Visual   Prairie Network 
provided  2 300  observing hours.     Not  a  single un- 
identified  object has  been  reported as appearing  on 
any  of   these  plates or  been  sighted visually  in  all 
these  observations. 

The Committee  concluded  that  in  the   19 years  since   the 
first  UFO was   sighted  there has  been no evidence   that 
unidentified  flying objects are a.   threat to our national 
security.     Having arrived at   this  conclusion  the 
Committee   then   turned  its  attention  to considering how 
the Air  Force  should handle the scientific aspects  of 
the UFO  problem.     Unavoidably  these are also related  to 
Air  Force  public relations,   a  subject on which   the 
Committee   is not",  expert.     Thus   the  recommendations 
which   follow are made  simply   from   the scientific  point 
of view, 

III.     CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

It  is   the  opinion of the Committee   that  the present 
Air  Force  program dealing with  UFO  sightings has  been 
well organized,  although  the resources assigned to  it 
(only one  officer,  a sergeant,   and  secretary)  have 
been quite   limited.     In  19  years  and more than   10,000 
sightings   recorded and classified,   there appears   to be 
no verified and  fully satisfactory  evidence of any 
case  that   is clearly outside  the  framework of presently 
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t known science  and   technology.     Nevertheless,   there   is 
\ always   the  possibility  that  analysis   of new sightings 

may provide some  ijdditions   to  scientific  knov/ludge of 
; value  to  the Air  Force.     Moreover,   some of  the case 

records which   the  Committee  looked  that were   listed as 
"identified" were   sightings where   the  evidence collected 
was   too meager  or   too   Indefinite  to permit  positive 
listing  in  the  identified category.     Because of  this 
the Committee  recommends  that   the  present  program be 
strengthened  to  provide opportunity  for scientific 
investigation  of  selected sightings   in more detail and 
depth  than has  been possible to date. 

To accomplish   this   it   is  recommended  that: 

A. Contracts be negotiated with  a few selected 
universities  to provide scientific   teams  to investigate 
promptly and in depth certain selected sightings of UFO's 
Each  team should  include at   least  one  psychologist, 
preferably  one  interested in clinical  psychology,  and 
at  least one physical  scientist,  preferably an 
astronomer or geophysicist familiar with atmospheric 
physics.    The universities should be chosen  to provide 
good geographical   distribution,   and should be within 
convenient distance of a base of the Air Force Systems 
Command  (AFSC). 

B. At each AFSC base an officer skilled in 
investigation  (but not necessarily with scientific 
training) should be designated to work with  the 
corresponding university team for that geographical 
section.    The  local  representative of the Air Force 
Office of Special Investigations  (OSI) might be a 
logical choice  for  this. 

C. One university or one not-for-profit organi- 
zation should be selected to coordinate  the work of 
the teams mentioned under A above,  and also to make 
certain of very close communication and coordination 
with the office of Project Blue Book. 
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It   is   thought   that  pi'rhaps   100 sightings  a  year might 
be  subjected  to  this   close  study,  and  that   possibly 
an   average  of   10  man   Jays  might   bo  ren;ired  per 
Sighting  so  studifd.     The  information  provided by 
such  a  program might   bring  to   light new  facts  of 
scientific  value,   and would almost certainly provide 
a   far  better basis   than we have  today  for  decision on 
a   long  term UFO program. 

The  scientific   reports  on   these  selected  sightings, 
supplementing  the  present  program of the Project  Blue 
Book office,  should strengthen  the public  position of 
the Air Force on UFO's.     It  is,   therefore,   recommended 
that: 

A. These reports  be  printed in  full  and be avail- 
able  on request. 

B. Suitable abstracts  or condensed version?-   be 
printed and  included   in,   or as  supplements   to,   '.he 
published reports  of  Project  Blue Book. 

C. The  form of  report   (as   typified h\   'VrojecC 
Blue Book"  dated  1   February  1966)  be expa/ic^d,   and 
anything which might   suggest  that  information  is  r.< i.;(« 
withheld   (such as   the wording on page   y   :>f:  the   ab- v 
cited  reference)   b«.-  deleted.     The  fovr   of  this     ijur.J 
can  be  of great   importance   in  secur; Y,  public  Uvufcr- 
standing and should be  given deta>N .3 study  bv   ic» 
appropriate Air Force  office. 

D. The reports  "ProjeC     h^ EooW  shö'jld he 
given wide unsolicited  circu; toon anu ftg ;>,.o-ainer.;. 
members  of  the Congress  arK? tithe"   public  persons as 
a   further  aid to public  ui'id^ratiAdi,ng of  the  scientific 
approach being taken by   the Air Force  in attacking  Lhv1 

UFO  problem. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
WASHINGTON 

OPTICS OTTHSMCMK Mtv 

MEMORANDUM FOR MILITARY DIRECTOR, SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY BOARD 

SUBJECT: Unidentified Flying Objects (UFOs) 

In keeping with its air defense role, the Air Force has the 
responsibility for the investigation of unidentified flying objects 
reported over the United States. The name of this project is Blue 
Book (Attachment 1). Procedures for conducting this program are 
established by Air Force Regulation 200-2 (Attachment 2). 

The Air Force has conducted Project Blue Book since 19̂ 8. As 
of 30 June 1965, a total of 9267 reports had been investigated by 
the Air Force. Of these 9267 reports, 663 cannot be explained. 

It has been determined by the Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff/ 
Plans and Operations that Project Blue Book is a worthwhile program 
which deserves the support of all staff agencies and major commands 
ana that the Air Force should continue to investigate and analyze 
ftiT UFO reports in order to assure that such objects do not present 
a threat to our national security. The Assistant Deputy Chief of 
Staff/Plans and Operations has determined also that the Foreign 
Technology Division (FTD) at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base should 
continue to exercise its presently assigned responsibilities concern-
ing UFOs. 

To date, the Air Force has found no evidence that any of the 
UFO reports reflect a threat to our national security. However, 
many of the reports that cannot be explained have come from intelli-
gent and technically well qualified individuals whose integrity can-
not be doubted. In addition, the reports received officially by the 
Air Force include only a fraction of the spectacular reports which 
are publicized by many private UFO organizations. 

Accordingly, it is requested that a working scientific panel 
composed of both physical and social scientists be organized to 
review Project Blue Book — its resources, methods, and findings — 
and to advise the Air Force as to any improvements that should 
be made in the program in order to carry out the Air Force's 
assigned responsibility. 
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Doctor J, Allen Hynek who is the CUaimuui of the Deurbüm 
Observatory at Northwestern University is the ucientil'ic consultant 
to Project Blue Dookt He has indicated a willinßncaii to work with 
such a panel in order to place thic piohlem in its proper uerjpec- 
tive. 

Doctor Hynek has discussed this problem with Doctor Winston 
R. Markey, the former Air Force Chief Scientist*  | 

E. B. LeBAILLY / 
Major General, USAF 
Director of Information 

2 Attachments 
1. Blue Book Report 
2. ATO 200-2 
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AO HOC COMMITTEE ON 
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS  (UFOs) 

AGENDA 

Thursday.  3 February 1966 

0800 Welcoming Remarks 

0805 

0810 

0830 

Introduction 

The Air Force Problem 

Briefing on Project 
Blue Book 

Commander or 
Vice Commander,  FTD 

Dr.   O'Brien,  SAB 

Lt Col Spauldlng, 
SAFOI 

Major Qulntanllla, 
FTD 

1000 Break 

1015 Review of Selected 
Case Histories 

1145 Lunch 

1315 Executive and Writing 
Session 

FTD Staff 

22 December 1965 
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SPECIAL 

REPORT OF THE USAF SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY BOARD 
AD HOC COMMITTEE TO REVIEW PROJECT "BLUE BOOK" 

DISTRIBimON 

SYMBOL COPIES 

Secretary of the Air Force Office of Information SAFOI 

Military Director, DCS/R&D 

Committee Members (1 each) 
Dr. Brian O'Brien (Chairman) 
Dr. Launor F. Carter 
Mr. Jesse Orlansky 
Dr. Richard Porter 
Dr. Carl Sagan 
Dr. Willis H. Ware 

Concander, Foreign Technology Division 

DCS/Foreign Technology (AFSC) 

Chairman, SAB 

SAB Secretariat 

AFRDC 

SCF 

AFBSA 

AFBSA 

25 

1 

6 

5 

2 

1 

1 
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Meeting ■tatistlcs bearing on thii 
report including all times, dates, 
places, a listing of persons in 
attendance and purposes therefor, 
together with their affiliations 
and material reviewed and discussed, 
are available in the SAB Secretariat 
offices for review by authorised 
persons or agencies. 

APPROVED BY: 

HAROLD A.  STEINER, Lt Colonel, USAF 
Assistant Secretary 
USAF Scientific Advisory Board 
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APPENDIX B:    APR NO.  80-17. UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS 
AFR 80-17 

AIR FORCE REGULATION 
NO. 80-17 

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
Washington, D. C. 19 September 1966 

Research And Development 

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO) 

This regulation ettabUshe» the Air Force program for lnve$tlgatlng and anaig zing UFO» 
over the United States. It provide» for uniform investigative procedure» and release of In- 
formation. The Investigations and anolgaes prescribed are related directlg to the Air Force's 
responslbilitg for the air defense of the United States. The UFO Program requires prompt 
reporting and rapid evaluation of data for successful Identification. Strict compliance with 
this regulation I» mandatory. 

SECTION A—GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Explanation of Terms 
Program  Objectives   
Program Responsibilities 

Paragraph 

1 
2 
3 

SECTION B—PUBLIC RELATIONS. INFORMATION, CONTACTS, 
AND RELEASES 

Response to Public Interest   -._  -      _          . 
Releasing Information             .. 

SECTION C—PREPARING AND SUBMITTING REPORTS 
General Information    .  _         .   
Guidance in Preparing Reports             
Transmittal of Reports    ..  __    . ._            
Negative or Inapplicable Data      -    
Comments of Investigating Officer     
Basic Reporting Data and Format     -      .   _. _     
Reporting Physical Evidence    ,   .. .          . .    ..    

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

SECTION A--GENERAL PROVISIONS 

1. Explanation of Terms. To insure proper 
and uniform usage of terms in UFO investi- 
gations, reports, and analyses, an explanation 
of common terms follows: 

a. Unidentified Flying Objects. Any aerial 
phenomenon or objecL which is unknown or 
appears out of the ordinary to the observer. 

b. Familiar or Known Objects/Phenom- 
ena. Aircraft, aircraft lights, astronomical 
bodies (meteors, planets, stars, comets, sun, 
moon), balloons, b<rds fireworks, missiles, 
rockets, satellites, searchlights, weather phe- 
nomena (clouds, contrails, dust devils), and 
other natural phenomena. 
2. Program Objectives. Air Force interest in 
UFOs is two-fold: to determine if the UFO 

is a possible threat to the United States and 
to use the scientific or technical data gained 
from study of UFO reports. To attain these 
objectives, it is necesssary to explain or iden- 
tify the stimulus which caused the observer 
to report his observation as an unidentified 
flying object. 

a. Air Defense. The majority of UFOs re- 
ported to the Air Force have been conven- 
tional or familiar objects which present no 
threat to our security. 

(1) It is possible that foreign countries 
may develop flying vehicles of revolutionary 
configuration or propulsion. 

(2) Frequently, some alleged UFOs are 
determined to be aircraft. Air Defense Com- 
mand (ADC) is responsible for identification 

This regulation superitede« AFR J0ft-l. 20 July 1M2 
OPR: AFRSTA 
DISTRIBUTION: S 
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of aircraft. Except as aircraft are deter- 
mined to be the stimulus for a UFO report, 
aircraft are not to be reported under th« 
provisions of this regulation. 

b. Technical and Scientific. The Air Force 
*ill analyze reports of UFOs submitted to 
it to attain the protfram objectives. In this 
connection  these  facts are of  importance: 

(1) The need for further scientitic 
knowledge in geophysics, astronomy, and 
physics of the upper atmosphere which may 
be provided by study and analysis of UFOs 
and similar aerial phenomena. 

(2) The need to report all pertinent fac- 
tors that have a direct bearing on scientific 
analysis and conclusions of UFO sightings. 

(3) The need and the importance of 
complete case information. Analysis has ex- 
plained all hut a small percentage of the 
sightings which have been reported to the 
Air Force. The ones that have not been ex- 
plained are carried statistically as "uniden- 
tified." Because of the human factors in- 
volved and because analysis of a UFO sight- 
ing depends primarily on a personal impres- 
sion and interpretation by the observer 
rather than on scientific data or facts ob- 
tained under controlled conditions, the elimi- 
nation of of all unidentifed.s is improbable. 
However, if more immediate, detailed, and 
objective data on the unidentilieds had lyeen 
available and promptly reported, perhaps 
these, too, could have been identified. 

3. Program Responsibilities: 
a. Frof/rnm Monitor. The Deputy Chief of 

Staff, Research and Development, is respon- 
sible for the overall program, evaluation of 
investigative procedures, and the conduct of 
separate scientific investigations. 

b. Resources. The Air Force Systems Com- 
mand will support tl e program with current 
resources within the Foreign Technology Di- 
vision (FTD) at Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base, Ohio, to continue the Project Blue Book 
effort. Other AFSC resources normally used 
by FTD for this effort will continue to be 
made available. 

c. hinstiyntion. Each commander of an 
Air Force base will provide a UFO investi- 
gative capability. When notice of a UFO 
sighting is received, an investigation will be 
implemented to determine the stimulus for 
the sighting. An Air Force base receiving 
the notice of a UFO sighting may not be the 
base nearest the locale of the sighting. In 
that event, the reported UFO sighting will be 
referred to the Air Force base nearest the 
sighting for action. 

EXCEPTIONS: FTD at Wright-Patterson 
Air Force Base, Ohio, independently or with 
the help of pertinent Air Force activities, 
may conduct any other investigation to con- 
clude its analysis or findings. 1IQ USAF may 
arrange for separate investigations. 

d. Annltisis. FTD will: 
(1) Analyze and evaluate all informa- 

tion and evidence reported to bases on those 
UFOs which are not identilid at the base 
level. 

(2) Use other Oovernment agencies, 
private industrial companies, and contractor 
personnel to assist in analyzing and evaluat- 
ing UFO reports, as necesssary. 

e. Findings. FTD, Wright-Patterson AFB, 
Ohio, will prepare a final case report on each 
sighting reported to it after the data have 
been properly evaluated. If the final report 
is deemed significant, FTD will send the re- 
port of its findings to AFSC (SCFA), An- 
drews AFB, Wash DC 20331, which will send 
a report to 1IQ USAF (AFRDC), Wash DC 
20330. 

f. Cooperation. All Air Force activities 
will cooperate with UFO investigators to 
insure that pertinent information relative 
to investigations of UFO sightings are 
promptly obtained. When feasible, this will 
include furnishing air or ground transpor- 
tation and other assistance. 

SECTION  B—PUBLIC  RELATIONS, 
INFORMATION, CONTACTS, 

AND RELEASES 

I. Response to Public Interest. The Secre- 
tary of the Air Force, Oflice of Information 
(SAF-OI), maintains contact with the pub- 
lic and the news media on all aspects of the 
UFO program and related activities. Pri- 
vate individuals or organizations desiring 
Air Force interviews, briefings, lectures, or 
private discussions on UFOs will be in- 
structed to direct their requests to SAF-OI. 
Air Force members not officially connected 
with UFO investigations covered by this 
regulation will refrain from any action or 
comment on UFO reports which may mis- 
lead or cause the public t:) construe these 
opinions as official Air Force findings 

5.  Releasing  Information.  SAF 01   is   the 
agency   responsible  for   releasing  informa- 
tion to the public and to the news media. 

a. Cou-fircssional and I'n.ndentinl In- 
./niries. The Office of I legislative Liaison 
will: 

(1)  With the assistance of SAF-OI, an- 
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swer all Congressional and Presidential 
queries regarding UFOs forwarded to the 
Air Force. 

(2) Process requests from Conjrres- 
sionai sources in accordance with APR 11-7. 

b. SAF-OI ivill: 
(1) Respond to correspondence from 

individuals requesting information on the 
UFO Program and evaluations of sightings. 

(2) Release information on UFO sight- 
ings and results of investigations to the gen- 
eral public. 

(3) Send correspondence queries which 
are purely technical and scientific to FTD 
for information on which to base a reply, 

c. KxwpfimiH. In response to local in- 
quiries regarding UFOs reported in the 
vicinity of an Air Force base, the base com- 
mander may release information to the news 
media or the public after the sighting lias 
l>een positively identified. If the stimulus for 
the sighting is difficult to identify at the base 
level, the commander may state that the 
sighting is under investigation and conclu- 
sions will be released by SAF-OI after the 
investigation is completed. The commander 
may also state that the Air Force will re- 
view and analyze the results of the in- 
vestigation. Any further inquiries will be 
directed to SAF-OI. 

SECTION C—PREPARING AND 
SUBMITTING REPORTS 

6. General Information: 
a. The Deputy Chief of Staff. Research 

and Development. USAF and the ADC have 
a direct and immediate interest in UFOs 
reported within tiie US. All Air Force activi- 
ties will conduct UFO investigations to the 
extent necessary for reporting action (see 
paragraphs Ö, 10. 11. and 12). Investiga- 
tion may be carried beyond this point when 
the preparing officer l)elieves the scientific 
or public relations aspect of the case war- 
rants further investigation. In this case, the 
investigator will coordinate his continued 
investigation with FTD. 

b. Paragraph 7 will be used as a guide for 
screenings, investigations, and reportings. 
Paragraph 11 is an outline of the reporting 
format. 

c. Inquiries should be referred to SAF- 
OI (see paragraph 5). 

d. If possible, an individual selected as a 
UFO investigator should have a scientific or 
technical background and experience sis an 
investigator. 

e. Reports required by this regulation are 
excluded from assignment of a rejjorts con- 
trol syml)oI in accordance with paragraph 
3k. AFR 300-5. 

7. Guidance in Preparing Reportt«. The use- 
fulness of a UFO re|Hirt drpends largely 
on accuracy, timeliness, skill and resource- 
fulness of the person who receives the initial 
information and makes the report. Follow- 
ing are aids for screening, evaluating and 
reporting sightings: 

a. Activities receiving initial reports of 
aerial objects and phenomena will screen the 
information to determine if the report con- 
cerns a valid UFO as defined in paragraph 
la. Reports not falling within that defini- 
tion do not require further action. Aircraft 
flares, jet exhausts, condensation trails, 
blinking or steady lights observed at night, 
lights circling near airports and airways, and 
other aircraft phenomena should not lie re- 
ported as they do not fall within the defini- 
tion of a UFO. 

EXCEPTION: Reports of known object« 
will be made to FTD when this infoi mation 
originally had been reported by local news 
media as a UFO and the witness has con- 
tacts the Air Force. (Do NOT solicit re- 
ports.) News releases should he included as 
an attachment with the report (see para- 
graph 8c). 

b. Detailed study will I« made of the logic, 
consistency, and authenticity of the observ- 
er's report. An interview with the oliserver, 
by persons preparing the report, is espe- 
cially valuable in determining the reliability 
of the source and the validity of the infor- 
mation. Factors for particular attention are 
the observer's age. occupation, and educa- 
tion, and whether he has a technical or 
scientific background. A report that a wit- 
ness is completely familiar with certain as- 
oects of a sighting should indicate specific 
qualifications to substantiate such famili- 
arity. 

c. The following procedures will assist the 
investigating officer in completing the report 
and arriving at a conclusion as required in 
paragraph 11. 

(1) When feasible, contact locil air- 
craft control and warning (ACW) units, 
and pilots and crews of aircraft aloft at the 
time and place of sighting. Coniact any per- 
sons or organizations that may have addi- 
tional data on the UFO or can verify evi- 
dence—visual, electronic, or other. 

(2) Consult military or civilian weather 
forecasters for data on tracks of weather 
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balloons or any unusual meteorological ac- 
tivity that may have a bearing on the stim- 
ulus for the UFO. 

(3) Consult navigators and astrono- 
mers in the area to determine if any astro- 
nomical body or phenomenon might account 
for the sighting. 

(4) Consult military and civilian tower 
operators, air operations units, and airlines 
to determine if the sighting could have been 
an aircraft. Local units of the Federal Avia- 
tion Agency (FAA) can be of assistance in 
this regard. 

(5) Consult persons who may know of 
experimental aircraft of unusual configura- 
tion, rocket and guided missile firings, or 
aerial tests in the area. 

(6) Consult local and State police, 
county sheriffs, forest rangers, and other 
civil officials who may have been in the area 
at the time of the sighting or have knowl- 
edge of other witnesses. 

8. Transmittal of Reports: 
a. Timelinean. Report all information on 

UFOs promptly. Electrical transmission with 
a "Priority" precedence is authorized. 

b. Submission of Reports. Submit multi- 
ple-addressed electrical reports to: 

(1) ADC. 
(2) Nearest Air Division (Defence). 
(3) FTD WPAFB. (First line of text: 

FOR TDETR.) 
(4) CSAF. (First line of text: FOR 

AFRDC.) 
(5) OSAF. (First line of text: FOR 

SAF-OI.) 
c. Written Reports. In the event follow- 

up action requires a letter report, send it to 
FTD (TDETR), Wright-Patterson AFB, 
Ohio 45433. FTD will send the reports to in- 
terested organizations in the US and to 
SAF-OI if required. 

d. Reports from Civilians. Advise civil- 
ians to report UFOs to the nearest Air Force 
bade, 

e. Negative or Inapplicable Data. If speci- 
fic information is lacking, refrain from using 
the words "negative" or "unidentified" un- 
less all logical leads to obtain the informa- 
tion outlined in paragraph 11 have been 
exhausted. For example, the information on 
weather conditions in the area, as requested 
in paragraph llg, is obtainable from the 
local military or civilian weather facility. 
Use the phrase "not applicable (NA)" only 
when the question really does not apply to 
the sighting under investigation. 
1C. Comments of Investigating Officer. This 
officer will make an initial analysis and com- 

ment on the possible cause or identity of the 
stimulus in a supporting statement. He will 
make every effort to obtain pertinent Hems 
of information and to test all possible leads, 
clues, and hypotheses. The investigating offi- 
cer who receives the initial report is in a 
better position to conduct an on-the-spot sur- 
vey and follow-up than subsequent investi- 
gative personnel and analysts who may be 
far removed from the area and who may 
arrive too late to obtain vital data or infor- 
niation necessary for firm conclusions. The 
investigating officer's comments and conclu- 
sions will be in the last paragraph of the 
report submitted through channels. The re- 
porting official will contact FTD (Area Code 
613, 257-0916 or 257-6678) for verbal au- 
thority to continue investigations. 

11. Basic Reporting Data and Format. Show 
the abbreviation "UFO" at the beginning of 
the text of all electrical reports and in the 
subject of any follow-up written reports. In- 
clude required data in all electrical reports, 
in the order shown below: 

c. Description of the Object(s): 
(1) Shape. 
(2) Size compared to a known object. 
(3) Color. 
(4) Number. 
(5) Formation, if more than one. 
(6) Any discernible features or details. 
(7) Tail, trail, or exhaust, including its 

size. 
(8) Sound. 
(9) Other pertinent or unusual fea- 

tures. 
b. Description of Course of Object(s): 

(1) What first called he attention of 
observer(s) to the object(s)? 

(2) Angle of elevation and azimuth of 
object(s) when first observed. (Use theodo- 
lite or compass measurement if possible.) 

(8) Angleof elevation of object (s) upon 
disappearance. (Use theodolite or compass 
measurement if possible.) 

(4) Description of flight path and 
maneuvers of object(g). (Use elevations and 
azimuth, not altitude.) 

(5) How did the object(s) disappear? 
(Instantaneously to the North, for example.) 

(6) How long were the object(s) visi- 
ble? (Be specific—5 minutes, 1 hour, etc.) 

c. Manner of Observation: 
(1) Use one or any combination of the 

following items: Ground-visual, air-visual, 
ground-electronic, air-electronic. (If elec- 
tronic, specify type of radar.) 

(2) Statement as to optical aids (tele- 
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scopes, binoculars, etc.)  used and descrip- 
tion thereof. 

(3) If the sighting occurred while air- 
borne, give type of aircraft, identification 
number, altitude, heading, speed, and home 
station. 

d. Time and Date of S'ghting: 
(1) Greenwich date-time group of sight- 

ing and local time. 
(2) Light conditions (use one of the 

following terms: Night, day, dawn, dusk). 
e. Location of Observer(s). Give exact 

latitude and longitude coordinates of each 
observer, and/or geographical position. In 
electrical reports, give a position with refer- 
ence to a known landmark in addition to the 
coordinateo. For example, use "2 mi N of 
Deeville"; "3 mi SW of Blue Lake," to pre- 
clude errors due to teletype garbling of fig- 
ures. 

f. Identifying Information on Observ- 
er(s): 

(1) Civilian—Name, age, mailing ad- 
dress, occupation, education and estimate of 
reliability. 

(2) Military—Name, grade, organiza- 
tion, duty, and estimate of reliability. 

2r. Weather and Winds-Aloft Conditions at 
Time and Place of Sightings: 

(1) Observer(s) account of weather 
conditions. 

(2) Report from nearest A WS or US 
Weather Bureau Office of wind direction 
and velocity in degrees and knots at sur- 
face, 6,000', 10,000', 16,000', 20,000', 30,000', 
50,000', and 80,000', if available. 

(3) Ceiling. 
(4) Visibility. 
(5) Amount of cloud cover. 
(6) Thunderstorms in area and quad- 

rant in which located. 
(7) Vertical temperature gradient. 

h. Any other unusual activity or condi- 
tion, meteorological, astronomical, or other- 
wise, that might account for the sighting. 

i. Interception or identification action 
taken (such action is authorized whenever 
feasible and in compliance with existing air 
defense directives). 

j. Location, approximate altitude, and 
general direction of flight of any air traffic 
or balloon releases in the area that might 
possibly account for the sighting. 

k. Position title and comments of the pre- 
paring officer, including his preliminary 
analysis of the possible cause of the sight- 
ings (s). (See paragraph 10.) 

12. Reporting Physical Evidence: 
a. I'hotoiirniihir: 

(1) Still Photographs. Forward the 
original negative to FTD (TDETR), Wright- 
Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433, and indicate 
the place, time, and date the photograph was 
taken. 

(2) Motion Pictures. Obtain the origi- 
nal film. Examine the film strip for apparent 
cuts, alterations, obliterations, or defects. In 
the report comment on any irregularities, 
particularly in films received from other than 
official sources. 

(3) Supplemental Photographic Infor- 
mation. Negatives and prints often are in- 
sufficient to provide certain valid data or 
permit firm conclusions. Information that 
aids in plotting or in estimating distances, 
apparent size and nature of object, probable 
velocity, and movement^ includes: 

(a) Type and make of camera. 
(b) Type, focal length, and make of 

lens. 

stop. 

(c) Brand and type of film. 
(d) Shutter speed used. 
(e) Lens opening used; that is, "f" 

(f) Filters used. 
(g) Was tripod or solid stand used, 
(h) Was "panning" used. 
(i) Exact direction camera was 

pointing with relation to true North, and its 
angle with respect to the ground. 

(4) Other Camera Data. If supplemen- 
tal information is unobtainable, the mini- 
mum camera data required are the type of 
camera, and the smallest and largest "f" stop 
and shutter speed readings of the camera. 

(5) Radar. Forward two copies of each 
still camera photographic print. Title radar- 
scope photographic prints per AFR 95-7. 
Classify radarscope photographs per AFR 
205-1. 

NOTE: If possible, develop film l»ef<)re 
forwarding. Mark undeveloped film clearly 
to indicate this fact, to avoid destruction by 
exposure through mail channels to final ad- 
dressees. 

o. MaU'thil. Air Force echelons receiving 
suspected or actual UFO material will safe- 
guard it to prevent any defacing or altera- 
tions which might reduce its value for in- 
telligence examination and analysis. 

c. Photographs, Motion Picluns, and Neg- 
atives Submitted by Indiridmls. Individuals 
often submit photographic and motion pic- 
ture material as part of their UFO reports. 
All original material submitted will I« re- 
turned to the individual after completion of 
necessary studies, analysis, ami duplication 
by the Air Force. 
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BY ORDER OF THE SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE 

OFFICIAL J. P. McCONNELL 
General, U.S. Air Force- 
Chief of Staff 

R. J. PUGH 
Colonel, USAF 
Director of Administtativc Services 
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APPENDIX B:    AFR NO.  80-17(C2) .     UNIDFNTIFIED FLYINC. OBJECTS 

CHANGE 2, AFR 80-17 

AIR FORCE REGULATION 
NO. 80-17(02) 

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FOUCE 
Washington, SO September 1968 

Rmecrch and Development 

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO) 

APR 80-17, 19 September 1M6, and change 1, M October  1967, are chanced as folHwa: 

8b(3). FTD WPAFB.   (First line of text: FOR TDPT (UFO).) 

8b(6). Delete. 

BY ORDER OF THE SECRETARY OF THE AIR FoRCä 

OFFICIAL 

JOHN F. RASH, Colouel. ISAF 
Director of Administrative Services 

J. P. McCONNELL, (hnnal,  USAF 
Chief of Staff 

DISTRIBUTION: S 
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APPENDIX B:    AFR NO.   80-17(Cl) .    UNIDENTIFIED FLYING O^J-'^TS 

I 

AIR FORCE REGULATION 
NO. 80-17(Cl) 

CHANGE i, AFR 80-17 

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
Washington, 26 October 1967 

Research and Development 

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS  (UFO) 

APR 80-17. It September 1N6, it chanted M followe: 

^Sc. Investigation. Each commander of an 
Air Force base within the United States will 
provide a UFO ... sighting for action. 

3c. EXCEPTIONS: FTD at Wright-Patter- 
son .. . for separate investigations. The Uni- 
versity of Colorado, under a research agree- 
ment with the Air Force, will conduct a study 
of UFOs. This program (to run approxi- 
mately 16 months) will be conducted inde- 
pendently and without restrictions. The 
university will enlist the assistance of other 
conveniently located institutions that can field 
investigative teams. All UFO reports will be 
submitted to the University of Colorado, 
which will be given the fullest cooperation of 
all UFO Investigating Officers. Every effort 
will be made to keep all UFO reports un- 
classified. However, if it is necessary to 
classify a report because of method of detec- 
tion or other factors not related to the UFO, 
a separate report including all possible infor- 
mation will be sent to the University of 
Colorado. 

^Oa. The Deputy Chief of Staff,... reported 
within the United States. All Air Fores ac- 
tivities within the United States will conduct 
UFO ... investigation with FTD. 

8b(6). University of Colorado, Boulder CO 
80302, Dr. Condon. (Mail copy of message 
form.) 

if8c. Reports. If followup action is required 
on electrically transmitted reports, prepare 
an investigative report on AF Form 117, 
"Sighting of Unidentified Phenomena Ques- 
tionnaire," which will be reproduced locally 
on 8" x lO'/i" paper in accordance with at- 
tachment 1 (9 pages). Send the completed 
investigative report to FTD (TDETR), 
Wrifrht-Patterson AFB OH 45433. FTD will 
send the reports to interested organizations 
in the United States and to Secretary of the 
Air Force (SAFOI). Wash DC 20330, if 
required. 

8e. Negative ./ Inapplicable Data. Renumber 
as paragraph 9. 

Ilk. Position title, name, rank, official ad- 
dress, telephone area code, office and home 
telephone, and comments of the preparing 
officer, including his preliminary analysis of 
the possible cause of the sighting. (See para- 
graph 10.) 

BY ORDER OF THE SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE 

OFFICIAL 

R. J. PUGH, Colonel, USAF 
Director of Administrative Services 

J. P. McCONNELL, General, USAF 
Chief of Staff 

1 Attachment 
AF Form  117,  "Sighting 
Phenomena Questionnaire" 

of  Unidentified 

Thi* rexuletion auperaedct AFK H0-I7A, H November 1961 
OPR: AFRDDG 
DISTRIBUTION: S 
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8IQMTIH6 OF UNIDEKTIFIED PHENOMENA QUESTIONNAIRE wooer miKKAV »novu. 
immtu it-M2f$ 

THIS QUESTIONNAIRE HAS BEEN PREPARED SO THAT YOU CAN GIVE THE U.S. AIR FORCE AS MUCH INFORMATION 
AS POSCIBLE CONCERNING THE UNIDENTIFIED PHENOMENON THAT YOU HAVE OBSERVED. PLEASE TRY TO 
ANSWER ALU OF THE QUESTIONS. THE INFORMATION YOU GIVE WILL BE USED FOR RESEARCH PURPOSES 
YOUR NAME WILL NOT BE USED IN CONNECTION WITH ANY OF YOUR STATEMENTS OR CONCLUSIONS WITHOUT 
YOUR PERMISSION. RETURN TO AIR FORCE BASE INVESTIGATOR FOR FORWARDING TO FTD (TDETR). WRIGHT 
PATTERSON AFB, OH 10 45433. IAW AFR80-17. (IF ADDITIONAL SHEETS ARE NEEDED FOR NARRATIVE OR SKETCHES 
ATTACH SECURELY TO THIS FORM OR ANNOTATE WITH YOUR NAME FOR IDENTIFICATION ) 

1, WHEN DID YOU SEE THE PHENOMENON' 

DAY- MONTH YEAR. 

2   WHAT TIME DID YOU KIRST SIGHT THE PHENOMENON' 

HOUR. MINUTES. A.M. IJP.M. 

3.  WHAT TIME DID YOU LAST SIGHT THE PHENOMENON» 

HOUR. MINUTES. [)A.M. QP.M. 

4.  TIME'ZONE 

□ EASTERN 

Q DAYLIGHT SAVINGS 

Q CENTRAL [^MOUNTAIN 

[["jSTANi ARD 

□ PACIFIC [J OTHER 

5 WHERE WERE YOU WHEN YOU SAW THE PHENOMENON' IF IN CITY GIVE THE NEAREST STREET ADDRESS AND INDICATE ON 
A HAND DRAWN MAP WHERE YOU WERE STANDING WITH REFERENCE TO THE ADDRESS. IF IN THE COUNTRY. IDENTIFY THE 
HIGHWAY YOU WERE ON OR NEAR AND TRY TO FIX A DISTANCE AND DIRECTION FROM SOME RECOGNIZABLE LANDMARK. 

6 IMAGINE YOU ARE AT THE POINT SHOWN IN THE SKETCH. PLACE AN 'A ON THE CURVED LINE TC SHOW HOW HIGH THE 
PHENOMENON WAS ABOVE THE HORIZON. OR SKYLINE WHEN FIRST SEEN. PLACE A 9* ON THE SAME CURVED LINE TO 
SHOW HOW HIGH ABOVE  THE HORIZON THE PHENOMENON WAS WHEN  LAST SEEN. 

OBSERVER 

Ar    »uc »7   11/ Attachment 1 
(Becomes Attachment 1 to APR 80-17) 
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APR 80-17(Cl) 

•A NOW IMAOINt YOU A«t ATTHE CENTER OP THE COMPASS ROSE.   PLACE AN ■A» ON THE COMPASS TO INDICATE THE 
DIRECTION TO THE PHENOMENON «HEN FIRST SEEN.   PLACE A 'B* O'i THE COMPASS TO INDICATE THE DIRECTION TO 
THE PhENOMENON «HEN LAST SEEN. 

7. IN THE SKETCH BELO«, PLACE AN «A» AT THE POSITION OF THE PHENOMENON «HEN FIRST SEEN. AND A "B* AT THE 
POSITION OF THE PHENOMENON WHEN LAST SEEN.   CONNECT THE "A* AND "B* WITH A LINE TO APPROXIMATE THE 
MOVEMENT OF THE PHENOMENON BETWEEN ■A* AND "B*.   THAT IS, SCHEMATICALLY SHOW WHETHER THE MOVEMENT 
APPEARED TO BE STRAIGHT. CURVED OR ZIG-ZAG.    REFER TO SMALLER SKETCH AS AN EXAMPLE OF HOW TO COMPLETE 
THE LARGER SKETCH. 

Attachment 1 
(Becomes Attachment 1 to APR 80-17) 
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AFR »-17(a) 

WHCRC menu YOU WHIN YOU SAW TM« PHKNOMCNONT   (Cktek ipreprimf kloekm.) 

OUTDOORS IN ■UtINIU SICTION OF CITV 

IN •UILOINO IN RKtIOKNTIAL SKCTION Or CITV 

IN CAR □ ASDRIVKR nAIRAmMOKR IN ORCN COUNTRVSIOE 

IN «OAT NIAR AIRriKLD 

N AIRRLANE     Q A» RILOT Q A» RAMIMOKW FLYiNOOVKRCITV 

OTHER PLVINO OVER OPEN COUNTRY 

OTHER 

IF YOU WERE IN A VCHICLC, COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING: 

WHAT DIRECTION WERC YOU MOVING» 

NORTH EAST 

HOW FAST WERE YOU MOVING? 

SOUTH WEST 

NORTHEAST SOUTHEAST 

DID YOU STOP ANYTIME WHILE OBSERVING THE 
PHENOMENON' 

NORTHWEST SOUTHWEST DV" a NO 

EXPLAIN WHETHER SUCH MOVEMENT AFFECTS  YOUR SKETCHES IN ITEMS 3 ANO 6 

DESCRISE TYPE UF VEHICLE YOU WERE IN AND TYPE OF ROAO. TERRAIN OR ■OOY OF WATER YOU TRAVERSED DURING 
THE SIGHTING-   STATE WHETHER WINDOWS OR CONVERTIBLE  TOP  WERE UP OR DOWN. 

HOW MUCH OTHER TRAFFIC WAS THERE' 

DID YOU NOTICE ANY AIRPLANES?    FlYES    [1 HO.   IF 'YES.* DESCRIBE WHEN THEY WERE IN SIGHT RELATIVE TO THE TIME 
OF SIGHTING THE PHENOMENON ANOWHERE THEY WERE  IN THE SKY RELATIVE TO TH£ POSITION OF THE PHENOMENON. 

HOW LONG WAS THE PHENOMENON IN SIGHT' 

LENGTH OF TIME CERTAIN OF TIME 

FAIRLY CERTAIN 

NOT VERY SURE 

JUST A GUESS 

HOW WAS TIME DETERMINED' 

WAS THE PHENOMENON IN SIGHT CONTINUOUSLY' □ YES Q NO. IF* 
MOVEMENT OR THE BEHAVIOR OF THE PHENOMENONTAND OESCRIBE SUC 
PEARANCES ON PREVIOUS SKETCHES. 

NO,* INDICATE WHETHER THIS IS DUE TO YOUR 
SUCH MOVEMENT OR BEHAVIOR     INDICATE DISAP. 

(BCMI 
Attachment 1 

AtteduMnt 1 to AFR 80-17) 
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AFR 80-17(0) 

W. IF THIM »INI MORI THAN ONI RHbNOMINON. NO« MANY «INI THIRI*   ONAW A RICTUNC TO SHOW HOW THEY WCRC 
ANNANOID.   010 THIS ARNANOIMINT CHANOI OURINO THI SIOHTINOT 

II. CONDITIONS (Chtek mpproprimlt itocki.) 

A. SKY WIATMfH 

DAY CUMULUS CLOUDS (Low fluffy) FOO OR MIST 

TWILIOHT 

NlflHT 
CIRRUS CLOUDS ^m«* fle»cy or HtrHnf 
haul 

HKAVY RAIN 

LIOHT RAIN OR DRIZZLE 

CLIAR NINIUS CLOUD« (KtinJ HAIL 

PARTLY CLOUDY 

COMRLITf LY OVINCAST 

CUNULONIMNUS CLOUDS 
fTkitiuUnicrwu) 

SNOW OR SLEET 

UNKNOWN 

NAIIORSMOO NONE OP THE AMOVE 

C. If TNI SIONTIN« «A* AT TWILIOHT OR NIOHT, WNAT DID YOU NOTICI ABOUT THE STARS ANO MOON* 

It» ■TAR« It) MOON 

NONI ■RIOHT MOONLIOHT NO MOONLIGHT 

A M« NOON WITH HALO UNKNOWN 
MANY 
UNKNOWN 

MOON HIDDEN EY CLOUDS 
RARTI AL /Atav or tumntr) 

/ . 

 *■■••' - 

D. If SIOHTINO «AS IN DAYLIOHT, «AS THI SUN VISIILEt    Q YES     Q NO.   IP *VES,* WHERE WAS THE SUN AS VOU PACED 
TNI RHINOMINONf 

IN FRONT OP YOU TO YOUR RIOHT OVERHEAD (Near noon) 

IN RACK OP YOU TO YOUR L«PT UNKNOWN 

I. SRICIPY TNI MAJOR SOURCE OP ILLUMINATION PRESENT DURINC THE S'OHTING, SUCH AS THE SUN. HEADLIGHTS OR 
STREET LAMR, ETC.   POR TIRRISTRIAL ILLUMINATION. SPECIPY DISTANCE TO LIGHT SOURCE. 

11. OIVI A RRIIP DESCRIPTION OP THI PHENOMENON, INDICATING WHETHER IT APPEARED DARK OR LIGHT. WHETHER IT 
RfcPLICTIO LIOHT OR WAS SILP-LUMINOUS AND WHAT COLORS YOU NOTICED.   OESCRISC YOUR IMPRESSION OP WHETHER 
IT WAS SOLID OR TRAH8PARINT, «HITHER EDGES WERE SHARP OR PUZZY.   DESCRIEE THE SHAPE OR INDICATE IP IT 
APPEARED AS A POINT OP LIOHT.   INDICATE COMPARISONS WITH OTHER ORSERVEO OEJtCTS, LIKE STARS. A LIGHT OR 
OTHER OUICT IN YOUR PIILO OP VII«. 

{Buomm Attaduwnt 
AtUchmmit 1 

1 to AFR 80-17) 
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APR 80-17(Cl) 

13 DID  THE  PHENOMENON YES NO       UNKNOWN 

MOVE IN A STRAIGHT LINE' 

STAND STILL AT ANVTIME» 

SUOOENLV SPEED UP AND NUN AWAY' 

■ PEAK UP IN PARTS AND EXPLODE* 

CHANCE COLOR* 

GIVE OFF SMOKE* 

CHANGE BRIGHTNESS* 

CHANCE SHAPE* 

FLASH OR FLICKER* 

DISAPPEAR AND REAPPEAR' 

SPIN LIKE A TOP' 

MAKE A NOISE' 

FLUTTER OR WOBBLE' 

14   WHAT DREW YOUR ATTENTION TO THE PHENOMENON' 

A   HOW OIO IT FINALLY DISAPPEAR' 

B. UID THE PHENOMENON MOVE BEHIND OR IN FRONT OF  SOMETHING. LIKE A CLOUD.  TREE. OR BUILDING AT ANY   TIME* 
I   '.YES     ["I NO-   IF 'YES.' DESCRIBE. 

Attarhm«nt I 
(Becomes Attachment 1 to AFR 80-17) 
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AFR 80-l7(Cl) 

If. DNA« A nCTVmt THAT WILL SHOW THE SHAPE OF THE rHENOMCMON. INCLUDE AND LABEL ANY DETAILS THAT MIGHT 
HAVE APPEARED AS WINOS OR PROTRUSIONS. AND INDICATE EXHAUST OR VAPOR TRAILS. INDICATE BY AN ARROW THE 
DIRECTION THE PHENOMENON WAS MOVING. 

I«. WHAT «AS THE ANOULAR SIZE?   HOLD A MATCH AT ARM'S LENOTH IN FRONT OF A KNOWN OBJECT. SUCH AS A STREET 
LAMP OR THE MOON.   NOTE HOW MUCH OF THE OBJECT IS COVERED BY THE HEAD OF THE MATCH.   NOW IF YOU HAD 
BEEN AELE TO PERFORM THIS EXPERIMENT AT THE TIME OF THE SIOHTIHG. ESTIMATE WHAT FRACTION OF THE 
PHENOMENON WOULD HAVE BEEN COVERED »V THE MATCH HEAD. 

(BMOI 
Attachment 1 

AtteduMnt 1 to AFR 80-17) 
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APR 80-17(a) 

17. 010 YOU OMERVC  THE PHCNOMINON  THROUOH  AMY OF THt rOtLOVINOT    INCLUOC INPONMATION ON MODEL.               1 
TYPE,   FILTER,  LENS PRESCRIPTION OR OTHER  ARPLICAtLE OATA.                                                                                                              1 

EYEGLASSES CAMERA VIEWER                                                                                     i 

SUNGLASSES BINOCULARS                                                                                             1 

WINDSHIELD TELESCOPE                                                                                              1 

SIDE WINDOW OF VEHICLE THEODOLITE                                                                                            | 

WINDOWPANE OTHER                                                                                                         | 

A. OO YOU OROINARILY WEAR GLASSES'           □ YES    Q NO B. 00 YOU USE READING GLASSES?                    D ves    D NO       1 

IB   W HAT WAS YOUR IMPRESSION OF THE SPEED OF THE 
HENOMENON'    GIVE ESTIMATE OF SPEED 

1*. « 
P 

HAT WAS YOUR IMPRESSION OF THE DISTANCE OF THE       1 
umniiBHnMt   ciur ««TIIIATB OF msTAMre ..     _,             1 

20   IN ORDER THAT WE MAY OBTAIN AS CLEAR A PICTURE AS POSSIBLE OF WHAT YOU SAW, DESCRIBE IN YOUR OWN WORDS       1 
A COMMON OBJECT OR OBJECTS WHICH, WHEN PLACED IN THE SKY, SIMILAR TO WHERE YOU NOTED THE PHENOMENON         ^ 
WOULD BEAR SOME RESEMBLANCE TO WHAT YOU SAW.    DESCRIBE SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE                    | 
COMMON OBJECT  AND WHAT YOU SAW.                                                                                                                                                                                               | 

^ 

21   010 YOU NOTICE AMY ODOR. NOISE. OR HEAT EMANATING FROM THE PHENOMENO.« OR ANY EFFECT ON YOURSELF. 
ANIMALS OR MACHINERY IN 1ME VICINITVt    QYES      Q M0    *' 'YES* DESCRIBE. 

A. DID THE PHENOMENON DISTURB THE GROUND OR LEAVE ANY PHYSICAL EVIDENCE.     Q YES     Q NO. 
IF 'YES.- DESCRIBE. 

PACE 7 OF 9 PACES 

(BMOI 
Attochnent 1 

AttmchmcDt 1 to AFR 80-17) 
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APE 80-17(Cl) 
». MAVK YOU IVt« tCIM TNItOft A «MLAN »»-CMOMCNOM •trOMI* 

LOCATION. 
GVM □ NO.   IP •¥«," OIVB OATK AND 

». «At ANVONC WITH VOW AT TNI THM YOU SA« THI NHCNOMINONt 
Qrt«   ÖNO. DYM □ NO.   IP •>«$.» OIO TN«V SCI IT TOO» 

A.  LIST TNIIN NAMKt AND AOONUSU 

OIVC THI POLLOWINO INPORMATION  ABOUT YOURMLP 

LAST NAMC. PINtT NAMI. WOOLI NAMI 

AOONIU (Smm, Cttr. SMM mtd Z<p Co4») 

TILIPNONI (Am* «md» tM nmmktt) AOI 

MALE -CMALC 

INOICATI AOOlTIONAk INPOfWATION INCLWDINO OCCUPATION ANO ANY KXPIRICNCK WHICH MAY ■« PfRTINCNT. 

2«   «MIN ANO TO «MOM OIO YOU NIPONT TNAT YOU HAD tlOHTIO THIS PMINONINON* 

MAMK                                                                                                                                  DAY                                    MONTH YEAR _.      .    _                                                                                                                                                                                                                 , 
2S   DAT! YOU COMPLITKO THIS QUISTIONNAINC 

DAY                               MONTH YEAR                                  1 

PAOC 8 OP • PAOCS 

AttackaMt 1 
AttacluMM 11* APR 80-17) 
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AFR 80-17(Cl) 

27. INrORMATION WHICH YOU FCEL IS PERTINENT BUT WHICH IS NOT ADEQUATELY COVERED IN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. 
ALTERNATIVELY PROVIDE A NARRATIVE EXPLANATION OF THE SIGHTING. 

PAGE 9 OF   9  PAl.K' 

(Hccei 
Attachment I 

Attachment 1 to AFR 80-17) 
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APPENDIX B:     APR NO.   80-17A.     UNIDENTIFIF.D  FLYING OBJECTS 
CHANGE APR S0-17A 

AIR FORCE REGULATION DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
NO. 80-17A Washington, 8 November 1966 

RMMurch and Development 

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS  (UFO) 

APK M-17, It S*ptt«ktr 19M, I* changed u follow*: 

Sc. EXCEPTIONS: FTD at Wright-Patterson . . for separate investigations. The Uni- 
versity of Colorado will, under a research agreement with the Air Force, conduct a study 
of UFOs. This program (to run approximately 15 months) will be conducted independ- 
ently and without restrictions. The university will enlist the assistance of other conveniently 
located institutions that can field investigative teams. All UFO reports will be submitted 
to the University of Colorado, which will be given the fullest cooperation of all UFO In- 
vestigating Officers. Every effort will be made to keep all UFO reports unclassified. 
However, if it is necessary to classify a report because of method of detection or othei- 
factors not related to the UFO, a separate report including all possible information will 
be sent to the University of Colorado. 
8b(6). University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80802, ATTN: Dr. Condon. (Mail copy 
of message form.) 
8e. Negative or Inapplicable Data. Renumber as paragraph 9. 
Ilk. Position title, name, rank, official address, telephone area code, office and home phone, 
and comments of the preparing officer including his preliminary analysis of the pos- 
sible cause of the sighting(s). (See paragraph 10.) 

BY OBDKS OF THE SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE 

OFFICIAL J. P. McCONNELL j 
General, U. S. Air Force 
Chief of Staff 

R. J. PUGH 
Colonel, USAF 
Director of Administrative Services 

DISTRIBUTION: S 
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APPENDIX C:     PRESENTATION AT ARIZONA ACADEMY OF SCIKNCli MEliTINC, 
29 APRIL  1967,  BY GERARD KUIPER,   LUNAR AND PLANETARY 

LABORATORY,  UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 

It is difficult to suaoarlze «dequataly the vtry coapUx set of problent 

pot«d by tht UFO report«.    I think that Dr. McDonald it performing a cervlce to 

relence and the country In attempting to raice the standards of reporting and 

analysis; but I would differ with him on several poihts of emphasis. 

My own Involvement with ÜFO reports dates back to 1947 when they first 

became popular.    I was  then Director of the University of Chicago's Yerkes 

Observatory in Southern Wisconsin, and the Chicsgo Daily News and other newspapers 

contacted me freauently for my evaluation as  reports were received from the wire 

services.    I was also intermittently teaching at Chicago on Campus and approached 

by students who had made puxzling observations of their own.    These  latter reports 

were usually disposed of rather easily.    Several of them were related  to observa- 

tions of the planet Jupiter eern around 4 AH between passing clouds.     1 also made 

a UFO "observation" of my own!    It occurred at the McDonald Observatory,  in day- 

time, while I was observing the planet Venus with the 82-inch telescope.    I was 

amazed to see in the daytime sky a number of objects, almost sielVar in appearance, 

with the approximate brightness of Venus.    Quick focsl neasuremencs with the 

telescope's finders established chat these objects were a few hundred feet above 

the observatory and moved approximately with  the direction aud velocity of the 

wind.    They turned out  to be spiders floating over the Rocky Mountains on their 
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w«ba, causing bright •tcr-Ukt diffraction iMiges whan taen alnost in Che 

direction of tha tun. 

I alto laarncd first hand of reports circulsting in Southern California 

during visits to Mt. Palonar.    In that area there was a cult which organized sunset 

or sunrise aeetlngs for the observation of UFO's, the details of which were  truly 

astounding.    The Palomar sstronomers were accused by msabers of the cult of keeping 

their secrets on the UFO's see.« and captured (one of which was  the 18-foot diameter 

bowl-shaped Hartmann diaphragm used In testing Che 200-Inch Htle celescope!).  I 

became acquainted with the role of Mr. Adamskl who lived at the foot of Palomar Mt. 

and who teamed up with an Englishman who was a writer.    Together they produced a 

book, "Flying Saucers Have Landed," that became a best seller.    The lore concerning 

authora of this book who frequently visited Mt. Palomar, was the subject of much 

conversation among the Palomar and Mt. Wilson service staffs,  and revealed much on 

the reliability or lack thereof in the material presented. 

I should correct a itatement that has been made that scientists have shied 

away from UFO report«! for fear of ridicule.    As a practicing scientist,  I want to 

state categorically that this is nonsense.    A scientist's research Is self-directed. 

He knows how limited and cut-up Is the time he can devote to research, between his 

numerous other duties.    He selects his ares of investigation not because of pressures 

but because he sees the possibility of making some significant scientific advance. 

He ere living in a period of explosive growth of science, and  the scientist has 

dozens of choices.    He selects in much th<i same manner inthlch a hiker selects a 

path over a dangerous mountain slope or through a jungle.    At all times he fights 

against tlue and he knows that his scientific reputation is at stake.    If his 

Judgment was right, he will get results and be prsised by his peers.    A scientist 

would consider the discovery of evidence of life on another planet as perhaps  the 

greatest contribution he could make and one that might earn hin the Nobel Prise. 

But this is no reason for him to chase every will-o'-the-wisp.    A scientist chooses 
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hit field of inquiry because he believes it hoi* reel praslse. If leter his 

choice proves wrong, he will feel very bedly end try to sharpen his criteria before 

he sets out sgein. Thus, if society finds that aost scientists heve not been 

attracted to the UFO problea, the explanation wist be that they heve not been 

Inpressed with the UFO reports. In ny own cess, efter having exaaioed severed 

dosen of then during the pest twenty years, I have found nothing that was worthy 

of further attention. Each scientist aust, of course, make thie kind of decision 

for himself. Anyone who Is curious or impressed has the privilege to follow them 

up and is free to solicit the interest of others. 

The subject of the UFO reports may be put in perspective by looking at two 

somewhat analogous cases:  (1) the announcemimt of the discovery of extreterrestrlal 

living organisms in meteorites; and (2) the cese of Martian "canals." Most people, 

even scientists, have little appreciation for the extreme hostility to life of 

outer spece; and most of us, through education or cultural traditloa, would like 

to believe that life on eerth is not «lone. Every strew in the wind that might 

point toward the existence of life elsewhere is seized upon end made en object of 

veneretion, if not of e new cult. 

In bcth the detection of organisms in meteorite falls and in esteblishing 

that some UFO's may come from outer space, we heve the difficulty that our test 

areas, the earth and its atmosphere, «re literally crowded with organisms and 

gadgets; and that the atmosphere Itself exhibits ever-chsneing meteorologicel «nd 

eleetrice1 phenomens. The problem is more difficult then finding a needle in e 

heysteck; it is finding e piece of extre-terrestrial hay in a terrestriel haystack, 

often on the besis of reports of believers in extre-terrestrial hay. The initially 

enthusiastic reports of finds of extra-terrestrial organisms in meteorites ere now 

ettributed to terrestriel contaminations. The "unpopuler" scientist who et the 

outeet discounted this "evidence" as preposterous hee been vlndiceted; but society 

hee euffered "the loss of a dresm," and some of Its members may bear a grudge 
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to'thos« who d««troy«d the dvtm, 

Th« c«iul« of Kara «or« reported by Schlaperelll, e well-known Italien 

t |       aeientlat of the latt century, who aade thea the beaia of major apeculatlon on 

the preaence of intelligent life on Mara. Theae Ideaa were teken over by 

enthualaetic peraont with literary intareat in the U. S. end further developed. 

The eereful obaervera with better tele*copea who continued to denounce the "cenala"' 

aa optical elusions were caatigated. Thia controveray brought disrepute to planetary 

acience and weakened ita status in universities. To this day the effects have not 

been overcome and affect even the NASA programs adveraely through inadequate 

acadeadc aclentific support. Mariner IV aeems to have done what these careful 

obaervera of the past half century were unable to do, namely, to destroy in the 

public mind the myth of the cenala of Mara and all that it implied. Thia Indicates, 

if such were neceaaary, that evnn reporta by scientists may at times be found to be 

premature or foolish and that no subject is so well establiahed thet continued and 

more careful aclentific inveatigation Is superfluous. 

Before leaving the subject of the Martian cenals it is instructive to see 

how the cult was perpetuated in the aemi-professional literature for decedes. For 

many yaera W. H. Pickering, the brother of the famous Harvard astronomer B. C. 

Pickering, collected amateur observations of Martian canals and published the results 

in 44 reporta in Popular Astronomy. The amateur observers were "rated" by the 

number of "cenals" they had noted. Thus, there waa a premium on reporting many 

cenala. Pickering himself compared them in one of theae Popular Astronomy reports 

with the hedges he had aeen while flying over the Azores, speculating that the 

Martian cenala were hedgea designed to prevent duet and vegetetlon from blowing 

from one area to another (the "hedgea" were often hundreds of miles long and 23-100 

milea wide). 

What then, may be regarded as scientific "truth" and a proper standard of 

finding thia truth? How does this affect the scientist's position to the UFO's? 

I believe that most scientists hold one or two of their senior colleagues in such 
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high regard that they Unit their ttanderd of reference largely to then. la 

physics, In the 1920'»  and 30's, Niels Bohr had this distinction In Burope, and 

later Feral In the U. S. 

To a person seriously proposing that 100 or «ore of the 10,000 UFO*a recorded 

arrivedon earth fron outer space, a few questions should be put. One le that of 

the planets In our solar system (other than earth) only Mars appeers 

to have a remote possibility of harboring Ufa. The very tenuous etmosphere 

(ground pressure ebout IX of the terrestrial atmosphere) and the ebsence of free 

oxygen, coupled with the extremely low weter-vepor content end the penetration 

of near-ultra-violet radiation to the Martian surface, combine almost certainly 

to exclude Mars as a suitable breeding ground for energetic "beings" such es would 

build and man "space vehicles." If it is assumed instead that the UFO's come from 

outside the solar system, one finds that the nearest possible location would be 

planets sccompanyipg stars more than 4-10 light years eway. Since it la impossible 

to exceed the velocity of light and or even approach It with finite energies, 

one must assume that the space voyages would laat decades or centuries. Then it 

is herd to see how there could have been e sudden increese In e few years; also, 

how any civilization could afford so many missions per year, all to one distant 

planet! This is certainly entirely inconceivable here. Further, why intelligent 

beings would wish to iavestigete remote deserts (such as in Mew Mexico) instead 

of obvious evidence of intelligence on earth, such as large cities. Also, why 

this remote development would occur lust as our own development of aircraft and 
in a total life span of the universe of over 10 billion years. 

space vehicles took place« Further, why have no UFO's been observed by groups 

of competent observers working over many years in such countries as Englend 

(Members of the British Astronomical Association) . 

Finally, it has been stated at this meeting that the Robertson Report wee 

unfortunate and was used to suppress evidence. Since it is admitted even by UFO 

edvocates that seme 99X ere terrestriel and based on faulty interpretation, it 

must have seemed proper for a responsible group advising the Government to ceution 

against hysteria at the time when our military forces were experimenting with new 
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•qulpoMBt, ■dtntlsts «■» using ntw types of balloons and oehsr «taosphcrlc 

dovicostsad incsrnstlonsl tensions wars high.    Sines It Is the Depertaent of 

Defaaaa that hss the .*uty to guard against unwanted aerial Invasion,  it is logical 

aad proper that they have the responsibility for vatching for unexpected aircraft 

aad other aerlsl devices; end it would sseei proper for the Robertson Report to 

contain a etateaent that no hoe tile craft had so far been sighted. 

It is reiterated that no greeter progress in science can be made than through 

discovery of a totally new phenoaMtnon.    However, only when UFO observations are made 

that convince a ntasber of competent scisntists that something really significant 

may have occurred, will they drop their active progreme end redirect their efforts. 

The near ebeenee of present eciantific participation can only reflect that the 

reports have been found wanting. 

Agaii^If oos proposes that UFO reports merit scientific Inquiry,  one must also 

edmit  that in no other field of inquiry the scientist is so handicapped by an odd 

and discouraging aesemblege of "data."   More than 90% of these reports are found 

to be hoexee or poor accounts of well-known or trivial events.    Under those clr- 

cumstances en unexplained residue of perhaps 101 is no basis to believe in uiracles. 

It is more reasonable to assume  that this residue is so distorted or incomplete 

as to defy all analysis. 

If this wsre a period in science of exceptional dullness,  it might be still 

possible to erouse Interest; but with ths Incredible progress currently being made 

in all fielde of the natural and biological aclencea, few professional scientists 

will fael called upon to enter the Jungle. 

Since the Department of Defense has both the obligetlon and the means to 

observe foreign spacecraft and similar dsvice, end since this Department else has 
'S 

acceee to information on experimentel "sircreft," this channel appears to be the 

only logicel one to bring e meaeure of rellebillty end eanity into this subject. 

Until not 100 but one ceee is established to be of scientific interest,  the 
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entire subject will remain fanciful to «oac practicing ■clentitte. They may 

quote Einstein, whose opinion was asked on UFO reports: "I an sure they saw 

sonething." 

In assessing the UFO reports one must make allowancea for the lack of 

experience of most observers in reporting precisely and objectively on natural 

phenomena.    Thus    in the reports! the observations themselves may be burled beneath 

interpretations  that reflect the mental reference frame of the reporters.   Much 

of the present generation has been weaned on science fiction, and  the UFO reoortp 

reflect not only the Images thus acquired but Its cavalier disregard of natural 

law.    Earlier generations had different backgrounds and believed in and reported 

seeing mermaids on rocks, miracles, and more recently,  sea serpents. 

It is surprisingly difficult to devise adequate scientific surveys of very 

rare natural phenomena.    The experience of  the Smithsonian Prairie Meteorite 

Network,  organized  through numerous stations equipped with  the most modern cameras 

and supporting electronic equipment,  illustrates this point:    No meteorites have 

so far been recovered from the mass of excellent photographic trajectories obtained 

over a period of about 3 years.    Similarly,  no adequate data yet exist of ball 

lightning (a phenomenon known for at   least a century)  end other atmospheric plasma 

phenomena.    Nevertheless,  a special effort could be made in  the Department oi 

Defense or  r.he Federal Aviation Agency,   largely with existing facilities,   to obtein 

reliable records of any unexpected objects or phenomena that may occur in our 

atmosphere.    This would clear away the present jungle of uncertainty,   hopes, 

dicillusionment,  and frustration; and would probably lead to new diucoverles 

about our environment. 
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APPENDIX D:  LETTER - J.E. LIPP 
TO BRIGADIER GENERAL PUTT 

PROJECT "SIGN" NO F-TR-2274-IA APPENDIX "D' 

13 December 1948 AL-1009 

Brigadier General Putt 
United States Air Force 
Director of Research and Development 
Office, Deputy Chief of Staff. Materiel 
Washington 25, D.C. 

Dear General Putt: 

Please refer to your letter of 18 November 1948 relative to the "flying 
object" problem and to Mr. Collbohm's reply dated 24 November 1948. In 
paragraph (b) of the reply, Mr. Collbohm promised (among other things) 
to send a discussion of the "special design and performance characteris- 
tics that are believed to distinguish space ships." 

This present letter gives, in very general terms a description of the 
likelihood of a visit from other worlds as an engineering problem and 
some points regarding the use of space vehicles as compared with descrip- 
tions of the flying objects. Mr. Collbohm will deliver copies to Colonel 
McCoy at Wright-Patterson Air Base during the RAND briefing there within 
the next few days. 

A good beginning is to discuss some possible places of origin of visit- 
ing space ships. Astronomers are largely in agreement that only one 
member of the Solar system (besides Earth) can support higher forms of 
life.  It is the planet Mars. Even Mars appears quite desolate and in- 
hospitable so that a race would be more occupied with survival than we 
are on Earth. Reference 1 gives adequate descriptions of conditions on 
the various planets and satellites. A quotation from Ref. 1 (p.229) car. 
well be included here. 

"Whether intelligent beings exist to appreciate these 
splendors of the Martian landscape is pure speculation. 
If we have correctly reconstructed the history of Mars, 
there is little reason to believe that the life processes 
may not have followed a course similar to terrestrial 
evolution. Wtth this assumption, three general possi- 
bilities emerge. Intelligent beings may have protacted 
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themselves against the excessively slow loss of atmos- 
phere, oxygen and water, by constructing homes and 
cities* with the physical conditions scientifically con- 
trolled. As a second possibility, «volution may have 
developed a being who can withstand the rigors of the 
Martian climate. Or the race may have perished. 

'These possibilities have been sufficiently expanded in 
the pseudo-scientific literature to make further amplifi- 
cation superfluous. However, there may exist some interest- 
ing restrictions to the anatomy and physiology of a Martian. 
Rarity of the atmosphere, for example, may require a com- 
pletely altered respiratory systeir for warm-blooded creatures. 
If the atmospheric pressure is much below the vapor pressure 
of water at the body temperature of the individual, the process 
of breathing with our type of lungs becomes impossible. On 
Mars the critical pressure for a body temperature of 98.60F. 
occurs when a column of the atmosphere contains one sixth the 
mass of a similar column on the Earth. For a body temperature 
of 770F. the critical rotss ratio is reduced to about one 
twelfth, and at 60oF. to about one twenty-fourth. These 
critical values are of the same order as the values estimated 
for the Martian atmosphere. Accordingly the anatomy and phys- 
iology of a Martian may bo radically different from ours - 
but this it all conjecture. 

"We do not know the origin of life, even on Earth. We are 
unable to observe any signs of intelligent life on Mars. The 
reader may form his own opinion. If he believes that the life 
force is universal and that intelligent beings may have once 
developed on Mars, he has only to imagine that they persisted 
for countless generations in a rare atmosphen which is nearly 
devoid of oxygen and water, and on a planet where the nights 
are much colder than our arctic winters. The existence of 
intelligent life on Mars is not impossible but it is completely 
unproven." 

It is not too unreasonable to go a step further and consider Venus as 
a possible home for intelligent life. The atmosphere, to be sure, 
apparently consists mostly of carbon dioxide with deep clouds of formal 
dehyde droplets, and there seems to be little or no water. Vet living 
organisms might develop in chemical environments that are strange to 
us: the vegetable kingdom, for example, operates on a fundamentally 
different energy cycle from Man.  Bodies might be constructed and oper- 
ated with different chemicals and other physical principles than any 
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of the creatures we know. One thing is evident: fishes, insects, and 
maonals all manufacture within their own bodies complex chemical com- 
pounds that do not exist as minerals. To this extent, life is self- 
sufficient and might well adapt itself to any environment within certain 
limits of temperature (and size of creature). 

Venus has two handicaps relative to Mars. Her mass, and gravity, are 
nearly as large as for the Earth (Mars is smaller) and her cloudy atmos- 
phere would discourage astronomy, hence space travel. The remaining 
Solar planets are such poor prospects that they can be ignored. 

In the next few paragraphs, we shall speak of Mars. It should be under- 
stood that most of the remarks apply equally well to Venus. 

Various people have suggested that an advanced race may have been visiting 
Earth from Mars or Venus at intervals from decades to eons. Reports of 
objects in the sky seem to have been handed down through the generations. 
If this were true, a race of such knowledge and power would have established 
some form of direct contact. They could see that Earth's inhabitants 
would be helpless to do interplanetary harm. If afraid of carrying diseases 
home, they would at least try to communicate. It is hard to believe that 
any technically accomplished race would come here, flaunt its ability in 
mysterious ways and then simply go away. To this writer, long-time prac- 
tice of space travel implies advanced engineering and science, weapons 
and ways of thinking. It is not plausible (as many fiction writers do) 
to mix space ships with broadswords. Furthermore, a race which had enough 
initiative to explore among the planets would hardly be too timid to 
follow through when the job was accomplished. 

One other hypothesis needs to be discussed. It is that the Martians have 
kept a long-term routine watch on Earth and have been alarmed by the sight 
of our A-bomb shots as evidence that we are warlike and on the threshold 
of space travel. (Venus is eliminated here because her cloudy atmosphere 
would make such a survey impractical). The first flying objects were 
sighted in the Spring of 1947, after a total 5 atomic bomb explosions, 
i.e., Alamogordo, Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Crossroads A and Crossroads B. 
Of these, the first two were in positions to be seen from Mars, the third 
was very doubtful (at the edge of Earth's disc in daylight) and the last 
two were on the wrong side of Earth. It is likely that Martian astronomers 
with their thin atmosphere, could build telescopes big enough to sec A-bomb 
explosions on Earth, even though we were 165 and 1S3 million miles away, 
respectively, on the Alamogordo and Hiroshima dates. The weakest point in 
the hypothesis is that a continual, defensive watch of Earth for long periods 
of time (perhaps thousands of years) would be dull sport, and no race that 
resembled Nan would undertake it. We haven't even considered the idea for 
Venus or Mars, for example. 
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The chance that Martians, under such widely divergent conditions, would 
have a civilization resembling our own is extremely remote. It is partic- 
ularly unlikely that their civilization would he within a half century 
of our own state of advancement. Yet in the last 50 years we have just 
started to use aircraft and in the next 50 years we will almost certainly 
start exploring space. 

Thus it appears that space travel from another point within the Solar 
system is possible but very unlikely. Odds are at least a thousand-to- 
one against it. 

This leaves the totality of planets of other stars in the Galaxy as poss- 
ible sources. Many modern astronomers believe that planets are fairly 
normal and logical affairs in the life history of a star (rather than 
cataclysmic oddities) so that many planets can be expected to exist in 
space. 

To narrow the field a little, some loose specifications can be written for 
the star about which the home base planet would revolve. Let us say that 
the star should bear a family resemblance to the Sun, which is a member 
of the so-called "main-sequence" of stars, i.e., we eliminate white dwarfs, 
red giants and supergiants. For a description of these types, see refer- 
ence 2, chapter 5. There is no specific reason for making this assumption 
except to simplify discussion: we are still considering the majority of 
stars. 

Next, true variable stars can be eliminated, since conditions on a planet 
attached to a variable star would fluctuate too wildly to permit life. 
The number of stars deleted here is negligibly small. Reference 3, pages 
76 and 85 indicate that the most common types are too bright to be in 
nearby space unnoticed. Lastly, we shall omit binary or multiple stars, 
since the conditions for stable planet orbits are obscure in such cases. 
About a third of the stars are eliminated by this restriction. 

As our best known sample of space we can take a volume with the Sun at 
the center and a radius of 16 light years. A compilation of the 47 known 
stars, including the Sun, within this volume is given in reference 4, 
pages 52 to 57. Eliminating according to the above discussion: Three 
are white dwarfs, eight binaries account for 16 stars and two trinaries 
account for 6 more. The remainder, 22 stars, can be considered as eli- 
gible for habitable planets. 

Assuming the above volume to be typical, the contents of any other 
reasonable volume can be found by varying the nurabei of stirs proportion- 
ately with the volume, or with the radius cubed, Se ■ 22 x ( r )•*, where 

K 
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Se is nuaber of eligible stars and r is the radius of the volume in 
light years. (This formula should only be used for radii greater than 
16 light years. For smaller samples we call for a recount. For example, 
only one known eligible star other than the Sun lies within eight light 
years). 

Having an estimate of the number of useable stars, it is now nece- 
ssary to make a guess as to the number of habitable planets. We nave 
only one observed sample, the Solar system, and the guess must be made 
with low confidence, since intelligent life may not be randomly distributed 
at all. 

The Sun has nine planets, arranged in a fairly regular progression 
of orbits (see reference 1, Appendix I) that lends credence to theories 
that many stars have planets. Of the nine planets, (one, the Earth) is 
completely suitable for life. Two more (in adjacent orbits) are near 
misses: Mars has extremely rigorous living conditions and Venus has an 
unsuitable atmosphere. Viewed very broadly indeed, this could mean that 
each star would have a series of planets so spaced that one, or possibly 
two, would have correct temperatures, correct moisture content and at- 
mosphere to support civilized life. Let us assume that there is, on the 
average, one habitable planet per eligible star. 

There is no line of reasoning or evidence which can indicate whether 
life will actually develop on a planet where the conditions are suitable. 
Here again, the Earth may be unique rather than a random sample. This 
writer can only inject some personal intuition into the discussion with 
the view that life is not unique on Earth, or even the random result of 
a low probability, but is practically inevitable in the right conditions. 
This is to say, the number of inhabited planets is equal to those that 
are suitable! 

One more item needs to be considered. Knowing nothing at all about 
other races, ws must assume that Man is average as to technical advance- 
ment, environmental difficulties, etc. That is, one half of the other 
planets are behind us and have no space travel and the other half are 
ahead and have various levels of space travel. We can thus imagine that 
in our sample volume there are 11 races of beings who have begun space 
explorations. The formula on page 3 above now becomes 

R • 11 x ( r )3 

ir- 
where R is the number of races exploring space in a spherical volume of 
radius r > 16 light years. 

Arguments like those applied to Martians on page 2 need not apply 
to rtces from other star systems. Instead of being a first port-of-call, 
Earth would possibly be reached only after many centuries of development 
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and exploration with space ships, so that a vis Ing race would be expected 
to be far in advance of Man. 

To summarize the discussion thus far: th  nance of space travelers 
existing at planets attached to neighboring st ,■« is very much greater 
than the chance of space-traveling Martians.  ^e one can be viewed al- 
most as a certainty (if the assumptions are adapted), whereas the other 
is very slight indeed. 

In order to estimate the relative chances that visitors from Mars or 
star X could come to the Earth and act like "flying objects", some dis- 
cussion of characteristics of space ships is necessary. 

To handle the simple case first, a trip from Mars to Earth should be 
feasible using a rocket-powered vehicle. Unce here, the rocket would 
probably use more fuel in slowing down for a landing than it did in initial 
takeoff, due to Earth's higher gravitational force. 

A rough estimate of one way performance can be found by adding so- 
called "escape velocity" of Mars to that of the Earth plus the total energy 
change (kinetic and potential) used in changing from one planetary orbit 
to the other. These are 3.1, 7.0, and 10.7 miles per second, respectively, 
giving a total required performance of 20.8 miles per second for a one-way 
flight. Barring a suicide mission, the vehicle would have to land and 
replenish or else carry a 100% reserve for the trip home. 

Let us assume the Martians have developed a nuclear, hydrogen-propelled 
vehicle (the most, efficient basic arrangement that has been conceived here 
on Earth) which uses half its stages to get here and the remaining stages 
to return to Mars, thus completing a round trip without refueling, but 
slowing down enough in our atmosphere to be easily visible (i.e., practi- 
cally making a landing). Since it is nuclear-powered, gas temperatures 
will be limited to the maximum operating temperatures that materials can 
withstand (heat must transfer from the pile to the gas. so cooling can't 
be used in the pile). The highest melting point compound of uranium which 
we can find is uranium carbide.  It has a melting point of 4560oR. Assume 
the Martians are capable of realizing a gas temperature of 450üoR (=2500OK), 
and that they also have alloys which make high motor pressures (3000 psi) 
economical. Then the specific impulse will be I = 1035 seconds and the 
exhaust velocity will be c = 33,400 ft/sec (reference 5). Calculation shows 
that using a single stage for each leg of the journey would require a fuel/ 
gross weight ratio of 0.96 (for each stage) too high to be practical. Using 
two stages each way (four altogether) bringb the required fuel ratio down 
to 0.81, a value that can be realized. 

i 
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If, by the development of strong alloys, the basic weight could be 
kept to 10% of the total wieght for each stage, a residue of 9% could be 
used for pa/load. A four-stage vehicle would then have a gross weight 
(100)4 ■ 15,000 times as great as the payload; thus, if the payload were -5- 
2,000 pounds, the gross weight would be 30 million pounds at initial take- 
off (Earth pounds). 

Of course, if we allow the Martians to refuel, the vehicle could have 
only two stages* and the gross weight would be only (100)^ ■ 123 times the 

9 
payload, i.e., 250,000 pounds. This would require bringing electrolytic 
and refrigerating equipment and sitting at the South Pole long enough to 
extract fuel for the journey home, since they have not asked us for supplies, 
Our oceans (electrolysis to make H?) would be obvious to Martian telescopes 
and they might conceivably follow such a plan, particularly if they came 
here without foreknowledge that Earth has a civilization. 

Requirements for a trip from a planet attached to some star other than 
the Sun can be calculated in a similar manner. Here the e ergy (or veloc- 
ity) required has more parts: (a) escape from the planet, (b) escape from 
the star, (c) enough velocity to traverse a few light years of space in 
reasonable time, (d) deceleration toward the Sun, (e) deceleratior toward 
the Earth. The nearest "eligible" star is an object called Wolf 359 (see 
reference 4, p. 52), at a distane of 8.0 light years.  It is small, having 
an absolute magnitude of 16.6 and is typical of "red dwarfs" which make 
up more than half of the eligible populations. By comparison with similar 
stars of known mass, this star is estimated to have a mass roughly 0.03 
as great as the sun. Since the star has a low luminosity (being much cooler 
and smaller than the Sun) a habitable planet would need to be in a small 
orbit for warmth. 

Of the changes of energy required as listed in the preceding para- 
graph, item (c), velocity to traverse intervening space, is so large as to 
make the others completely negligible. If the visitors were long-lived 
and could "hibernate" for 80 years both coming and going, then 1/10 the 
speed of light would be required, i.e., the enormous velocity of 18,000 
miles per second. This is completely beyond the reach of any predicted 
level of rocket propulsion. 

Actually three stages. On the trip to Earth, the first stage would be 
filled with fuel, the second stage would contain partial fuel, the third 
would be empty. The first stage would be thrown away during flight. On 
the trip back to Mars, the second and third stages would be filled with 
fuel. The gross weight of the initial vehicle would be of the order of 
magnitude of a two-stage rocket. 
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If a race were far enough advanced to make really efficient use of 
nuclear energy, then a large part of the mass of the nuclear material might 
be converted into jet energy. We have no idea how to do this, in fact refer- 
ence 6 indicates that the materials required to withstand the temperatures, 
etc., may be fundamentally unattainable. Let us start from a j et-propel 1 ant- 
to-gross-weight ratio of 0.75. If the total amount of expended material 
(nuclear plus propellant) can be 0.85 of the gross weight, then the nuclear 
material expended can be 0.10 of the gross. Using an efficiency of 0.5 for 
converting nuclear energy to jet energy and neglecting relativistic mass cor- 
rections, then a rocket velocity of half the velocity of light could be 
attained . This would mean a transit time of 16 years each way from the 
star Wolf 359, or longer times from other eligible stars. To try to go much 
faster would mean spending much energy on relativistic change in mass and 
therefore operating at lowered efficiency. 

To summarize this section of the discussion, it can be said that a trip 
from Mars is a logical engineering advance over our own present technical 
status, but that a trip from another star system requires improvements of 
propulsion that we have not yet conceived. 

Combining the efforts of all the science-fiction writers, we could con- 
jure up a large number of hypothetical methods of transportation like gravity 
shields, space overdrives, teleports, simulators, energy beams and so on. 
Conceivably, among the myriads of stellar systems in the Galaxy, one or more 
races have discovered methods of travel that would be fantastic by our stand- 
ards. Yet the larger the volume of space that must be included in order to 
strengthen this possibility, the lower will be the chance that the race in- 
volved would ever find the earth. The Galaxy has a diameter of roughly 
100,000 light years and a total mass about two hundred billion times that of 
the Sun (reference 4). Other galaxies have been photographed «md estimated 
in numbers of several hundred million (reference 2, p.4) at distances up to 
billions of light years (reference 7, p. 158). The number of stars in the 
known universe is enormous, yet so are the distances involved. A super- 
race (unless they occur frequently) would not be likely to stumble upon 
Planet III of Sol, a fifth-magnitude star in the rarefied outskirts of the 
Galaxy. 

A description oi the probable operating characteristics of space ships 
must be based un the assumption that they will be rockets, since this is the 
only form of propulsion that we know will function in outer space. Below 
are listed a few of the significant factors of rocketry in relation to the 
"flying objects". 

(a) Maneuverability. A special-purpose rocket can be made as maneuver- 
able as we lilr, -, ith very hipu accelerations either along or normal to the 
flight path. However, a high-pen'ormance space r>hip trill certainly be large 
and unwieldy and could hard)y be designed to maneuver frivolously around in 
the Earth's atmosphere.  The orly economical maneuver would be to come down 
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and go tqp aore or less vertically. 

(b) Fuel reserves. It is hard to see how a single rocket ship could 
carry enough extra fuel to make repeated descents into the Earth's atmor- 
phere. The large number of flying objects reported in quick succession 
could only mean a large number of visiting craft. 

fm possibilities thus are presented. First,a number of space ships 
could have come as a group. This would only be done if full-dress contact 
were to be established. Second, numerous small craft might descend from a 
mother ship which coasts around the Earth in a satellite orbit. But this 
could mean that the smaller craft would have to be rockets of satellite 
performance, and to contain them the mother ship would have to be truly 
enormous. 

(c) Appearance. A vertically descending rocket might well appear as 
a luminous disk to a person directly below. Observers at a distance, how- 
ever, would surely identify the rocket for what it really is. There would 
probably be more reports of oblique views than of end-on views. Of course, 
the shape need not be typical of our rockets; yet the exhaust should be easy 
to see. 

One or two additional general remarks amy be relevant to space ships as 
"flying objects". The distribution of flying objects is peculiar, to say 
the least. As far as this writer knows, all incidents have occurred within 
the United States, whereas visiting spacemen could be expected to scatter 
their visits more or less uniformly over the globe. The small area covered 
indicates strongly that the flying objcts are of Earthly origin, whether 
physical or psychological. 

The lack of purpose apparent in the various episodes is also puzzling. 
Only one motive can be assigned; that the space men are "feeling out" our 
defenses without wanting to be belligerent. If so, they must have been 
satisfied long ago that we can't catch them.  It seems fruitless for them 
to keep repeating the same experiment. 

Conclusions: 

Although visits from outer space are believed to be possible, they are 
believed to be very improbable.  In particular, the actions attributed to 
the "flying objects" reported during 1947 and 1948 seem inconsistent with the 
requirements for space travel. 

Very truly yours, 

J. E. Lipp 
Missiles Division 

JEL:sp 
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APPENDIX E:    REPORT ON NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT ON THE POSSIBLE 
EXISTENCE OF AN "ANTI-EARTH," BY DR.   R.   L.   DUNCOMBE, 

U.S.  NAVAL OBSERVATORY 

To experimentally determine the dynamical effects of a planet 
located on the other side of the Sun from the Earth, an extra body was 
introduced rt this position in the Initial conditions for a simultaneous 
mnerlcal integration of the equations of motions for the major planets 
of the solar system. 

The numerical integration used was the Stumpf-Schubart program, 
described in Publications of the Astronomischen Rechen-Institut, 
Heidelberg, No. 18 (1966).    The calculations were performed on an IBM 
36O/UO computer at the U, S. Naval Observatory* 

The initial coordinates and velocities were derived from those 
given in the above reference by integrating the system to the desired 
epoch.    All the planets from   Venus to Pluto were included; the mass of 
Mercury was Included with that of the Sun.    On runs in which the anti- 
Earth planet. Clarion, was included, its initial coordinate and velocity 
vectors were taken io be the negative of those for the Earth-Moon bnry- 

'■ center at epoch. 

The initial epoch was J.D. 2Mt 0000.3 and the integration, using 
a 2 day step length, was done backward to J.D. 2U0 0000.5, a period of 
approximately 112 years.    From the Integrated coordinates an ephemeris 
was generated at a Uo day interval. 

Four integrations were made.    The first was the solar system alone, 
for use as a comparison standard.   The other three included Clarion 
with three different mass values:    Earth + Moon, Moon, and sero.    These 
three integrations were then compared to the solar system standard inte- 
gration and the differences for all the planets were expressed in ecliptic 
longitude, latitude, and radius vector.    In addition, the separation of 
Clarion from a straight line through the perturbed Earth-Moon barycenter 
and Sun was computed in longitude, latitude, and radius vector. 

Since the principal perturbations occur in longitude, the following 
discussion of the three cases is confined to a description of the ampli- 
tude of the differences in this coordinate. 

Case 1.    Mass of Clarion equals Earth + Moon mass. 

Separation of Clarion from the center of the Sun exceeded the mean 
•clar radius of 9^0" after about 10,000 days and reached an amplitude of 
10,000" in 112 years.    Perturbations of Venus exceeded 1" after 80 days, 
while perturbations of the Earth and Mars exceeded 1" after 100 days. 
At the end of 112 years the perturbations induced by Clarion in the motlonr. 
of Venus, Earth, and Mars reached 1200", 3800", and I660" respectively. 
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f Case 2.   Mass of Clarion equals mass of Moon. 

Separation of Clarion from the center of the Sun exceeded the 
mean solar radius after 17*600 days and in 112 years had reached 3^70". 
Perturbations of the Earth exceeded 1" after 5120 days and reached 26" 

1 In 112 years.    Perturbations of Venus and Mars exceeded 1" after 2l60 
days and 2800 days respectively, and reached IJ" and 20" respectively 
in 112 years. 

Case 3*    Clarion assumed to have zero mass. j 

\ 
As expected there was no effect on the motions of the other planets,       i. 

hut the separation of Clarion from the Sun was very nearly the same 
amplitude as for Case 2. i 

Conclusions: 
I 
( 

The separation of Clarion from the line Joining the Earth and the 
Sun shows a variation with increasing amplitude in time, the effect b "ng 
most pronounced for the largest assumed mass.    During the 112 years CL^cred 
by the integration the separation becomes large enough in all cases that 
Clarion should have been directly observed, particularly at times of morn- 
ing or evening twilight and during total solar eclipses.    The most obvious 
effect of the presence of Clarion, however, is its influence on the posi- 
tions of the other planets.    During the past 130 years precise observations 
by means of meridian circles have been made of the motions of the principal 
planets of the solar system.    Differences introduced, by the pretence of 
an anti-Earth (Clarion) of non-negligible mass, in the motions of Venus, 
Earth, and Mars could not have remained undetected in this period. 
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NOTICE 

APPENDIX F:    FAA NOTICE N7230.29 

FEDCRAL AVIATION AGENCY 
ttothtQtton, D.C. 

N 7230. 29 

4/4/67 

CMMIISHM 
DaHt 12/31/67 

SUBJ:  RBOKTING OP ONIOENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (RISt AT 7230-96) 

1. PURPOSE.    This notice establishes procedures for reporting of unidentified 
flying objects  (UFO's) by air traffic control specialists. 

2. EFFECTIVE DATE.    April 20,  1967. 

3. REFERENCES.    Aeronautical Commini cat ions and Pilot Services Handbook rmr.— 
4. BACKGROUND.    The University of Colorado is conducting a study project on 

UFO's.    one of their problems is to develop detailed and credible data. 
Since air traffic control specialists are skilled observers and in many 
facilities have access to radar, their cooperation is invaluable to the 
project success. 

5. PROCEDURES.    All reports submitted for this project are on a voluntary 
basis, but it should be noted that reports will be held in strict 
confidence and no details of sightings or names of persons will be 
released to news media.    Telephone reports of radar UFO sightings shall 
not include names of radar sites from which the data was derived.    This 
is to preclude release of classified information on joint-use radar. 

a. Initial reports on UFO sightings should be transmitted immediately 
on the FTS system to the University of Colorado by dialing 
8-303-447-1000 and requesting phone number 443-6762.    When the 
switchboard operator at the University of Colorado answers, advise 
that the Federal Aviation Agency is calling with a UFO report and 
the party designated to accept the call will be connected. 

b. Report should be brief and include such information as: 

(1)    Time, place and duration of sighting. 

DUfrlU«l«i,FAT-l, 2, 3, 3, 6 (1-5) WRM/ATO 
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(2) Method of observation (radar, visual or both). Do not include 
name of radar site. 

(3) Number of objects seen. 

(4) Size, distance and motion of object. 

(5) Name of person calling and facility of employment. 

c. After initial reports of sightings, a later fallow up by Universtiy 
of Colorado and collaborating scientists at other universities will 
take place in the form of interviews. Interviews will be conducted 
only on those sightings that hold special interest for UFO research 
and will be held at the convenience of the personnel. If the inter- 
view concerns a UFO sighting derived from joint-use radar, security 
clearances at the secret level must be confirmed for the interview 
group. A listing of those persons cleared will be provided to the 
air route traffic control centers through Compliance and Security 
channels. 

d. Sighting information roceived from outside sources shall be handled 
as specified in Handbook 7300.7, paragraph 463. 

APPROVED APRIL 4, 1967 
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APPENDIX G:  U. S. WEATHER BUREAU OPERATIONS MANUAL LETTER 67-16 

WEATHER BUREAU 
SILVER SPRING. MARYLAND 20910 

Opersdons llzmzl 
Letter 67-16 

Dotcefitku«.     November 1, 1967 

In Reply ••f«r T01 
H1421 

EfUctiv« Oei«i   November 1, 1967 

File With,   B-99 

Subject.    Reporting of Unidentified Flying Objects 

The University of Colorado, under sponsorship of the U.S. Air Force, 
is conducting a study of UFO's.    Since "ESSA scientists and personnel 
are among the most skilled and careful observers to be found," the 
University has asked our coope\'ation. 

All reports submitted for this project are on a voluntary basis and 
win be held in strict confidence by the University of Colorado. 

Weather Bureau observers at stations in the 48 contiguous United States 
are requested to report any UFO sightings to the University of Colorado 
by FTS system,  telephone 303-447-1000 and request number 443-6762.    When 
the switchboard operator at the University of Colorado answers, advise 
that the Weather Bureau is calling with a UFO report and the party 
designated to accept the call will be connected. 

Include in the report such information as: 

(1) Time, place and duration of sighting 
(2) Number of objects seen 
(3) Size, distance and motion if known 
(4} Your name and station 

The University may arrange an interview with, and at the convenience of, 
the person making the report if the sighting holds special  interest  for 
UFO research. 

Your cooperation in this  important project  is appreciated. 

This OMl. is intended for information only at stations in Alaska and  in 
the Pacific since they are not included in this program. A/tJ      P/\ y 

Karl R. Johannes sen 
Associate Director 
Meteorological  Operations 
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APPENDIX H:     U.  S.   DEPT.  OF AGRICULTURE FOREST SERVICE, 
ROCKY MTN.   REGION, MEMORANDUM TO FOREST SUPERVISORS 

TO:    Forest Supervisors 

FROM:    D.  S.  Nordwall, Regional 
Forester,  By John B.  Smith 

SUBJECT:    Memorandums of Understanding 
Fire Control 

File No. 1740 
5100 

Date:    November 24,   1967 

Dr. Edward Condon,  Department of Physics, University of Colorado,  Boulder 
has requested Region 2 of the Forest Service to cooperate with the 
University on its UFO (Unidentified Flying Objects) Study.    Although the 
study terminates June 30,   1968,  they are anxious to provide a procedure 
for getting reports from Forest Service observers. 

From their standpoint, this is not for the purpose of getting more data, 
but to get better data.    Forest Service people, because of experience, 
background, and training,  should be able to provide more accurate reports- 
if they observe a UFO.    Such reports would become part of a scientific 
study, and involvements with reporters or news sources should be avoided. 
TTie University has  also requested reports from FAA and the Weather Bureau. 

Standard procedure for Ranger Districts and National Forests to use to 
report a UFO follows: 

A. Report information should include: 

1. Time,  place,  and duration of sighting. 

2. Number of objects seen and description of each. 

3. Positive identification of a substantive object. 

4. Size,  distance,  and motion if known. 

5. Observer's name and station. 

B. Report procedure: 

1. Ranger District and Forest personnel should report  through 
the Forest Dispatcher (or Forest Supervisor). 

2. Forest Dispatcher should notify the<Regional Dispatcher or, 
if no answer, call persons in order listed in the Emergency 
Forest Fire Plan. 
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3. Regional Dispatcher (or alternate) will report to Mr. 
Robert J. Low, University Project Coordinator, UFO 
Study. On the FTS system, call 303-447-1000 and ask 
for 443-2211 to reach Mr. Low. 

So far as we know. Forest Service people in Region 2 have not sighted a 
UFO, but the above establishes procedure, and a report should be made if 
a UFO is sighted. 
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APPENDIX I:     INDIVIDUALS WHO PARTICIPATED 
IN THE EARLY WARNING NETWORK 

Alexander,  Frank 

Anderson,  Dr.  Kenneth V. 

Ansevin, Dr.  Krystyna 

Armstrong,  W. P. 

Biller,  Dr. Harold 

Boltjes,  Dr.  Ben H. 

Brake,  Robert V. 

Bryan,  Kenneth E. 

Buckalew,  Dr. Mary 

Cahn, Dr. Harold A. 

Callina, Joseph A. 

Cecin, Jose A. 

Cemy,  Paul C. 

Ciarleglio, Frank J. 

Clapp, Mrs.  Carol 

Cleaver, Marshall 

Cobb, Mrs.  Robert 

Conron,  Frederick E. 

Craig,  Clark 

Darling,  Spenser 

Davis,  Luckett V. 

Dibblee,  Grant 

Donavan, William 0. 

Dorris,   Ralph M. 

Duncan,  Robert A. 

Earley,  George W. 

Eldridge,   Rayr.ond 

Emerson,  Col.   Robert B. 

Epperson, Mrs.   Idabel 

Faulkner,  Richard Louis 

Fowler, Raymond E. 

Friezo, James V. 

Frye, Ronald K. 

Funk, Carl F. 

Ginnings, Dr. G. K. 

Grant, Mrs.  Verne 

Gregory, Jeanne L. 

Habsr, Dan 

Harder, Dr. Jawes 

Heiglig, Robert B. 

Henry, Dr.  Richard C. 

Inderwiesen,  F.  H. 

Johnson, Mrs. Jeanne Booth 

Kammer, David 

Klingaman, David C. 

Lansden, David V. 

Larson, Mrs. June 

Laufer, Dr.  L.  Gerald 

Lewis,  Robert M. 

Lillian,  Irving 

Loft in, Capt.  Robert E. 

Lol;r,   Lloyd A. 

MacDonald, Cynthia M. 

McCourn,  Lowell  E. 

McLeod, John F. 

Meloney, John 

Mood,  Douglas A. 

Morse,  Robert F. 

Moss.  Richard D. 

Murdock,  Roy H. 
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Murphy, Terry 

Murphy, William 

Murray, Dr. Robert 

Olson, Donald L. 

Park, Dr. Nelson A. 

Peterson, Dr. W. C. 

Reichman, Louis 

Rice, Dr. Herman 

Robie, Carl 

Roth, Herbert 

Rowe, Dr. William E. 

Russell, Betty 

Rygwalski, Eugene 

Salisgury, Dr. Frank B. 

Sanders, Rayford R. 

Sayer, Dr. Gordon C. 

Scegner, Dr. James 

Schneider, Dr. Richard V. 

Scott, Thomas J. 

Seamauds, Robert E. 

Seff, Dr. Philip 

Sipprell, James 

Smith, Eugene P. 

Sorenscn, Arthur 

Stokesberry, John L. 

Strand, Lt. Col. Howard C, 

Stringfield, Leonard H. 

Stroud, Walter J. 

Sutton, Charles M. 

Swann, Dr. A. Henry 

Tull, Clancy D. 

Utke, Dr. Mien R. 

Wambaugh, Helen A. 

Webb, Walter N. 

Williams, Roy P. 

Worstell, Paula 

Zechman, Richard W. 
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Date 

APPENDIX J:  EARLY WARNING REPORT FORM 

Time 

Place 

Duration 

# Visual observers 

# Objects  

Shape  

Distance 

Other features_ 

Weather 

Known traffic 

Observer -- Name 

Address 

Phone 

Reporter -- N^ e 

A .JitfjS 

Phone 

Receiver -■ 

Zone 

Classification 

Direction disappeared 

Radar ?  

Size 

Color 

Motion 

Age 

Occupation 

Occupation 

Date Time 

Please fill in all possible blanks with relevant information. 

Use the back of this sheet for a running description of the event. 

DRS -- 6/6/67 (Rev) 
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APPENDIX K: FIELD KIT INVENTORY LIST 

1.  INSTRUMENTS AND MISCELLANEOUS 

a. Camera (diffraction grating, filters, operating instructions 
if necessary, and film) 

b. Movie Camera 
c. Binoculars 
d. Geiger Counter 
e. Flashlight 
f. Compass 
g. Magnifying Glass 
h. Sample Containers 
i. Tape Recorder  (Tapes) 
j. Tape Measure 
k. Plaster Casting Material 
1. Pocket Spectroscope 
m. Geologist's Kit 
n. String 
o. Star Finder 
p. Nautical Almanac 
q. Elevation Indicator 
r. Arc Indicator  (Size    ) 
s. Police Radiomonitor 

PAPER 

a. Notebook and Address Book  (Contacts) 
b. Identification Card 
c. Copy of Contract 
d. Orders 
e. Letter of Authorization 
f. Maps (of specific areas) 
g. Road Atlas 
h. Auto Sun-visor Identification Card 
i. Sighting Report Forms/Interview Forms 
j. Copies of 80-17A, 80-17 
k. Tax Exempt Certificates 

PERSONAL 

a. Boots 
b. Warm Clothing if necessary 
c. Air Tickets (or others) 
d. Money or Traveler's Checks 
e. Credit Cards 
f. Briefcase 

NOTE: Carry essentials on person - airline luggage can be delayed, 
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APPENDIX L:  WEATHER CONDITIONS AND RADAR ECHOES 
NEAR WASHINGTON, D.C., AND NORFOLK, VA., 

ON 19-20 AND 26-27 JULY 1952 

aLoren \AJ. Cro w 
CERTIFIED 

CONSULTING METEOROLOGIST 
Phone (303) 7^2-8665 or 756-3971 

2422  South Downing Str«et 

Denver. Colorado 80210 

April 1, 1968 

The following Is a summary of weather conditions surrounding UFO visual 
sightings and co-incident radar echoes near Washington, D.C. and Norfolk, 
Virginia on the nights of July 19-20, 1952, and July 26-27, 1952. 

SOURCES OF DATA 

Radiosonde and wind data from - 

Washington, D.C, Norfolk, Virginia, and Richmond, Virginia 

Surface weather observations surrounding the times of sightings from - 

Washington National Airport 
Boiling AFB 
Andrews AFB 
Norfolk, Virginia 
Newport News, Virginia 
Langley AFB 

GENERAL WEATHER SITUATION 

The general weather situation during both nights was "hot and muggy." 
Maxima temperatures of the previous day, the minima and maxima on the 
following day were: 

19 th     20 th 
max.   mln.-max. 

Washington   gS0""" 76" 90° 

26th     27th 
max.   min, -max. 
9ÖB    75° 94° 

Norfolk 98° 78° 95° 89' 72° 98* 

On the night of the 19-20 a large, flat high-pressure area of 1020 millibars 
was located over the Middle Mississippi Valley and a very minor 
trough existed off the east coast. There were no fronts in the immediate 
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ar«« of «ither Washington or Norfolk. The general flow of air was from 
wait to east. 

On the night of the 26-27, both Washington and Norfolk were near the 
canter of a flat high-pressure wedge extending from Texas to several 
hundred miles east of New York City. A light drift from south to  north 
characterized the air flow outward from the central portion of the 
wedge. Again, thera were no fronts In the Immediate area of either station. 

THE INCIDENCE OF SCATTERED CLOUDS 

It would have been possible for observers on the ground to have seen 
«■all clouds at both low and middle heights at various time» during each 
of the two nights. Some cloud cover - mostly scattered clouds - was 
recorded by nearly all the observing stations where trained observers 
were on duty« A sumnary of cloud cover conditions Is as follows: 

a. At Washington on the night of July 19-20. 

At 9:30 P.M. the observer mentioned a few altocumulus at 8,000 
feet* These altocumulus were not mentioned In subsequent reports 
until 04S4 A.M. on the morning of the 20th when again In the 
remarks column a few altocumulus were mentioned. The hourly 
sumnary Indicates a height of these clouds observed near sunrise 
at 18,000 feet and movement of the cloud from the northwest. The 
observer at Boiling AFB, Just across the river from Washington 
National Airport, recorded various quantities of middle cloud 
estimated at 12,000 and 15,000 feet during the early part of ths 
night before 10:30 P.M. No such clouds were reported between 
10:30 P.M. r.nd 3:30 A.M. At 4:30 A.M. the observer on duty at 
Boiling AFB reported scattered clouds at 14,000 feet end a few 
cumulus cloads at 5,000 feet. Observers at both Washington 
National Airport and Soiling AFB reported various amounts of 
cirrus clouds at 25,000 fact. 

No low or middle clouds ware being reported during the darker 
portion of the night. It is not uncoanon that observations 
made by trained observer« during brief trips outdoors from a 
lighted room to view a darkened sky fall to report scrttarcd 
cloud conditions. Another obssrver who has remained outside lon^ 
enough for his eyes to adjust to darkened conditions can often 
see some scattered clouds. Conditions of cloudiness on this night 
would let some scattered clouds form and dissipate in a reasonably 
short period of time in any one portion of the sky. 

There may have been u  few clouds 
visible to ground observers in the Washington area although 
they were not being reported by the official observing stations. 
Both the 19-20 and 26-27 nights occurred during the darker portion 
of the month since a full moon in July, 1952, occurred on July 7. 
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At Norfolk on the night of July 19-20. 

The scattered conditions at 4,000 feet and varying quantities of 
cloud at approximately 12,000 feet would have made it possible 
for a few scattered clouds to have been seen on an intormittent 
basis at various times during the night. 

b. At Washington the night of July 26-27. 

Clear conditions prevailed throughout most of the night but 
when daylight began to arrive between 4:00 and 5:00 A.M., cloudi- 
ness was reported as e  few stratocumulus at 2,000 feet znd  some 
thin scattered cirrus at 25,000 feet. It would have been 
possible for some clouds to have been visible in the i'rea during 
the darker portion of the night if an observer permitted his 
eyes to adjust to the darkness. 

At Norfolk the night of July 26-27. 

The cloud conditions in the Norfolk area varied considerably 
between the Norfolk Municipal Airport and the observations made 
at Langley AFB several miles north of there. Lan^ley reported 
tflear conditions while broken or overcast cloudiness was being 
reported near 5,000 feet at the Norfolk Municipal Airport. 

There would have been o  marginal area of dissi- 
pating cloud cover somewhere between Norfolk Municipal Airport 
and Langley AFB. Thuc, multiple observers coi'ld have had a wide 
variety of possible cloud sightings. 

TEMPERATURE, MOISTURE AND WIND PROFILES 

The conditions of the atmosphere were capcble of generating anomolous 
propagation on weather radar displays on both nights.  In Battan's book 
on RADAR METEOROLOGY, published in 1959, page 21, is found the toilowing: 

"Nocturnal radiation, which occurs on clear nights, espoctaJly In 
the summer when thu ground is moist, Isodt  to a  temperature invurtiion 
jit  the -round and c  sharp decree.» In moisture v.'ith height.  It is 
found that these conditions frequently produce abnormal prop.'gction, 
which becomes more pronounced as the teroperatiiru and humidity lapse 
ratac become larger These conditions *'hich fi-vor ducts at 
the ground occur most frequently ovor lar^o land areas in tue summer 
and ccn be thought of as situations of 'radiative superirefractlon' . 

More recent studiea of anomolous propagation on rcdar have boon m.-de cit 
Texat, A & M. They have further confirmed th;^ ippc.irance of r.;J. r ochoca 
during ni^ht and early morning houru iiiid.:r clear ".i;y condlrioiif «hen low 
level inversions and flue fui: tin- quantities of moisture cli .r cl i i i:;^.' the 

jurroundinj atmosphere. 
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In Figures 1-4. profiles of tempcrature and dew point, plus wind direction 
and velocity, are presented. In most instances the vertical profiles 
near the «round would HRVC had several degrees variation in end around 
each of the two stations where the radars were located. Uslny surface 
temperatures at the several airports and the actual radar sights, there 
would have been variations of from 3«50F, in the first few hundred feet. 
Relatively small change In the vertical profiles would have occurred 
during the night «t elevations greater than 2,500 feet. Respective 
percentages of relative humidity are recorded next to the moisture profile. 
The dashed lines report observations made at 10:00 P.M. The solid lines 
report values at 10:00 A.M. the following morning. The profiles would have 
changed gradually during the night-time hours but would have remained 
somewhere between these two soundings. The greatest variability In the 
local area would have been in the lowest few hundred feet. Near the 
surface, Indications for 4:00 A.M. were made from surface observations. 

Of some importance is the fact that rain showers were reported in the 
Washington area during late afternoon on the 19th of July. Amounts 
reported at the three stations in the Washington area ranged from .10 
through .1.1. This would have wet the ground and furnished a variable 
aoistmre source in different portions of the surrounding country side. 

SIAMARY 

It is the author's opinion that hot, humid air prevailed on both nights 
in both Washington and Norfolk.    The general weather would have been 
considered fair weather by the trained observers at the various airports 
and they may not have reported all the scattered clouds which actually 
existed. <   It would have been considered an "easy shift".    Visibilities 
remained above six miles at all times.    The horizontal movement of 
scattered clouds, plus formation and dissipation of some few lew clouds, 
both could have been seen at various times by ground observers whose eyes 
were well adjusted to the darkened sky.    Anomoloua propagation could have 
been observed on weather radar units during both nights at both locations. 
The echoes due to anomolous propagation would have had horizontal motion 
similar to the clouds. 

aiOtsk^ 
LOREN W. CROW 
Certified Consulting 

Meteorologist 
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APPENDIX M:    SOURCES OF COLLEGE SURVEY DATA AND 
PERSONS  INSTRUMENTAL IN OBTAINING DATA 

Institutions Data Resource Persons 

Arizona State University 
Bemidji State College 
Carleton College 

University of California 
at Davis 

University of California 
at Irvine 

University of Colorado 

University of Montana 

Northwestern Univenity 

University of Utah 

Wesleyan University 

Professor John W.  Reich 
Professor Kathryn Bradfield 
Professor William R. Kirtner 
Professor R. Thomas Rosm 
Professor Dennis Livingston 
Professur Paul Koller 
Professor Arnold Binder 

Professor Neil G. Fahrion 
Professor Joshua Gerow 
Professor Robert Rogers 
Mr. Victor Joe 
Professor John Means 
Professor John I. Kitsuse 
Mr. Herbert Strentz 
Professor Donna M. Gelfand 
Professor Donald P. Hartman 
Professor Thornton Page 
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APPENDIX N: UFO OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE 

The following statements all have to do with Unidentified Flying Objects -- oi'teis 

called "U-F-O's." One type of U-F-0 is a "flying saucer." The statements an: idea', 

or opinions, not necessarily facts — so people differ in the degree to which they 

believe them to be true or false. 

For each of the statements shown below, please indicate the degree to which you :'ec' 
the statement to be either true or false: 

1. Definitely false means that you arc fully convinced the statement is 
false, and you would act without hesitation on this belief. You would 
question the wisdom of anyone who disagreed with you. 

2. Probably false means that you are not sure whether the statement is 
true or false, but that if you had to act on it, you would regard the 
statement as more likely false thar. true. Your opinion might be changed 
by discussion with another person. 

3. Probably true means that you are not sure whether the statement is true 
or false, but that if you had to act on it, you would regard the state-
ment as more likely true than false. Your opinion might be changed by 
discussion with another person. 

U. Definitely true means that you are fully convinced that the statement is 
true, and you would act without hesitation on this belief. You would 
question the wisdom of anyone who disagreed with you. 

To indicate your belief, place an X in the appropriate box next to the item. Do no 
skip any item. 

Definitely 
False 

Probably 
False 

Probably 
True 

Defini oly 
Tri. : 

1. Some flying saucers have tried to 
communicate with us. 

2. All UFO reports can be explained 
either as well understood happen-
ings or as hoaxes. 

3. The Air Force is ioing an adequate 
job of investigation of UFO re-
ports and UFOs generally. 

'i. I.o actual, physical evidence has 
ever been obtained from a UFO. 

'j. A government agency maintains a 
Top Secret file of UFO reports 
th'it are deliberately withheld from 
the public. 
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6. No airline pilots "nave seen UFOs. 

7. Most people would not report seeing 
a UFO for fear of losing a job. 

8. No authentic photographs have ever 
been taken of UFOs. 

9. Persons who believe they have com-
municated with visitors from outer 
space are mentally ill. 

10. The Air Force has been told to ex-
plain all UFO sightings reported to 
them as natural or man-made happen-
ings or events. 

11. Earth has been visited at least once 
in its history by beings from another 
world. 

12. The government should spend more money 
than it does now to study what UFOs 
are and where they come from. 

13. Intelligent forms of life cannot 
exist elsexhere in the universe. 

lU. Flying saucers can be explained 
scientifically without any impor-
tant new discoveries. 

15. Some UFOs have landed and left marks 
in the ground. 

16. Most UFOs are due to se«_̂ jt defense 
projects, either ours or another 
country's. 

±7. UFOs are reported throughout the 
world. 

1H. Tii'.- government has done a good job 
of examining UFO reports. 

19. There have never been any UFO sight-
ings in Soviet Russia. 

20. People want to believe that life exists 
elsewhere than on Earth. 

21. Th<;r<! have been good radar reports of 
UFOs. 

Definitely 
False 

Probably 
False 

Probably 
True 

Defini t e l y 
Tn o 
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Definitely Probably Probably 
False False Tru>-

22. There is no government secrecy 
about UFOs. 

23. People have seen space ships that 
did not come from this planet. 

2k. Some UFO reports have come from 
astronomers. 

25. Even the most unusual UFO report 
could be explained by the laws of 
science if we knew enough science. 

26. People who do not believe in 
flying saucers must be stupid. 

27. UFO reports have not been taken 
seriously by any government 
acency. 

28. Government secrecy about UFOc is 
an idea made up by the newspapers. 

29. Science has established that there 
are such things as "Unidentified 
Flying Objects." 
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APPENDIX 0:  A-B SCALE 

This scale is an abridgment of Rotter's I-E Scale (Rotter, 1966), which 

measures the tendency of the individual to perceive events as contingent 

on his own behavior or independent of it (i.e., contingent upon forces 

external to him). 

Mere are six sets of statements. For each set please tell me 

which comes closer to being true, in your opinion. There are 

no right or wrong answers -- just pick one statement in each 

set that comes closest to how you feel. 

A. First -- 

Without the right breaks one cannot be an effective leeder.  1 

- or that - 

Capable people who fail to become leaders have not taken 
advantage of their opportunities. 2 

B. Next, which comes closest to your opinion - 

Becoming a success is a matter of hard work, luck has 
little or nothing to do with it. 1 

- or that - 

Getting a good job depends mainly on being in the right 
place at the right time. 2 

C. Which comes closest to your opinion - 

Who gets to be the boss often depends on who was lucky 
enough to be in the right place first. 1 

- or that - 

Getting people to do the right thing depends upon ability, 
luck has little or nothing to do with it. 2 

D. Which comes closest to your opinion - 

As far as world affairs are concerned, most of us are 
victim of forces we can neither understand nor control.    1 

- or that - 

By taking an activepart in political and social affairs 
the people can control world events. 2 
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A-B SCALE (cont'd) 

Next, 

Most people don't realize the extent to which their 
lives are controlled by accidental happenings. 

- or that - 

There really is no such thing as "luck." 

F.      Finally, 

Many times I feel that I have little influence over 
things that happen to me. 

- or that - 

It is impossible for me to believe that change or 
luck plays an important role in my life. 
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INSTRUCTIONS   FÜR   THE  A-B  SCAL2 

Each item consists of a pair of statements lettered  a  or  b.    For each 
set, circle the letter which stands for the one which comes closer to being true, 
in your opinion.    There are no right or wrong answers -- just pick one statement 
in each set that comes closest to how you feel. 

ab La)   Children get into tiouble because their parents punish them 
too much. 

b)   The trouble with most children nowadays is that their parents 
are too easy with them. 

ab 2.   a)   In the long run people get the respect they deserve in this world. 
b)   Unfortunately, an individual's worth often passes unrecognized 

no matter how hard ho tries. 

ab        3.   a)   Without the right breaks one cannot be an effective leader, 
b)   Capable people who fail to become leaders have not taken 

advantage of their opportunities. 

ab        4.   a)   Becoming a success is a matter of hard work, luck has little 
or nothing to do with it. 

b)   Getting a good job depends mainly on being in the right place 
at the right time. 

ab        5.   a)   When I make plans, I am almost certain that I can make them 
work. 

b)   It is net always wise to plan too far ahead because many things 
turn out to be a matter of good or bad fortune anyhow. 

ab        6.   a)   In my case getting what I want has little or nothing to do with 
luck. 

b)   Many times we might just as well decide what to do by flipping 
a coin. 

ab        7.   a)   Who gets to be the boss often depends on who was lucky enough 
to be in the right place first. 

b)   Getting people to do the right thing depends upon ability, luck 
has little or nothing to do with it. 

a    b        8.   a)   As far as world affairs are concerned, most of us are the 
victims of forces we can neither understand, nor control. 

b)   By taking an active part in political and social affairs the 
people can control world events. 
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ab 9.   a)   Most people don't re aiZi. the extent to which their lives are 
controlled by accidental happenings, 

b)   "^here really is no such thing as "luck. " 

a    b       10.   a)   It is hard to know whether or not a person really lilces you. 
b)   How many friends you have depends upon how nice a person 

you are. 

a     b       11.   a)   A good leader expects people to decide for themselves what 
they should do. 

t b)   A good leader makes it clear to everybody what their jobs are. 

a    b       12.   a)   Many times I feel that I have little Influence over the things 
that happen to me. 

b)   It is impossible for me to believe that chance or luck plays an 
important role in my life. 
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APPENDIX P:  CURRENT EVENTS QUESTIONNAIRE 

OPINIONS ON  CURRENT ISSUES 

For each of the statements ^hown below, please indicated whether you feel the 
statement is:   Definitely T^-ue. Probably True, Probably False, or Definitely 
False. 

VIET  NAM 

1. The U. S.  should intensify bombing 
in Viet Nam, 

2. The U. S. Government should 
work harder toward peace nego- 
tiations in Viet Nam. 

3. More troops should be sent to 
Viet Nam. 

4. The United States should get out 
')f Viet Nam. 

WAR  ON  POVERTY 

1. The War on Poverty is necessary 
to help the poor become self- 
sufficient. 

2. Too much money is going into 
government programs to fight 
poverty. 

3. Poor people should help them- 
selves, instead of relying on the 
Government for help. 

4. The problems   of the poor and 
uneducated is properly a major 
concern of the Federal Govern- 
ment, 

KENNEDY ASSASSINATION 

1. Kennedy was shot by a man who 
was not a part of any conspiracy 
to kill the President. 

2. Lee Harvey Oswald was a 
member of, or was used by, a 
aocret group who wanted Kennedy 
dead. 

Definitely 
False 

Probably 
False 

Probably 
True 

Definitely 
True 

1                               % 
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3. The Warren Report's conclusion 
that Oswald, alone and without 
help, assassinated Kennedy is 
correct. 

4. Either a foreign government or a 
secret branch of the U. S. 
Government was responsible for 
the Kennedy assassination. 

RAGE  PROBLEMS 

1. The Gommunists have stirred up 
Nejroes and poor whites. 

2. Society, as a whole, is respons- 
ible for the current racial 
tensions. 

3. Racial discrimination   s pri- 
marily to blame for the summer 
riots. 

4. The minority groups want to 
move LOO lasi. 

Definitely 
False 

Probably 
False 

Probably 
True 

Dofinitoly 
True 

* 
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APPENDIX Q: WEATHER CONDITIONS IN THE AREA BETWEEN 
DALLAS AND MINERAL WELLS, TEXAS, 19 SEPTEMBER 1057 

CERTIFIED 
CONSULTING METEOROLOGIST 

Phone (J01) 86ft1- CI /Sfr (971 

? South Dowmnt| S*re«M 

Denser. Co lo rado 80? 10 

June 10, I9t>tf 

The following is a summary of weather conditions to determine vhether 
or not the atmosphere was favorable to producing optical mir.-ges and 
anomalous radar propagation for an area from 50 miles east of Dallas 
to Mineral Wells, Texas, during the time period from 2:00 A.M. to 3:00 A.M., 
Central Standard Time, September 19, 1957, for an aircraft flying in that 
region at elevations between 10,000 to 30,000 feet. 

SOURCES OK DATA 

Radiosonde and wind data from -

Curswell AFS at Fort Worth 

Surface weather observations surrounding the time of UFO sightings from 

Love Field - Dallas, Naval Air Station - Dallas, Carter Kield -
Fort Worth, Mineral Wells, Tyler, College Station, Perriu \FB, 
Connolly AFB, Gray AFB. 

A special study -

"On the Effects of Atmospheric Refraction on Radar (..round 
Patterns"by the Department of Oceonography and Meteorology, 
Texas A & M University, 19o3. 

National Bureau of Standards Monograph 9 2 -

'Radio Meteorology", U.S. Department of Commerce, 196b. 

GENERAL WEATHER SITUATION 

The weather which prevailed in the entire northeast part of Texas during 
the early morning hours of September 19, 1937, consisted of .i stable >ir 
mass with clear conditions. Air movement near tiie surface vis from the 
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southeast at all stations. Table 1 on the following page presents the 
actual condition for ceiling^visibility, temperature, dew point, wind 
direction and velocity at the surface for several surrounding stations. 
Figure 1 presents the conditions at 2:00 A.M. for these same stations and 
is representative of conditions that continued beyond 3:00 A.M. 

VERTICAL PROFILE OF TEMPERATURE, HUMIDITY AND WIND 

The vertical soundingsof the atmosphere made about three hours before the 
UFO sightings and an equal time following gives the vertical profile of 
atmospheric conditions in the immediate vicinity of the sightings. The 
radiosondes were released at 11:30 P.M. and 5:30 A.M. respectively from 
Carswell AFB which is near Fort Worth, Texas. 

Probably the most significant portion of the profile is the very rapid 
decrease in moisture content at a level between 6000 feet and 7000 feet. 
Temperatures increased with height in this same layer. Beneath this 
inversion layer the wind direction changed from southerly in the lower 
part of the atmosphere to a westerly and northerly direction at approximately 
6000 feet. Wind velocities increased during the night in the layer between 
2000 feet and 5000 feet. Figure 2 presents this pattern for the two 
different soundings. 

EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY ON REFRACTIVE INDEX 

If a radio ray (including radar) is pzopagated in free space, where there 
is no atmosphere, the path followed by the ray is a straight line. 
However, a ray that is propagated through the earth's atmosphere encounters 
variations in the atmospheric refractive index along its trajectory that 
caused the ray path to become curvcd. The total angular refraction of 
the ray path between two points is commonly called the "bending" of the 
ray. This 'bending" is strongly influenced by rapid changes in refractive 
index within the atmosphere and such rapid changing in refractivu index 
is caused by rapid changes in the moisture in the air. The typical 
temperature inversion permits the temperature to increase over a farily 
short increase in height, while at the same time the amount of moisture 
decreases rapidly. Experimental work has developed relationships between 
the moisture content and the refractive index so that data obtained in 
the vertical sounding of temperature and humidity from a radiosonde can be 
converted to corresponding values of refractive index. Figure 3 presents 
the profile of refractive index that directly corresponds with the vertical 
temperature and humidity profile in Figure 2. 

Ir. Figure 3 a critical gradient line is drawn for change in refractive 
index with height. Later discussion will Indicate the importance of this 
critical gradient. 

STANDARD ATMOSPHERE VERSUS ACTUAL ATMOSPHERE 

When only a standard atmosphere is considered the change in temperature 
and humidity with height is quite gradual and there are no sharp changes 
due to rapid decreases in humidity. Figure 4 gives the typical profiles 
for a standard atmospheric profile in the top part of the figure* The 
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Table I.  Hourly Weather Conditions Observed Early Morning Hours, 
September 19, 1957 

2;00 A.M. 

Ceiling  Visibility  ature Dew Point 

Wind 
Direction & 
Velocity 

Perrin AFB clear 

Mineral Wells clear 

Ft. Worth clear 

Naval Air Station clear 

Love Field-Dallas clear 

Tyler clear 

Connally AFB clear 

Gray AFB clear 

15 miles  720F 

25 

15+ 

15 

15 

12 

15 

15 

72 

72 

75 

74 

70 

73 

73 

660F 

66 

66 

6.1 

68 

67 

67 

67 

SE 9 

SE 9 

SE 10 

SE 16 

SE 10 

SE 5 

SSE 3 

SE 4 

3:00 A.M. 

Perrin AFB clear 15 71 66 SE 9 

Mineral Wells clear 25 71 66 SE 10 

Ft. Worth clear 15+ 72 67 SE 9 

Naval Air Station clear 15 75 69 SE 14 

Love Field-Dallas clear 15 73 67 SE 10 

Tyler clear 12 70 66 SE 5 

Conndlly AFB clear 15 72 67 SSE 3 

Gray AFB clear 15 72 64 SSE 6 
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KEY 

TEMP 
VIS 

h/EL. 

PERRIN   AFB 

72 
MINERAL Q 
WELLS66 A 

72     74 
CARTER 

FT. WORTH 

DALLAS 

70 
QTYLER 

57\ 

73 
„OCONNALLY AFB 
67  \ v 

GRAY AFB 

0 
I L 

30 
-I 

MILES 

Pl|. X   Multiple Reports of Surfae* Wind, TMptntur* and Dew 
Point as Obsorvod by Troinod Woathor Obstrvors at 
2:00 a.m.. SoptMbor 19,  19S7. 
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t 6000' 
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5000' 

4000' 

— 3000' 
UJ 
Q 

Kj 2000* 
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1000' 

FTW 11:30 P.M.  18 th AND 
FTW 5:30 A.M. 19 th 

225 250 275 300 325 350 
Pig. 3 Refract!vity profiles at Ft. Worth. Texas. Carawell AFB, 11:30 p.a. 

September 18 and 5:30 a.m., September 19,  1957.    Note critical 
gradient of N for microwave ducting in the vicinity of 6000 feet 
to 7000 feet altitude. 
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STANDARD PROFILE 

4    T*\ 

SURFACE BASED LAYER 

f 
Td\ 

ELEVATED LAYER 

Fig. 4   Typical refractive index (N) profiles and sounding 
curves  for three refractive index models.    Solid 
curves on the right «re for te»perature--dashed curves 
for dew point temperature. 
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middle portion and the lower portion of Figure 4 Indicate the correspond- 
'j ing effect on the change In refractive Index with height as Inversions 
| are observed near the surface and at some elevated layer.  In both of 

the non-standard patterns the gradient of N Is somewhat greater than the 
critical volue capable of producing ducting of microwave energy. 

EXTRAORDINARY RADAR ECHOES 

Of special importance in this Investigation was some research work done 
at Texas A & M using their 3.2-Cm. AN/CPS-9 weather radar. The report, 
prepared by L. B. Cobb and V. B. Moyer, covers research carried out in 
1962 and 1963, supported by National Science Foundation Grant NSF G-13834. 
This study was particularly Interested In abnormal PPI presentations of 
radar echoes that occurred during clear weather. 

The effect of atmospheric refraction on microwave propagation In the lower 
troposphere Is a problem with which radio engineers and radio meteor- 
ologists have been vitally concerned since World War II. Prior to that 
time, the speed of propagation of electromagnetic energy had been consid- 
ered to be a constant, that of the speed of light In a vacuum. As radar, 
missiles, an', other radio-controlled equipment were developed and became 
more complex, evidence of small changes In the speed of propagation due 
to atmospheric conditions began to mount. These small changes in speed 
are very Important as they cause refraction, or a change In the direction 
of propagation, of the electromagnetic energy. Radar trapping, errors 
In the positioning of targets, the radio hole, fading of radio signals, 
and "anomalous" echoes on weather radar scopes are some of the problems 
encountered. Any observer who makes critical deductions based on radar 
observations may be tricked Into bad decldlons unless he Is familiar with 
the limitations of the equipment under nonstandard atmospheric conditions. 
Radar echoes of unknown origin near a vertical beam above the earth's 
surface are commonly called "angels". Unusual echoes from the surface 
are generally referred to as "anomalous propagation" or "AP". Both of 
these phenomena have been ascribed to abnormal refraction of the radio ray. 

A study of abnormal radar echoes made at Texas A & M dealt primarily with 
anomalous propagation brought about by ducting or bending of radar beams 
due tc inversions near the surface.  They studied the expansion of ground 
clutter echoes due to increased gradient of refractive index near the 
surface. They examined large areas of anomalous echoes separated from 
the normal ground clutter pattern brought about by both strong surface 
inversions and strong upper level inversions. 

The Index of refraction, n, of electromagnetic energy in a non-dispersive 
medium such as the troposphere is defined as the ratio of the speed of 
propagation in a vacuum to the speed of propagation in the medium: 

n - ^v*cuum (I) 
air 

The speed of radar energy in the atmosphere is slightly less than the 
speed In a vacuum, so that the index of refraction always is very close 
to, but in excess of, unity.  A typical example is 1.000287.  For con- 
vi.ence in handling, the Index of refraction is converted to a 
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"refractive modulus," N, which Is referred to most frequently as 
"refractlvlty": 

N - (n - 1)106. (2) 

The refractlvlty for  the above example would be 287. 

The index of refraction is a function of temperature, pressure,  and 
humidity,  their relationship being given by the equation 

N-(n.l)106.-^+^ 
(3) 

where £ is the total atmospheric pressure in millibars, e Is the partial 
pressure of atmospheric water vapor in millibars, T is the temperature in 
degrees Kelvin,  and the constants A (• 76*6 deg/mb)* and B (■ 4810 deg)* 
are average values recomnended by Smith and Welntraub.    A is the dielectric 
constant for dry air and B is the water vapor dipole moment.    The formula 
is correct to within 0.5 per cent for the temperature range of -50C to 
40C and the frequency range of 30 mc/sec to 30 kmc/sec.    The actual amount 
of refraction is small, never exceeding a fraction of a degree;     it  is 
usually expressed in milliradlans, or "mils."    Therefore,  radar operations 
will be Influenced most when the angle between the refracting layer and 
the radar ray is very small. 

Standard propagation occurs when the atmosphere is stratified vertically 
in such a way  that a lapse of 12 N-unlts occurs in each 1000  ft.     Under 
these conditions,  a horizontal radar ray will  be bent downward slightly 
due to increasing velocity aloft.    This  increase in velocity  is very  small; 
c.^.,  in  the  time it  takes  the horizontal  ray  to travel  1 mi at  the  surface, 
it will  travel   1 mi. pias 3/4 in.   at a height   1000  ft above  the  surface. 
This has  the effect of extending the  radar horizon about  15 per cent  beyond 
the geometric  horizon. 

Nonstandard propagation will result when  the  temperature or w. r.er content 
of the atmosphere vary  significantly  from so-called "standard" values. 
Substandard refraction,  i.e.,  less downward bending or possible  actual 
upward bending of the  radar ray,  will  occur  if  the rrfrcctivlty  is  constant 
or increases with height.    The propagation is   superstandard if  the 
refractlvlty decreases with height at a rate exceeding the  standard rate. 
This causes an  increased downward bending of  the ray.     If  the velocity 
difference between  the  surface and 1000  ft achieves 3ln./mi of horizontal 
travel,  as occurs    with a refractivity of  -48N/1000  ft., a ray will   have 
the same curvature as   the earth uith result.'.nt  -reatly extended horizons, 
a condition referred to as "ducting." 

Superrefiaction normally results from a combination of increasing tempera- 
tures and decreasing humidities with height.     Nocturnal radiational  cooling 
at  the surface  and normal  lack of nighttime convection will cause  ."   temp- 
erature  inversion,  if other physical  parameters  are favorable.     TheKe 

♦slightly different  than values presented by Be'tn and Dutton. 
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conditions are conducive to the formation of superrefractivc strcita in 
the lower troposphere.  Tho formation of superrcfractivc strata is favored 
by clear skies and low wind speeds. 

Elevated laipcrrefractivc layers also occur with temperature inversions 
or in stable layers in which there is a decrease in moistare with height. 
Subsidence inversions are the most common cause of this situation. 

LOCAL TERRAIN SURROUNDING COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS 

When the beam of a radar unit is used to cover a lar^e horizontal area - 
from 200 to 300 miles - the elevation angle of the beam must be at or near 
zero.  Near the radar site, even when the rntemn is several feet above 
the ground, part of the energy is "echoed" back from nearby objects and/or 
the ground itself. As the energy goes farther and farther from the radar 
site the curvature of the earth permits the beam to extend into the .<ir 
mass higher and higher above the earth's surface. The local terrain 
surrounding any particular radar location helps define the tpyical ground 
pattern. Figure 3 shows the topographic map of area within 150 miles of 
College Station, Texas. 

NORMAL GROUND PATTERN 

A standard pattern must be determined if one wishes to ascertain the 
degree of abnormality of nonstandard patterns. Figure & presents the 
PPI (Plan Position Indicator) pattern for College Station with the elevation 
angle set at 0° and a full gain setting of the receiver.  It is the ground 
return pattern associated with standard refraction In the atmosphere. The 
black circle shown In Figure 6 encloses an area Inside 25 miles from the 
radar site at College Station (CCL). The terrain features in Figure 5 
are reflected In this normal ground pattern. For example, the line of 
echoes oriented southwest - northeast (approximately 25 miles south of 
CLL) represents the ridge which rises south of Yegua Creek west of Navasota. 
The low ground along the three streams - Brazos River, Yegua Creels, 
Navasota River - is indicated by the converging blue lines which join to 
form the expanded Brazos River near Navasota before it heads southeastward 
to empty into the Gulf at Freeport. 

Figure 6 can be reproduced with a 0° beam angle and a near standard 
atmosphere day after day at College Station, Texas, and can be considered 
the normal ground pattern. A standard pattern must be determined if one 
wishes to ascertain the degree of abnormality of nonstandard patterns. 

EXPANSION OF NORMAL GROUND PATTERN 

Eleven cases were studied in which anomalous propagation caused an 
expansion of the normal ground pattern  The amount of additional echo 
observed varies from scattered, small additions to large areas of anomalous 
echoes which extend beyond the 30 mi range. The eleven cases were divided 
roughly according to whether they had small or large amounts of AP. 
Examples from each division are shown in Figures 7 and 8.  The black circles 
enclose the same 23 mile radius area in these figures as in Figure (>, 
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Fig.  5    Topographic Map of Area within ISO-mi Radius of CLL. 
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0808CST 12 February 1963,    Range:  50 mi. 
Fig. 6    Normal Ground Pattern for AN/CPS-9 Radar located at CLL, 



0843CST, 27 March 1962,  Range: 50 mi. 
Fig. 7 Expansion of Ground Pattern by Anomalous Echoes 

2320CST, 18 April 1962,  Range: 50 mi. 
Fig. 8 Expansion of Ground Pattern by Anomalous Echoes 
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The comnon feature of all cases was a surface refracting layer less than 
2000 ft thick, overlain by air of standard or near-standard refraction. 
The difference in refractivity between the two divisions is reflected 
in the extent to which the ground pattern is expanded. The smaller 
expansions of AP echoes are associated with smaller refractivity values, 
and larger amounts with larger values. All cases with greater amounts 
of AP were from periods of higher temperatures than those with lesser 
amounts* Warmer air masses, with their larger values of temperature and 
humidity, have greater values of refractivity. However, the gradient 
of N, rather than the discrete values of N, is most important in determin- 
ing the refracting properties of an air mass. 

The difference in amount of anomalous echoes appear to depend upon the 
gradient and thickness of the surface refracting layer. All of the smaller 
amounts occurred with gradients between 18K/1000 ft and 30N/1000 ft; the 
larger amounts occurred with gradients between 26N/1000 ft and 40N/1000 
ft.  In general, the refracting layer was thicker when the larger amounts 
of anomalous echoes were observed. However, the thickness of the surface 
refracting layer was ler 3 than 1600 ft in all case:*. 

The anomalous echoes are related tv the topographic features. Comparison 
of Figure 7 with a map of the terrain shows that the excess echoes 
(indicated by white arrows) are reflections from hills at those locations. 
These hills are not detected under standard refractive conditions, but 
are detected when the radar ray is bent one and one-half to two times the 
standard rate of bending. Greater bending of the tay will cause additional 
topographic features to be presented on the PPI (Figure 8). 

LARGE AREAS OF ECHO SEPARATED FROM THE NORMAL GROUND PATTERN 

The examples that are included in this group are those which have anomalous 
echoes at a considerable distance from the normal ground pattern. In 
some cases, these echoes encircle the local area; in others, they are 
confined to one or two quadrants. In most cases, they appear to be caused 
by an elevated ducting layer. 

Two examples of anomalous echoes which encircle the local area are con- 
sidered first. Figures 9 and 10 are examples of "radial patterns" which 
occurred on 7 May 1962 and 12 February 1962.  The black circles agdin ;;how 
an area of 25 miles radius nearest CLL. A polaroid photograph is presented 
for 7 May because the regular photographs were not useable.  In the case 
of 12 February, there had been a complete ring of echoes earlier, but 
those in the eastern quadrants had begun to disappear by 0820CST, when 
the photograph was taken. The refractivity profiles for both dates were 
very similar. 

A large anticyclone was located over the Gulf of Mexico at the surface, 
with a smaller high-pressure area aloft centered over Texas, on both 
7 May 1962 and 12 February 1962.  Thus, there was a layer of moist Gulf 
air near the surface, overlain by a very dry layer caused by subsidence. 
Nocturnal radiational cooling at the surface, together with the subsi- 
dence warming aloft, created a very sharp inversion. These are the ideal 
conditions for the formation of an elevated superrefractive layer, with 
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a. 0820CST, 7 May 1962, Range: 300 mi. 
Fig, 9 Radial Pattern of Anomalous Echoes Associated with an 

Elevated Refracting Layer. 

b. 0820CST, 12 February 1962, Range: 225 mi. 
Fig. 10 Radial Pattern of Anomalous Echoes Associated with 

an Elevated Refracting Layer. 
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n«ar-standard refractive conditions above and below the layer. The effect 
of the elevated layer on the rad«r ray is dependent on the location of 
the antenna relative to the layer, and on the antenna elevation angle. 
If the antenna is located well below the layer, total bending of the ray 
may be considerable at low elevation angle«, but the ray will emerge on 
the top side of the layer. When the antenna is located just below the 
layer (within several thousand feet) and elevated less than 2 deg, the 
ray may be trapped or totally refracted. 

i 
There are several characteristics which distinguish these echoes from 
those «ilscussed previously. First, a radial pattern is caused by total 
or near-total refraction from an elevated layer, so that its location is 
dependent on the vertical distance between the radar and the layer, as ' 
well rs on the antenna elevation angle. Terrain features are of secondary 
importance in giving the pattern its shape and location. Second, these 
echoes usually persist longer because it takes much more convective 
mixing to destroy an elevated layer than is needed to destroy a layer 
next to the surface. Third, elements of a second ring of echoes are often 
observed; they probably result from a second "bounce" of the ray between 
the surface and the refracting layer. 

A good example oL  anomalous echoes associated with the formation of an 
elevated refracting layer occurred during the night of 27 April 1962. 
An elongated low-pressure trough aloft, extending from Illinois to central 
Texas, triggered severe thunderstorms as it moved eastward during the day. 
Clearing occurred over the southern half of the state during the afternoon, 
but thunderstorms continued in the Dallas-Shreveport area. Moist Gulf 
air was flowing northward aloft, ahead of the trough, at the time of the 
POOOUT radiosonde soundings; it was replaced by very dry air from the west 
after passage of the trough.  Figure 11 shows the rcfractivity profiles 
for S n Antonio (SAT) and Lake Charles (LCII) at OdOO Universal Time (UT) 
..nd 1200UT, 28 April (I800CST, 27 April and OoOOCST; 28 April); the 
profile for Ft. Worth (ACF) is not shown as it did not change appreciably 
from one sounding to the next.  The formation of an elevated superrcfr.ictlve 
layer is clearly indicated at both stations between the times of the two 
soundings. Figure 12 shows the AP echoes which had formed in the southern 
quadrants by 2250CST (skies were then clear); the echoes to the north j 
were caused by thundersterms, 

The last example to be considered in this i.roap occurred on 9 February 
1962 (Figure 13---e) .  Skies were generally clear over l lie state, except 
for some early morning fo^ along the co-.ct .".ad low stratus clouds  liich 
dissipated as the temperature increased. A l.ir;;e high-pressure urw  \.as ' 
situated over the southeastern United States, so that varm, moist nir wa 
flowing northward from the Gulf at the lower levels.  Cold, dry air -loft 
had entered Texas from the northwest; the 1200UT refractivity profiles 
Ft^irc 14) .ndicatc that this air had not reached LCH.  Very strong 
superrcfractive layers existed at ACf ^nd SAT; it appears to be a reason- 
able assumption that such a layer existed at CLL also, if one considers the 
amount of anomalous echoes that were occurring (Figure 13a—e). Both 
the profiles and the photographs demonstrate that the pattern was not a 
true radial pattern at 085OCST, although echoes occurred in all directions. 
During the next 15 min, heating and convective mixing began to destroy 
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Fif. 11   tofraetlvlty Frefilw for OOOOUT and 1200UT. 28 April 1962. 
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2250CST, 27 April 1962,  Range:  300 mi. 
Fig.  12    Anoiaalous Echoes Associated with the Formation of an 

Elevated Refracting Layer. 

a.    0850CST, 9 February 1962,    Range: 300 mi. 
Fig.   13a    Anomalous Echoes caused by a Strong Super-refractive 

Layer at the Surface. 
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b.    0905CST, 9 February 1962,    Range:   300 mi 

c. 0931CST,  9  February  1962.  Range:   300 mi 

Fig.  13b S c.    Anomalous Echoes caused by a Strong Super-refractive 
Layer at the Surface. 
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d.    0944CST, 9 February 1962,    Range:  300 mi. 

e.     1018CST, 9 February  1962,    Range:  300 mi. 

Fig.   13d § e.    Anomalous Echoes  caused by a Strong Super-refractive 
Layer at the Surface. 
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the superrefractive layer next to the surface; an elevated layer was 
created und the echoes moved outward from the center (Figure 13b). 
Continued heating and convection during the next 26 min destroyed much 
of the radial pattern (Figure 13c, 0931 GST) ; in the following 13 min, all 
the echoes in the northwest quadrant disappeared and new echoes appeared 
in the southwest quadrant (Figure 13d, 0944CST).  Nearly all the echoes 
had disappeared by 1021 CST, except several in the eastern quadrants 
beyond 100 mi, indicating that the low-level refracting layer was virtually 
destroyed. This example tends to confirm all previous conclusions con- 
cerning the relationship between anomalous echoes and the location and 
strength of superrefractive layers. 

OPTICAL AND RADIO PROPAGATION 

In Chapter 13 of the Handbook of Geophysics for Air Force Designers, 
published by the U, S* Air Force in 1957, various equations, tables, and 
nomograms are presented covering electromagnetic wave propagation in the 
lower atmosphere. Figures 15 and 16, as copied from that book, show how 
refractive modulus values vary with altitude for both optical and radio 
wavelengths. As shown in Figure 16 the two curves for optical and radio 
wavelengths converge at altitudes greater than 20,000 feet. This would 
indicate that any abnormal ducting of optical and/or radar type images 
mi^ht be similarly distorted to observers in aircraft flying above 20,000 
feet when atmospheric abnormalities are uniquely favorable for anomalous 
propagation. 

AI1CRAFT PENETRATION OF CLEAR AIR "ANGELS" 

At the Ninth Weather Ruder Conference in Kansas City in 1961, R. Q, Tlllman, 
R. E. Ruskln, and M. N. Robinson of the U. S. Naval Research Laboratory, 
reported on the tracking of approximately 500 clear air 'angel" echoes. 
Most of th« "angels" plotted had radar cross sections between approximately 
0.2 and 3 cm2. 

The maximum detectable range usually fell between 2,000 and 4,000 yards. 
On occtjlon, distinct angels with the appearance and characteristics of 
lav^e  airplanes or vessels were tracked, presenting targets roughly 100 
times the minimum detectable target at that ran^e. The physical extent 
of most of the angels, as deduced from manually varying the range setting 
across the target, was approximately 35 yards. 

A serits of attempts was mad« to vector an instrumented WV-2 Super- 
Constellation aircraft through the apparent location of the angel echoes. 
Of 28 attempts, 4 were successful. The plane was directed by radio by 
the r.idar operators, using the altitude and heading information from the 
plotting boards.  On the Jour successful runs the plane passed directlv 
through the telescope cross hairs, and its radar return was visible in the 
range notch of the A-scopes.  In each case the radar shifted to this 
stronger target.  However, in one run it was possible to unlock momentarily 
from the plane and to pick up the angel again.  On another occasion, the 
an^el echo disappeared when the ..ircr ft passed through.  The aircr. ft 
instrjmentation included: a rapid-response refractomcter, i vortex ther- 
mometer, electric field and conductivity instruments, md sp.ce clurge 
detector.  In none of the four instances was there any correlation between 
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Fig. 14   Itefrftctlvltr Profi!•• for 1200UT, • Pabxuuy 1962. 
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the records of these instruments and tlic anyel location.  Slight turbulence 
v.as encountered in close proximity of several of the anyels, but no definite 
correlation could be ascertained, 

SUMMARY 

Cloudless  skies  and  good visibility prevailed at  the time of the  UFO 
sightings  in an area  from 30 miles east of Dallas  to Mineral Wells, 
Texas  in the early morning hours of September  19,  1957.     Therefore,   the 
UFO sightings were  not related  to cloudiness,   lightning,  or radar echoe.i 
from shower activity near the flight path. 

The vertical profile of  the atmosphere as measured at Ft.  Worth did contain 
a sharp temperature  inversion near  the  6000  -  7000 foot  level  (Figure  2), 
The temperature increased and moisture content decreased rapidly with 
height  in this  layer.     The change vith height was great  enough to permit 
a corresponding gradient of refractive  index near the critical  level 
which allows extensive anomalous propagation of either optical or radar 
energy (see Figures  3 and 16).    The aircraft crew,  although  flying above 
the ducting layer,  could have been receiving echoes and/or images  of 
objects or lights many miles from the path of the aircraft.    The ground 
operators of radar,   located belov the ducting layer, probably were observ- 
ing echoes which were part of an anomalous propagation pattern trans- 
mitted to them due to the elevated refracting layer. 

The air mass Itself would have been changing slowly with respect to time 
during th<ä night time hours.    From a fixed position the ground radar 
operators would have been able to detect anomalous propagation near one 
particular position for  fairly long periods.     By contrast the airborne 
equipment would have been constantly changing its position relative  to 
both the surrounding atmosphere and  terrain.     The probable ducting of 
images  from considerable distances  through  the  layered atmosphere would 
have  tended  to keep  the  images  in the  same  general direction from the 
aircraft and at  some  distance away  from the  aircraft Itself.     This   is   in 
some ways  similar   to   the observation of  a  rainbow from a raoving automobile. 

It is worthy  to note  that a large  fraction of  the reports on detailed 
research which have been used as references   for  the conclusions  in  this 
study have publication dates after September  1957.    Even in  1968 It  Is  not 
likely  that  the results  of such research are common knowledge  to a high 
fraction of aircraft crews who might on rare occasions  fly near a   "ducting 
layer" which is  invisible in a cloudless atmosphere. 

The detailed observations are being retained  in my files.     Should they 
be of  further use  to you please  let me know. 

LWC:dd 
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APPENDIX R:    LETTER FROM GENERAL N.  F. TWINING 
TO COMMANDING GENERAL,  ARMY AIR FORCES 

23 SEPTEMBER  1947 

SUBJECT:    AMC Opinion Concerning 'Tlying Discs" 23 September 1947 * 

8 

TO:     Commanding General 
Army Air Forces 
Washington 25, D. C. 
ATTENTION: Brig. General George Schulgen 

AC/AS-2 AC/AS-2 
'4 
.t 
k 

1. As requested by AC/AS-2 there is presented below the considered !? 
opinion of this Command concerning the so-called "Flying Discs".    This 
opinion is based on interrogation report data furnished by AC/AS-2 and 
preliminary studies by personnel of T-2 and Aircraft Laboratory, Engineer- 
ing Division T-3.    This opinion was arrived at in a conference between 
personnel from the Air Institute of Technology,  Intelligence T-2, Office, 
Chief of Engineering Division, and the Aircraft, Power Plant and Propeller 
Laboratories of Engineering Division T-3. 

2. It is the opinion that: 

a. The phenomenon reported is something real and not visionary 
or fictitious. 

b. There are objects probably approximating the shape of a 
disc, of such appreciable size as to appear to be as  large as man-made 
aircraft. 

c. There is a possibility that some of the incidents may be 
caused by natural phenomena,  such as meteors. 

d. The reported operating characteristics such as extreme 
rates of climb, maneuverability  (particularly in roll), and action which 
must be considered evasive when sighted or contacted by friendly air- 
craft and radar,  lend belief to the possibility that some of the objects 
are controlled either manually,  automatically or remotely. 

e. The apparent common description of the objects is as follows: 

(1)    Metallic or light reflecting surface. 

COPY 
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Basic Ltr fr CG, AMC WF to CG, AAF, Wash.  D.C.  subj  "AMC Opinion Con- 
cerning "Flying Discs" 

(2) Absence of trail, except in a few instances when the 
object apparently was operating under high perfor- 
mance conditions. 

(3) Circular or elliptical in shape, flat on bottom and 
domed on top. 

(4) Several reports of well kept formation flights varying 
from three to nine objects. 

(5) Normally no associated sound,  except in three instances 
a substantial rumbling roar was noted. 

(6) Level flight speeds normally above 300 knots are esti- 
mated . 

f. It is possible within the present U.  S. knowledge -- pro- 
vided extensive detailed development is undertaken -- to construct a 
piloted aircraft which has  the general description of the object in sub- 
paragraph  (e)  above which would be capable of an approximate range of 
7000 miles at subsonic speeds. 

g. Any developments in this country along the lines indicated 
would be extremely expensive, time consuming and at the considerable ex- 
pense of current projects  and therefore,  if directed, should be set up in- 
dependently of existing projects. 

h.    Due consideration must be given the following:  - 

(1) The possibility that these objects are of domestic 
origin - the product of some high security project 
not known to AC/AS-2 or this Command. 

f2) The lack of physical evidence in the shape of crash 
recovered exhibits w.iich would undeniably prove the 
existence of these objects. 

(3) IT.e possibility that some foreign nation has a form 
of propulsion possibly nuclear, which is outside of 
our domestic knowledge. 

3.    It is recommended that: 

a.    Headquarters,  Army Air Forces issue a directive assigning 
a priority,  security classification and Code Name for a detailed study of 
this matter to include the preparation of complete sets of all available 

COPY 
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and pertinent data which will then be made available to the Army, Navy, 
Atomic Energy Commission, JROB, the Air Force Scientific Advisory Group, 
NACA, and the RAND and NEPA projects for comments and recommendations, 
with a preliminary report to be forwarded withing 15 days of receipt of 
the data and a detailed report thereafter every 30 days as the investi- 
gation develops. A complete interchange of data should be effected. 

4. Awaiting a specific directive AMC will continue the investi- 
gation within its current resources in order to more closely define the 
nature of the phenomenon. Detailed Essential Elements of Information 
will be formulated immediately for transmittal thru channels. 

N. F. TWINING 
Lieutenant General, U. S. A. 
Commanding 

COPY 
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APPENDIX S: DIRECTIVE - MAJOR GENERAL L. C. CRAIGIE TO COMMANDING GENERAL 
WRIGHT FIELD (WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB) - DISPOSITION AND SECURITY FOR PROJECT 
"SIGN", DATED 30 DECEMBER 1947. 

(COPY) 

30 December 1947 

SUBJECT: Flying Discs 

TO:     Commanding General 
Air Material Command 
Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio 
Attn: TSDIH 

1. Reference is made to three inclosures, memoranda from your office 
to this headquarters, subject as above. 

2. It is Air Force policy not to ignore xcports of sightings and 
phenomena in the atmosphere but to recognize that part of its mission is 
to collect, collate, evaluate and act on information of this nature. 

3. In implementing this policy, it is desired that the Air Material 
Command set up a project whose purpose is to collect, collate, evaluate and 
distribute to interested government agencies and contractors all information 
concerning sightings and phenomena in the atmosphere which can :>e construed 
to be of concern to the national security.  It is desired that appropriate 
recommendations be forwarded to this Headquarters, wherever action is indi- 
cated which falls outside the field of the Air Material Command. 

4. It is suggested that the activities of this project include the 
preparation and distribution of an initial report, as recommended in !n- 
closure 1, and that subsequent reports be issued on a quarterly basis. 
Supplementary reports should be issued at more frequent intervals should 
the need for same be indicated. This project is assigned priority 2A, with 
a security classification of "restricted" and Code Name of "SIGN". Where 
data of a classification higher than restricted is handled by the project 
such data should be classified accordingly. A complete interchange of data 
should be effected as recommended in Inclosure I. 
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such data should be classified accordingly. A complete interchange of 
data should be effected as recommended in Inclosure 1. 

BY COWAND OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF: 

L. C. CRAIGIE 
Major General, U.S.Air Force 
Director of Research and Development 
Office. Deputy Chief of Staff, Material 

4 Incls 
1. Memo dtd 23 Sept '47 

from AMC to AC/AS-2 
(Gen Schulgen) 

2. Memo dtd 24 Sept '47 
from AMC to AC/AS-2 
(Gen McDonald) 

3. Memo dtd 19 Dec '47 
to Gen Craigie 

4. MR from Dir of Intel 1. w/2 Oools 
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APPENDIX T: G. E. VALLEY, INTERPRETATION OF REPORTS OF UNIDENTIFIED 
FLYING OBJECTS, PROJECT "SIGN", NC F-TR-2274-IA, APPENDIX "C". 

Appendix "C" 

Some Considerations Affecting the Interpretation of Reports of Unidentified 

Flying Objects 

By 

f G.  E. Valley, Member Scientific Advisory Board, 
Office of the Chief of Staff,  United States Air Force 

i The writer has studied summary abstracts and comments pertaining 
to unidentified flying objects, which were forwarded by Air Force  Intell- 
igence.    These remarks are divided into three main parts:    the first part 
is a short summary of the reports;  the second part consists of a general 
survey of various possibilities of accounting for the reports;  the third 
part contains certain recommeriHations for future action. 

PART  I   --  SHORT SIAWARY OF OBSERVATIONS 

The reports can be grouped as follows 

Group 1  -- The most numerous reports  indicate the daytime observatfon 
of metallic disk-like objects,  roughly in diameter ten times their thick- 
ness.    There is some suggestion that the cross section is assymetrical and 
rather like a turtle shell.    Reports agree that these objects are capable 
of high acceleration and velocity;  they often are sighted in groups,  some- 
times in formation.    Sometimes they flutter. 

Group 2 -- The second group consists of reports of lights observed at 
night.    These are also capable of high speed and acceleration.    They are 
less commonly seen in groups.    They usu  lly appear to be sharply defined 
luminous objects. 

Group 3 -- The third group consists of reports of various kinds of 
rockets,  in general appearing somewhat  like V-2 rockets. 

Group 4 -- The fourth group contains reports of various devices which, 
in the writer's opinion, are sounding balloons of unusual shape such as are 
made by the General Mills Company to Navy contract. 

Group 5 -- The fifth group includes repoi s of objects in which little 
credence can be placed. 

S-11750 
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General Remarks 

In general, it is noted that few, if any, reports indicate that the 
observed objects make any noise or radio interference. Nor are there 
many indications of any material affects or physical damage attributable 
to the observed objects. 

Summary -- PART I 

This report will consider mainly the reports of Groups 1 and 2. 

PART II -- ON POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS OF THE REPORTS 

aerial~öbject from a single sighting? 

Here, there are two problems: first, how much can be deduced con- 
cerning the nature of the objects from geometrical calculations alone; 
second, how much more can be deduced if. in addition, it is assumed that 
the objects obey the laws of nature as we know them. 

Concerning the first problem, it can be stated that only ratios of 
lengths, and rates of change of such ratios, can be accurately determined. 
Thus, the range and size of such objects cannot be determined; and it is 
noticeable that reports of size of the ob erved objects are widely at 
variance. However, angles, such as the angle subtended by the object, can 
be observed. Likewise there is fair agreement abong several observers 
that the diameter of the objects of Group 1 is about ten times their thick- 
ness. Although velocity cannot be determined, angular velocity can be, 
and in particular the flutter frequency could, in principle, be determined. 

All that can be concluded about the range and size of the objects, 
from geometrical considerations alone, is: 1) from the fact that estimated 
sizes vary so widely, the objects were actually either of ifferent sizes, 
or more likely, that they were far enough from the observers so that binoc- 
ular vision produced no stereoscopic effect; this only means that they were 
farther off than about thirty feet; 2) since objects were seen to disappear 
behind trees, buildings, clouds, etc., they are large enough to be visible 
at the ranges of those recognizable objects. 

Now,it is obviously of prime importance to estimate the size and mass 
of the observed objects. This may be possible to some extent if it is 
permissible to assume that they obey the laws of physics. Since the ob- 
jects have not been observed to produce any physical effects, other than the 
one case in which a cloud was evaporated along the trajectory, it is not 
certain that the laws of mechanics, for instance, would be sufficient. 
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But suppose that machanical laws alone are sufficient, then the 
following example is sufficient proof that at least a length could, in 
principle, be determined: suppose a simple pendulum were observed sus- 
pended in the sky; then after observing its frequency of oscillation, 
we could deduce from the laws of mechanics its precise length. 

This suggests that something could be deduced from the observed 
fluttering motion of some of the objects of Group 1. Assume that we 
know the angular frequency and angular amplitude of this fluttering 
motion (they can be measured in principle from a motion picture). Then 
for purposes of calculation assume the object to be thirty feet in di- 
ameter, to be as rigid as a normal aircraft wing of 30-foot span, to be 
constructed of material of the optimum weight-strength ratio and to be 
a structure of most efficient design. It is now possible to calculate 
how heavy the object must be merely to remain rigid under the observed 
angular motion. Let the calculation be made for a plurality of assumed 
sizes 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 up to say 200 feet, and let calculated 
mass be plotted versus assumed size. The non-linear character of the 
curve should indicate an approximate upper limit to the size of the ob- 
ject. 

If, in addition, it is assumed that the flutter is due to aerody- 
namic forces, it is possible that more precise information could be 
obtained. 

The required angular data can probably be extracted from the wit- 
nesses most relaibly by the use of a demonstration model which can be 
made to oscillate or flutter in a known way. 

Suaaary -- PART II, Section A 

Geometrical calculations alone cannot yield the size of objects 
observed from a single station; such observation together with the 
assumption that the objects are essentially aircraft, can be used to 
set reasonable limits of size. 

Section B -- The possibility of supporting and propelling a solid 
object by unusual means. 

Since some observers have obviously colored their reports with 
talk of rays, jets, beams, space-ships, and the like, it is well to 
examine what possibilities exist along these lines. This is also im- 
portant in view of the conclusions of PART II, Section A, of this 
report. 

S-11750 
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Method I -- Propulsion and support by m«uis of "rays" or "beans". 

By "rays" or "beams" are meant either purely electromagnetic radi- 
ation or else radiation which is largely corpuscular like cathode-rays 
or cosmic-rays or cyclotron-beams. 

Now, it is obvious that any device propelled or supported by such 
means is fundamentally a reaction device,    it is fundamental in the 
theory of such devices that a given amount of energy is most efficiently 
spent if the momentum thrown back or down is large.     This means that a 
large mass should be given a small acceleration -- a theorem well under- 
stood by helicopter designers. 

The beams or rays mentioned do the contrary, a small mass is given 
a very high velocity, consequently enormous powers, greater than the 
total world's power copacity, would be needed to support even the small- 
est object by such means. 

Method II -- Direct use of Earth's Magnetic Field 

One observer (incident 68) noticed a violent motion of a hand-held 
compass.    If we assume from this that the objects produced a magnetic 
field, coaparable with the Earth's field, namely, 0.1 gauss, and that 
the observer found that the object subtended an   angle 0 at his position, 
then the ampere-turns of the required electromagnet is given by: ; 

30R ni ■     -*- where R is the range of the object. 

For Instance, if R is one kilometer and the object is 10 meters in di- 
ameter, then ni t 1 billion ampere-turns. 

Now if the object were actually only 10 meters away and were corres- 
pondingly smaller; namely, 10 cm in diameter,  it would still require 10 
million ampere-turns. 

These figures are a little in excess of what can be conveniently 
done on the ground.    They make it seem unlikely that the effect was 
actually observed. 

Now, the Earth's magnetic field would react on such a magnet to 
produce not only a torque but also a force.    This force depends not di- 
rectly on the Earth's field intensity but on its irregularity or gradient. 
This force is obviously minute since the change in field over a distance 
of 10 meters (assumed diameter of the object)  is scarcely measureable, 
moreover the gradient is not predictable but changes due to local ore 
deposits.    Thus, even if the effect were large enough to use, it would 
stil« be unreliable and unpredictable. 
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Method III -- Support of an electrically-charged object by 
causing it to move transverse to the Earth's magnetic 
field. 

A positively-charged body moving from west to east, or a nega- 
tively-charged body moving from east to west will experience an upward 
force due to the Earth's magnetic field. 

A sphere 10 meters diameter moving at a speed of one kilometer/ 
second would experience an upward force of one pound at the equator 
if charged to a potential of 5 x 10^ volts.    This is obviously ridic- 
ulous. 

Section D -- The anti-gravity shield 

It has been proposed, by various writers, perhaps first by H.G.Weils, 
that it might be possible to construct a means of shielding a massive 
body from the influence of gravity.    Such an object would then float. 
Recently, there appeared in the press a notice that a prominent economist 
has offered to support research on such an enterprise. 

Obviously, conservation of energy demands that considerable energy 
be given the supported object in order to place it on the shield.    How- 
ever, this amount of energy is in no way prohibitive, and furthermore 
it can be gotten back when the object lands. 

Aside from the fact that we have no 
device is to be made, the various theori 
in assuming that gravitational force and 
indistinguishable, and from this assumpt 
effects which are in fact observed. The 
correct, and a corollary of it is essent 
acceleration can gravity be counteracted 
for instance by making an artificial sat 
not what has been observed. 

Summary -- PART II, Section B 

suggestions as to how such a 
es cf general relativity all agree 
force due to acceleration are 

ion the theories predict certain 
assumption, therefore,  is probably 
iaily that only by means cf an 

This, we can successfully do 
ellite, but this presumably is 

Several unorthodox means of supporting or propelling a solid object 
have been considered, all are impracticable.    This finding lends credence 
to the tentative proposed assumption of Part  II,  that the objects are 
supported and propelled by some normal means, or else that they arc not 
solids.    No discussion of the type of Part II, Section B, can,  in prin- 
ciple, of course, be complete. 

Section C -- Possible causes for the reports 

Classification I  -- Natural terrestrial phenomena 

1.    The observations may be due to some effect such as ball   of 
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lightning.  The writer has no suggestions on this essentially meteoro- 
logical subject. 

2. The objects may be some kind of animal. 

Even in the celebrated case of incident 172 where the light was 
chased by a P51 for half an hour and which was reported by the pilot to 
be intelligently directed, we can make this remark. For considering that 
an intelligence capable of making so remarkable device would not be likely 
to play around in so idle a manner as described by the pilot. 

In this connection, it would be well to examine if some of the 
lights observed at night were not fire-flies. 

3. The observed objects may be hallucinatory or psychological 
in origin. It is of prime importance to study this possibility because 
we can learn from it something of the character of the population; its 
response under attack; and also something about the reliability of visual 
observation. 

One would like to assume that the positions held by many of 
the reported observers guarantee their observations. Unfortunately, 
there were many reports of curious phenomena by pilots during the war 
-- the incident of the fire-ball fighters cones to mind. Further, 
mariners have been reporting sea-serpents for hundreds of years yet no 
one has yet produced a photograph. 

It would be interesting to tabulate the responses to see how 
reliable were the reports on the Japanese balloons during the war. There 
we had a phenomenon proven to be real. 

It is interesting that the reports swiftly reach a maximum 
frequency during the end of June 1947 end then slowly taper off. We can 
assume that this is actually an indication of how many objects were actu- 
ally about, or, quite differently, we can take this frequency curve as 
indicating something about mass psychology. 

This point can be tested. Suppose the population is momentarily 
excited; hew does the frequency of reports vary with time? A study of 
crank letters received after the recent publicity given to the satellite 
program should give the required frequency distribution. 

It is probably necessary but certainly not sufficient that the 
unidentified-object curve and the crank-letter curve should be similar 
in order for the flying disks to be classes as hallucinations. 
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A large-scale experiment was made at the time of the Orson Welles' 
"Martian" broadcast. Some records of this must persist in newspaper files. 

Classification II -- Man-made terrestrial phenomena 

1. The objects may be Russian aircraft. If this were so, then the 
considerations of Sections A and B indicate that we would have plenty to 
worry about.  It is the author's opinion that only an accidental dis- 
covery of a degree of novelty never before achieved could suffice to 
explain such devices.  It is doubtful whether a potential enemy would 
arouse our curiosity in so idle a fashion. 

Classification III -- Extra terrestrial objects. 

1. Meteors:  It is noteworthy that the British physicist Level 1 
writing in "Physics Today" mentions the radar discovery of a new day- 
time meteorite stream which reached its maximum during June 1947. The 
reported objects lose little of their interest, however, if they are of 
meteoritic origin. 

2. Animals: Although the objects are descirbed act more like ani- 
mals than anything else, there are few reliable reports on extra- 
terrestrial animals. 

3. Space Ships: The following considerations pertain: 

a. If there is an extra terrestrial civilization which can 
make such objects as are reported then it is most probable that its 
development is far in advance of ours. This argument can be supported 
on probability arguments alone without recourse to astronomical hypoth- 
eses. 

b. Such a civilization might observe that on Earth we now have 
i. -MC bombs and are fast developing rockets.  In view of the past history 
oi mankind, they should be alarmed. We should, therefore, expect at this 
time above all to behold such visitations. 

Since the acts of mankind most easily observed from a distance are 
A-bomb explosions we should expect some relation to obtain between the 
time of A-bomb explosions, the time at which the space ships are seen, and 
the time required for such ships to arrive from and return to home-base. 

PART III -- RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. The file should be continued. 

2. A meteorologist should compute the approximate energy required 
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to evaporate as much cloud HS shown in the incident 26 photographs. To- 
gether with an aerodynamiciit he should examine whether a meter~ite of 
unusual shape could move as observed. 

3. The calculations suggested in Part II, Section A, shc<i] be 
estimated by an aerodynamic ist with such changes as his more '  iiled 
knowledge may suggest. 

4. The mass-psychology studies outlined in Part II, Section C, 
Classification I 3 should be carried out by a competent staff i/f statis- 
ticians and mass-psychologists. 

5. Interviewing agents should carry objects or moving pictures for 
comparison with reporter's memories. These devices should be properly 
designed by a psychologist experienced in problems pertaining to aircraft 
and design of aircraft-control equipment so that he shall have some grasp 
of what it is that is to be found out. If the Air Force has reason to 
be seriously interested in these reports, it should take immediate steps 
to interrogate the reporters more precisely. 

6. A person skilled in the optics of the eye and of the atmosphere 
should investigate the particular point that several reports agree in 
describing the objects as being about ten times as wide as they are thick; 
the point being to see if there is a plurality of actual shapes which 
appear so, under conditions approaching limiting resolution or detectable 
contrast. 
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16 February 1953 

KE-SXIUiDUI-I FOR: 

FKOM : 

$U13JECT :    Report of Mootin^s of the 
, 'Scientific Advisory Panel on 
"Unidentified KLying Objects, January 1^ - 18, 1953 

PURPOSE 

I Tha pui%poso of this r.onorand i is to present: 

f a. A brief history of the meetings of the    Advisory Panel 

On Unidentified Flying Objects (Part I), 

b. An unofficial supplement to the official Panol Report: 

cotting forth cor.nsnts and suggestions of the Panel 

Kcnbers which they believed were inappropriate for inclusion 

in the forr.al report (Part II), 

PART I; HISTORY pp ^.iTTinOS 

GEKEgAL 

After consideration of the subject of "unidentified flying 

objects" at the k Decer.ber seating of the 

the following action was agreed: 

"The will: 

a. Enlist the services of selected scientists to 

review and appraise the available evidence in the 

light of pertinent scientific theories...." 

Followrig the delegation of this action to che! 

and ■preliininary investigation, 
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an Advisory Panel of selected scientists was assembled.    In 

cooperation with the Air Technical Intelligence Center, case 
I 

histories of reported sightings and related material were 

mado available for their study and consideration. 

Present at the initial noeting (C930 Wednesday, Ik January) 

were: Dr. H. P. Robertson. Dr. ß  Dr. Thomton 

Page, Dr. Samuel A. Goudsmit, 

and the writer. Panel Member, Dr. Lloyd V. Berk- 

ner, was absent until Friday afternoon. Messrs. 

were present throughout the sessions to familiarize themselves 

with the subject, represent the substantive interest of their 

Divisions, and assist in administrative support of the meetings. 

(A list of personnel concerned with the meetings is given in 

Tab A. 

VEDNESDAf MORNING 

The     opened the meeting, reviewing CIA interest in the 

subject and action taken. This review included the mention of 

the,   !Study Group of August 1952 

culminating in the briefing of the    the ATIC November 21 

briefing, k December   consideration, visit to ATIC 

Robertson and      , and'    «oncem over potential dangers 

to national security indirectly related to them sightings. 

Mr.     enumerated these potential dangers. Following this 

ihtroductior, Dr.       turned the meeting over to 
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Dr. Robortr.on as Chairman of tho Panel.    Dr. Robertson cnuit.cratcd 

the cvidoncc available and rcquealed consideration of specific 

reports and letters be taken by certain individuals present (Tab B), 

For example, case histories involving radar or radar and visual 

sichtinjjs vero colected for Dr. while reports of Green 

Fireball phenomena, nocturnal lights, and su^costed programs of 

investigation were routed to Dr. Pago.    Following those remarks, 

the motion pictures of the sightings at Tremonton, Utah (2 July 1952) 

and Great Falls, Montana (15 August 1950) were shovm.    The meeting 

adjourned at 1200. 

v/FDMEsmY Armmcm 

The second meeting of the Panel openod at 1^00. Lt.._ 

USN, and Mr.        of tho USN Photo Interpretation 

Laboratory, Anacostia, presented tho results of their analyses of 

the films mentioned above. This analysis evoked considerable 

discussion as elaborated upon below. Besides Panel members and 

Clk  personnel, Capt. E. J. Ruppclt, Dr. 

(2-a-2), and Dr. 

were present. 

Following the Photo Interpretation Lab presentation, 

Mr. E. T. Ruppelt spoke for about hO  minutes on ATIC methods of 

handling and evaluating reports of sightings and their efforts to 

ir.p.cvc the quality of reports. The meeting was adjourned at 1715« 
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The third and fourth iiicciin£s of tho Panel wore held Thursday, 

15 January, commencins at 0900 with a two-hour break for luncheon. 

Besides Panel memborc and CJA personnel, Mr. Hupix/lt and Dr.  

were present for both sessioriS. In the morrar.^, Mr. Rur^clt con- 

tinued his briefing on ATIC collection and analysis procedures. 

The Project STOllX support at_^    

was doücribcd by Dr.       A.number of case histories were dis- 

cussed in detail and a inotion picture film of seagulls was shown. 

A two hour break for lunch was taken at 1200. 

THURSDAY APrFlNOOW 

At l^KK) hours   gave a ^0-minute briefing of 

Project TWINiCLE, the investigatory project conducted by the Air 

Force Kcteorological Research Center at Caiabridgo, Mass. In this 

briefing he pointed out tho many problems of setting up and running 

24-hour instrumentation watches of patrol cameras searching for 

sightings of U.F.O.'s. 

At 1615 joined the meeting with 

V;:, ™——_^ expressed his support of the Panel's 

efforts and stated three personal opinions: 

a. That greater use of Air Force intelligence officers in 

the field (for follow-up investigation) appeared desirable, 

but that they required thorough briefing. 
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b. That vicorouc; effort chould be n'^do to declassify as many 

of tho reports r.c posjablc. 

c. That sowo inci'caso in the ATl'C section devoted to U.F.O. 

analysis war, indicated. 

This rocoLin^ was adjourned at 1700. 

FRIDAY nOHKING 

The fifth session of the Panel convened at 0900 with the sane 

pcrsoiinol present as enumerated for Thursday (with tho exception 

of,  

From 0900 - 1000 there was cer'eral djscussion end study of 

reference watorial.    Also,     _^^___ read a prepared paper mking 

certain observations and conclusions.    At 1000  ^vo a 

briefing on his fifteen months cxporience in Washington as Project 

Officer for U.F.O.'s and his personal conclusions.    There was 

considerable discussion of individual case histories of sightings 

to which he referred.    Following ^, presentation, a 

number of additional case histories were cxandncd and discusr.ed 

with Messrs. Ruppelt, and The meeting adjourned 

at 1200 for luncheon. 

FRIDAY AFT£Pu\m\' 

This session opened at I'lOO.    Besides Panel members and CIA 

personnel, Dr._ was present.    Dr. Lloyd V. Berkner, as Panel 

Member, was present at this meeting for the first time.    Progress 

of the meetings was reviewed by the Panel Chairman and tentative 
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concluüion:- reached. A gennra] discussion followod and tentative 

rocoircriondatior.s considered. It was agreed that the Chainian should 

draft a report of the Panel to     that evening for review by the 

Panel the next morninc, Thu wocting adjourned at I'/l^. 

SATUgmY MO.'-NI^'G 

At 09^5 the Chainnan opened the seventh session and submitted 

a rou^h draft of the Panel Hcport to the wenbers. This draft had 

been reviewed and approved earlier by Dr. Bcrkner, The next two 

and one-half hours were consumed In discussion and revision of the 

draft. At 11C0 the     joined the Kocting and reported that he 

had shov/n and discussed a copy of the initial rough draft to 

the Director of Intelligence, ÜSAF, whoso reaction was favorable. At 

1200 the meeting was adjourned. 

SATURDAY AFTZ'UiOOH 

At 1^00 the eighth and final meeting of the Panel was opened. 

Discussion and rewording of certain sentences of the Report occupied 

the first hours. (A copy of the final report is appended as Tab C.) 

This was followed by a review of work accomplished by the Panel 

and restatement of individual Panel Member's opinions and suggestions 

on details that were felt inappropriate for inclusion in the formal 

report. It was agreed that the writer would incorporate these 

comments in an internal report to the      The material below 

represents this information. 
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Tho Pcncl Hcmbors wcro ir!ij>re:;Ecd (a^ have boon others, includ- 

ing personnel) in tho lack of sound chta in tho great ir.--jority 

of caco historicn; al^o, in tho lack of speedy fo]low-up due primarily 

to tho modest slxe and lirrätod facilities of the A?IC sectici concerned. 

Awong tho case histories of significant sightings discussed in detail ; 

vero tho foHowinj: 

Beliefontaino, Ohio (l August 1952); Trcmonton, Utah (2 July 1952); 

Great Falls, Montana (15 August 1550); Yaak, Montana (l September 

1952); Washington, D. C. area (19 July 195?); and Haneda A.F.B., 

Japan (5 August 1952), Port Huron, Michigan (29 July 1952); and 

Prosquo Isle, Maine (10 October 1952). 

After    review and discussion of these cases (and about 15 others, 

in loss detail), the Panel concluded that reasonable explanations 

could bo suggested for most sightings and "by deduction and scientific 

method it could be induced (given additional data) that other cases 

might bo explained in a similar rnanner".    The Panel pointed out that 

because of tho brevity of some sightings (e.g. 2-3 seconds) and tho ] 

inability of tho witnesses to express themselves clearly (semantics) 

that conclusive explanations oould not be expected for every case 

reported.    Furthermore, it was considered that, normally, it would 

be a great waste of effort to try to solve most of the sightings, 
r 

urJess such action would benefit a training and educational program 

(see below).    Tho writings of Charles Fore were referenced to show 
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that "strjnjc things in the slry" had bcon recorded for hundreds of y» 

years.    It appeared obviou:'. that there was no single explanation 

for a majority of the things seen.    The presence of radir and astro- 

nomical spcciali r;to on Iho Panel   proved of value at or.r.r, in their 

confident recognition of -.ücn^nena related to their field...    It was 

apparent thc.t specialists in such additional fields as psychology, 

meteorology, aerodynamics, ornithology and military air operations 

would extend the ability of the Panel to recognize many more cate- 

gories of little-known phenomena. 

ON LACK 0? P'.NGI-ft 

Tho Panel concluded unanimously that there was no ovicenco of 

a direct throet to national security in tho objects sighted. 

Instances of "Foe Fighters" were cited.    Those wore unexplained 

phenomena sighted by aircraft pilots during World War II in both 

European and Far East theaters of operation wherein "balls of light" 

would füy near or with the aircraft and maneuver rapidly.    They we.-j 

belicvrd to bo electrostatic (similar to St. Elmo's fire) or eloctra- 

magnetie phenomena or possibly light reflections from ice crystals 

in the air, but thoir exact cause or nature was never defined.    Both 

Robertscij and had been concerned in the investigation of 

these phenomena, but David T. Griggs (Professor of Geophysics at 

tho University of California at Los    Angeles) is believed to have 

been the most knowledgeable person on this subject.    If the term 

"flying saucers" had been popular in 19^3 - 19^5» these objects would 

• ',    •"•■' /v.:—,i - .   - ^ 
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have bccji so labeled. It i;ac interesting that In at least tvfo 

cases rcv.LC»;cd that the object sighted was categorized by Robertson 

and      as probably "I'oo Fic'nters", to date unexplained but not 

dan^orou:;; thuy were noL haj^jy thu^ to dlraiilss Uio aijMJVijs by 

callins the-", names. It wo.i their feeling that these phcic-.i.ina aro 

not beyond the doiciin of present kncvrlcdgo 0^ physical sciences, hov/evcr. 

ATR YÖRCK gK-pHTTNG SY.STKM 

It was the Panel's opinion that some of the Air Force conccrr. 

over U.F.O.'s (notwithstanding Air Defense Copimand anxiety over fast 

radar tracks) was probably caused by public pressure, Tho result 

today is that tho Air- Force has instituted a fine channel for 

receiving; reports of nearly anythins anyone sees in tho sky and 

fails to understand. This has been particularly encouraged in popu- 

l&v  articles on this and otlicr subjects, such as space travel and 

science fiction. Tho result is the mass receipt of low-grado reports 

which tend to overload channels of communication with material quite 

irrelevant to hostile objects that nicht some day appear. The Panel 

agreed generally that this mass of poor-quality reports containing 

little, if any, scientific data was of no value. Quite tho opposite, 

it \IAS possibly dangerous in having a military service foster public 

concern in "nocturnal meandering lights". Tho implication being, 

since the interested agency was military, that these objects were 

or mjght be potential direct threats to national security. Accord- 

ingly, the .eed for deemphasization made itself apparent. Comments 

on a possible ciuciticnal program are cn'u crated below. 

v ,; >   •;       ►,    • V.- • ' 
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It wo.s the opinion of Dr. Robertson th.il the "c-iuccr" problem 

had been found to be different in nature froiu tho decoction end 

investj Ration of German V-l and V-2 fjuidec- masiles prior to their 

onorational uno in World V/ar If,    In this 19Vj-19-'^ ir.tolli^«..r.co 

operation (C^OSSIiC'./), there was excellent intolligcncc and by June 

19^1^ there was material evidence of tho existence of "hardware" 

obtained from crashed vehicles in Swodcn.    This evidence caVo the 

investigating tcom a basis upon which to operate.    Tho absence of any 

"hardware" resultinj from unexplained U.F.O. si^htin^s lends a "will- 

of-thc wisp" nature to the ATIC problcn.    Tho results of their investi- 

gation, to date, strongly indicate that no evidence of hostile act 

or danger exists.    Furthermoro, tho current reporting system would 

have little value in tho case of detection of enemy attack by conven- 

tional aircraft or guided missiles; under such conditions "hardware" 

would be available almost at once. 

APTIFACTS 0? EXTTUTO-RraTOAI. ORIGIU 

It was interesting to note that none of the members of tho 

Panel were loath to accent that this earth might be visited by extra- 

terrestrial intelligent beings of some sort, some day.    What they did 

not find was any evidence that related the objects sighted to space 

travelers.   Mr. in his presentation, showed how he had elA.- 

inated each of the known and probable causes of sightings leaving him 

"extra-terrestrial" as the only one remaining in many cases. cs 

background as an aeronautical cn^incor and technical intelligence 

Mo? 
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orricor (Pi'ojoct Officer, I:Lü]i;XX)K for 15 nonths) could not be 

slighted.    However, the Panol could not iccopt any of the cases 

cited by hir. because they were raw, unowiluatcd reports. 

TcrrostH.Vl ox^lnnitions of Uio r.Jc'nt'jn^r; v/nro a»cCfj5tocl in so:;.o 

cases and iij others the time of sighting was so short aa to cause 

suspicion of visual impressions.    It was noted by Dr. Goudsnüt and 

othors that extraterrestrial artifacts, if thoy did exist, are no 

cau.'ic fo:- alarm; rather, they arc in the realm of natural phcnoricna 

subject to scientific study, just as coswic rays were at the time 

of their discovery 20 to 30 years ago.    This waj an attitude in 

which Dr. Robertson did not concur, as ho felt that such artifacts 

would bo of immediate and groat concern not only to the U. S. but 

to all countries.    (Nothing like a cocunon threat to unite peoples!) 

Dr.  Po-o noted that present astronoiuical knovflcdge of the solar 

sysicn. rr-lics the existence of intelligent beings  (as we know the 

torn)  else..'here than on the earth extreinoly unlikely,  and the 

concentration of thei»* attention by any controllable means confii.od 

to any or.o continent of the earth quite preposterous. 

YRK:O::"U:, UTAH. SIGHTING 

This case was considered significant because of the excellent 

docUM. ntary evidence in the form of Kodacl.ror.o r.otion picture fjlrr.s 

(about loOO franef).    The Panel studied these films, the case history, 

ATiC's interpretation, and received a briefing by represcntativefi of 

the U.».: Pa^o Interpretation laboratory on thoir analysis of the 

fil.v..    Vhis tear, had expended (at Air Force request) approxinatcly 
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1000 rxi-h^'urs ol prorosuional and cub-prorcsr.icr.nl tir.c in the 

preparation of cr<';P-1 plots of individual frames of the film,  shov- 

ing apparent and relative motion of objects and variation in their 

liffnt intensity.    It was tho opinion of tho P.I..T.. reprc^ontatives 

that the objects jiclitcd v;ere not birds, bajloonr, or aircraft, 
•- 

were "not reflections because there was no blinking while passing 

throu^li 60° of arc" and were, therefore, "self-lur.inous".    Plots of 

motion and variation in licht intensity of tho objects were dis- 

played.    V/hilc the Panel Kcmbcrs were impressed by tho evident 

enthusiasm,  industry and nxtent of effort of the P.I.L.  team, they 

coald not    jcopt tho conclusions reached.    Some cf the reasons for 

this wore as follows: 

a. A semi-spherical object can readily produce a reflection 

of sunlight without "blinkinc" through 60   of arc travel. 

b. Althoujh no dat . - . . available on the "albedo" of birds or 

polyethylene baijoons in bright sunlicht, the apparent 

motions, sizes and brightnesses of tho objects were 

considered strongly to susgoct birds, particularly after 

the Panel viewed a short film showing high reflectivity 

of seagulls in bright sunlight. 

c. P.I.L. description of the objects sighted as "circular, 

bluish-white" in color would be expected in cases of 

specular reflections of sunlight from convex surfaces where 

the brilliance of the reflection would obscure other portions 

of the objact. 

1405 
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d.    Obj. :t:; ir. the Great Fallj; caso v.orc believed to have 

probably boon airciv.ft, and the bri^it lislitc aueh reflection.':. 

o.    Tncro was no valid rc^st>n for Lho attcr.pt to relate the object:; 

in the Trciaonton ciclitin£ ^0 thor.o in the Great Falls rö'-ht- 

ins«   Thic may h'ivo been due to nisundcrstandinj in their 

d^roctive.    The objects in the Great Falls sich tins are 

strongly suspected of being reflections of aircraft knov.Ti to 

havo boon in the area, 

f, The intensity change in the Trcmonton lic'"»ts was too ßreat 

for acceptance of the P.I.L. hypothesis that the apparent 

motion and changing intensity of the lights indicated extremely 

high speed in small orbital paths. 

g. Apparent lack of (^fidance of investigators by those familiar 

with U.F.O. reports and explanations. 

h.    Analysis of light intensity of objects i.ade from duplicate 

rather than original film.    The original film was noted to 

have a much lighter background (affecting relative brightness 

of object) and the objects appeared much less bright. 

i.    Method cf obtaining data of light intensity appeared faulty 

because of unsuitability of equipment and questionable 

«ssunptionc in making averages of readings. 

j. Ko data had been obtained on the sensitivity of Xodachrome 

film to light of various intensities using the same camera 

typo at the same lens openings. 
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k.    i.i,-..I ''jiL.Lc;'" iroqueiicAcr.  (obLninäblc from early part of 

Trcr'.onco;) fill,,) were- not removed fron the plots of the 

"single pace plotr." ct Uic end of the filia. 

Vho» Panel boüicvcd sir^n^ly that the d-.ta available on this 

si^htin^ v;as culTiclerit for positive identification if further data 

is obtained by photographing polyethylene "pillov;" balloons released 

near the silo under similar weather conditions, checking bird flicht 

and reflection characteristics with competent ornithologists and' 

calculating apparent "G" forces acting upon objects from their apparent 

tracks.    It VMS concluded that the results of such tests would prob- 

ably 1 Cvd to creditable explanations of value in an educational or 

training program.    However, the Panel noted that tho cost in technical 

nwnpower effort required to follow up and explain every one of the 

thousand or r.orc reports recoi/cd through channels cacn year (1,900 in 

1952) could not be justified.    It was; felt that there will always bo 

sic'ntln^.s,  for v.-hich complete data  is lacking,  that can only be 

C/-.pla.inod with disproportionate effort and with a lon^ time delay, if 

at all.    The lon^ delay in explaining a si-^itin^; tends to clininate 

any intolligencc value.    Tho educational or training progran should 

have as a major purpose the elimination of popular feeling that every 

sightrlr.-, no natter hov. poor the data, must be explained in detail. 

Attention should be directed to the requirement ar.ong scientist? that 

a r.cv; pheno.-cn-i, to be accepted, must be coir.plctely and convincingly 

docum.r'..tc-d.    In other words,  the burden of proof is on tho sichcor, 

n?t tho <..\:J1 ..ircr. 
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The Panel Kcjr.bcrs v/orc in f.^rocKonl with opinion that, 

althouc'a evidence of any direct threat from tlicr.c ni^htin^c v.'as 

wholly lacking related dangers mif.ht well  exist resulting fror.: 

a. Kisidcntification of actual cnci.y artifacts by defence 

pcrr.onncl. 

b. OvcrloaJinc of emergency reporting cliünncls with "falrc" 

infox^r-tion ("noir.c to signal ratio" analogy - Bcrkncr). 

c. Subjectivity of public to tavj hysteria and greater vul- 

nerability to possible cnony psychological v/arfare. 

Although not the concern of CIA,  the first two of these problems 

nay seriously affect the Air Defense intolligenco system, and should 

bo studied by experts, possibly under ADC.    If U.F.O.'s become dis- 

credited in a reaction to the "flying saucDr" scare, or if report- 

ing channels are saturated with false and poorly documented reports, 

our capability of detecting hostile activity will be reduced. 

Dr. Page noted that more co?.petcnt screening or filtering of reported 

sightings at or near the source is required, and that this can best 

be accomplished by an educational program. 

GEOGoj.r:;ic I.OCATIC::S OF ui:.v:ri.ATMKD SIG^I::GS 

The map prepared by ATIC showing geographic locations of officially 

reported unexplained sightings (195? only) was examined by the Panel. 

This map showed clusters in certain strategic areas such as Los Alamos. 

This might be explained on the basis of 2^-hour watchful guard and 

••'• ' i ''> \\'< ' -'-' \ 
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fiwaronoss o, security measures ncz-r such locations. On the other 

hand, there hi J been no sightings in the vicinity of sensitive 

related A/J cstaaliish merits wMle there wore occasionally nul.tiplo 

canon of unoxplni vu.d eight.!n̂ r; in non-;.ti\";t.ogac aroas. Furthormoro, 

there appeared to be no logical relationship to population ccntcrs. 

The Panel could find no ready explanation for these clusters. It 

was noted, however, that if terrestrial artifacts were to be observed 

it would bo 3 ikely that they v;ould be seen first near foreign areas 

rather than central U. S. 

IMSYRU;-"!7; .TAT j'OI i TO OBTAIfl DATA 

Tho Fariel was of the opinion that the present ATIC program to 

place 100 inexpensive 35 i™. stereo car,eras in the hands of various 

airport control tower operators would probibly produce little val.a-

able data related to U.F.O.'s. However, it v/as recognized that 

such action would tend to allay public conoei'n in the subject until 

an educational program had taken effect. It was believed that pro-

curement of these cameras was partly the result of public pressure 

in July 1952. With the poor results of the year-long Project 

TWINKLE program of 24-hours instrumentation watch (two frames of 

film showing nothing distinguishable), a widespread program of sky-

watching would not be expected to yield much direct data of value. 

There was considerable discussion of a possible "sky patrol" by 

amateur astronomers and by wide-angle cameras (Page). Dr. Page 

ar.d Dr. P.obertson pointed out that at present a considerable fraction 

• • 4* •», f c 
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of the vSiiy is now—an-J h.ic.  been for «jiny ycars-undcr survcillanco 

every clcfir ni^M in several potcor and aurora observing programs as 

vull as sky dipping programs at tho various locnlio/iG listcel bolov;. 

Although the attention ox' theso astronomers is Üar^cDy directed 

toward identified rather than unidentified objects, no cane of any 

striking unidentified object is known to Dr. Pa^e or Dr.       Such 

an object xvould nor;t certainly be reported if found on jiatrol plater-, 

A caso v;as cited where an astronoMcr refused to interrupt his 

oxpor.urc in order to photograph an alleged si^htin^ in a different 

part of the sky. This led Dr.     to say that, if a program of 

watching could bo an adjunct of planned astronomical programs, little 

cost would be involved and that the trained astronomical personnel 

night photograph a sighting of an unidentified object. 

The location of some of these programs and their directors are 

bolis-ved to be: 

a. Harvard University, Cambridge and f.'cv; Mexico (meteor patrol 1— 

VTnipple. 

b. Yerkes Observatory, University of Chicago and Fort-Davis, Texas 

(several programs)—Kcinol (auroras), Kuipor (asteroids), 

Korjan (wide an3le camera). 

c. University of Alaska, Fairbanks (aurorac)—Elvey 

d. Dominion Observatory, Ottawa (meteors)—Millman 

e. PaÜcmr Observatory, California (sky map)—Minkowski 

f. Lick Cbscrvaiory, California (sky map)—Shane 

'•■■ v . .■ J 
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It v::, r^i'ccH.1 by tho Fauol th.it no gnvcrriMont-'.ponsorcd jiro^rair. 

of optical nation-wlflo cl:y patrol is worthwhilo at tho proacnt timo, 

and that Ihc cncoura^cncnt of amatour astronopiora to undcrlako such 

a prof/ivuu nnt:ht havo-tho adverse effect of ovcT-rrr.j.'iiriir.ln^ "nyjn;: 

saucer" stories in tho public nünd.    However,  tho issue of rr-dar scope 

cameras for recording peculiar radar echoes would servo several pur- 

poses, including tho better understanding of radar interforcne    as 

veil as identification of U.F.O.'s. 

RADAR HnQBMgj OV HUTU.\L INTKfil-I^^CE 

This characteristic problem of radar operation wherein the pulse 

signal (of approxirr^tely the same frequency) from station A may be 

picked up on the screen of station B and show as a high-speed track 

or series of dots was recognized to have probably caused a number of 

U.K.O. reports.    Tnis problem was underlined by infonration received 

indicating ADC concern in solving this problem of signal identification 

before service use of very high-speed aircraft or guided niissilos 

(l955-195ö).    Dr. Bcrkncr believed that one answer to this problem 

war. the use of a "doppler filter" in the receiving circuit.    Dr. _ 

suggested thnt the problem might be better solved by the use of a 

"controlled jitter" wherein the operator receiving "very fast tracks" 

(on the order of 1000- 10,000 m.p.h.) would operate a circuit which 

would alter slightly his station's pulse frequency rate.    If the signal 

received on the screen had bee.i caused by mutual interference with 

another station,  the track would now show itself at a different distance 

*• ^   * 
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from the ccalcr of tho screen, if it still appeared at all.    Dr. 

^ folt such a technical solution was sisvplcr and would cost mich less than 
I 

a "dopplcr fiHor". 

Two reported cases wci-o examined:    one at Palomar Mountain, California, 

in October 19^9> v/nen cosmic ray counters went "off scale for a few sccünds", 

apparently whjlo a "V" of Hyinrj sauccrr. wa^ observed virvially; .\iv\ U/o, a 

scries of objurvations by the "Los Alamos Bird Watchers Association" from 

Au3ust 1950 to January 1951» when cosmic ray coincidence counters behaved 

quocrly.    Circuit diagrams and records were available for tho latter, and 

Dr.   _*was able quickly to point out that the recorded data wero 

undoubtedly duo to instrumental effects that would have been recocnized 

as such by more experienced observers. 

Tho implication that radioactive effects wore correlated with 

unidentified flyins objects in these two cases was, therefore, rejected 

by tho Panel. 

Enur.A.TroN'AL PROCRAH 

The Panel's concept of a broad educational pro^ran integratin-; 

efforts of all concemeJ agencies was that it should have two major 

aius:    training and "debunking". 

The training aim would result in proper recognition of unusually 

illi'-inatcd objects (e.g., balloons, aircraft reflections) as well as 

natural phcno.-.cna (meteors,  fireballs, mirages, noctiluccnt clouds). 

Both visual i-ivl radar recognition arc concerned.    There would be rany 

,.-...- .1    •;>..,- v _     . • ,. ; ,. ■-.:■■■  : ■  ; , 

v.'   .     .■...'-,     • > 
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Icvclt ia Äcii education fi-om enlisted pcrr.onncl to coirjnand and research 

pcrsormel.    P.olativc emphasis and desroe of explanation of different 

program ;rould corrccpcnd to the categories of duty (e.g., radar operators; 

pilots;  control teuer operators; Ground Observer Corps personnel; and 

officers and enlisted men in otner categories.)    This training should 

result in a :arkcd reduction in reports caused by riisidentification 

and rci.ullant confusion. 

The "debunkinj" ain woald result in reduction in public inlcrect 

in "flyjng saucers" which today evokes a strong psychological reaction. 

This education could bo accomplished by rcass media such as television, 

motion pictures, and popular articles.    Basis of such education would 

be actual case histories which had been puzzling at first but later 

explained.    As in the case of coi.juring tricks, there is much less 

stimulation if the "socret" is known.    Such a program should tend to 

reduce the current gullibility of the public and consequently their 

susceptibility to clever hostile propaganda.    The Panel  noted that the 

general absc r, 'o of Russian propaganda based on a subject with so many 

obvious po; .,       . ities for exploitation might ir.dicat ■ a possible Russian 

official pol i-ry. 

Members of the Panel had various suggestions related to the plan- 

ning of such an educational program.    It was felt strongly that 

psychologists familiar with mass-psychology should advise on the nature 

?nd extent of the program.    In this connection, Dr. Kadley Cantril 

(Princeton University) was suggested.    Cantril authored "Invasion fron 
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Kars," (a study in the psychology of panic, written about the famous 

Orson WoHcs radio broadcast in 393ß) and has since pcrformod advanced 

laboratory stulios in the field of perception.    The names of Don I'arquis 

(Univornity of Micha^in) and Loo Hoyton woru montlonod aü po.'islbly 

suitable as consultant psychologists.   Also, somoono familiar with 

mass communications techniquoc, perhaps an advertising expert, would be 

helpful.    Arthur Godfrey was mentioned as possibly a valuable channel 

of conuviinicatlcn reaching a mass audience of certain levels.    Dr. Berkner 

euggosted the U. S. Navy  (ON'Fl) Special Devices Center, Sands Point, L.  I,, 

as a potentially valuable organizatirn   to assist in such an educational 

program.   The teaching techniques used by this agency for aircraft 

identification during the past war vas cited ar -n example of a similar 

educational task.    The Jam Handy d., which mrdc ^orld War II training 

films (motion picture and slide strips) was £.1EO sug3osted, as well as 

Walt Disney, Inc. animated cartoons.   Dr. _ suggested that the 

amateur astronomers in the U. S. might be a potential source of enthusi- 

astic talent "to spread the gospel".    It was believed that business 

clubs, high schools, colleges, and television stations would all be 

pleased to cooperate in the showing of documentary typo motion pictures 

if prepared in an interesting manner.   The Ufe of true cases shoving 

first the "wstory" and then the "explanation" would be forceful. 

To plan and execute such a program, tho Panel believed was no 

mean task.    The current investigatory group at ATIC would, of necessity, 

have to be closely integrated for support wHh respect to not only the 

' Z'.tf 
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hislorioaj  cases but the current ones.    Recent cases arc probably much 

more susceptible to explanation than older ones; first, because of 

ATIC s experience and, secondly, their knowledßc of most plausible 

explain it iona.    The Panel boliovod that some expansion of the ATIC e.fort 

would certainly be required to support such a program.    It was believed 

inappropriate to f.tate exactly hov; large a Table of Organization would 

bo required.    Captain Ruppelt of ATIC unofficially proposed, for purports 

of analy/inc and evaluating reports; 

a. An analysts' panel of four officers 

b. Four officer investigators 

c. A briefing officer 

d. An ADC liaison officer 

e. A weather and balloon data officer 

f. An astronomical consultant 

g. A group Leader, with administrative assistant, file clerks and 

stenographers. 

This proposal mot with generally favorable comment.    The Panel 

. xiev«d that, with ATIC's support, the educational program of "train- 

ing and debunking" outlined above might bo required for a minimum of 

one; and one-half to two years.    At the end of this timo, the dangers 

related to "flying saucers"  should have been greatly reduced if not 

eliminated.    Cooperation from other military services and agencies 

concerned (e.g., Federal Civil Defense Administration) would be a 

necessity.    In investigating significant cases (such as the Trementon;, 

Utah, sighting.^, controlled experiments might te required.    An example 
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VfcuDd bo the photo^ripliin^ of "pillow balloonr." at different dist.-.nocs 

under sjtnilr.r wualher condilions at the site. 

The holp of one or tv/o psychologiftts and urltors and a subcontractor 

to prodvico training; films would bo nccor.rnry in nddj tilon.    T'no Panel 

considered that ATIC's efforts, temporarily expanded as necessary, 

could be most useful in implementing any action taken as a result of 

its rccoici.cndations.    Experience and records in ATIC would bo of value- 

in both the public educational and service training program envisaged. 

Dr.  Robertson at least was of the opinion that after public gullibility 

lessened and the service organizations, such as ADC, had been trained 

to sift out  the more readily explained spurious sightings, there would 

still be a rolo for a very modest-sized ATIC section to cope with tho 

residauin of items of possible scientific intelligence value.    This 

section should concentrate on energetically following up (perhaps on 

the advice of qualified Air Force Scientific Advisory Board members) 

V-hosc cases which  sccrncd to indicate the evidence of unconventional 

cnery artifacts.     Reports of such artifacts would be expected to 

arise riainly from Western outposts in far closer proximity to the 

Iron Curtain than Lubbock, Texas! 

L^OrFICTAL KVESmATIKg GROUPS 

The Panel took cognizance of the existence of such groups as the 

"Civilian Flying Saucer Investigators" (Los Angeles) and the "Aerial 

Fhcnor.ena Research Organization (Wisconsin)".    It was believed that 

such oj-^anizations should be watched because of their potentially 
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great influcncc on mass thinking if widespread sightings should occur. 

The apparent 'irresponsibility and the possible use of such groups 

for subversive purposes should be kept in mind, 

jl.r/ki ASK jr: NUM: .:-:it 01'- STCilt't'] KGS 

The consensus of the Panel was, based upon the history of the 

subject, that the number of sightings could be reasonably expected 

to increase again this summer. 
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KKIWl' OK THE SCIKNTIKIC PANEL 

ON 

UNIDENTIFIED KLYJNG OBJECTS 

TAB A 

1.  Pursn.'inl to tlic rcrjuuGt 

   ^, tha-undersigned Panel of Scicntnfic Consultants has ir.rt to 

evaluate any possible throat to naiion.il security posed by Unidentified 

KÜyinc Objects ("Elyinf, Saucers")i and to imko recommendations thorouii. 

Tlir Panel has reci ivod the evidence as presented by cognizant intelli- 

gence agencies, primarily the Air Tcchnicnl Intelligence Center, and has 

reviewed a selection of tho best documented incidents. 

2. As a result of its considerations, the Panel concludes; 

a. That tho evidence presented on Unidentified Flying 

Objects shows no indication that those phenomena constitute 

a direct physical threat to national security, 

V.'o firmly believe that there is no residuum of car.-.s which indicates 

phcnoir.ona vhich arc attributable to foreign artifacts capable of hostile 

ai;ts, and that there is no evidence that tho phenomena indicates a need 

for the revision of current scientific concepts. 

3. The Panel further concludes; 

a.    That the continued en.phasis on the reporting of 

these phenomena docs,  in these parlous tir.es,  result in a 

threat to the orderly functioning of the protective organs 

of the body politic. 

V.c cite as examples the closing of channels of communication by irrelevant 

reports,  tho dar^nr of being led by continued false alarms to ignore ro.al 

,-■•■-0*.   ' .'• 'c rr*> *:~\t. .-■» 
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indications of hostile action, and the cultivation of a morbid national 

psychology in which skillful hostile propaganda could induce hysterical 

behavior and harmful distrust of duly constituted authority. 

b. In orJor Pio.-.t offoctivuly to strongthon tho national facilities 

for the timcOy re,cognition and the appropriate handling of true indications 

of hostile action, and to minimize the concomitcnt dangers alluded to 

above, the Panel rocoi'-riondr.: 

a. That the national security agencies take immediate steps 

to strip the Unidentified Flying Objects of the special status they 

have been given and the aura of mystery they have unfortunavcly 

acquired; 

b. That the national security agcncies institute policies 

on intelligence, training, and public education designed to prepare 

the material defenses and the morale of tho country to recognize 

most promptly and to react most effectively to true indications 

of hostile intent or action. 

V.V sugger.t that these aims may be achieved by an integrated program 

designed to reassure the public of the total lack of evidence of ̂  inimic.il 

forces behind the phenomena, to train personnel to recognize and reject 

false indications quickly and effectively, and to strengthen regular 

channels for the evaluation of and projr.pt reaction to true indications 

of hostile measures. 

fsf H. P. Robertson, Chnirmm /s/ Llcyd V. Berkner 
California Institute of Technology Associated Universities, Inc. 

/si Luis W. Mvarez /s/ S. A. Goudsmit 
1—*• 7- r— r— n 1.1 University of California Brookhaven National Laboratories 

Is/ Thornton pre 
Johns Hopkins University 
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TAB B 
SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY I'ANEL ON 

UIIJDENTTFIKD FLYING OBJECTS 

14 - 1? January 1953 

EVIDEMCK PKKSKMTED 

1.    Sovcnty-five case histories of sißhtincs 1951 - 1952 (selected by 
AT1C £-» those best documented). 

2.-   ATIC Str.tur, and Proßress Reports of Project GRUDGE .and Project 
BLUE HOOK (code names for ATIC study of subject). 

3.    Progress Reports of Project STORK  
"contract work supporting ATIC). 

k,    Suroary Report of Sißhtjnßs at Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico. 

5. Report of USAF Research Center, Cambridge, Mass., Investigation of 
"Green Fireball" Phänomen* (Project TWINKLE). 

6. Outline of Investigation of U.F.O.'s Proposed by Kirtland Air Force 
Base (Project POUNCE). 

7. Motion Picture Films of sightings at Tremanton,  Utah, 2 July 1952 
and Groat Falls, Montana, August 1950» 

8. Summary Report of 89 selected cases of sightings of various 
categories  (Formations, Blinking Lights, Hovering,  etc.). 

9. Draft of msnuel:    "How to Make a FLYOBRPT", prepared at ATIC. 

10. Chart Showing Plot of Geographic Location of Unexplained Öightingi, 
in the United States during 1952. 

11, Chart Showing Balloon Launching Sites in the United States. 

12, Charts Showing Selected Actual Balloon Flight Paths and Relation 
to Reported Sightings, 

13. Charts Showing Frequency of Reports of Sightings,  19^8 - 1952. 

14, Charts Showing Categories of Explanations of Sightings. 

15. Kodachror.e Transparencies of Polyethylene Film Balloons in Bright 
Snnlijbhl Showing High Reflectivity, 
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16. Motion picture of scasulls in bright sunlic^t showing high reflectivity. 

17. Intelligence Reports Relating to U.S.S.R. Interest in U. S. Sightings, 

18. Samples of Official USAF Reporting Forms nnd Copies of Pertinent 
Air Force, Arny and Navy Orders Relating to Subject. 

19. Samplq Polyethylene "Pillow" Balloon (5^ inches square), 

20. "Variationb in Radar Coverage", J/.KP 101 (Manual illustrating unusual 
operating characteristics of Service radar). 

21. Miscellaneous official letters and foreign intelligence reports 
dealing with subject, 

22. Copies of popular published works dealing with subject (articles 
in periodicals, nowepapor clippings and books). 
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APPENDIX V:     TUE NATURAL PHILOSOPHY OF FLYING SAUCERS,  R.  V.  JONES 

**I could more easily believe that two Yankee professors 
would lie than that stones would Tall From heaven." If 
President Thomas Jeflerson could say this so unluckily in 
1807, what should we say today to the contention that our 
etrth I'J vi^ted not merely by stones but by craft manned by 
intelligent beings? Jefferson's disbelief had in effect already 
been dealt with by Chladni, famous for his vibrating plates, 
in • battle with the French Academy that had reached its 
height about 1790. By that time, as Paneth has said, men 
of science were far too sophisticated to accept such yarns 
as that stones should fall out of the sky; but Chladni, who 
wts a lawyer as well as a scientist, believed from his legal 
experience that eyewitnesses to meteorite falls were 
genuinely describing a natural phenomenon. After a 10 
year battle, he ultimately convinced the French Academy 
that it was wrong, and that meteorites were real. 

Perhaps my one claim to be writing this article is that to 
tome extent I share Chladni's experience, for as an 
Intelligence Officer I had often to investigate the evidence 
of witnesses when it conflicted with established 'science', 
»nd sometimes it was the 'science' that was wrong. Let me 
therefore look as dispassionately as possible at the charac- 
ter of the evidence regarding 'flying saucers'. The phrase 
itself dales from 24 June 1947, but it seems that the appari- 
tions to which it refers had occurred many times before 
then. Whether or not it was in the heavens that Ezekiel 
taw his wheels, the sky was a sufficient source of signs for 
the Roman augurs to Kan it in their prognostic routine 
and it seems to have encouraged the Emperor Constantine 
handsomely with a x-p celestial monogram before the 
battle of the Milvian Bridge. In the same tradition, some 
of us can remember the Angels of Mons. 

It may indeed turn out that apparitions have been seen 
in the sky as long as human records have been kept. In his 
History of the English Church and People, Bcde (735) 
described what would today almost certainly be claimed 
as flying saucers; and I remember reading an I Ith or 12th 
century account where an object in the sky had caused 
"niultum tcrrorem" to the brothers in a monastery. And 
perhaps for almost as lorg, the tendency of humanity to 
scare itself has been exploited by the hoaxer. I have 
icad that Newton as a boy of 12 caused nuch alarm in his 
Lincolnshire village by flying a kite with a lantern at night. 

There was much conce-n in England in !SS2 when as 
objective an observer as E. \V. Maunder of the Royal 
Observatory saw what he considered to be a celestial 
visitor. The object was also seen on the Continent by a 
future Nobel Laureate, tl'c famous spectroscopist Zeeman. 
It was described in variou? ways — 'spindb shaped", 'lik' a 
torpedo, or weaver's shuttle', 'like a discus seen on edge' 
• nd so forth. It was saM to ^low with a whitish colour. 

IU>cilona kcliiK" i'iv:n to the North fas'crn tlnrkh oCtho Insllluie 

From measurements made on it, it must have been very 
large — perhaps 70 miles long and situated more than 
100 mile^ above the earth's surface. Although Maunder 
said that it was different from any auroral phenomenon 
that he had seen, it is noteworthy that there was an intense 
magnetic storm at the time, coinciding with one of the 
largest sunspots ever recorded. It is therefore likely that 
Maundcr's object was an unusual feature of an auroral 
display. There was another scare in 1897, when something 
like a winged cigar projecting a brilliant light from its 
head was seen over Oakland, California (Fort 1941). 
Similar objects were soon seen throughout the United 
States, but while some were undoubtedly the work of 
hoaxers, the cause of the original incident remains obscure. 

My own contact with the subject goes back to about 
1925, when I was told at Oxted in Surrey of a bright light 
that slowly made its way acioss the sky every night. In 
fact, I knew of one married couple who sat up all night 
watching it. It was Venus, which had attracted them by its 
brilliance; they had never before noticed that all the 
planets and stars seem to move across the sky. Venus, 
indeed, has caused much trouble through the years. In 
1940 or 1941 there was an alarm that the Germans had a 
new high flying aircraft, because this was what was re 
ported by the predictor crew of an antiaircraft battery 
somewhere, I think, in the Borders. The aircraft, they said, 
was showing a light and they had determined its height 
with their rangefinder. The answer was, as far as I can 
remember, 26 000 ft and we wondered how they had 
managed to get such a precise measurement. Investigations 
showed that this was the last graduation on their range 
icale and that what they had tried to range upon was, once 
again, Venus. The same explanation has been true ^f 
several flying saucers that have been drawn to my attention 
in the north of Scotland; it has sometimes been possible 
to predict the nights on which reports would conic in, 
depending on whether or not Venus was bright and visible. 

It is necessary, in any discussion of flying saucers, to 
consider the nature of the evidence concerning them; it 
may therefore be relevant if I recount some of my experi- 
ences :n similar matters, for the tensions associated with 
war provided fertile ground for the conception of appari- 
tions. I can remember the Russians with the snow on their 
boots who came to Britain in 1914. One of my uncles was 
among the hundreds of people who saw them although, in 
his case, he could not see the snow because they were in a 
train f.oing over a railway bridse. In fact no detachment 
of Russian troops ever came to this country. Years later 
I was told the explanation by the Chief of our Secret 
Service. In prewar days there used to be large consign- 
ments of e^fs imported from Russia, and one of the ports 
at which they were landed was Aberdeen. An agent in 
Aberdeen en this particular occasion sent a telegram to his 
London headquarters to warn them that the er^.s had b;cn 
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anded and w:re on the train. With telegraphic economy 
heienta signal such us *'100000 Russians now on way from 
Aberdeen to London" and inadvertently started the 
legend. 

The years before 1939 were full of stories of an engine 
Hopping ray. As I heard the story in 1937 or 1938 it was 
that an English family on holiday in Germany would be 
travelling in a car when its engine would suddenly fail, 
invariably on a country road, and usually at the edge of 
a wood. A German sentry would then step out of the trees 
and tell them that there were special tests in progress and 
that they would be unable to proceed. Some time later he 
would come back and tell them that it was all right for 
tbem to start the engine again and the engine would 
immediately fire and they were able to drive off. 

By this time I was becoming concerned with Intelligence, 
and one of my tasks was to ascertain the truth about the 
mysterious rays. At about the same time someone thought 
that it was a pity that the Germans should have a mono- 
poly in the story and a parallel story was deliberately 
spread, hinting that we, too, had a ray. Within a short 
time we in Intelligence were flooded out with stories of 
similar events in England. We were astonished at the cir- 
cumstantial detail that the public had added. In one 
instanc-, said to have occurred on Salisbury Plain, it was 
no ordinary family that were in their car, but a family of 
Quakers — and Quakers, it was added, were well known 
for te'ling the truth. 

Eventually, I got to the bottom of the story. The places 
most mentioned in Germany were the regions around the 
Brocken in the Harz, and the Feldberg near Frankfurt. 
These were the sites of the first two television towers in 
Germany. A Jewish radio announcer at Frankfurt who 
escaped to this country was at first puzzled when I told 
bim the story and then, with a chuckle, he told me that 
he could see how it had happened. In the days before the 
television transmitters had been erected, the engineers 
made field strength surveys, but these surveys were ren- 
dered dirticult by interference from the engines of motor 
vehicles. Under an authoritarian regime such as that of the 
Nazis it was simple to eliminate this trouble by stopping 
«11 cars in the area around the survey receiver for the 
period of the test. Sentries, who were probably provided 
by the German Air Force, were posted on the roads, and 
at the appointed hour would emerge and stop all vehicles 
At the end of the test they would then give the drivers 
permission to proceed. It only required a simple transposi- 
tion in the story as subsequently told by a driver for the 
vehicle to have stopped before the sentry appeared, giving 
rise to a two year chase after the truth. 

The beginning of the second World War took mc for a 
few weeks to Harrogate, where part of the Air Ministry 
was evacuated. I soon saw a flying saucer. It was high in 
the blue of a clear midday sky, gleaming white, and appear- 
ing hardly to move. Everyone stopped to watch it, but it 
»as merely an escaped balloon. Such objects appeared 
throughout the war and were even reported by fighter 
pilots who tried to intercept them, only to find that the 
objects were too high. There were indeed enough such 
incidents for part of the Intelligence Organization to sup- 
pose that the Germans had developed a special high flying 
version of the Junkers S6 aircraft known as the Ju 86P, 
P indicating that the cabin was pressurized (an unusual 
step in those days) for the crew. It was further supposed 
that these Ju 861's were flying photographic reconnaissances 
of this country and that we were powerless to intercept 
them. 1 doubt in fact whether any such reconnaissances 
were made — certainly, and very surprisingly, there was 

no photographic reconnaissance of London by the Ger» 
mans from 10 January 1941 until 10 September 1944 when 
the Me 262 jet became available. 

1940 was a grand time for scares. Many people saw flares 
fired up by Fifth Columnists to guide the German bombers 
to their targets; I even had an eyewitness account from an 
RAF friend who had worked with me in finding the Ger- 
man navigational beams. I was involved in a hunt for 
Fifth Columnists in Norfolk in which the details were far 
more convincing than those of any Flying Saucer story 
that I have encountered but the explanation turned out to 
be quite innocent. Happily, observations of curious lights 
were not confined to one side. I was delighted to watch 
the pilots of Kampfgruppe 100 (the 'crack' beam bombing 
unit of the German Air Force) conduct a three week test 
of a theory that our Observer Corps was indicating the 
presence of German bombers to our fighters by switching 
on red lights whenever a German bomber was overhead. 
At the end of the check the Kgr 100 crews reported that 
they had confirmed the observation, despite the fact that 
we were doing no such thing. 

Air crew, because of the intense strain involved, ap- 
peared to be especially susceptible to apparitions. Air 
Commodore Helmore, one of our ablest pilots in World 
War I, recalled to me in 1939 that he and his contempor- 
aries had been scared of a particular kind of German 
antiaircraft shell which burst with a purple flash. The 
legend was that these shells somehow radiated venereal 
disease — one can only guess at the chain of events that 
led up to these speculations. 

In World War II our bomber crews repeatedly reported 
that they were shadowed by German single engine night 
fighters carrying yellow lights in their noses. The oddness 
of this observation was that, apart from the difficulty of 
putting a light in the nose of a single engine aircraft, there 
were at that time no German single engine fighteis flying 
at night. No one ever completely explained the story. 
When I did get a chance to ask a German nightfighter crew 
whether they knew what the explanation was they said 
that they also knew that no single engine fighters were 
flying but that they had seen much the same thing as I 
described to them. American aircraft, later in the war, also 
saw what may have been the same phenomenon, both over 
Europe and over Japan. One theory, advanced by Pro- 
fessor Menzel (1953), who has studied such incidents in 
detail, is that it may have been some effect of light reflected 
from condensation in wing tip eddies. 

Another of the aircrew theories, which ultimately did us 
very great harm, was that the control of German search- 
lights was mysteriously put out of action if our bomber 
switched on its, radar identification device. Some of our 
most experienced and cool headed pilots believed this 
story, allhouih one could see that it was ridiculous. Even 
if, by some accident, the German radar control had been 
upset originally by the radiation from our identification 
set, the Germans would very clearly have remedied the 
defect and used the radiation from our set as a means of 
identifying and locating our bombers — for we had 
thereby presented them with the answer to one of the most 
diflicult problems in combat, that of getting your enemy 
posimcly to ideniiry himself. They indeed exploited this 
technique towards the end of the war when tluir main 
radar equipment was jammed, and it cost us many 
bombers before we persuaded the Command that it must 
get the III- fiMs switched off There was another story that 
a beer bottle thrown out of a bomber would defeat the 
German radar, and I can remember lord Cherwcll's 
humorous question "Must it K- a fresliN opened bottle?" 
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being solemnly recorded in the minutes or a War Cabinet 
discussion. 

I had often to assess the evidence or eyewitnesses but 
even when these were observers who were anxious to help 
«i, it was sometimes surprising how much in error their 
descriptions could be. I received, for example, three i .ports 
within a few weeks of one another in 1941 regarding 
German construction?! activity on Mont Pinion in Nor- 
mandy. One report said that it was an underground 
aerodrome, the second that it was a long range gun and 
the third that it was a radio mast about 1100 ft high. Faced 
with such diversity, I guessed that none of these descrip- 
tions was correct but that, from the site, the construction 
was probably a radio navigational beam station, with an 
aerial (which was, incidentally, about 40 ft high) which 
could be rotated on a turntable of about 100 ft diameter. 
Photographic reconnaissance showed that my guess was 
correct; it also illustrated a more general point that wit- 
nesses were usually right when they said that something 
had happened at a particular place, although they could 
be wildly wrong about what had happened. 

Another example that occurred, not to me but to Pro- 
fessor Charles Kittel, the American solid state physicist, 
may also be'salutary. He and a British theoretical physicist 
were given the problem ofestablishing the pattern on which 
the Germans laid their mines at sea, the principal evidence 
being derived from the reports of minesweeper crews re- 
garding the range and bearing of the mines as they were 
exploded by the passage of minesweepers. Kittel proposed 
to go on a minesweeping sortie, to get the feel of the 
evidence. His British counterpart refused to go, on the 
grounds that since they would only be making one trip the 
evidence that they were likely to obtain would be highly 
special to that particular trip and might colour their 
general judgement. Kittel at once found out the surprising 
fact that the reports of the crews were completely unrc - 
able as regards range and bearing estimation, and that t':c 
only part of the evidence on which he could rely \\is 
whether the explosion had occurred to port or starboard. 
I believe that he managed to solve the problem of the 
pattern on this evidence alone, but that his colleague re- 
mained perplexed until the end of the war through accept- 
ing the ranges and bearings as accurate. 

I have made this discursion into some of my war 
experience because it is relevant to the flying saucer story 
in that it illustrates the difliculty of establishing the truth 
from eyewitness reports, particularly when events have 
been witnessed under stress. I do not, of course, conclude 
that eyewitness reports must be discarded; on the con- 
trary, excluding hoaxers and liars, most witnesses have 
genuinely seen something, although it may be diflkult to 
decide from their descriptions what they really had seen. 

The end of the war brought nie an experience that was 
directly connected with the n>iii<; saucer problem. In fact, 
although the term was invented in America as the result of 
something seen by Kenneth Arnold, piloting a private 
plane near Mt Ranicr on 24 June 1947, the modern scare 
about strange celestial objects started in Sweden early in 
1946.1 was Director of Intelligence on the Air Stall at the 
time and I had to decide whether or not there was any- 
thing in the story. I am not sure of the incident that started 
it olt, hut the general atmosphere was one of apprehension 
regarding the intentions of the Russians, now that their 
post-war altitude was becoming clear. It was, for example, 
the time of Winston Churchill's 'iron curtain' speech. At 
any rate, a number of stories began about people seeing 
things in the sky over Sweden, and this gained such volume 
that the Swedish General Slafl" asked die population in 

general to keep its eyes open. The result, of course, was 
an immediate spate of reports. Many of these could be 
quickly dismissed by explanations such as wild geese seen 
at % distance, but one or two were so widely reported 
that they must have been something more unusual. 

Some of the technical officers on my staff were quite 
convinced and subscribed to the Swedish explanation that 
the objects were long range flying bombs being sent over 
Sweden by the Russians. Even such a cool headed judge 
as Field Marshal Smuts was convinced enough to refer 
to them in a broadcast talk as evidence of the Russian 
threat. Tne belief was strongly aided by w hat I think must 
have been two unusually bright meteors, which were 
clearly visible in daylight. One of these led to many reports 
almost simultaneously, from a wide area of Sweden; en 
enthusiastic Intelligence officer joined all tiie reports up 
into one track according to the times of the individual 
reports and this track seemed to show that the object 
sometimes hovered and sometimes flew for hundreds of 
miles within half a minute. What he had failed to notice 
was that almost every report said that the object had been 
seen to the east of the observer, and this would have been 
impossible if his track was genuine. The explanation, of 
course, was that the individual times of sighting that were 
reported represented the scatter of errors in the individual 
watches of the observers, and that they had alt been wit- 
nessing one event; this was a large, bright meteor that had 
appeared over the Gulf of Finland. 

However, such a simple explanation did not satisfy 
some of my officers, who clearly disapproved of my 
scepticism. I pointed out to them that since we had two 
years before studied the behaviour of German flying bombs, 
we knew the order of reliability of such missiles, which 
was such that 10% or so would come down accidentally 
through engine failure. The Russians were supposedly 
cruising their flying bombs at more than twice the range 
that the Germans had achieved, and it was unlikely that 
they were so advanced technologically as to achieve a 
substantially greater reliability at 200 miles than the 
Cernr ns had reached at 100 miles. Even, therefore, if they 
v re cixy trying to frighten the Swedes, they could hardly 
• e'p it if some of their missiles crashed on Swedish terri- 

• The alleged sightings over Sweden were now so many 
tl.a en giving the Russian the greatest possible credit 
for reliability, there ought to be at least 10 missiles already 
cr: i-.d in ^wden. I would therefore only believe the 
story if someone brought me in a piece of a missile. 

i did not have to wait long. The other Director of 
Intelligence on t. , Air Staff, an Air Commodore who 
tfndH tc sic!, will those who believed in the story, tele- 
phorc! n . tc say hat hile the Swedes had not actually 
pickci! "p a erahn, r 's^ilc, someone had seen objects fall 
fror .ie of tl c -nissiles and had collected them. The 
SWCQ MI c --.-al .'.aff handed them to us for examination; 
they were i. n.i.:' iar...oi:r collection of irregular lumps of 
material. 1 he p, "e 3 remember best was perhaps three 
inches "'■ross, crey, [ .ous and shiny, and with a density 
not - more than that of water. Chnrles Frank (now 
Pi. C F'.uk of Bristol) and I looked at it and at one 
anot and laughed; but since wc had been set a silly 
probK we thought that wc would deal with it in a suit- 
able manner, and so we sent the collection of specimens 
to the chenwal department at Farnborough for a formal 
analysis. Wc did not foresee the scare that was then to 
arise; Farnborough, instead of sending the report of their 
analysis directly back to us, sent it to the technical officers 
who were among the believers. 

My Air Commodore friend telephoned me to say that 
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he now had the Farnborough report aid that it sub- 
stantiated the idea that the specimens had come from some- 
thing quite mysterious, because one of them contained 
over 98% of an unknown chemical element. It was the 
grey porous specimen that was the cause of the trouble; 
Farnborough had analysed it for such elements as iron, 
manganese and so forth and had found traces of all of 
them adding up to less than 2%. The remaining 98% they 
had been unable to identify. Charles Frank and I were 
delighted. I telephoned the head of the chemical depart- 
ment at Farnborough (now a Fellow of the Royal Society) 
and asked him whether he really believed in the analysis 
that his Section had done. When he said that he did, I 
asked him how he could be satisfied with an analysis that 
left 98% of the substance unidentllcd, and he agreed thai 
it was rather a puzzle. I then aske'- him whether 'hey had 
tested for carbon. There was something of an explosion at 
the other end of the telephone. Carbon would not have 
shown up in any of the standard tests, but one had only 
to look at the material, as Charles Frank and I had done, 
to sec that it was a lump of coke. 

These were the only specimens that were ever claimed to 
have come from a Russian flying bomb, and the story might 
then have died. Put by this time it had gone round the 
world and we received a signal from the British mis5;on in 
Tokyo because Gene.al MacArthur had asked them to 
enquire into the story that a missile had fallen in England 
during the previous few weeks. The same Air Commodore 
telephoned me, asking how he should reply to the signal. 
I told him that, so far as I knew, nothing like a missile had 
fallen in England since the end of the war, and to this he 
replied: "Well, it might tie up with the Westerham 
incident." When I asked him what Westerham incident, 
be said: "Good God, I was supposed not to tell you about 
that." And then, of course, he had to tell me. 

It transpired that on the previous Saturday one of my 
technical officers had received a telephone call from a man 
who said that his name was Gunyon, and that one of these 
newfangled contraptions had frllen out of the sky into one 
of his fields, and that he thought it was the Air Ministry's 
business to come and remove it. The technical officer con- 
cerned happened to be one cf the believers and he saw a 
chance of convincing his Director that the Russiun flying 
bomb really existed. He therefore asked farmer Gunyon 
how to find his farm, and was told that if one drove from 
Croydon to Westerham one should look out for a public 
house called 'The White Dog' and drive up the lane beside 
it, and that the farm was at the end of the lane. Th'. 
technical intelligence resources of the Air Ministry wrre 
immediately mobilized and the two stalT cars ful' of 
ofliccrs set off to find farmer Gunyon. When they got into 
the right area, they were disappointed to find no public 
house of the right namr. But, being good Inlrlügcnce 
officers, they realized that the name nuy have "fee» tnis- 
heard over the telephone. They therefore enquir. J whether 
there were any public houses with jimil.ir names, and they 
were soon directed to one called 'The Whit'.- Jlart*. They 
»ere beginning, in any escnt, to need a rfrink, ai»d thi> 
asked the publican •' hcthcr he knew wheir farmer GutiyiW 
lived. The puhkecper did n^t know anyone by the nnnn of 
Gunyon but, n^.iln, they a^ked whethet he knew of any- 
one with a name that they could have "listakci' for Gunyon 
o\cr the telephone. Happily, he dir'. There w.is a farmer 
called Bunyan about three miles OUT the hiH, anvl l\\\\ 
astonished man duly received th; full force of Air Tcvv 
nical Intellrenec. Ultimately, hf salivfied them that he hul 
not telephoned tie Air Ministiy and thai all hh field-; uere 
in ....,.' LCIIV.. T^y r—n a v.u'-,  to I oiid..r.. On the 

way, in seeking an explanation, they ro.icluded that their 
Director had decided to have some fun with them and had 
made them waste their Saturday on a wild goose chase, 
just to teach them a lesson for their credulity. The onl- 
satisfaction left to them, they thought, was not to lcf th'.ir 
Director know how well he had succeeded, and they Uad 
therefore decided that they would not tell me wha» had 
happened. Although I appreciated their respect in giving 
me credit for such a happy hoax, I had in fact no'hin^ to 
do with it, and I s'Ul do not know who thought o'i it Even 
after that, some still believed in a Russian flv mg bomb, 
but the scare in Sweden and Britain gradually died dovn. 

Even so, the Swedish scare had sensitizeo the western 
world so much that Kenneth Arnold's 194T story set up a 
secondary scare in America that quickly overshadowed the 
primary source. Arnold was flying his jwn airciaft ntar 
Mt Ranier in Washington State on 2'. ione, vh;n he sa-.v 
"a chain of small saucer-like things a' Ic-st five mile? long 
swerving in and out of the high mrunUin peaks". There 
k no reason to doubt that Arnold y :nuipcly saw scmethh»* 
but, as D. H. Menzel has sugges'vO, it may have hetn i,o 
more than snow swirling off i've jvaks or small CIOUJI 

forming over them. Arnold's siO'y uiggered eft h wave '■" 
s'ghtings, with saucers appealing almcrt .-li-ily ovif OM 

part or the other of the Unted States and MK:-* ths Rus- 
sians were at that time ronsidcred incapb'r 'f rw.-in? 
apparitions cruise at sue i a long range, some i\nc. >;ri?.in 
had to be found. The Vni'cd States Aii F>»:ct went fven 
further than the Royr ( Air Force hid dont anJ set up an 
official investigation 'P'oject Saucer' on 2.2 .k.iuary iS4S 
(this was succeedef' in February 1949 by 'Project Gru^c' 
and in March 19fJ by 'Project Bluebook', which survive.; 
today). Evenluaiy, in January 1953, a special Panel under 
CIA and USA'.-' ■»unices was cali':d to assess the evidence 
The Chairmm of ihe Panel was H. P. Robertbon, tiie 
d'stinguishe ) 'elativist, and with him ivere L. W. Alvarez, 
L V. BerLui S. A. Goudwit and T. t. Page. They -on- 
ciuded, briefly, that th-re was nu evidence for any "arte- 
facts of s hostile ibrsrign powar", ani that there ihovld 
be a "dr'rut'l -ftg of the rt>ing «lueer?". 

Th« '.crr'fct of the Robt.lsoH Pant.', did nuch to restore 
e csitkul view of flying sauce: st^ri« and to offset iht 
eflom of pul^ictty seeking charlatans; but the P^ne! could 
not, of coiifir queii ttis enthusiasts who cbinvd io discern 
in its conclusion:: a nngc of irotivs that kidudcl the 
'whitewashing' cf the United Slctrs Air Fore« and i'«; in- 
ahility to cope v.ith the invaders, celestial or otiiciv.isc 
(others even populated that the unfortunate U •Af- had 
itself started the flying saucer stories by trying out a new 
secrei weapon). If 1 may interject a personal comment 
here, it happens that 1 knew tl. P. Robertson wel"; he was 
the representative appointed ir 19-0 by the American 
Chiefs of Staff to deride w he«h or not v.c in Oritain were 
being hoaxed by the Ccrman' regarding, the existence of 
the VI flying bomb. He was imiiiod'atcly curr-Inccd by our 
evidente,and we owe him miichv t oih lor his personal help 
and for t!ie promptnew of the American technical support 
that followed his ivnelusion. He wa- always as aivioiK :.' 
anyone I know to e^taWisb the trath. and he would neiet 
have made an attempt to supp.css if if it proved unpabt- 
abl«-; the same is irue of th- other members of hi'. Panel 
who ate known to nie. Ncsc thei«s, their fiudinss have 
rec.Titlv been, critki/ed ajain, espeeh'")' by a distinguished 
m'.leoro!o;;ist, Or James V.. MMoiuU (l%7) of tl» 
University of An/ona and by Dr ! Allen Hjnck (19C6). 
Director of the Octborn Obscrv.au«) if Northwcstcai 
University. Or Uynek's ciilieism ts the ''ore inter.-•■nj, 
Tor the fact that he has been for :o K.-.r> ?. c"-' ■.•• , .■ ; 
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die United States Air ToKt, and he was an associate 
member t>f ihc Robertson Panel. For most of this time 
te held that saucers were fictions, and he contributed an 
article t<* the Encyclopaedia Sritamica (1964) that threw 
much doubt on iheir existence. Xeccntly, however, he 
aypean to have changed his mind, and he new Iselieves 
that there are suffiaent unexplained pieces of sound evi- 
dence to justify a new exr.mination. A» a result, the U^ied 
States Air Fore: has set up a frsh investigation at ihi 
University of Colorado, Bouldc, headed by Dr Edward 
Condon, the former Dircttor of the Nai!cnai Bureau of 
Standards. The study was initiated in October l%(> and 
is expected to take 18 month* at & cost of $300 000 

It appears that the Russians. Coo, have been facing 
stailar doubts, foi Ku Force Genera! Anatoli Stolyarov 
has recently been appointed hud of a committee ol 
iovestigation (JHt Times, 13 November 1967). Ajain, this 
eonto tome yean after Pravda hsd published ofhcinl 
denials of flying saucers in 1%!. 

Let us consider the di/ficultiei that fare these new in- 
vestigations. Apart from the Siars and hoaxers who have 
done mach to confute the issue, and those witnaies who 
luave limply had hallucinations, thtre are many witnesses 
who have genuinely obsc ad jem^thing. Some of thtsc 
witne«sn have seen manmade vehicles such as ba'loons, 
aircraft, rwket* and satellite», hut have misidetitified 
them in unfan-.iliar cireumstances. Others have seen 
natural phenomena Inchiing mi/ages, ice haloes, mock 
»MI», Brocken glosts, ientfcuki clouds, phcsphoiescence 
at lea. ball lightning. Venus and so forth Some have seen 
and k*vs even photographed ronvinctng artefacts such as 
the detached image of the n^ac of a Herald aircraft 
torough complex lefruction at the edge of one of the 
cabin wsrdw». Others h«ve observed unusual echoes on 
radar »wem such as the 'ring nngels' due to the mominp 
fligoj of itürüngs. 

The foregoing explanations account for the mi>;jrity of 
flying saucer reports. The sire cf the unnpl^aed residue 
may be gauged from the statement of the 1;nder Secretary 
of State for Defence fn the House u Commons on 9 
November 1967. Over the period « January I9S9 to 30 
September 1967,625 reports w-re received by the Ministry 
of Defence; 70 remain i':iexplained after investigation. 
For comparison, the American figures, given by the Staff 
of Project Blucboc,\ in a report of February 1966, are 6817 
alleged sightinji in the years 1953-65 inclusive; of the>e, 
1248 were reported too vaguely to allow an attempt it 
explanation. Of the rennining 5569, there were 237 for 
which explanations could not be found. 

Summarizing the British and American experience, it 
appears that perhaps 10% of the alleged sightings cannot 
be explained. In this residue, it is probable that the majority 
of witnesses have made substantial errors in their descrip- 
tions. A point of dispute is whether, after such errors hive 
been allowed for, there is enough left that is uncxplsincd 
to make us think that there is a gap in our knowledge 
either of natural phenomena or of an extratcrrestial ir • 
vasion of our atmosphere, perhaps by intelligently con- 
trolled spacecraft. 

Those who have pressed the last explanat?on, and 
especially those who have believed in little men from Venus 
or Mars, must have been discouraged by the latest evidence 
regarding surface conditions on those planets. But I doubt 
whether they will be any mere finally discouraged than 
*ere those who believed in the Russian flying bombs over 
Sweden. Hope is not the only thing thai springs eternal 
in the human breast. II Farth proves io be tl'c one planet 
in the sol.ir system that suppo-ts intelligent life, it is still 

possible that intelligent beings from a more dislrnt system 
have found the way to cross intervening spacs in Jmall 
crafl without ageing on the long journey; and, afrhoUj-V -t 
is unlikely, it is just possible that the craft are sma!' enough 
not to have shown up on astronomical or radar surveys. 
Jesse Greenstein of Mt Wilson and Palomar Observ«t<vric< 
ha caiculsted that a vehicle 100 ft in diameter wot'd 
easily show up at a height of 50 miles on any of the 50CO 
plates of the Palomar Stcy Survey. 

Perhaps S may be permitted to make some remarks on 
rssoiving the confusion of evidence, for I have had to do 
thif before, In particular, T had to SOIJ out the true from 
the fs'se in the scare of 1943 about ihe tlucat of ;he Ger- 
man rocket. In th; early siages this was not difficult, since 
there were few reports, and fhey were substantially »ecret 
and independent. But a* the stories grew, it was almost 
impossible to tell whether or nci a particular report came 
from someone who genuhelv knew something or whether 
be was repeating a rumour. By that time there was no 
question about whether or utt there was a rocket — »h« 
question was what it weighed. Finally I found a touch- 
stone — I would acsept a weight oriy from a report that 
had also syiir.Uoned tbu liquid oxygen ws» one of the 
fuelf, which I by the.! knew to he true. The result was 
spectacular; out of hundreds of conflicting reports this 
touchstone selected .rly A e, and ihese pointed consistently 
to a total weight of about 17 ions with a warhead from one 
to two ton», in contradistinction to the 80 tons with a 
1Ü ton warhead that had been mooted. These five surviving 
report» thus led me to the correct answer. 

Unfortunscety, I have not found a similar touchstone 
for flying saucer reports. We are then left with assessing 
probabilities from what we know about the physical 
vo-Id, but we cannot reject the flying saucer hypothesis 
simply because it is unlikely. This would merely lead to the 
danger of repeating the error of the French Academy re- 
garding meteorites. But are flying saucers simply of the 
first order of unlikeliness? I think not, for I would apply 
the same argument as I used regarding the apparitions in 
Sweden. There have been so many flying saucers seen by 
now, if we were to believe the accounts, that surely one of 
them must have broken down or left some trace of its 
v'sit. It is true that one can explain the absence of relics 
by supposing that the saucers have a fantastic reliability, 
birt this adds another order of unlikeliness. At least the 
! «cnih Academy had some actual meteorites to examine. 

' li nk that this is where the natural philosopher must 
tak«. S>/. stand, for there is a well tried course in such a 
situation. This is to apply 'Occam's razor' — hypotheses 
are not to be multiplied without necessity. Of all the 
possible explanations for a set of observations, the one 
with the minimum of supposition should be accepted, until 
it is proved wrong. Otherwise one lives in a fearsomely 
imaginative world in which rational conduct becomes 
impossible. There is a story of one of my more eccentric 
colleagues that will illustrate what 1 mean. He was at the 
time a Fellow of one of the men's colleges in Oxford, but 
he happened also to tutor some of the women students in 
philosophy. One of the girls went into his room for a 
tutorial one day, only to find that he seemed not to be 
there. However, she was accustomed to sonic of the 
curiosities in his behaviour and she was not unduly sur- 
prised when, a minute or two after she had sat down, his 
voice boomed from under the table: "Read your essay!" 
This she proeecdrd to do, and then waited for his com- 
ments. Something that she had said reminded him of 
Occam's razor and he proceeded to give her an example. 
Poking his head out from under the tablecloth ho said: 
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"Supposing that I was to say to you that there is a tiger 
outside the door, but that the tiger is frightened of mc so 
that every time I go to the door to see it, it runs away and 
hides round the corner. If I were to tell you that this was 
the explanation of why I see no tiger outside my door, 
you would say that I was mad — or, at least, a little 
peculiar!" Are flying saucers a< imaginary as my col- 
league's tiger ? 

Of course, the difficulty in applying Occam's razor is in 
deciding which explanation of flying saucers involves the 
minimum hypothesis. JefTerson was committing scientific 
suicide with the razor when he preferred to believe that 
professors would lie. And it is also true that the explana- 
tion with the minimum of hypothesis is not always the 
right one. I can recall just one occasion when Occam led 
me astray in this way. This was towards the end of 1943 
when the method of propulsion of the German flying 
bombs was unknown. I thought that I was able to deduce 
it from a set of facts as follows. On the plans of one of the 
flying bomb sites that had been sent to us by one of our 
spies, backed up by what we could see on aerial photo- 
graphs, there seemed to be one fuel store on each site. 
Indeed, it was so labelled on the plan. The store was 
divided into two parts, and I concluded from the disposi- 
tion of the entrances and blast walls that two kinds of 
fuel were to be used and that the designer was taking 
unusual precautions to prevent them from coming into 
contact. I already knew of two such fuels, hydrogen per- 
oxide and sodium permanganate. These were already being 
used in rocket propelled glider bombs, and I even managed 
to establish that some of the servicing crews for these 
particular fuels were being allocated to the flying bomb 
sites. Moreover, when I checked the volume of peroxide 
that could be held in the store, it was enough to propel 
20 peroxide rockets to London, and this was consistent 
with the storage in the rest of the site for 20 flying bomb 
bodies. There was therefore no need to postulate any 
other engine, on this evidence, for the flying bomb beyond 
a development of the peroxide rocket engine. Everything 
was consistent and had been well supported by evidence. 
And yet the conclusion was wrong. A more complicated 
hypothesis turned out to be right. The peroxide was used 
merely for firing the bombs from their catapults, and their 
main means of propulsion was a new type of engine, the 
Argus tube, which burned ordinary fuel. The reason that 
this ordinary fuel did not show up on the site was that the 
bombs arrived already filled with fuel from a central store. 

At the same time, I must emphasize that in compensa- 
tion for this one mstance where Occam's razor led mc 
astray, there were many instances where it led me to the 
truth when many other people were confused. The essential 
thing in applying the Razor is that one must be completely 
honest in realizing that, while it dictates the best opera- 
tional course, it can lead to the wrong result and one must 
not cling to the simple explanation to which it leads if 
subsequent observations show that this is incorrect. 

Mere it is advisable to remember the advice of Pasteur 
(185-1): 

Preconceived ideas are like searchlights which illumine the 
path of the experimenter and serve him as a guide to interro- 
gate nature. They become a danger only if he transforms 
them into fixed ideas — this is why I should like to sec these 
profound words inscribed on the threshold of all tlic temp' :s 
of Science: 'The greatest dcriingemcnt of the mind is to be- 
lieve in something because one wishes it to be so.* 

Keeping all these facts in mind, the balance of the 
evidence regarding flying saucers as I sec it — viewed 
ar.iiiist the critical situations in which 1 used to have to 

decide on courses of action based on evidence from eye- 
witnesses and other sources —is heavily against their 
being intelligently controlled vehicles. But I also know 
that, even if the current American and Russian investiga- 
tions come to this same conclusion or even a stronger one, 
it will not discourage the flying saucer believers. For these 
investigations are faced with the impossible job, if flying 
saucers do not exist, of proving a completely negative case. 
This is one of the most difTicult of all Intelligence tasks, 
and even if the investigation is as thorough as humanly 
possible, the flying saucer exponents will always be able 
to conjure new hypotheses that had not been considered. 

If known natural phenomena are insufficient to explain 
everything that has been genuinely seen, the alternative to 
the intelligently controlled vehicles is an as yet unrecog- 
nized natural phenomenon. This is distinctly possible — 
the case may be similar to that of ball lightning, the 
occurrence of which has long been both asserted and dis- 
puted. But ball lightning has been seen by many observers 
with a scientific tifining, including a Deputy Director of 
the Meteorological Office. In this it appears (apart from a 
few recent reports from Russia) to differ from the flying 
saucer and since there is no reason to expect that scientists 
are more likely to be favoured relatively to laymen by ball 
lightning than by flying saucers, we may conclude that 
either the saucers are much rarer even than the com- 
paratively rare ball lightning, or that the latter has often 
been mistaken by lay observers for saucers. 

In com<ng to a conclusion about the existence of flying 
saucers, there is a strong temptation to be overcautious, 
because if you turn out to be wrong in denying their 
existence the error will be blazoned in the history of 
science; but if you merely turn out to be right, there will 
be little credit in proving a negative case. My own position 
has been that if at any time in the last 20 years I had had to 
take a vital decision one way or the other according to 
whether I thought that flying saucers were fact or fantasy, 
Russian or extraterrestial (why has China never been 
credited, by the way ?)* I would have taken that decision on 
the assumption that they were either a fantasy or an in- 
correct identification of a rare and unrecognized pheno- 
menon; and while 1 commend any genuine search for new- 
phenomena, little short of a tangible relic would dispel my 
scepticism of flying saucers. 
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problems related to the study. 

Mrs. LaVern Knoll, reference librarian at the Great Falls, Montana, 

public library, for searching files of Great Falle Leader  in connection 

with Case 47 (p. 626). 
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Mr.  Gary Rosenberger of Boulder, Colo.,  for use of his automobile 

and assistance in magnetic measurements involved in Case 38  (p. 582). 

American Institute of Public Opinion,  for providing the original 

records of their 1966 poll on  flying saucers, and for permission to 

use the results in Section III, Chapter 7. 

Opinion Research Organization, particularly Leonard F. Newton, 

Isabelle N.  Rhodes and James C. Manuel, who conducted the 1968 study 

reported in Section III, Chapter 7, under contract with this project. 

To the following individuals who assisted in the study of Case 

22 (p.  484): Wing Commander D.   F. Robertson, Canadian Forces Head- 

quarters; Royal Canadian Air Force Squadron Leader Paul  Bissky; Royal 

Canadian Mounted Police CIB Superintendents G. H. Miller and I. C. 

Shank, Cpl. G. J. Davis and Constable Zaccherias; Dr.  Edward C. Shaw; 

Director B. C. Cannon and members J. B. Thompson and E.  J. Epp of the 

Canadian Aerian Phenomena Research Organization. 

Häuser Research and Engineering Company, Boulder, Colo., for 

chemical analysis of material identified as chaff in Case 3, p. 388. 

Several scientists who gave us useful information on condition 

that their names would not be mentioned. 

And, finally, I would like to add my special thanks to the typists 

and editorial assistants who handled the monumental task of typing, 

proofing, correcting, and assembling this report, remaining with the 

study until its completion: Miss Beth Allman, Miss Ashley Baker, Mrs. 

Carol Lev«, Miss Brenda Montalvo and Mrs. Sue Wood.    And, above all, 

to Mrs.  Kathryn Shapley, who served loyally and efficiently as my 

secretary throughout the entire study. 
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Canadian - United States Communications; 
Instructions for Reporting 
Vital  Intelligence Sightings, 
887-889 

Canal Zone case Nov.1952,253,255-258 
Cantril,H.: quoted on "Invasion 

from Mars." 980-981 
Cape Ann,Mass.  case,88 
Cape Kennedy: direction of 

satellites from,1262 
Capella.star:  as probable 

explanation,187,199,418,420, 
421(Case 9) 

Capital Airlines pilot case : Ala. 
Nov.1956;Va.Aug. 1957,189- 
192 

Caravan Surveys see Opinion 
Research Corporation 

Cardinal point effect see Radar: 
Cardinal point effect 

Carolina Power S Light Company 
outage May 1967,162 

Carpenter,M.Scott: observations 
by,290 

quoted on Glenn effect,304 
Carswell Air Force Base,Tex. 

case Feb.1953,184-185 
Carter,Launor F.: member O'Brien 

Committee,904 
"Case of the Lubbock Lights," 

860 
Cases: for case reports see 364- 

m  
Cases: references to,throughout: 

Case 2,245-246,265;Case 4, 
143;Case 5,80-83,203-207, 
265;Case 6,89,104;Case 7, 
89;Case 10,87-88;Case 11, 
276;Case 12,]53-lS4;Case 
15.93;Case l6,224;Case 18, 
91;Case 19,160;Case 20,86; 
Case 21.104,258-259,265; 
Case 22,129,130;Case 23, 
90;Case 25,65,129;Case 26, 
92;Case 27,32;Case 27,86,1218; 
Case 28,94;Case 29.88;Case 
30.100-101;Case 32,130;Case 
33,87;Case 34,952;Case 35, 
259-261,449;Case 35,449; 
Case 37,93,'♦52 
38.87,129,130;Case 39,88, 
160;Case 42,87.130,137-138; 
Case 45.91;Case 46,112,113, 
727;Case 47,74;Case 48,121- 
122;Case 50.78,122;Case 51, 
lll,124-125;Case 52,112.115, 
123-124;Case 53,112.115,122; 

Case 55,114;Case 56,116; 
Case 57,116,122-123;Case 
15-B,196-203;Case 19-B,240- 
241;Case 76-B,245;Case 93-B, 
241-245,264;Case 101-B,253, 
255-258;Case 103-B,220-223; 
Case 104-B,188-189;Case 113-B; 
181-182;Case 115-3,184-185; 
Case 156-B,247,250-253;Case 
237-8,184,186-188;Case 304-B, 
210-212;Case 321-B,219;Case 
1065-B,192,193;Case 1207-B, 
196;Case 1211-B,219-220;Case 
1212-B,183-184;Case 1306-B, 
182-183;Case 1321-B,178-181; 
Case 1323-B,193-194;Ca;5e 7-C. 
223-224;Case K-N,189-192; 
Case 190-N,224-227,265;Case 
1206-N,194,196;Case 1482-N, 
213-214,265;Case 1257-P,148- 
149;Case 1326-P,135-136; 
Case 1406-P,131,132;Case 
1074-T,131,132;Case 10-X, 
214-219;Case 19-X,211,213 

Cases: classification of,175-176 
field investigation of,22, 

73-106 
radar,AP-like,219-240 
radar,blip-like,240-261 
visual,207-219 

blurry light or glow,196- 
207 

meteor-like.193-196 
star-like.178-193 

Cases,"classic": discrepancies in 
reports of.74-78 

investigation of,73-78 
Cases.current: types studied, 

87-101 
field studies of,83-84 

Cases.photographic see Photographs 
CaswelI.Ronald.894 
Castle Air Force Base,96-100 
Castle Rock,Colo.case Jan.1968, 

91 
Causes, prob able: summarized, 261- 

266 
Celestial globe,Chinese see Chinese 

celestial globe 
Censorship,908 

of reports,886-890 
Central Intelligence Agency,21 

creates Robertson panel ,866 
Central Meteorological Observatory, 

Tokyo: observation of 
fireball.1181 
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"Oiaff": radar detection of, 1073, 
1098-1099 

See also Aluminum "chaff"; 
Riair "chaff" 

Chant,C.A.: on fireball of Feb.1913, 
960-96! 

Charleston,S.Cease, Jan. 1967,192- 
193 

Charles ton, W.Va. easy,May 1966,245 
Chiles,Clarence S.: pilot in 

Eastern Airlines case,848 
Chiles-Whitted cass 1948,962-963 
Chinese celestial globe,816 
Chop,Al: on Case 49,645 
Chumley,A.X.,translator: on Byland 

Abbey sighting,828-829 
CIRVIS reports: security for,888-889 
Clarion,hypothetical planet,42-44 
Classic cases see Cases,classic 
Classification of reports see 

Reports, classified 
Cleto.Fenando: on Case 48,637 
Clifford,William Kingdon, Aims and 

Instruments of Scientific 
Thought: quoted,4 

Clinton,J.wT: on Washington,D.C. 
case,135 

Clouds: as probable explanation,122 
electric discharges from,1156, 

1162-1165,1168-1182 passim 
in photographs, 113 

Clouds, lenticular,738 .Plate 1 
Clouds,luminescent see Luminescence 
Clouds,tornado see Tornado clouds 
Clutter,ground see Ground clutter 
Coarsegold,Calircase,94-100,104 
Coast Guard Cutter "Sebago" case 

Nov.1957,247,250-253 
Cognition: influences on,939-940 
Cohen, Jose Maria: on Antarctic 

events,150 
Collins Radio Company,1072 
College students: reponses to 

opinion survey,350,353- 
355 

samples of,330-332,337 
Collis,R.T.H.,58 

quoted on Case 35,542,558-559 
Color: judgment of,939 

Colorado project: concluded,918 
conclusions and recommendation, 

2-8,67 
history of,913-918 
origin of,10-12,18,19 
reasons for,316 
source of data,178 

Colorado Springs, Col cease May 
1967,258-259 

Colorado Study of Public Attitudes 
1968,324-362 

Colorado University see University 
of Colorado 

Color-blindness : of dark-adapted 
eye,48 

Comet: as possible explanation 
of bolide,1189-1190 

Cometary debris : as probable 
explanation,947 

Comet orbits,1185 
Communication channels: clogging 

of,18,866,870 
Compression waves see Sound waves 
Conceptions of observers : effects 

on reports,943,949-964, 
974 

Condon,Edward U.: appointed 
scientific director,viii 

Congress see U.S.,Congress 
Conrad,Peter: observations by, 

293,298 
quoted on Glenn effect,304, 

305 
"Conspiracy hypothesis," 870-877 
"Contactee" stories,894-898 
Continental Divide,N.M.case Jan. 

1953,214-219 
Cook,Stuart,916 

appointed to Colorado project, 
viii 

Coopei,L.Gordon: observations by, 
293,294 

quoted on airglow,201 
Corner reflectors see Radar,corner 

reflectors 
Coronal point discharges, 1158 

as possible explanation,1190, 
1191-1192 

from mountaintops,1181 
from thunderstorms,1101,1172-1174 
from tornadoes,1175,1176 

Craig,Roy,53 
Crow,Loren W. : quoted on Case 1, 

369-371 
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quoted on Case 52,672-674,676 
report on weather,Case 35, 

545-554,555 
Crowd effect,979-982 

David,Jay,ed.  The Flying Saucer 
Reader,823 

Davidson,Captain : in Maury Island 
incident,846-847 

Davidson,M.:  on fireball Feb.1913, 
960 

Debris: as probable explanation, 
366,371(Case 1) 

viewed by astronauts,59 
Debris,windblown:  as probable 

explanation,729,731 (Case 58) 
Deception Island Antarctica event 

June,July 1965,149-150 
Decision procedure:   in statistical 

analysis of UFO phenomena 
1272-1278 passim 

Decision theory: applied to UFO 
reports,1276-1278 

Deductive reasoning:  on UFO 
phenomena,1272-1273 

Deener,David R.:   on age groups 
related to opinions, 
355-356 

Defense Department see U.S., 
Department of Defense 

Defense,national see National 
defense 

Deimos,moon of Mars,45 
De RachewiItz,Boris:  translator 

of "Tulli papyrus," 
835,838,839 

Denmark,Defence Research Board 
study programs,925 

Desvergers,D.S.:  sighting by, 
862 

Detroit,Mich.case March 1953, 
224-227 

Dexter, Mich.case March 1966, 
899-902 

Disc,flying:  alleged fragments 
from,133-135,138-143 

Distal event:  distortion of, 
931-932 

Distance:  judgment of,932-933, 
938 

Distant ground return: radar 
detection of,1073, 
1099-1117 

Distortions of perception see 
Perception,distortions of 

Dot angels,1091,1114 
Douglas Aircraft Company: 

analysis of Case 49,646 
report on Case 47,  630.632 

Dow Chemical Company:   ma lysis 
of Case 4,392,394-395 

producer of magnesium metal,55 
source of sample,140,141,143 

Djncombe, R.L.:   calculation of 
Clarion effects,  43 , 

Dust düvil:  in Case 1,369 
electricity fields  of.1156,1175, 

1178-1179 
D2yan,Book of: quoted by Edwards, 

831-833,855 
Dzyan,Stanzas of:  quoted,833-835 

Early Warning Network,33 
reports  of sightings,84-86 

Earthquakes:  electric fields of, 
1156,1180-1181,1193 

luminous effects of,1180-1182 
Earth radius:  for atmospheres, 1105 
Earth satellites see Satellites, 

earth 
Earth-surveillance satellite:  for 

future research,1269 
Earth's electric field see Magnetic 

field,earth 
Eastern Airlines case July 1948, 

848,962-963 
Edmonton,Alberta case April 1967, 

194.196 
Education: as factor in opinion,62, 

355-361 
Edwards Air Force Base case July 

1967,182-183 
Edwards,Frank: on alleged recovery 

of parts,133 
on disc fragments,134-135 
on metal spheres,137 
quoted as journal ist,966 
quoted on Adamski's work,895- 

898 
sighting reports received (1967 J 

84 
Edwards,Frank,Flying Saucers--Here 

and Now: quoted on ancient 
sightings,831-833,835 

Edwards,Frank,Flying Saucers--Serious 
Busness: quoted on censorship, 
B77  

Effects,electromagnetic see Electro- 
magnetic effects 

Effects,physical see Physical effects 

i 
i 
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Effects,physiological see Physiological 
effects 

Electric field of earth see Magnetic 
field,earth 

Electric fields,1156-1194 passim 
Electric power systems:   interruptions 

of service,161-172 
Electric storms,1181-1185 
Electricity, atmospheric see 

Atmospheric electricity 
Electromagnetic compatability 

(EMC),1117-1121 
Electromagnetic effects, 146-172 
Electromagnetic sensors: 

recommendations for,1266 
Electromagnetic waves:  propagation 

of,1100-1117 
scattering of,1248-1249 
propagation of,110-1117 

Electrosphere,1160-1161 
Elevation:judgment of,939 
ELSS see Extravehicular life 

support system 
England:  study programs  in, 

922-923 
Ennis.Philip: quoted on reporting 

crime,339,344,347 
Environmental Science Services 

Administration(ESSA)  see 
U.S.,Environmental Science 
Services Administration 

Epp,E..T.:  in Case 22,491 
Eriksson,Tage,134 

quoted on Spitzbergen case, 
923 

Errors in perception see 
Perception,  errors  in 

ESSA see U.S.,  Environmental 
Science    Services 
Administration 

ETA see Extra Terrestrial ;•■*£ 
Actuality 

ETH see Extra Terrestrial Hypotheses 
ETI see Extra Terrestrial  Intelligence 
EVA se£ Extra Vehicular Activity (EVA) 
"Excitedness effect":   influence of, 

953-954,962 
Exeter,N.H.case Sept. 1965,898-902, 

1190-1191 
Exhaust trails see Rockets,exhaust 

trails 
Extra Terrestrial Actuality (ETA), 34 

35-36,37 
Extra Terrestrial Hypotheses ,34-36, 

37,849,851,864,871-885 passim 
Mynek's opinions on,911 

James Harder quoted on,883-884 
Extra Terrestrial  Intelligence, 

856 
hypothesis de-emphasis, 1268 
in Lorenzen book,879-880 

Extravehicular life support  system 
(ELSS),298,305,306 

Extra Vehicular Activity(EVA)discards: 
observed from spacecraft, 
305 

Eye:   adantation of,   -18/535 
Ezekiel,Book of sec  Bible,Book o2 

Ezekiel 

False targets,180-181 
Fargo,N.D. case,848-849 
Fata Morgana,1010,1055 
Federal Aviation Agency:   radar 

networks,65 
reports of sightings,84 

Federal Power Commission:   Report, 
Prevention of Power Failures: 
quoted, 161,166-269,170-171 

Field studies,22-24 
evaluated,103-106 
methods of,73-106 

Fields,magnetic see Magnetic fields 
Mlm:  damage to,!!?, 113 

defects,114,738,Plate 4,5 
tracking,111,124 
See also photographs 

Finland Air Force Base,Minn.case 
Sept.1966,178-181 

Fireball,Great,Feb. 1913:  report of, 
960-962 

Fireballs:  as probable explanation, 
560-562(Case 36),947-948, 
963,1253 

in earthquakes, 1180 
radar detection of,1097 
reports of,969-973 
sound from,1264 
See also Bolides 

"Firefly effect," see Glenn particles 
Fisherville,Va..case Dec.1964: 

radioactivity claimed,130 
Flames:  in earthquake,1180 
"Flaps":  clustering of reports, 

17,31 
Flares: as probable explanation, 

88,103,518-520(Case  29), 
710,713,714(Case  55) 

Flares,solar see Solar flares 
Flashing see Scintillation 
"Flying  flapjack" plane:   possible 

sighting of,846 
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Fontes,Olivo T.: quoted on Case 48, 
121,637-639,881-882 

quoted on Ubatuba,Brazil case, 
139-140 

Foo-fighters: related to St. Elmo's 
fire,1173 

Ford Motor Company ^53 
investigators of automobile 

rial function,432,433 
Forest Service see U.S. Forest 

Service 
Fort,Charles: quoted on sightings, 

821,826,827 
Fort Belvoir,Va.case Sept.1957,78, 

122,655-665(Case 50),740, 
Plates 32-40 

Fort MonrnöütlT,N.J.incident,Sept. 
1951,857-859 

Fortenberry, Wi 11 i am, 364 
Few1er,Raymond E.,88 

quoted on Case 6,408 
quoted on extra-terrestrial 

intelligence,911-913 
Fuller,John G.: article on 

Colorado project 915 

quoted on power outage 164-166 
Fuller,John Coincident at Exeter, 

164-166,555 
Full er,John G.: The Interrupted 

Journey (Barney and Betty 
Hill case),899 

Gallup Poll: on flying saucers 
(1947 and 1950),   f.0, 
316,317,338;(19b6),60,61, 
316-323,337-339,355 

Gemini 4:   observations from, 
307-309 

Gemini  5,288 
observations from,293,300, 

304,305 
photograph of REP,739,Plate  19 

Gemini 6:  observations from,304 
rendezvous of,302 
rendezvous with Gemini 7, 

739,Plate 21 
Gemini 6-12,300 
Gemini 7,288,307,309-311 

observations from,276,292, 
739,Plate 16 

rendezvous of,302 
rendezvous with Gemini 6, 

739,Plate 21 
sketch of auroral arch,739, 

Plate  Id 

Gemini  11,276,739,Plate 17,18 
observations from,298,302 

Gemini 11-Agena see Agena 11 
Gemini 12:  observations from, 

305-306 
Gemini flights,298 

log of manned flights,270 
observations from,268-312 
time in orbit,269 

Geminid meteors:  as probable 
explanation,221 

Genroku earthquake,Japan, Dec. 1730: 
luminous effects of,  1180 

Geomagnetic storms:  relation to 
solar flares,1159 

Geomagnetic observatories:   instru- 
ments  of,  1255 

recommendations for,1266 
Geometrical optics see Optics, 

geometrical 
Ghost see Radar, ghost 
"Ghost balloons" see Balloons, 

super-pressure;  Balloons 
polyethylene 

Glenn,John M.Jr.:  observations 
by,289-290,303-305 

Glenn particles,285,303-305 
See also Spacecraft, 

observations  from 
Glossary of Meteorology: quoted 

on mirage definition, 
551(Case 35) 

Godman Air Force Base,Ky.,847 
Gorman,George F.:  pilot  in 

Fargo,N.D.  case,848-8« 
Goose Air Fcrce  Base,Labrador 

case, Dec.1952,188-189 
Goose Bay,   Labrador,case ,lunc 

1954,207-210 
Goudsmit,Samuel A.,867 
Grand Marais,Minn.case Sept.   1966, 

178-181 
Grass,space see "Space grass" 
Graupe 1 see also Hail 
Great  Bend,Kans.case,1227-1228 
Great Falls Air Base.Mont. ,75-76 
Great palls,  Mont.case Aug.1950, 

75,119 626-635(Case 47) 
motion picture,740,PhOc 27 

Greece,Ministry of National 
Defense National Meteor 
Service:  reports  file in, 
926 

"Green flash" : of the sun,   1038- 
1040,1055-156 
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Green,Gabriel, Let's Face the Facts 
about Flying Saucers:quoted 
on ancient sighting, 824,828, 
829-831 

Ground clutter:radar detection of, 
1099-1117,1123-1124 

Ground markings .-alleged from UFOs, 
128-131 

Ground return,distant see Distant 
ground return 

Groups susceptibility of, 980-981 
Grudge,project,see Project Grudge 
Gulf of Mexico,La. coast case Dec. 

1952, 220-223 
Gulf of Mexico,"Sebago"case Nov. 

1957, 247,250-253 
Gulfstream Aircraft.Huntsvilie,Ala. 

case March 1966, 113.116. 
702-709 (Case 54).741-742. 
Plate 52-57 

liaggarty.John, 829 
Hail:electric fields associated 

with. 1176,1182-1184 
Haleakala Observatory:I.Feb.1966, 

1234-1239 
11,Sept.1967, 1241-1246 
11,method of investigation,1215 

Halford-Watkins,Carol, 135-136 
Hall,Asaph:discovered moons of Mars, 

45 
liall,Richard:on alleged ring 

imprints, 129 
on "angel hair", 132 

Ha 11,Richard, The UFO Evidence, 
21,lül 

index of reports, 31 
i:allucination:development of, 978 

see also Hoaxes 
lianeda Air Force Base,Japan,case 

Aug.1952, 184,186-188 
Harder, James A.:on Truckee case, 

35,883 
Harvard College Observatory,Pike's 

Peak Station expedition of 
1870's, quoted on mountaintop 
thunderstorms, 1183-1185 

Harvard Meteor Project (1954-1958), 
65,906,1219,1220 

Häuser Research and bngineering 
Company:in Case 3, 388 

Havana,111. photographic station, 
1220 

see also Radar Meteor Project, 
Long Branch,111. 

Hayes. Allen:in Case 38, 57b 

Haynesville.La. case, 87-101 
Heilmaier, Erich Paul:on Antarctic 

events, 149 
Herold,C, 58 
Hidden data see Photographs:data, 

hidden 
Highwood Ranger Station,Alberta, 

case, 720-728(Case 57) 
Hi 11,Barney and Betty.case, 899 
Hillsdale,Mich. case Mar.1966, 

899-902 
Hoax:as possible explanation, 724, 

725, 727 
as probable explanation, 51, 

89-92,125-126,506-507 (Case 
26),847,851,862,943,965-966 

categories of, 114,115 
of ancient reports, 839-840 
of Book of Dzyan, 835 
of Byland Abbey mss., 829-830 
optical, 114-115,738,Plate 10-12 
photographic. 114,120,714(Case 55) 
photographic discrepancies, 498- 

502 (Case 24),637-640(Caso 48). 
671-696(Case 52),724-727(Case 
57) 

physical, 114-115,122,738,Plate 
8-9 

reasons for, 979 
Hokkaido,Japan,case,Feb.1953, 181-182 
Holloman Air Force Base, 223-224 
Holy Bible see Bible 
Hooven,Frederick J.:quoted on mag- 

netic mapping, 153-156 
Hope,Major K.J.:on photographs(Case 57J, 

723-724 
Horse case,Colo. (Case 32),527-551 
Hostile action:recognition of,866,870 
Hot-air balloons see Balloons,hot-air 
Howard,J.H., 364 
Humidity gradients in atmosphere sec 

Atmosphere,humidity gradients in 
Hurricanes, 1175 
Husted,A. ,Sgt,in Case 50, ()b4 
Huygen's principle, 1000 
Hynek, J.Allen, 21,706(Case 54) 

in Case 8, 416-417; in Case 10,445 
in Case 38,575 
in Project Grudge report.Aug.1949. 

851 
on Bismarck,N.D.case, 198-2ÜÜ 
on Dexter and Hi 1Isdalc.Mich . 

cases, 899 
on field teams, 24 
on Louisvi Uc.Ky.case, 848 
on single-observer sightings, 105 
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Mynek,  .1.  Allen  (con't) 
on unidentified sightings,   1269 
quoted, hearings on UFO problems, 
910,911 
quoted on Case 2,  \86-387 
report of Case 57,  724,727 
source of data,   110 

Hypnosis,   983 
in Case 42,  598-599 

Hypothese*   : 
evaluation of,  840-841 
formation of,   1273-1274 
testing of,   1272-1278 passim 

Hysteria :contagion of,  981-982,984 
see also Mass hysteria 

Iceland volcanic eruptions:   Nov.1963 
electric  fields of,   1179 

Identified Tlying Object:  defined,14 
Ilil.l-  Spectrum  1966:   quoted on North- 

east  power outage,   I'i'O-l?! 
Ignis   Patuus,   1174 
I LI:      see  Intelligent  Life  lilsewhere 
Illusions,  optical  see Optical   illusions 
Image  inversion,1022-1023 
Image orthicon,1253-1255 

aerial coverage by,1264 
Imagination: is probable explanation,92-94 
Imprints  see Landing-gear  imprints; 

Ring  imprints 
Incident  No.40,  July  1947: 

Project Grudge report quoted on 852-853 
Incident  No.51,   Sept.1947: 

Project drudge report quoted on 853-S54 
Induct ive  reasoning,1272-1273 
Insects:   radar detection of,   1073, 

1088-1091.1114,1249-1251 
Instrumentation : use of,in Case  27,508-510 
Intelligence, extraterrestrial   see 

Hxtraterrestrial   Intel Iigence 
Intelligent   Life llsewhere   (JLIH,36-46 

opinions on, 61 
International Get Acquainted Program 

Denmark,  8«4 
Internal   Revenue Service    see U.S., 

Internal Revenue Service 
Interpretation:  of sighting reports, 

943-974 
Interstellar distances,   37-4(> 
Interviewing of witnesses     see 

Witnesses,  interviewing of 
"Invasion from Mars",  980 
Inversions    see  Image  inversion; 

iemperature  inversion 
Investigators:   availability of,86-87 

equipment of,  86 
selection of data by,   1215 

Ion rocket engines development of, 
1159 

lonization of matter,!157-1158 
Ionized particles:radar detection 

of,1073,1093-1097 
Iris   (goddess):myths of.818-819 
Irkutsk Magnetic and Meteorological 

Observators ,1188-1189 
Izu,Japan,  earthquake,  Nov.1930: 

luminous effects of,1181 

Jack-o-lanterns,   1174 
JANAP see Joint  Army-Navy-Air 
Jessup~J!r.:on hyland Abbey sighting,828 
Jet exhaust stream:as probable 

explanation,964 
Joint Armv-Navy-Air Pub Iicat ion,146,111 

on reports of sightings,887-889 
Jones ,R.V. .-quoted on eyewitness 

credibi 1 ity,9b4t9(>6 9o7,9b9 
Jueneman ,1 rederick B.:on llbatuba, 

Brazil  case.   142 
Jung.C.J. :quoted on ancient  sight- 

ings ,825 
Flying Saucers:on anxieties,982 

Jupiter,planet:as probable explana- 
tion,193. 199-200,405, UO 
(Case 6) .440-141   (Case   14) . 
563,571-574   (Case  37) 

1i fe on,41 

Kamakura earthquake  125":luminous 
effects of.1 ISO 

Ka1 stron.G.K.:quoted on Cnyv  SJ, 
b71-(i72 

keel,John A.:on  "space  grass",133 
quoted  on EVA discards,306 

Keldysh.M.V. ,924 
KelIogg,W.K.,y13 
Kepler's  Laws:applied to satellite 

orb its,279,280 
Kerckhoff,A.C.  and K.K.Back, The 

June   Bug,   quoted,981    ~~~ 
Keyhoe.Üonald H.:director of N1CAP, 

19 
discontinued reporting,33 
founded NICAP,87o 
on Fargo,N.D.   case,849 
"Flying Saucers are Real"(in 

True Magazine) .19,M.856 
Keyhoe,Tönäld 1...  Flying Saucers  from 

Outer SjQacre.  851 
quoted,876 - 8"" 

kincheloe  Air Force  Base,Mich, 
case,Sept . 191^,21"  2 49 

Kirtland Air Force Base,N.M.   case 
Nov. 1957,211 ,:13 
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Klass, P.J..1170.1190 
Klass, P.J., UFOs Identified. 

discussed,quoted,1191-1193 
Konradsen,K.G.:quoted on Danish 

study programs,925-926 
Kugelblitz see Ball lightning 
Kuiper.Gerard P.:quoted on outer 

space searching. 20 
Kwanto.Japan,earthquake,Sept.1923: 

luminous effects of, 1181 
Kyoto,Japan.earthquake, 1830: 

luminous effects of,1181 

Labrador case,June 1954,207-210 
Lackenheath case,Aug.1956,245-246 
Lakevi1le.Conn.case,Jan.1967, 

733-736,742,Plate 64 
Landing-gea1" imprints,alleged, 

129,131 
Langmuir,Irving:on Phoenix,Ariz. 

incident,853 
Lasers:tracking by, 1256-1257 
Lawnmower's muffler:as explanation, 

137 
LeBailly,E.B.,Maj.Gen.,USAF: 

quoted on Project Blue Book, 
902-903, 905 

Lehner,Ernst and Johanna, Lure and 
Lore of Outer Space:quoted on 
Chinese celestrial globe, 816 

Lens flares:as UFO images, 113,114, 
738, Plate 6 

Lenticular clouds see Clouds, len- 
ticular 

Leshkovtsev.V.:quoted on sightings, 
924-925 

Leslie,Desmond, and George Adamski, 
Flying Saucers Have Landed,879 

quoted on Byland Abbey sightings, 
828-829 

Leonid shower, 293 
Level land,Texas event,Nov.1957, 161 
Levy,John:in Case 38, 577 
Lieu, Finn, 134 
Light scattering. 1047-1052 
Light waves:anomalous propagation of, 

173-266 passim 
causes of refraction, 1000-1001 
color separation of, 1037-1044, 

1055 
propagation of, 46-49 
refraction of, 998,1014-1017,1052 
refractive index of,1000-1004, 

1009-1010, 1054 
signal-to-noise ratio, 1248 

Lighted balloons see Balloons. 
lighted 

Lightning properties of, 1156,1158, 
1162-1164,1171-1188 passim 

radar detection of, 1093-1095 
see also Ball lightning; Thunder- 

storms; Tornado lightning; 
Volcano lightning 

Lipp,James E., 851 
letter on ILE, 37 

Literature, UFO:effect on children,8 
Local debris see Spacecraft,obser- 

vations from 
Look special ed.,1967, on flying 

saucers, 49,51 
Lorenzen, Coral, 860 

head of APR0,19 
on alleged landing gear imprints, 

178-129 
on luminous haze, 132 
on Ubatuba,Brazil case, 54,138-139, 

142 
Lorenzen, Coral, Flying Saucers:The 

Startling Evidence of the In- 
vasion from Outer Space: 
quoted, 879  ~ 

The Great Flying Saucer Hoax,879 
on Case 4, 391 

Lorenzen, James .-head of APR0,19 
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 

event(1950,1951,1952), 147 
Louisiana-Texas case,Sept. 1957, 

203-207 
Louisville.Ky..case,Jan.1948,847-848 
Love!1,James A. ,Jr.:quoted on "bogie", 

310-311 
quoted on discards. 305-306 
quoted on rendezvous, 302 

Low,Robert J., 915-917 
appointed to Colorado project, viii 
quoted on Fuller article, 915 
"Unexplained Electric Power Inter- 

ruptions", 161- 171 
Lowell, Percival:on canals on Mars,45 
Lower atmosphere see Atmosphere,lower 
Lowes,John Livingston:quoted on 

ancient sightings, 826-827 
Luminescence:from bolide, 1186,1189, 

1190 
from earthquakes, 1180-1182 

Luminescence, snowstorm see Snowstorm 
luminescence 

Luminous particles see Spacecraft, 
observations from 
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McChord Air Force Base,Seattle,Wash. 
case,Oct.1959, 219-220 

McDivitt, James A.: observations by, 
307-309 

McDonald,James E., 927,928 
in Case 50, 657-662 
in Case 52, 683-684,690,692 
on future research,1269 
on northeast power outage,167 
quoted on extraterrestrial 

hypothesis,34 
quoted on numbers of reports, 

969 
reports in other parts of the 

world,16 
source of data, 110 

McGuire Air Force Base, N.J.: 
reports to,32 

Mach number,1148 
Mackay, Charles, Extraordinary Pop- 

ular Delusions and the   ~ 
Madness of Crowds:quoted,979 

McKinley,J.L.:quoted on power outages, 
163-164 

McLaughlin,R.B.,Cmdr,USN,"How 
Scientists Tracked Flying 
Saucers":quoted on sighting, 
(1950), 856 

McMinnville,Ore. case,May 1950, 112, 
119,607-625,739, Plate 23-24 

article on,856 
Magazine articles:on cases (1947), 

847; (1950)855-856; (1952), 
862-864 

Magnesium,metal, 54 
as probable explanation,391-396 

(Case 4) 
in Ubatuba,Brazil case,138-143 

Magnet, project see Project magnet 
Magnetic disturbances, 1189 

observational program for,67 
See also Geomagnetic storms 

Magnetic fields:effect on automo- 
biles, 53,151-161,172,582-588 
(Case 39) 

Magnetic field,earth disturbances of, 
53,148-150,172,1255,1256 

sea level average, 1160-1162 
strength detection of,1255,1256 

Magnetic mapping:car bodies, 
153-161,172 

Magnetometers,proton see Proton mag- 
netometers 

Malfunctions of automobiles see 
Automobile malfunctions 

Malfunction of radar see Radar, mal- 
function of 
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Maney.C.A.:on "angel hair",151-132 
on ring imprints, 129 

Manhattan Beach,Calif, case,Feb.1957, 
133 

Man-made device see Artifacts 
Manning, T.E., 915 
Mantel1, Thomas:in Louisville,Ky case, 

847-848 
Mapping,magnetic see Magnetic mapping 
Marconi Research Laboratory.England, 

1085 
The Marine Observer: quoted on astro- 

nomical refraction,1040,1044 
quoted on atmospheric refraction, 

1028,1030 
Marliens,France incident, May 1967, 

136 
Mars,planet gravitational pull of, 

42-43 
life on, 41,44-46 

Marsh gas, 1174 
"Martian Invasion Defense Program", 

875 
Marynov,D.:quoted on sightings, 

924-925 
Mass hysteria, 979-982 
Material deposited,alleged, 131-133 
Matter,ionization of see lonization 

of matter 
Maury Island incident,(1947X11^,846,965 
Menzel,Donald II., 21,46-47,925,927 

"Do Flying Saucers Move in Straight 
Lines?", 891-892 

Flying Saucers, 879 
Menzel, DTH.and L.G.Boyd:on Case 49, 

647 
Menzel,D.H. and L.G.rioyd, The World 

of Flying Saucers:on Case 48, 
63^,639-640 

Mercury 6observations from, 289-290 
Mercury 7.-observations from, 9,290, 

303-305 
Mercury 8observations from, 290-291, 

293 
Mercury 9observations from 291,294 
Mercury flights, 288 

log of manned flights, 270 
observations assigned 271-273 
observations from, 268-312 
time in orbit, 269 

Mercury, planet: life on, 41 
Merint reports:security for, 888 
Merritt,Everitt,phütogrammet i st 

50-51 
Metallic material: from St. Lawrence 

River case, 135-136 
from Case 42, 137-138 
from Ubatuba case, 138-143 
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Meteor sounds see Noise 
Meteorite Recovery Project see 

Smithsonian Meteorite 
Recovery Project 

Meteorites:electric fields of, 

1185-1188.1189,1190 
photographs of path, 1220 
radar detection of, 1097 
recovery of, 1223 
trajectories of, 281 

Meteoroids:as probable explanation, 
947-948,1255 

detection of, 1254 
electric fields produced by, 

1185-1186,1189 
source of, 1219 

Meteorological conditions:summarized, 
261,263 

Meteorological optics see Optics, 
atmospheric 

Meteors:as probable explanation, 
196,203,223,236,250,253, 
508-510 (Case 27), 560-562 
(Case 36), 948-961 passim, 
1227-1228 

characteristics of,1258-1262 
electric fields of,1156,1158, 

1185-1188 
flux of, 971 
luminosity of, 293 
observed from spacecraft, 293 
radar tracking of, 1252-1253 

research on, 1219-1229,1252-1254 
source of, 1219 

Meteors, Geminid see Geminid meteors 
Meteor trails:radar detection of, 

1096-1097 
described, 1186 

Methodology, statistical see 
Statistical methodology 

Michaux.C.M., Handbook of the Physi- 
cal Properties of the Planet 
Mars, 44 

Michel, Aine, 890-892 
on "angel hair", 132 

Micrometeorites, 1188-1190 
Middleton,W.E.Knowles, Vision through 

the Atmo£>pi?ere( 1047 
Mie,Gustav. 1249 
Military communication channels see 

Communication channels 
Military installations:reports near, 

32, 51 
Miller,Stanley I.:  on life proteins, 

40 

Millman, Peter M., in Case 22, 492 
of Canadian UFO study program, 

921-922 
on single observer sightings,105 

Minnaert, M,: on lights from swamps, 
900-901 

quoted on Case 54, 706 
Mirage: as probable explanation, 

209-21C;226-227,541,551-5S4, 
555-557 (Case 35) 

characteristics of, 988,1017-1030, 
1053-1056 

formation of, 551,553.554-557 
(Case 35) 

Mirage images: brightening of, 1033- 
1037 

focu*g of, .'033-1037,1052,1055- 
1056 

number and shape of,  1022-1030 
Mirage, optical,   191,192,987-1056 

defined, 987 
distortions, 987 
duration, 987,1020-1022 
literature of, 987-999 

Mirfak, star:probably sighted,  198 
Misidentification:  as probable 

explanation, 51 
of real stimuli, 977 

Misinterpretation's probable expla- 
nation, 94-100,943-974 

Missile, sub-orbital:as probable 
explanation,  1241 

Mohawk Airlines case, 213-214 
Moon:as probable explanation,   1228 

photographed,   113 
trails of, 738, Plate 3 
fragments,as probable explanation, 

947-948 
Moon satellites see Satellites,moon 
Moroney,N.J., Facts from Figures: 

quoted on statistics,   1271,   1277 
Moseley, James W.:  on flying saicer 

captured,  128 
operator of Saucers,  19 

Motion judgment of, 934,938 
Mt.Palomar Observatory event Oct.1949, 

147 
Mt.Palomar Observatory Sky At las,906 
Mt.Palomar Schmidt telescope,   1254 
Mountaintop electricity.physiolog- 

ical effects of,  1182-1185 
Mountaintops:electric fields on 

1156,1181-1185 
Murrow,Edward R.television show,85b 
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Mustel.E. .-quoted on sightings, 
924-925 

Mystery see Secrecy 

Narashimhan.C.V.rquoted on United 
Nations, 927 

Nash.W.B., 364 
National Academy of Sciences,918 

to review Colorado project, ix 
National Academy of Sciences, 

Space Science Board, Biology 
and Exploration of Mars, 44 

National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) see 
U.S.National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration 

National Center for Atmospheric 
Research (NCAR), 5 

support of Colorado project, 
viii.ix 

National defense:relation of reports 
to, 7 

National Investigations Committee 
for Aerial Phenomena (NICAP), 
19,32,33,85,325.328-330,582- 
588 (Case 39),644-645 (Case 
49). 657-662 (Case 50) 

field teams, 23 
file of UFO reports. 31 
founded, 876 
in Case 52. b71-b97 
incorporated. 893 
investigation by, 94 
on Chilcs-Whitted case. 9b3 
published reports of Project 

Grudge and Project blue Book. 
857 

reports of cases, 73 
sighting reports received (1967), 

84 
source of data. 110,178 
types of reports investigated. 

105 
National Opinion Research Center, 

357 
National Research Council, Ottawa, 

Upper Atmosphere Research 
Section: Non-Meteoritic 
Sighting File, 9J: 

National Science Founuation see U.S. 
National Science Foundation 

National security: threat to, 
7,18,864.86^-871,893.905,906, 
909 

Naval Photogiaphlc Interpretation 
Center see U.S. Naval Photo- 
graphic interpretation Center 

NCAR see National Center for Atmos- 
pheric Research 

Negatives see Films 
Nemuro AF Detachment, Hokkaido,Japan, 

case Feb.1953, 181-182 
Neoprene balloons see Balloons, neo- 

prene 
Neptune,planet:life on, 41 
Nests see "Saucer nests" 
Network of observing stations possi- 

bilities of. 64-67 
New Mexico aircraft flight case 

April 1966. 114,710-714 
New Zealand:study program in, 926 
Niagara Falls,N.Y.. case July 1957, 

219 
NICAP see National Investigations 

Committee for Aerial Phenomena 
Noise:from bolides, 1186-1187,1188-1189 

from electric storms, 7.1183-1184 
from fireball of Feb.1913, 960,962 
from meteorites, 1187 
from meteors. 1185,1186,1187-1188 
in tornadoes, 1176.1177 

Nolli,Gianfranco:on "Tulli papyrus". 
839 

Non-event:e.g.Case 19, 100-102,466-467 
Non-Meteoritic Sighting File,Canada, 

922 
Non-sighters :demographic analysis of. 

325,337-338 
reporting by, 338-348 
responses to opinion survcv, 350 

N0RAÜ see North American Air DeTorsc 
Command 

North American Air Defense Command,298 
catalogue of obiects in orbit.294, 

308 
identification of Zond IV, 949 
in Case 52, 687-690,696 
on Gemini 4 sighting, 308 

North American Power Systems Inter- 
connection Committee luly 1967. 
164 

Northeast power outage March 1965, 
164-171 

Northrop Corporaticn, 1153 
Nuclear explosionras possible expla- 

nation of bolide, 1189 
Null hypothesis see Reports, null 

hypothesis applied to 
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Objects in space see Artifacts; 
Space objects;  Spacecraft; 
Satellites 

O'Brien, Brian, i.10.18.903-904 
O'Brien Committee.   109,893-913, 

916 
quoted on project recommenda- 

tions,   10,11,18 
recommendations  of, 907-908 
report commented on, 909 
report quoted,  905-908 

Observatories, geomagnetic see 
Geomagnetic observatories 

Observer:  ability of,   1214-1215 
conceptions see Conceptions of 

observers 
creditability of, 976,982-983 
defects of vision,  47 
psychology of,  984 
See also Sighters 

Odessa, Wash,  case,  Dec.  1952, 210- 
212 

O'Keefe, John A.:  on Glenn effect, 
304-305 

Old Testament see Bible 
Olivier, Charles P.:   analysis of 

fireball reports, 970 
in Case 36,  562 

Olmsted Air Force Base:  reports to, 
32 

Olsen, T., The Reference for Out- 
Standing UFO Reports"!"" 
index of reports,  31 

Opinion on UFOs,   315-362 
correlated to age and education, 

355-361 
Opinion, public see Public opinion 
Opinion Research_Cehter see National 

Opinion Research Center 
Opinion Research Corporation,  60, 

62 
Caravan surveys,  316-317,  325, 

326,  337 
Oppenheimer, J.   Robert,  867,  875 
Optical illusion:  nature of, 977 
Optical mirage see Mirage, optical 
Optical  refractive index see Light 

waves,  refractive index 
Optical  scintillation see 

Scintillation 
Optical waves  see  Light waves 
Optics,   atmospheric,   46-47 
Optics,  geometrical:   of mirage, 

lOoO,   1007,   1054 

Optics, meteorological  see Optics, 
atmospheric 

Orbiting Solar Observatory,  285-286 
Orcadas Naval Station,   Antarctica, 

event July 1965,   148-150 
Orlansky, Jesse: member O'Brien 

committee, 904 
Orthicon see Image orthicon 
Orthoteny:  defined,  890 
Ostrom, Carl E:   in Case 38,  580 

on forest damage,   130-131 
Oswego, Oregon,   incident,  Sept.   1947, 

853-854 
Ottawa New Sciences Club,   135-130 
Outer Space Affairs Group sec United 

Nations,  Outer Space Affairs 
Group 

Owls:   as probable explanation,   468, 
472-473  (Case 20) 

Page,  R.M., The Origin of Radar, 55 
Page, Thornton,  868-869 
Polomar Observatory see Mt.  Palomar 

Observatory 
Panoramic Research Laboratory,  852- 

853 
Paris, Texas case, March  1967,  196 
Particles,  ionized see  Ionized 

particles 
Pearson Product Moment Coefficients, 

333,  357 
Pennsylvania Power &  Light Company 

outage, June  1967,   162 
Pegasus B:   observed from spacecraft, 

308-309 
Percept:   formulation of,   937-939 

influences on, 940 
Perception, 976-981 

causes of,  943-948,  962-964,974 
defined, 937 
distortions of, 977-981 
errors in,  977-979 
medical  and psychological  tests 

of,  982 
process of, 930-941 

Perception, visual,  46 
Physical effects,  52-55,   128-144, 

146-172 
Physiolojjical  effects,   Mf» 
Phobos,  moon of Mjrs,   Ar, 
Phoenix,   Ariz,   incident,   July   J'.M?, 

quoted from Project  drudju 
report,  852-8.™ 
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Photoelectric sensors:  recommenda- 
tions  for,   1266 

Photographic effects:  common 
classes of,   113 

Photographic evidence:  discussed 
by Klass,   1191-1192 

Photographic network:  for future 
research,  1269 

Photographs:   as evidence,   89-90,108 
classification of cases,   116, 

117,   118 
conclusions summarized,   124-125 
criteria for study,   120-121 
data, hidden,  110-111 
diagnostic characteristics,  115 
fabrication of,   120 
first reported,  July 4,   1947, 

845 
from spacecraft:  Proton III, 

298,299,  Plate 17,18 
from spacecraft:  Radar Evalua- 

tion Pod,  300,   739,   Plate 19 
Gemini program,   302,  Plate 18,19 
in Case 7,  411-415 

498-502 
607-625 
628-635 
637-640 
641-653 
655-665 
667-670 
671-697 
115,  698-700 
702-709 
710-714 
716-718 
720,722-727 
729-732 
733,735,736 
Ariz,  case,   852-853 

i,  970-971 
1219-1229 

of RCAF pilot,   1956,   1170 
of stars.   1219-1229 
priorities for study of,  116 
quality of,  112 
study of,  49-52 
types of.   111 
unexplained cases,   10'.), 119 
unexplained cases   suimnari t'eü , 

US-120 
Photometer,   uirnlow:   searching, 

1234-1239 
sky coverage by,   1263 

in Case 24, 
in Case 46, 
in Case 47, 
in Case 48, 
in Case 49, 
in Case 50, 
in Case 51, 
in Case 52, 
in Case 53, 
in Case 54, 
in Case 55, 
in Case 56, 
in Case 57, 
in Case 58, 
in Case 59, 
in Phoenix, 
of fireball 
of meteors. 

Photometers, scanning,   1232-1234 
analysis of data of,  1215 
in UFO searches, 66 
space coverage by,  1263,1265 

Photometer,  zodiacal  light;   scanning, 
1241-1246 

Pibal balloon see Weather balloon 
Pickering,  W. H.,  1229 
Pike's Peak Station see Harvard 

College Observatory, Pike's 
Peak Station 

Pilot balloons see Balloons,  lighted 
Plan Position InäTcator see Radar- 

Plan Position Indicator 
Planets see names of individual 

planets 
Plasma,   1156-1194 

characteristics expected,  1194 
radar detection of,   1073,1095- 

1097 
Plasma blobs:  as possible explana- 

tion,  1191 
Plasma UFO Conference, Boulder»  Colo. 

Oct.   1967,   1193-1194 
Plastic balloons see Balloons, neo- 

prene; Balloons, polyethylene 
Pluto, planet,  1229 

life on, 41 
Poe, William E: quoted in Case 52, 

685 
Polls see Colorado Study of Public 

Attitudes,   1968; Gallup; »    inion 
Research Corporation-Caravan 
Surveyt; Public Opinion 

Pollux,  star:  probably  lighted,   198 
Polyethylene balloons see Balloons, 

polyethylene 
Polygraph:  use of, 983 
Population:   samples of,   325-332 
Port Townsend, Wash,  case:  soil 

tests,  131 
Powell,  Bill:  in Case 46, 610 
Power line faults:  as probable 

explanation,  503  (Case 25) 
Power systems see Electric power 

systems 
Powers,  W. T.:  on future research, 

1269 
Prairie  Network,  (>r> «.(>.   I 11. I.".I, 

Uf.S, 12(i I , I2(i«l 
us   source  of   data,    111 
capab i 1 i t i es  of,   1 ..'(>.ri 
evaluation of,   1224-1229 
field  headquarters  of,   1J23,12J4 
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opeiation of,  1219-1229 
reconsendations for,  1266 
reports,  films classified,  1227 
sightings by,  1224,  1230 
space coverage by,  1262-1264 

Pranks see Hoaxes 
Precipitation:  radar detection of, 

1073,1074-1078 
President's Commission on Law 

Enforcement and Administra- 
tion,  339 

Presnell, R.   I.,  58 
Presque Isle State Park, Penna. 

incident, July 1966: 
landing gear imprint at, 
129 

Price, William,   12 
Pro, Maynard, J.:  analysis in Case 

4,  393 
analysis of metal,  141 

Product Moment Coefficients see 
Pearson Product Moment 
Coefficients 

Project Blue Book,  7,10,11,18,74,76, 
80,82,99-100,129,134,147, 
379,381-385 (Case 2), 397- 
398(Case 5),325,328-330,551 
(Case 35), 642-652 passim 
(Case 49), 685,693 (Case 
52),713 (Case 55) 

correspondence re Case 47, 627- 
632 

establishment of, 857,860 
file of UFO reports,  31 
operating instructions,  884 
personnel investigating 

Michigan cases,  899-902 
report on Zond IV, 949,950 
reports for 1953 to 65,  893 
reports of cases,  73 
review of,  903,905-908 
source of data,  110.178 
source ot   reports, 33 

Project Grudge,   851-866 
establishment of,  850,857 
reactivated Oct.  1941,  857 
recommendations of,  853-855,857 

Project Magnet,  922 
Project Second Storey:  study pro- 

gram of,  922 
Project Sign,   844-851 

final  report quoted,(1949,) 
850-851 

final  report quoted by Keyhoe, 
851 

Project Sign, Estimate of the Situa- 
tion:  Conclusions of,  849 

Proton III:  observed from spacecraft, 
298-300 

Proton magnetometers; described,  1255- 
1256 

Proximal stimulus:  ambiguity of, 
932-934 

Psychiatric evaluation:  of observers 
recommended, 983 

Psychiatric problems, 6 
Psychiatric studies:   possibility of, 

64 
Psychic predictions,   100 (Case 19) 
Psychological studies:  possibility 

of,  63 
Psychological testing in cases 33, 

38,   42,   87,598-599  (Case 42) 
of observers recommended, 983 
value of,   104 

Psychological Warfare Division:  in 
Grudge recommendations,   854- 
855 

Psychology,  national:  effect of 
propaganda on,   870 

Public Attitudes Study se£ Colorado 
Study of Public Attitudes, 
1968 

Public opinion:  on UFOs, 59-62, 
315-362 

Public opinion poll  respondents, 
demographic analysis of, 319- 
323 

Putt,  Donald,  Brig.  Gen.,USAF,  851 
Pvibram,  Czechoslovaki a meteor,   122.^ 

Quintanilla, Hector,  Lt.  CoL.tlSAP, 
21 

Radar, 55-58 
anomalous propagation effects, 

173-266  passim,   1109-1114, 
1249 

as probable explanation,  188, 
194,203,223,239,247,250,253, 
257-258,26l-2b6,445  (Case 
16),  541,551-558 (Case 35). 
743,859,  Plate 68 

formation of,  551-558 (Case 
35) 

cardinal point effect,   11 lb 
c mer reflectors,   1116 
c rvature of waves,   1106-1110 
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echo:  "Angels",   1088,1091.1099, 
1100,1113-1114 

as RFI,   1118 
auroras,   1093,1095-1096 
ball  lightning,   1095 
birds and insects,   1081-1091 
chaff, window,   rope,  1098-1099 
distant ground returns,  1099-1117 
evaluation of,   1131-1137 
fireballs,   1097 
from aircraft,   1078-1081 
ground clutter,   1099-1117, 

1123-1124 
ionized particles,   1093-1097 
lightning,   1093-1095 
meteorites,   1097 
meteors,   1096-1097 
multiple trip,   1064,1091 
plasmas,   1093-1097 
precipitation,   1074-1078 
related to targets,   1071-1072, 

1138-1139 
satellite,  1091-1093 
sferics,   1095 
side lobe,  1121-1131 
signal variation,   1066-1069 
smoke,   1099 
space objects,   1091-1093 
surface objects,   1099-1117 
terrain features,  1099-1117 
weather balloons,  1097-1098 
See also "Angels", Radar, 

reflections 
false targets,   1110-1139 

probable explanation, 240 
frequency bands,   1074-1131 passim 
fundamentals of,   1063-1069 
ghost,  1121,1125-1127 
ground clutter,  743, Plate 68b 
information from,   1059-1140, 

1246-1253 
interference signals,  1117-1121 
jamming,   133,136 
malfunction of,  as probable 

explanation,  445  (Case 16) 
noise track, as probable 

explanation,  324 
plan position indicator,   742, 

Plate b5,1068-1069,1071- 
1140  passim 

reflected,   as probable explana- 
tion,   183 

reflections,   1121-1131 
reflectors,   1124-1130,1134-1137 

resolving power of,   1246-1248 
sensitivity of,  1248-1253 
side lobes of antenna,   1111,1121- 

1131 
sighting, 397-404  (Case 5),  564- 

565  (Case 37) 
signal sources,   1072-1131 
space coverage by,   1262-1263 
target identification,   1110-1117, 

1131-1139 
target intensity,   1133-1134 
target velocity,   1131-1133 
tropospheric propagation of radio 

waves,   1099-1117 
uses of,   1246-1248 
WSR-57 weather instruments,   1251- 

1252 
See also Radio waves 

Radar chaff,   133,136 
as probable explanation,  388, 

390 (Case 3) 
Radar Evaluation Pod,  739,  Plate  19 

observed from spacecraft,  300,301 
sun-illuminated,  300 

Radar evidence:  discussed by  Klass, 
1191-1192 

Radar Meteor Project,  Long Branch, 
111.,   1254 

described,   1252 
Radar networks, 65 
Radar, scanning:  space coverage by, 

1263-1264 
Radar sightings see Sightings, radar 
Radar systems,  description of,   1060- 

1063 
reliability of,   1060,1069-1070 

1138-1139 
Radar, weather see Weather radar network 
Radiation level:  effects on,   147, 

172 
Radioactivity:   claimed,   130,133 
Radio blackouts:   relation to solar 

flares, 1159 
Radio dusting, 1123 
Radio frequency interference  (RFI), 

1117-1121,1138 
Radio interference,   743,   Plate 67 
Radio meteorology:  principles of, 

1100-1117 
Radiosonde balloons see Balloons. 

Neoprene;  WeatlTer bal loons , 
Balloons.R.idio-sonde 

Radio waves:   forward scatter of, 
1113-1115 
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propagation of,  1100-1117 
reflectior of,  1100-1117,1138 
refraction of,  1100-1117 
refractive index,  176-177,1100- 

1117 
profiles of,  179-256 passim 

See also Radar 
Rainbow: nyths of,  818-819 
Ranan, C.V.:  on mirage, 1052,1056 
Raoberg, Walter: quoted on "Tulli 

papyrus", 839 
Rankow, Ralph: in Case 50, 662 

quoted on Case 52, 691,693-694 
Rapid City, S.D. case, Aug.   1953, 

196-203 
Ratchford, J. Thomas, 913 

set up project, 12 
Reasoning see Deductive reasoning; 

Inductive reasoning 
Recommendations:  for future inves- 

tigations, 265-266 
Reflection:  in the atmosphere, 

1006-1009 
Refraction:  in the atmosphere, 

1000-1007,1009-1011, 
1014-1016,1054 

literature of, 988-999 
Refraction,  astronomical; color 

separation in,  1037-1044 
Refraction, Snell's law of   see 

Snell's law of refraction 
Refractive index see Light waves, 

refractive index; Radio 
waves, refractive index 

Reporting:   influences on, 940 
medical and psychological tests 

of, 982 
reliability of, 964-974 

Reports,  969,974 
credibility of, 940-941 
early,   16-19 
explanation of. 24-30 
interpretation of, 943-974 
Null hypothesis applied to, 

1275-1276 
opinions on, 315-362 
patterns  in,  1274-1275 
recommendation for handling, 6-7 
sources of, 30-33 
stimuli for,   H-lft 
time and place ot,  31,32 

Reports, published, availability 
of.  908 

classified,   18 

Revere Copper and Brass,  Inc., 
Brooklyn,  N.Y.,  in Case 3 
388 

Foil Division,   133 
Ring angels:  radar identification of, 

1088 
See also Radar»echo: birds and 

insects 
Ring imprints:  alleged,  129-131 
Roach, Franklin E..  appointed to 

Colorado project, viii, 917 
investigation by, 94-99 
on astronaut observations,  58-59 

Roberts,  C.E.B.,  The Mysterious 
Madame: quoted on Mme. 
Blavatsky,   833 

Roberts, Walter Orr, 917 
Robertson, H.P.,   18,866-867 
Robertson Panel,   855,866-879,893 

"Debunking" recommended by,  878- 
879 

educational program recommended 
by,  878 

on Case 49, 646,647,651 
report quoted,   869-971  see Appendix 
training program recommended by, 

878 
Robinson, Marvin,  927 
Rocket,  as probable explanation,  440 

(Case i4) 
Rocket boosters,  observed from space- 

craft, 305,310-311 
Rockets:  exhaust trails,  114 

launch paced by UFO,   114,124 
Rocky Mountain Po^er Pool meeting, 

June 1967,   164 
"Rope":  radar detection of,   1073, 

1098-1099 
Rorschach, Hermann,   819-920 
Roth, U.E.:   reports of sightings,  84 
Rothberg, Gerald H.:  on future 

research,  1269 
quoted on all-sky cameras,   1218- 

1219 
Roush, J.   Edward,  68 
Royal Canadian Air Force, report on 

Case 57,   720.723,725,726 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police, 538- 

540  (Case 34) 
Rubber balloons sec Balloons,  neoprcne 
Kuppelt,  li.J.,   860 

head of Projects Grudge and Blut- 
Book,   857 

on Case 49,  645,646,048,649 
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on Desvergers case,  862 
on Louisville,  Ky.  case,  848 
on Project Grudge report,  851- 

852 
quoted on Case 47, 631 
quoted on Keyhoe, 876 
quoted on Maury Island Hoax,  965 
The Report on Unidentified Flying 

Objects,  H 
Rush,  Joseph H.,   1256 
Rusk, Dean:  quoted on Colorado 

project, 926 
Russell, Bertrand, Skeptical Essays: 

quoted on expert opinion, 
840-841 

Russia see U.S.S.R. 

Sagan,  Car],  68 
member O'Brien committee, 904 

St.  Hlmo's  fire,   1158 
as possible explanation,  Klass 

theory of,  1190 
described,   1170,1173 
See also Ball  lightning 

St.  Lawrence River, Quebec case, 
July 1960,   134,135-136 

St.  Petersburg,   Fla.  incident,  1951, 
1172 

Salisbury,  Frank B.:  quoted on moons 
on Mars,  46 

Sampling:   of phenomena,  1274 
Santa Ana,  Calif,   case, Aug.   1965, 

112,115,123-124,671-697, 
741,  Plate 42 

Santa Ana Register,  in Case 52, 685- 
594 

Satellites,  artificial:  as probable 
explanation,  105,1255 

atmospheric drag on,  276-281 
brightness  of,  283 
characteristics of,  1259-1262 
deceleration of, 281-282 
for future earth-surveillance, 

1269 
orbit of,  276-283,292,294-300 
radar detection of,  1073,1091- 

1093 
re-entries of,  84,276,281 
See also Spacecraft 

Satellites,  earth:  search for small, 
1229-1232 

Satellite,    arth-surveillance see 
Earth-surveillance 
satellite 

Satellites,  moon:  search  for,   1231 

Satum, Planet,  27,191 
life on,  41 

Saucer "nests":  alleged of UFOs,  128- 
131 

Saucers and Unexplained Celestial 
Events Research Society 
(SAUCERS),   19 

Sault Saint Marie Air Force Base case, 
Sept.   1966,   193-194 

Saunders,  David R,:  on staff of 
Colorado project,  917 

Scanning photometers see Photometers 
scanning 

Scanning radar see Radar,  scanning 
Scattering of light see Light, 

scattering 
Schiaparelli,  G.V.:  map of Mars,  45 
Schirra, Walter M.,  Jr.:     quoted on 

airglow,   290-291,293 
Schmidt telescope see Mt.  Palomar 

Schmidt telescope 
Schools:  attitude toward UFOs,   8 
Schroeder, Earl:  quoted on "claw" 

markings, 51-52 
Science:  contribution of study to, 

2-3,7 
Scientific research:   possibilities 

for,   2-5 
Scientific Study of Unidentified 

Flying Objects see Colorado 
project. 

Scientists:  caution of,  35-36 
decisions of,  2-5 

Scintillation:   atmospheric,   1044-1047, 
1055 

literature of,  999 
Scorpio (Shaula)  star:   as probable 

explanation,   181 
Scott, William A.:   on social psychol- 

ogy of UFOs,   323-324,332,361 
on staff, Colorado project,  917 

Scully,  Frank,  Behind the Flying 
Saucers,   856 

Second Storey    see Project !ecund 
Storey 

Secrecy,   18,20-21 
of project reports,   869-874,876, 

877-878 
of UFO reports,   7 

Security, national  see National 
security 

Seeing see Perception,  visual 
Scitz,  Frederick, 924 
Sei fridge Air Force Base,  Mich.: 

personnel   investigating Michigan 
cases.   899-902 
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Sensation:  alertness as factor of, 
935-936 

modifications of, 934-937 
Sensors, automatic see Automatic 

sensors 
Sensors, electromagnetic see 

Electromagnetic sensors 
Sensors, photoelectric see 

Photoelectric sensors 
Sensory anomalies:  effect on sensa- 

tion, 936 
Sensory deprivation:  occurrence of, 

978,980 
Sex:  as factor in opinions on UF0s,62 
Sferics:  radar detection of,  1095 
Shape: judcmant of, 434,938 
Sharif, M.  experiment on perception,979-980 
Shells,  concentric with the earth: 

search of,  1229,1231 
Shields, CA.:  in Case 38,  579 
Shimmer: astronomical,  1046 
Shinano earthquake,   1847:   luminous 

effects of,   1180 
Shiroi Air Force Base, Japan: 

quoted on Haneda case,  1952, 
186 

Shklovskii,  I.S.:  on moons of Mars, 
45-46 

Shklovskii,  I.S. and Sagan, Carl, 
Intelligent Life in the 
Universe:  discussion of ILE, 
37  

Shock waves see Sonic boom 
Shockley, JofüTS.,  236,239 
Shooting stars,   1184-1185 
Sidell,  111.  image orthicon,   1252, 

1254 
Sienko and Plane:  quoted on swamp 

gas, 901-902 
Sighters:  attitudes of,  315-362 

demographic analysis of,  319- 
323,325,328-329,337-338 

public and private responses of, 
324 

reporting by, 338-348 
responses to UFO opinion survey, 

350,352,355 
See also Observers 

Sightings: Air Force information on, 
94-99,100-103 

Air Force study of,  10-12 
altitude of,  1260-1262 
analyses of,  885 
available information on,  73 

azimuth of,  1260,1262 
BAYVIC line, Sept.  1944,  890 
by astronauts, 268-312 

see also Spacecraft,  observa- 
tions from 

causes of, 943-948 
data needed,  1258 
decision to investigate,  85-86 
duration of,  22,1258,1260 
early notification of,  84-85 
explaining reports of,  24-30 
history of,   813-841,844-920 
history of,(1947 to 1968, )844- 

918 
hypotheses for,  174 
in Illinois,(1967,)1254-1255 
in 1952,  864 
instrumental,  1256,1262-1268 
instrumented, 64-67,1214-1270 
interpretations of reports, 943- 

974 
investigation of,  103-106,907-910 
of balloons,  1211-1212 
of 1947,  845 
percentage reported,  15-16,63 
previously unreported,   78-83 
psychology of, 976-984 
radar,  55-58,104,173-266,219-240 

blip-like, 240-261 
in Case 37, 564-565 

repetitive, 83-84 
reporting of,  338-348 
reports of, 33,940-941 
"Straight line mystery",   890 
suppressed data,  ill 
unexplained,   116,125-126,192,193 

207,210,214,245-246,259,306- 
309,1239 

by astronauts, 59,306-309 
by Project Grudge,  851 
Case 2, 372,387 
Case 5, 397 
Case 6,  88-89,405,410 
Case 8,  416-417 
Case  10, 87-88,422 
Case  12, 432,435 
Case  13, 436-437 
Case  14, 438-442 
Case 17, 451,457 
Case 21, 474-483 
Case  22,  484-493 
Case 31, 524-526 
Case  33,  532-537 
Case  34,  538-540 
Case 39,  87-88 
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Case 42, 596-598 
Case 43,  599,632 
Case 44, 603-604 
Case 46, 625 
Case 47, 626-635 
Case 52, 671-697 
Case 56, 716,718 
Case 57,   720-727 
Case of B-47,  82 
numerical occurrence of, 

1269-1270 
observed from spacecraft, 

306-311 
percentage,(1947 to 1965,)905 
percentage of photographic 

cases,  109 
statistical study of "residual" 

reports, 969-973 
velocity range of,   1260-1261 
visual,  147,173-266,193-219 
Washington, D.C.,(1952,)86C 
Wright-Patterson AFB,   1952, 

860-861 
Sightings,  ancient,  824-839 

inconclusiveness of,  821-822 
Sign, Project see Project Sign 
Sirius,  star: as probable explan- 

ation,   105,577-598  (Case 38) 
Size:   judgment of, 932-933,934,938 
Size-distance relations,  47-48 
Sky and Telescope: reports on fire- 

balls, ho 
Sky coverage network:  cost of,   1267- 

1268 
proposal for,  1265-1268 

"Skyhook" balloons see Balloor^, 
"Skyhook" 

Sky-luminescence see Luminescence 
Sky survey: by photometers,  1232- 

1234 
by telescope,  1265 
of airglow,   1233,1234-1239 
of zodiacal  light,  1233,1241- 

1246 
Smith, Warren P.,  742, Plate 61-62 
Smith, Warren,  and Gabriel Green, 

Let's Face the Facts about 
Flying Saucers:quoted on 
1720 A.D.  sighting,  824-825 

Smith, Wilbert B. 922 
Smithsonian Institution,  65-66,   1252, 

1254 
Radar Meteor Project:  adaptable 

to UFO searches,  66-67 
research on meteorites,   1219 
Visual Prairie Network, 906 

Smithsonian Meteorite Recovery 
Project:  costs of,   1267 
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Smoke: radar detection of,  1073, 
1099 

Snell's  law of refraction,  1000, 
1001,1005-1007,1009-1010, 
1017,105/» 

Snowstorm lumine.    ;nce:  as pos- 
sible explanations,  1192 

Social forces:   influence on 
report!        974 

Sodium flare set  ^lare, sodium 
Soil tests,   13 
Solar flares:  caise, effect,   1159 
Solar Observatoiy, Orbiting see 

Orbiting Solar Observa- 
tory 

Sonic boom,   1146-1154 
absence of,  52-53,147,214, 

1146,1154 
atmospheric effects on,  1151- 

1152 
propagation of,  1147-1151, 

1153 
reduction of,  1152,1153 
wind effects on,  1151 
Superbooms,   1153 
see also Sound waves 

Sonors and Camarillo, Calif,  case, 
Nov.   1967,  Dec.   1967,  729- 
736  (Case 58) 

Sonora,  Calif.,  case,  116,742, 
Plate 63 

Sound see Noise 
Sound effects see Sonic boom 
Sound, Speed of see Sound waves 
Soundwaves:  speed of,   1147 

see also Sonic boom 
South Hill, Virginia,  incident, 

April 1967:  landing gear 
i-aprint of,  129 

Soviet satellite Zond see Zond 
Soviet Union see U.S.S.R. 
Space:  characteristics of,  279 
Spacecraft:  disintegration of 

Zond IV, 949-958 
luminosity of, 281 
observations from,  268-312 

Agena,  302 
Airglow,  289-292 
artifacts,  294-300 

Aurora,  292 
Bogie,  307,309-311 
ELSS,  298 
extra-vehicular activity 

(EVA),  305 
Glenn particles,  285,303- 

305 
meteors,   293 



Pegasus B,  308-309 
Proton III,  298-300 
Radar Evaluation Pod,   300,301, 

739,  Plate 19 
rocket boosters,  305,310,311 
stars,  292-293 
twilight bands,  294 
unidentified,  306-309 
uriglow,  285,304 
zodiacal light,  293,294 

reentry of,  281 
rendezvous and docking of, 300, 

302 
rendezvous of:  Agena,  300 
windows of,  274-276,292,293, 

294,311 
See also Satellites,  artificial 

Spacecraft, extraterrestrial  see 
Extraterrestrial  intelli- 
gence 

"Space grass",  132-133 
Space objects:  as causes of sight- 

ings,  943-948 
characteristics of,   1256-1262 
classified,   175-176 
mass of,  231,283,284,286,287 
radar detection of,  1073,1091- 

1093 
sun-illuminated,  283-287,304 
See also Artifacts; Spacecraft; 

Satellites;  names of 
specific objects 

Space travel fiction,  34 
Speed:  judgment of,  933-934,938 
Spheres, metal:  as probable 

explanation,   136-137 
Spherics see Sferics 
Spiders:  as probable explanation, 

132 
Spitzbergen Island case,(1952, )133- 

134 
Sprinkle, R.  Leo:  on hypnotic exam- 

ination of witness,   598- 
599  (Case 42) 

quoted on Lorenzen book,  879- 
880 

Squall  lines:  source of tornadoes, 
1174 

SS Hampton Roads case,  253 
Stanford Research Institute,  bS 

contribution to Colorado 
project,  iii 

Stars:   as probable explanation, 
182,203,220,232,234,236, 
575-580  (Case 38) 

magnitude of,  12:2 
observed from spacecraft,  292-293 
scintillating,  as probable 

explanation,  181 
visibility of,  292-293 
See also names of individual 

stars and planets 
Stars, shooting see Shooting stars 
Statistical analysis:  of UFO 

phenomena, 1271-1278 
Statistical methodology:   for studying 

UFO phenomena,   1272,1277-1278 
Stimulus,  concomitant: effect on 

sensation, 936 
Stimulus, proximal see Proximal 

stimulus 
Stolyarov,  Porfiry A., 923 
Storms, geomagnetic see Geomagnetic 

storms 
Stringfield,  L.H,:  investigation of 

Case 55,  711,712,714 
Strong,  Ralph, Case 50, 662,663 
Strontium:   added to magnesium,   143 

in Case 4,  395 
Study programs regarding UFOs:   in 

foreign countries,  921-928 
Subsonic aircraft see Aircraft, 

subsonic 
Sub-sun:  as probable explanation, 

116,702-709 (Case 54) 
in photographs,   113,738,  Plate  2 

Sullivan, Walter, We are Not Alone: 
review of ILE, 36-37 

Sulphur see Brimstone odors 
Sun:  worsHTp of, 817-818 

See also Sub-sun 
Sun illuminated space objects  see 

Space objects sun ilJuminated 
Cunspots:  nature of,   1158-1159 
Super-pressure balloons see Balloons, 

super-pressure 
Super-Schmidt Camera,   1220-1222 

sky coverage by,   1265 
Supersonic aircraft see Aircraft, 

supersonic 
Surface objects:  radar detection of, 

1099-1117 
Swamp gas,   1174 

as probable explanation,  899-902 
theory for ball  lightning,   1168 

Sweden:   sightings in,   17 
study programs in, 921,923 

Sweden,  Research Institute of National 
Defence:  study programs,  923 

Symposium on Unidentified Flying Objects, 
Washington, Ü.C., July  1968,  68 
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Tachikawa Air Force Base»Japan,  187 
Teenagers:responses to UFO opinion 

survey, 348-351,354-355 
sample of, 325,337 

Television camera see Camera,tele- 
vision 

Temperature gradients in the atmos- 
phere see Atmosphere,  temper- 
ature gradients in 

Temperature inversions:in mirage 
formation,  1011-1014,1053-1054 

Temperature lapses:in mirage forma- 
tion,   1011-1012,1018,1053-1054 

Tennessee Valley Authority outage 
Feb,1967,  162 

Terrain features:as probable expla- 
nations, 224 

radar detection of,1099-1117 
Terrestrial magnetic disturbances 

see Magnetic field,earth: 
disturbances of 

Testing, psychological see^Psycho- 
logical testing 

Thacher,  Peter S.:quoted on U.N. 
committees, 927-928 

Thayer, Gordon:quoted on anomalous 
propagation hypothesis,58 

"Light scattering by aerosol 
particles,"1047-1052 

Thomas,Paul:on "Miracle of Fatima", 
823 

Thomas,  Paul, Flying Saucers Through 
the Ages:quoted on byland 
Abbey sighting,  828-829 

Thompson,  Frank, Lt.Cmdr,USNWash- 
ington, D,C. case,  135 

Thor-Agena rocket:in Case 51,  667- 
670 

Thunderstorms:electric fields of, 
1156,1161-1162,1170-1175, 
1182-1183 

Thutmose 111,1504-1450 B.C.,Annals: 
quoted 835-836,838 

Tillamook.Ore.case Mar.1967,183-184 
Titc-.i,  second phase,   3C7 
Titan 3 C-4,satellite Sapt.1967: 

re-entry of,  958-959 
Titanium:as component of "angel hair", 

132 
Tombaugh Survey,1229-1232,1265,1266 
Tornado clouds:as possible explana- 

tion,   "192 
Tornado lightning description of, 

1156,1174-1178,1179,1193 
Tornadoes characteristics of ,1259-1262 

electric field of,   1256 
Tosa earthquake(1698):  luminous effects 

of,   1180 
1463 

Tracking films see Films,tracking 
Trail^R.J.zquotea' in Case 22,492-493 
Treraonton,Utah.case July 1952, 641- 

653; movie film frame,740, 
Plate 31 

Trench,  Brinsley LePoer:quoted on 
ancient sightings, 824,828 

The Flying Saucer Story, quoted 
835-836 

Troposphere see Atmosphere 
Truckee,Calif.case,Sept,1963,  35, 

883-884 
Tucson,Ariz.incident Oct.1967: 

landing  gear,  imprint of,   129 
Tulli,Alberto:"Tulli papyrus",  835- 

839 
•Tulli papyrus":quoted,  835-836,838 
Tunguska Meteor of 1908,  1219 
Tunguska River,  Siberia,  incident, 

June  1908,   1188-1190 
Twilight bands:observed from space- 

craft,  294 
Twilight effects:of balloons,  1209- 
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